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PREFACE 

This manual describes how to use the RT-11 system; it provides enough information for you to perform ordinary 
tasks such as program development, program execution, and file maintenance. This manual is appropriate for YOU if 
you are already familiar with computer software fundamentals and have some experience using RT-11. If you have 
no RT-11 experience, you should read the Introduction to RT-11 before consulting this manual. If you have experi- 
ence with an earlier release of RT-11 (this is version 3), you should read the RT-I1 System Release Notes to learn 
how RT-11 V03 differs from earlier versions. If you are interested in more sophisticated programming techniques or 
in system programming, you should read this manual first and then proceed to the RT-I1 Advanced Programmer’s 
Guide. 

The next section, Chapter Summary, briefly describes the chapters in this manual and suggests a reading path to 
help you use the manual efficiently. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 
The first two chapters make up Part I of this manual, RT-11 Overview. Read Part I to gain an understanding of the 
RT-11 system as a whole. 

Chapter 1 describes the program development process in general as well as the system software and hardware com- 
ponents. 

Chapter 2 describes the three monitors that are available with an RT-11 system. 

Chapters 3 and 4 compose Part II of the manual, System Communication. Read Part II to become familiar with 
RT-11 system conventions and to learn how to interact with the RT-11 monitor directly from the console terminal. 

Chapter 3 describes system conventions, such as data formats, file naming conventions, and terminal keyboard 
special functions. 

Chapter 4 introduces the keyboard monitor commands. These important commands are your means of communicat- 
ing with the monitor and performing computer tasks. 

Part III, Text Editing, consists of Chapter 5, EDIT. Read Chapter 5 to learn how to manipulate text on the RT-11 
system. 

Part IV, Utility Programs, consists of 10 chapters that describe the many programs provided with the RT-11 system. 
If you are an advanced user, you may want to read Chapters 6 through 15 to learn about the RT-I 1 system programs 
in detail. However, if you are a new user or primarily a high-level language programmer, you do not have to under- 
stand how these system programs work to make use of them through the monitor command language (described in 
Chapter 4). 

Chapter 6 describes the Command String Interpreter and explains the command syntax you use to communicate with 
the RT-11 system programs. 

Chapters 7 through 9 describe the RT-11 system utility programs, PIP, DUP, and DIR. 

Chapter 10 describes MACRO, the RT-11 assembly language. 
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Chapters 11 through 15 describe the RT-11 system utility programs, LINK, LIBR, DUMP, FILEX, and SRCCOM. 

Part V, Altering Assembled Programs, explains the use of some sophisticated programming tools. 

Chapters 16 through 18 describe the RT-11 programs, ODT, PATCH, and PAT. These three programs can help you 
debug programs and make changes to programs that are already assembled. 

Appendix A contains a description of RT-11 BATCH. Appendix B contains a table of the keyboard monitor 
commands, their abbreviations, and their system program equivalents. 

DOCUMENTATIONCONVENTIONS 
This section describes the symbolic conventions used throughout this manual. Familiarize yourself with these con- 
ventions before you continue reading the manual. 

Conventions used in this manual include the following items: 

1. Examples consist of actual computer output wherever possible. In the examples, responses entered by a 
user are shown in red to distinguish them from computer output, which is shown in black. 

2. Unless the manual indicates otherwise, terminate all commands or command strings with a carriage return. 
Where necessary, this manual uses the symbol (RET) to represent a carriage return, <LF) to represent a 
line feed, (sp) for a space, and (TAB) to represent a tab. 

3. Terminal and console terminal are general terms used throughout all RT-11 documentation to represent any 
terminal device, including DECwriters, displays, and Teletypes’ _ 

4. To produce several characters in system commands you must type a combination of keys concurrently. For 
example, hold down the CTRL key and type 0 at the same time to produce the CTRL/O character. Key 
combinations such as this one are documented as CTRL/O, CTRL/C, SHIFT/N, etc. 

5. In descriptions of command syntax, capital letters represent the command name, which you must type. 
Lower case letters represent a variable, for which you must supply a value. 

Square brackets [ ] enclose optional choices; you can include the item in brackets, or you can omit it, as 
you choose. 

Braces { 1 enclose a group of options from which you can choose only one. 

The ellipsis symbol (. . .) represents repetition. You can repeat the item that precedes the ellipsis. 

The hyphen (-) is a continuation character. Use it at the end of a line if you continue a command string to 
another line. 

The following is a typical example of command syntax: 

DELETE[/option . . .] filespec[/option . . .] 

This example shows that you must type the word DELETE, and that you can follow it with one or more op- 
tions of your choice (none are required). You must then leave a space and supply a file specification. The 
file specification can also be followed by one or more options (none are required). Here is a typical command 
string: 

,DELETE/NOQUEHY IITI : MYFILE, FOR 

‘Teletype is a registered trademark of the Teletype Corporation. 
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PART I 

RT-11 OVERVIEW 

RT-11 is a single-user programming and operating system for the PDP-11 series of computers. This system can use a 
wide range of peripherals and can access up to 124K (126,976) words of either solid state or core memory. (4K words 
of the maximum 128K (131,072) words of memory are reserved for device interfacing.) 

Three system monitors are provided by RT-11: the single-job monitor (SJ), the foreground/background monitor 
(FB), and the extended memory monitor (XM). 

The single-job monitor allows one program at a time to reside in memory. The program executes until it completes 
or until you interrupt it with a keyboard command. 

The foreground/background monitor allows two independent programs to reside in memory at one time. The fore- 
ground program, however, takes priority over the background program. RT-11 allows the background program to 
execute whenever the foreground program is in a wait state. Typically, the foreground program performs a time- 
dependent task, such as sampling material every few seconds and then analyzing the resultant data. A background 
program, on the other hand, usually performs a time-independent task, such as file maintenance or program develop- 
ment. This sharing of resources between two tasks greatly increases the efficiency of your RT-11 system. 

The extended memory monitor provides all the features of the foreground/background monitor and, in addition, 
allows you to access up to 124K (126,976) words of memory. The other two monitors are restricted to 28K words 
of main memory. (4K words of the 32K words of memory available are reserved for device interfacing.) 

These three monitors are upward compatible. That is, the foreground/background monitor provides all the features 
of the single-job monitor, and the extended memory monitor offers all the features of the foreground/background 
monitor. 

You control the RT-11 system from the console terminal. The monitor commands that you use to direct the system 
are described in Chapter 4 of this manual. 

In addition to the three monitors, RT-I 1 provides a full complement of system programs that can perform some more 
specific tasks than the keyboard monitor commands can. If you are an average user, though, the keyboard monitor com- 
mands should be sufficient for your needs. There is a summary of the system programs in Section 1.2; they are de- 
scribed in more detail in individual chapters of this manual. 

RT-11 also supports a variety of language processors including MACRO-l 1, an assembly language, and several high- 
level languages such as FORTRAN IV and BASIC. 

The following two chapters describe system software and hardware components, program development, and the three 
RT-I 1 monitors. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

This chapter describes briefly the software and hardware components available for you to use with the RT-11 system. 
The software components include the text editor and the many system programs that perform specific tasks. The 
hardware components include system clocks, printing and display terminals, external storage devices (such as magnetic 
tape drives), and other peripheral devices (such as card readers and line printers). 

1.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
Computer systems (such as RT-11) are ideal for program development. You can make use of the programming tools 
available on your system to develop programs to suit your needs. The number and type of tools available on any 
given system depend on many factors (including the size of the system, its application, and its cost). Most DIGITAL 
systems, however, provide several basic program development aids. These aids generally include an editor, an assembler: 
a linker, a debugger, and a librarian. A high level language, such as FORTRAN or BASIC, is also usually available. 

You can use an editor to create and modify textual material. Text may be the lines of code that make up a source 
program written in some programming language, or it may be other ASCII data. Text may be reports, memos, or, in 
fact, any subject matter you wish. In this respect, using an editor is analogous to using a typewriter; you sit at a key- 
board and type text. However, the advantages of an editor far exceed those of a typewriter. Once text has been cre- 
ated, you can modify, relocate, replace, merge, or delete it, all by means of simple editing commands. When you are 
satisfied with your text, you can save it on a storage device where it is available for later reference. 

If you use the editor to write a source program, development does not stop with the creation of this program. Since 
the computer cannot understand any language but machine language (which is a set of binary command codes), you 

need an intermediary program to convert source code into the instructions the computer can execute. This is the 
function of an assembler or language translator. 

The assembler accepts alphanumeric representations of PDP-11 coding instructions (i.e., mnemonics), interprets the 
code, and produces as output the appropriate object code. You can direct the assembler to generate a listing of both 
the source code and binary output, as well as more specific listings that are helpful during the program debugging 
process. In addition, the assembler is capable of detecting certain common coding errors and issuing appropriate 
warnings. 

The assembler produces output called object output because it is composed of object (or binary) code. On PDP-11 
systems, the object output is called a module; it contains your source program in the binary language that is acceptable 
to a PDP-11 computer. 

Source programs may be complete and functional by themselves; however, some programs are written in such a way 
that they must be used with other programs (or modules) to form a complete and logical flow of instructions. For 
this reason, the object code produced by the assembler must be relocatable. That is, assignment of memory locations 
must be deferred until the code is combined with all other necessary object modules. The linker performs this function. 

The linker combines and relocates separately-assembled object programs. The output produced by the linker is a load 
module, the final linked program that is ready for execution. You can, at your choice, request a load map that displays 
all addresses assigned by the linker. 

You can very rarely create a program that does not contain at least one unintentional error, either in the logic of the 
program or in its coding. You may discover errors while you are editing your program, or the assembler may find errors 
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during the assembly process and inform you by means of error codes. The linker may also catch certain errors and 
issue appropriate messages. Often, however, it is not until execution that you discover that your program is not 
working properly. Programming errors may be extremely difficult to find, and for this reason, a debugging tool is 
usually available to aid you in determining the cause of your error. 

A debugging program allows you to interactively control the execution of your program. With it, you can examine 
the contents of individual locations, search for specific bit patterns, set designated stopping points during execution, 
change the contents of locations, continue execution, and test the results, all without editing and reassembling the 
program. 

When programs are successfully written and executed, they are useful to other programmers. Often, routines that are 
common to many programs (such as input and output routines) or sections of code that are used over and over again, 
are more useful if they are placed in a library where they can be retrieved by any interested user. A librarian provides 
such a service by allowing creation of a library file. Once created, the library can be expanded, updated, or listed. 

High-level languages simplify your work by providing an alternate means, other than assembly language mnemonics, 
of writing a source program. Generally, high-level languages are easy to learn. A single command causes the computer 
to perform many machine-language instructions. You do not need to know about the mechanics of the computer to 
use a high-level language. In addition, some high-level languages (like BASIC) offer a special immediate mode that 
allows you to solve equations and formulas as though you were using a calculator. You can concentrate on solving 
the problem rather than on using the system. 

These are a few of the programming tools offered by most computer systems. The next section summarizes specific 
programming aids available to you as an RT-11 user. 

1.2 SYSTEM SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 
The following is a brief summary of the specific system programs and programming available to you as an RT-11 user: 

1. The keyboard monitor commands (described in Chapter 4) are your means of controlling the system. You 
can use these English-language commands to perform tile maintenance, library maintenance, handler modi- 
fication, program development, and program execution. If you are an average user, the keyboard monitor 
commands should be sufficient for your needs. 

2. The text editor (EDIT, described in Chapter 5) creates or modifies source files for use as input to language- 
processing programs such as the assembler or FORTRAN. EDIT contains text manipulation commands that 
permit quick and easy editing of a text file. EDIT also allows you to use a VT1 1 or VS60 display processor 
if one is part of the hardware configuration. 

3. The peripheral interchange program (PIP, described in Chapter 7) is the RT-11 fne maintenance program. It 
transfers files among all devices that are part of the RT-11 system and renames or deletes files. 

4. The device utility program (DUP, described in Chapter 8) performs general device utilities such as initializing 
devices, duplicating their contents, and reorganizing files on the devices. It operates only on RT-11 file- 
structured devices. 

5. The directory program (DIR, described in Chapter 9) produces directory listings. 
6. The MACRO assembler (described in Chapter 10) is a 2-pass assembler that assembles one or more ASCII 

source files of statements and assembler language instructions into a single binary object file. 
7. The linker (LINK, described in Chapter 11) converts a collection of object modules from compiled or as- 

sembled programs and subroutines into a memory image file that RT-11 can load and execute. LINK pro- 
vides some optional features that: 

a. Search library files for subroutines that you specify 
b. Produce a load map that lists the assigned absolute addresses 
c. Provide overlay capabilities to very large programs 
d. Produce files suitable for execution in the foreground. 
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8. The librarian (LIBR, described in Chapter 12) lets you create and maintain libraries of functions and routines. 
These routines are stored on a random access device in library files, where the linker can reference them. You 
can also create MACRO libraries to be used by the MACRO assembler. 

9. DUMP (described in Chapter 13) prints for examination all or any part of a file in octal words, octal bytes, 
ASCII and/or Radix-50 characters. 

10. The file exchange utility (FILEX, described in Chapter 14) transfers files between DECsystem-10, PDP-11 
RSTS, and DOS BATCH on DECtape and disks, and between RT-11 and IBM systems on diskettes. 

Il. The source compare utility (SRCCOM, described in Chapter 15) performs a character-by-character comparison 
of two ASCII text files. You can request that the differences be listed in an output file or directly on the line 
printer or terminal to ensure that edits have been performed correctly. 

12. On-line debugging technique (ODT, described in Chapter 16) aids you in debugging assembled and linked 
object programs. It can: 

a. Print and optionally change the contents of specified locations 
b. Execute all or part of the object program 
c. Single-step through the program 
d. Search the object program for bit patterns. 

13. The patching utility program (PATCH, described in Chapter 17) performs minor modifications to memory 
image files (output files produced by the linker). 

14. The object module patching program (PAT, described in Chapter 18) performs minor modifications to files 
in object format (output files produced by the FORTRAN compiler or the MACRO assembler). It can merge 
several object files into one. 

15. The RT-11 FORTRAN system subroutine library (described in the RT-I1 Advanced Programmer’s Guide) 
is a collection of FORTRAN callable routines that make the programmed requests and various utility func- 
tions available to you as a FORTRAN programmer. This library also provides a string manipulation package 
and 2-word integer package for RT-11 FORTRAN. 

16. BATCH (Appendix A) is a complete job-control language that allows RT-11 to operate unattended. 

1.3 SYSTEM HARDWARE COMPONENTS 
The smallest RT-11 system, one that uses the SJ monitor exclusively, requires a PDP-11 series computer with at least 
8K words of memory, a random-access device, and a console terminal. The addition of the FB monitor requires another 
8K words of memory and either a line frequency or a programmable clock. The addition of the XM monitor requires 
a KTl 1 memory management unit and still another 8K words of memory. 

The RT-11 operating system adapts itself to take advantage of any amount of memory on a system and does not 
need to be reconfigured for a particular memory size. The SJ monitor operates in systems ranging from 8K words 
to 28K words in memory size. The FB monitor operates in systems ranging from 16K words to 28K words in memory 
size. The XM monitor operates in systems ranging from 24K words to 124K (126,976) words in memory size. 

Table l-l lists the devices that RT-11 supports. 
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Table l-1 RT-11 Hardware Components 

Type 

Disk 

Cartridge 

Fixed-head 

Removable Pack 
Diskette 

DECtape 

Magtape 

Cassette 

High-Speed 
Paper Tape 
Reader/Punch 

Line Printer 

Card Reader 

Terminal 

Display Processor 

Clock 

Terminal 
and Clock 

Controller 

RKl 1 
RK611 

RF11 
RHll 

RPll 
RX1 1 

TCll 

TM 11 /TMAl 1 
RHll 

TAl 1 

PC1 1 
PRl 1 

LSll 
LVll 
LPl 1 

CR1 1 
CM11 

DLl 1 

VT11 
VS60 

DLl 1 -W 

Device 

RKOS/RKOSF 
RK06 

RSll 
RJS03, RJS04 

RPo2, RPo3 
RX01 

TU56 

TUlO, TS03 
TJU16, TU45 

TU60 

PC1 1 (both) 
PRl 1 (reader only) 

LSll, LA180 
LVl 1 (printer only) 
all LPl 1 controlled 
printers 

CR1 1 
CM1 1 

LT33, LT35, LA3OP, 
LA36, LAl20, 
VT50, VT52, VT55, 
VT05 
VT61 

VR14-L, VR17-L 

KWll-L, KWll-P 

terminal/clock 
combination 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS 

The RT-11 system offers three complete operating environments: single-job (SJ) operation, foreground/background 
(FB) operation, and extended memory (XM) operation. You control each environment with the appropriate monitor: 
SJ, FB, and XM. 

You must define your needs before deciding which environment to use and consequently which monitor to run. The 
following sections provide information to help you ascertain which monitor is suitable for your application. 

2.1 RT-11 SINGLE-JOB MONITOR 
The RT-11 single-job monitor provides a single-user, single-program system that can operate in as little as 8K words 
of memory. The SJ monitor is useful for extensive program development; since the monitor itself requires only 2K 
words of memory, there are at least 6K words left for your program and its buffers and tables. The SJ environment 
is also suitable for running programs that require a high data transfer rate, since the SJ monitor services interrupts 
quickly. 

You can use all the system programs (listed in Section 1.2) under the SJ monitor. Monitor commands and programmed 
requests are also available to you as an SJ user. 

In summary, the SJ monitor is smaller and faster than the FB and XM monitors; it is most useful when you are con- 
cerned with program size versus available memory and when you need a dedicated system. 

2.2 RT-11 FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND MONITOR 
Quite often, the central processor of a computer system spends much of its time waiting for some external event to 
occur. Usually, this event is a real-time interrupt or the completion of an I/O transfer. This situation is particularly 
true of real-time jobs. The foreground/background environment lets you take advantage of the unused processor 
capacity to accomplish lower-priority tasks. 

In a foreground/background system, the foreground job is the time-critical, real-time job, and the FB monitor gives 
it priority over the background job. Whenever the foreground job reaches a state in which no useful processing can 
be done until some external event occurs, the monitor executes the background job, if possible. The background job 
then runs until the foreground job is again ready to execute. The processor then interrupts the background job and 
resumes the foreground job. 

In effect, the RT-11 foreground/background monitor allows a time-dependent job to run in the foreground while a 
time-independent job, such as program development, runs in the background. All RT-11 system programs can run 
as the background job in a FB system. Thus, you can run FORTRAN, BASIC, MACRO, etc. in the background while 
the foreground is collecting, storing, and analyzing data. In addition, the FB monitor gives you the ability to set 
timer routines, suspend and resume FB jobs, and send data and messages between the two jobs. The FB nronitor is 
most often used for laboratory work, data acquisition, and real-time applications. 

You can link most of the programs you write for an RT-11 system to run as foreground jobs. There are a few coding 
restrictions, which are explained in the R T-11 Advanced Programmer’s Guide. A foreground program has access to 
all of the features available to the background job (opening and closing files, reading and writing data, etc.). 

2.3 RT-11 EXTENDED MEMORY MONITOR 
The extended memory monitor (KM) is an extension of the foreground/background (FB) environment. Generally, 
references in this manual to FB operation also apply to XM operation. The single-job monitor does not support 
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extended memory. The XM monitor permits either foreground or background jobs to extend their effective logical 
program space beyond the 32K word restriction imposed by the 16-bit address word of the PDP-11 processors. 
The XM monitor manages extended memory space as a system resource and dynamically allocates it as you request. 
A program can map selected portions of its addressing space into extended memory by means of a set of programmed 
requests. A detailed description of extended memory and how to use it appears in the RT-11 Advanced Programmer’s 
Guide. 

2.4 FACILITIES AVAILABLE ONLY IN RT-11 FB 
Some features available to you as a FB user include: 

1. Mark time. The .MRKT programmed request allows your program to set clock timers for specified amounts 
of time. When the timer runs out, the system enters the routine that you specify. You can enter as many 
mark time requests as you need, providing that you reserve system queue space. The mark time feature is 
available to SJ monitor users as a SYSGEN option. 

2. Timed wait. The .TWAIT programmed request allows your program to “sleep” until a period of time that 
you specify elapses. A foreground program, for example, may need to act on sample data and write it to 
mass storage once every few minutes. While the foreground program is idle, the background program can 
run. 

3. Send data, receive data. The .SDAT and .RCVD programmed requests permit the foreground and back- 
ground programs to communicate with each other. The send and receive data functions let one program 
send messages or data of variable size blocks to the other program. For example, you can transfer data 
directly from a foreground collection program to a background analysis program. 

4. Channel copy. The .CHCOPY programmed request allows two programs to share the same data file. 
5. Device. The .DEVICE programmed request allows you to turn off specific devices upon program termination. 
6. Protect. The .PROTECT programmed request lets you protect the vectors that one program uses from inter- 

ference by another program. 
7. Channel status. The .CSTAT programmed request returns status data about an open channel. 

You can learn more about these programmed requests and how to use them in Chapter 2 of the RT-11 Advanced 
Programmer’s Guide. 

2.5 FACILITIES AVAILABLE ONLY IN RT-11 XM 
An optional extension of the FB environment is the extended memory monitor (XM), which permits you to extend 
the logical address space for either foreground or background jobs. Some features available to you only when you use 
the XM monitor are: 

1. Create a region. The .CRRG programmed request allows you to allocate a region in extended memory for the 
current program. 

2. Eliminate a region. The .ELRG programmed request eliminates an extended memory region and returns it to 
the free list so it can be used by other programs. 

3. Create an address window. The .CRAW programmed request unmaps and eliminates conflicting address 
windows, creates new windows to address extended memory, and maps new windows to the regions you 
specify. It directs the monitor to give the program a window into the region it has created. This request 
allows the program to access the physical memory as if it were local to the program. 

4. Eliminate an address window. The .ELAW programmed request unmaps and eliminates address windows. 
5. Map. The .MAP programmed request lets you map and remap windows. 
6. Status. The .GMCX programmed request returns status data about window mapping. 
7. Unmap. The .UNMAP programmed request lets you unmap a window. 

You can learn more about these programmed requests and how to use them in Chapter 3 of the RT-II Advanced 
bogrammer’s Guide. 
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PART II 

SYSTEM COMMUNICATION 

The monitor is the center of RT-11 system communications; it provides access to system and user programs, performs 
input and output functions, and enables control of background and foreground jobs. 

You communicate with the monitor through programmed requests and keyboard commands. You can use the key- 
board commands (described in Chapter 4) to load and run programs, start or restart programs at specific addresses, 
modify the contents of memory, and assign and deassign alternate device names, to name only a few of the func- 
tions. 

Programmed requests (described in detail in Chapter 2 of the RT-II Advanced Programmer’s Guide) are source pro- 
gram instructions that request the monitor to perform monitor services. These instructions allow assembly language 
programs to use the available monitor features. A running program communicates with the monitor through programmed 
requests. FORTRAN programs have access to programmed requests through the system subroutine library. Programmed 
requests can, for example, manipulate files, perform input and output, and suspend and resume program operations. 

The two chapters in this part describe system conventions and contain information that helps you get started with 
RT-11. Chapter 4 introduces the keyboard monitor commands, which are your means of controlling the RT-11 sys- 
tem. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM CONVENTIONS 

This chapter contains information to help you start using the RT-11 system. It describes: 

l Startup procedure 
l Data formats 
l Physical device names 
0 File names and file types 
l Device structures 
l Special function keys 
l Foreground input and output 
l Monitor type-ahead feature 

Before you operate the RT-11 system, you should be familiar with the special character commands, file naming pro- 
cedures and other conventions that are standard to the system. These conventions are described in this chapter. 

3.1 SYSTEM STARTUP 
For information on building the system and loading the monitor, refer to the Introduction to RT-11, to the RT-II 
System Generation Manual, or to any instructions provided by your DIGITAL representative. 

When the system has been built and you load the monitor into memory, the monitor prints one of the following 
identification messages on the terminal: 

RT-11 SJ Vnnx-nnx 
RT-11 FB Vnnx-nnx 
RT- 11 XM Vnnx-rmx 

The message that prints indicates which monitor (SJ, FB, or XM) is loaded; you establish which is to be loaded during 
the system build operation. 

Vnnx represents the version and release number of the monitor - for example, V03, for Version 3 (release A). nnx 
represents the library submission number and the patch level - for example, OlB, for library number 1 (patch 
level B). 

As soon as a monitor takes control of the system, it attempts to execute keyboard monitor commands from an in- 
direct file called STARTS.COM for the SJ monitor, STARTF.COM for the FB monitor, and STARTX.COM for the 
XM monitor. You can place commands in this startup file to perform routine tasks for you, such as assigning logical 
device names to physical devices or setting the current date. (Indirect files are discussed in Section 4.3.) If the monitor 
does not find the appropriate file, it issues a warning message. The system then prints its prompt (.) indicating that it 
is ready to accept commands. You should now write-enable the system device. 

To bring up an alternate monitor while under control of the one currently running, use the BOOT command described 
in Section 4.4 of this manual. 

3.2 DATA FORMATS 
The RT-I 1 system stores data in two formats: ASCII and binary. The binary data can be organized in many formats, 
including object, memory image, relocatable image, and load image. 
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Files in ASCII format conform to the American National Standard Code for Information Interchange, in which each 
character is represented by a 7-bit code. Files in ASCII format include program source files created by the editor 
and BASIC, listing and map files created by various system programs, and data files consisting of alphanumeric char- 
acters. 

Files in binary object format consist of data and PDP-11 machine language code. Object files are the files the assembler 
or FORTRAN compiler outputs; they are used as input to the linker. 

The linker can output files in one of three formats: 1) memory image format (.SAV), 2) relocatable image format 
(.REL), or 3) load image format (.LDA). 

A memory image file (.SAV) is a picture of what memory looks like after you load a program. The file itself requires 
the same number of disk blocks as the corresponding number of 256-word memory blocks. A memory image file 
does not require relocation, and can run in an SJ environment or as a background program under the FB or XM moni- 
tor. 

A relocatable image file (REL) differs from a memory image file. Although the relocatable file is linked as though its 
bottom address were 1000, relocation information is included with its memory image. When you call the program 
with the FRUN command, the file is relocated as it is loaded into memory. A relocatable image file can run in a 
foreground environment. 

You can produce a load image (.LDA) file for compatibility with the PDP-11 paper tape system. The absolute binary 
loader loads this file. You can load and execute load image files in stand-alone environments without relocating them. 

There are a number of other types of binary data that different parts of the RT-11 system use in addition to the 
more common types listed here. 

3.3 PHYSICAL DEVICE NAMES 
When you request services from the monitor, it is sometimes necessary to specify a physical peripheral device on 
which the service is to be performed. You can reference devices by means of a standard 2-character device name. 
Table 3-1 lists each name and its related device. If you do not specify a unit number for devices with more than one 
unit, the system assumes unit 0. 

In addition to using the fixed names shown in Table 3-1, you can assign logical names to devices. A logical name 
takes precedence over a physical name and thus provides device independence. With this feature, you do not have to 
rewrite a program that is coded to use a specific device if the device becomes unavailable. You associate logical 
names with physical devices by using the ASSIGN command, which is described in Section 4.4. 

3.4 FILE NAMES AND FILE TYPES 
You can reference files symbolically by a name of one to six alphanumeric characters (followed, optionally, by a 
period and a file type of up to three alphanumeric characters). No spaces or tabs are allowed in the file name or 
file type. The file type generally indicates the format or contents of a file. It is a good practice to conform to the 
standard file types for RT-11. If you do not specify a file type for an input or output ffie, most system programs 
assign an appropriate default file type. Table 3-2 lists the standard file types used in RT-11. 

3.5 DEVICE STRUCTURES 
RT-11 devices are categorized according to two characteristics: 1) the device’s physical structure and 2) the device’s 
method of processing information. All RT-11 devices are either randomly accessed or sequentially accessed. 

Random-access devices allow the system to process blocks of data in random order - that is, independent of the 
data’s physical location on the device or its location relative to any other information. All disks and DECtape fall 
into this category. Random-access devices are sometimes called block-replaceable devices, because you can manipu- 
late (rewrite) individual data blocks without affecting other data blocks on the device. 
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Permanent Name 

CR: 

CTn: 

DK: 

DKn: 

DMn: 

DPn: 

DSn: 

DTn : 

DXn 

EL: 

LP: 

MMn: 

MTn: 

NL: 

PC: 

RF: 

RKn: 

SY: 

SYn: 

TT: 

System Conventions 

Table 3-l Permanent Device Names 

I/O Device 

CR1 1 /CM1 1 Card Reader 

TAl 1 Cassette (n is 0 or 1) 

The default logical storage device for all files. DK: is initially the same as SY: 

The specified unit of the same device type as DK: if DK: is unassigned 

RK06 Disk (n is an integer in the range O-7) 

RP02, RP03 Disk (n is an integer in the range O-7) 

RJS03/4 Fixed-Head Disks (n is an integer in the range O-7) 

DECtape (n is an integer in the range O-7) 

RX01 Floppy Disk (n is an integer in the range O-3) 

Error Logging Handler 

Line Printer 

TJUl6/TU45 (industry compatible) Magtape (n is an integer in the range 
O-7) 

TM1 l/TMAl l/TS03 (industry compatible) Magtape (n is an integer in the 
range O-7) 

Null device 

PC1 1 combined High-Speed Paper Tape Reader and Punch 

RF 11 Fixed-Head Disk Drive 

RKOS Disk Cartridge Drive (n is an integer in the range O-7) 

The default logical system device; the device and unit from which the system 
is bootstrapped 

The specified unit of the same device type as SY: if SY: is unassigned 

Console Terminal Keyboard and Printer 
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Table 3-2 Standard File Types 

File Type 

.BAD 

.BAK 

.BAS 

.BAT 

.COM 

.CTL 

.CTT 

.DAT 

.DBL 

.DIF 

.DIR 

.DMP 

.FOR 

.LDA 

.LOG 

.LST 

.MAC 

.MAP 

.OBJ 

REL 

.SAV 

.SML 

.sou 

.STB 

.SYS 

Meaning 

Files with bad (unreadable) blocks; you can assign this file type whenever bad areas 
occur on a device. The .BAD file type makes the file permanent in that area, pre- 
venting other files from using it and consequently becoming unreadable 

Editor backup file 

BASIC source file (BASIC input) 

BATCH command file 

Indirect file 

BATCH control file generated by the BATCH compiler 

BATCH internal temporary file 

BASIC or FORTRAN data file 

DIBOL source file 

SRCCOM output file 

Directory listing file 

DUMP output fde 

FORTRAN IV source file (FORTRAN input) 

Absolute binary file (optional linker output) 

BATCH log file 

Listing file (MACRO, FORTRAN, LIBR, or DIBOL output) 

MACRO source file (MACRO or SRCCOM input) 

Map file (linker output) 

Relocatable binary file (MACRO or FORTRAN output, linker input, LIBR input 
and output) 

Foreground job relocatable image (linker output, default for monitor FRUN com- 
mand) 

Memory image; default for R, RUN, SAVE and GET keyboard monitor commands; 
also default for linker output 

System MACRO library 

Temporary source file generated by BATCH 

Symbol table file in object format containing all the symbols produced during a 
link 

System files and handlers 
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Sequential-access devices require sequential processing of data; the order in which the system processes the data must 
be the same as the physical order of the data. RT-I 1 devices that are sequential devices are magtape, cassette, paper 
tape reader and punch, card reader, line printer, terminal, and the null device. 

File-structured devices are those devices that allow the system to store data under assigned file names. RT-11 devices 
that are file-structured include all disk, DECtape, magtape, and cassette devices. Non-tile-structured devices, however, 
contain a single logical collection of data. These devices, including the line printer, card reader, terminal, and paper 
tape reader and punch, are generally used for reading and listing information. 

File-structured devices that have a standard RT-11 directory at the beginning are RT-11 directory-structured devices. 
A device directory consists of a series of directory segments that contain the names and lengths of the files on that 
device. The system updates the directory each time a program moves, adds, or deletes a file on the device. The RT-II 
Software Support Manual contains a more detailed explanation of a device directory. RT-11 directory-structured 
devices include all disks and DECtape. Non-RT-11 directory-structured devices are file-structured devices that do not 
have the standard RT-11 directory structure. For example, some devices, such as magtape and cassette, store directory- 
type information at the beginning of each file, but the system must read the device sequentially to obtain all informa- 
tion about all files. 

The RT-I1 Software Support Manual explains methods of interfacing a device with a user-defined directory structure 
to the RT-I 1 system. 

Table 3-3 shows the relationships among devices, access methods, and structures. 

Table 3-3 Device Structures 

Device 

Disk 
DECtape 
Magtape 
Cassette 
Paper tape 
Card reader 
Line printer 
Terminal 

Random- 
Access 

X 

X 

Sequential- 
Access 

RT-11 
File- Non-file- diectory- 
Structured Structured structured 

Non- 
RT-11 
directory- 
Structured 

X 

X 

3.6 SPECIAL FUNCTION KEYS 
Special function keys and keyboard commands let you communicate with the RT-11 monitor to allocate system re- 
sources, manipulate memory images, start programs, and use foreground/background services. 

The special functions of certain terminal keys you need for communication with the keyboard monitor are explained 
in Table 3-4. In the FB system, the keyboard monitor runs as a background job when no other background job is 
running. 

Enter CTRL commands by holding the CTRL key down while typing the appropriate letter. 

3.7 FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND TERMINAL I/O 
Console input and output under FB are independent functions; therefore, you can type input to one job while another 
job prints output. You may be in the process of typing input to one job when the system is ready to print output from 
the other job on the terminal. In this case, the job that is ready to print interrupts you and prints the message on the 
terminal; the system does not redirect input control to this job, however, unless you type a CTRL/B or CTRL/F. If 
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Table 3-4 Special Function Keys 

Key Function 

CTRL/A CTRL/A is valid only after you type the monitor CT ON command and use the 
display. CTRL/A, a command that does not echo on the terminal, pages output 
if you use it after a CTRL/S. The system permits console output to resume until 
the screen is completely filled again; text currently displayed scrolls upward off 
the screen. CTRL/A has no special meaning if CT ON is not in effect. 

CTRL/B CTRL/B causes the system to direct all keyboard input to the background job. 
The FB monitor echoes B> on the terminal. The system takes at least one line 
of output from the background job. The foreground job, however, has priority, 
so the system returns control to the foreground job when it has output. CTRL/B 
directs all typed input to the background job until a CTRL/F redirects input to 
the foreground job. CTRL/B has no special meaning when used under a single- 
job monitor or when a SET TT NOFB command is in effect. 

CTRL/C CTRL/C terminates program execution and returns control to the keyboard 
monitor. CTRL/C echoes”C on the terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to 
terminate execution unless the program to be terminated is waiting for terminal 
input or is using the TT handler for input. In these cases, one CTRL/C is suffi- 
cient to terminate execution. Under the FB monitor, the job that is currently 
receiving input is the job that is stopped (determined by the most recently typed 
command, CTRL/F or CTRL/B). To ensure that the command is directed to the 
proper job, iype CTRL/B or CTRL/F before typing CTRL/C. 

CTRL/E The CTRL/E command causes all terminal output to appear on both the display 
screen and the console terminal simultaneously. CTRL/E is valid after you type 
the monitor CT ON command and use the display. The command does not echo 
on the terminal. A second CTRL/E disables console terminal output. CTRL/E 
has no special meaning if CT ON is not in effect. 

CTRL/F CTRL/F causes the system to direct all keyboard input to the foreground job 
and take all output from the foreground job. The FB monitor echoes F> on 
the terminal unless output is already coming from the foreground job. If no 
foreground job exists, the monitor prints an error message and directs control 
to the background job. Otherwise, control remains with the foreground job 
until redirected to the background job (with CTRL/B) or until the foreground 
job terminates. CTRL/F has no special meaning when used under a single-job 
monitor, or when a SET TT NOFB command is in effect. 

CTRL/O CTRL/O causes RT-11 to suppress teleprinter output while continuing pro- 
gram execution. CTRL/O echoes”0 on the terminal. RT-11 reenables teleprinter 
output when one of the following occurs: 

1. You type second a CTRL/O. 
2. You return control to the monitor by typing CTRL/C or by issuing the .EXIT 

request. 
3. The running program issues a .RCTRLO programmed request (see Chap- 

ter 2 of the R T-l 1 Advanced Programmer’s Guide). RT-11 system programs 
reset CTRL/O to the echoing state each time you enter a new command 
string. 

I- . 1 \ (continuea on next page) 
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Key 

Table 3-4 (Cont.) Special Function Keys 

Functinn 

CTWQ CTRL/Q resumes printing characters on the terminal from the point printing 
previously stopped because of a CTRL/S. CTRL/Q does not echo and has no 
special meaning under the FB monitor if a SET TT NOPAGE command is in 
effect. 

CTRL/S CTRL/S temporarily suspends output to the terminal until You type a CTRL/Q. 
CTRL/S does not echo. Under the FB monitor, CTRL/S is not intercepted by 
the monitor if TT NOPAGE is in effect. 

CTRL/U CTRL/U deletes the current input line and echoes as% followed by a car- 
riage return at the terminal. (The current line is defined as all characters back 
to, but not including, the most recent line feed, CTRL/C, or CTRL/Z.) 

CTRL/Z CTRL/Z terminates input when used with the terminal device handler (TT). 
It echoes”Z on the terminal. The CTRL/Z itself does not appear in the input 
buffer. If TT is not being used, CTRL/Z has no special meaning. 

DELETE 

RiBOUT 

DELETE deletes the last character from the current line and echoes a back- 
slash plus the character deleted. Each succeeding DELETE deletes and echoes 
another character. The system prints an enclosing backslash when you type a 
key other than DELETE. This erasure is performed from right to left up to 
the beginning of the current line. If you are using a video display terminal, 
DELETE deletes characters with a backspace, space, backspace sequence. Your 
corrections appear on the screen; RUBOUT does not enclose them with back- 
slash characters. 

you type input to one job while the other has output control, the system suppresses the echo of the input until the 
job accepting input gains output control; at this point, all accumulated input echoes. 

If the foreground job and background job are ready to print output at the same time, the foreground job has priority. 
The system prints output from the foreground job until it encounters a line feed. At that point, output from the 
background job prints until a line feed is encountered, and so forth. 

When the foreground job terminates, control reverts automatically to the background job. 

3.8 TYPE-AHEAD FEATURE 
The monitor has a type-ahead feature that lets you enter terminal input while a program is executing. For example: 

While the first command line is executing, you can type the second line. The system stores this terminal input in a 
buffer and uses it when the system completes the first operation. 

If you type a single CTRL/C while the system is in this mode, the system puts CTRL/C into the buffer. The program 
currently executing exits when you make a terminal input request. Typing a double CTRL/C returns control to the 
monitor immediately. 
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If type-ahead input exceeds the input butter capacity (usually 80 characters), the terminal bell rings and the system 
accepts no characters until a program uses part of the type-ahead buffer, or until you delete characters. No input is 
lost. Type-ahead is particularly useful when you specify multiple command lines to system programs. If you 
terminate a job by typing two CTRL/Cs, the system discards any unprocessed type-ahead. 

If you use type-ahead with EDIT or BASIC, the system does not echo characters on the terminal but stores them in 
the buffer until the system processes a new command. The program echoes the characters only when it actually uses 
them. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERACTIVE COMMANDS 

Keyboard commands allow you to communicate with the RT-11 system. You enter keyboard commands at the termi- 
nal and the operating system immediately acknowledges and acts upon these requests. 

4.1 COMMAND SYNTAX 
This section describes the syntax conventions this manual uses to discuss the monitor command language. The Preface 
to this manual contains a more detailed list of the symbolic conventions used throughout the manual. You should 
familiarize yourself with the symbols and their meanings before you continue reading this chapter. 

The system accepts commands in two ways: as a complete string containing all the information necessary to execute 
a command, or as a partial string. In the latter case, the system prompts you to supply the rest of the information. 
Terminate each command with a carriage return. 

The general syntax for a command is: 

COMMAND[/option. . .] input-filespec[/option. . .] output-filespec[/option. . .] 

or 

COMMAND [/option. . .] 
PROMPTI? input-filespec[/option. . .] 
PROMPT2? output-filespec [/option. . .] 

where 

COMMAND is the command name. 

/option represents a command qualifier that specifies the exact action to be taken. Any option 
you supply here applies to the entire command string. 

input-filespec represents the file on which the action is to be taken. 

/option represents a file qualifier that specifies more detailed information about that particular 
file. 

output-filespec represents the file that is to receive the results of the operation. 

/option represents a file qualifier that specifies more detailed information about that particular 
file. 

This manual provides a graphic illustration to clarify the syntax for each of the keyboard monitor commands. See 
Figure 4-1 for an illustration of a typical command. The illustrations provide a ready-reference list of the options that 
the commands accept, as well as information that makes the commands easier to use. The following list describes the 
conventions that are used in the illustrations. 
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1. Capital letters represent command names or options, which you must type as shown. (Abbreviations are 
discussed later in Section 4.1.) 

2. Lower case letters represent arguments or variables for which you must supply values. For options that 
accept numeric arguments, the system interprets the values as decimal, unless otherwise stated. Some 
values, usually memory addresses, are interpreted as octal; these cases are noted in the accompanying text. 

3. Square brackets [] enclose optional choices; you can include the item that is enclosed in the brackets or 
you can omit it, as you choose. If a vertical list of items is enclosed in square brackets, you can combine 
the options that appear in the list. However, if an option is set off from the others by blank lines (see 
/BOOT and /DEVICE in Figure 4-l), you cannot combine that option with any other option in the list. 

4. Braces { } enclose options that are mutually exclusive. You can choose only one option from a group of 
options that appear in braces. 

5. It is conventional to place command options (those qualifiers that apply to the entire command line) imme- 
diately after the command. However, it is also acceptable to specify a command option after a fde specifica- 
tion. File options (those that qualify a particular file specification) must appear in the command line directly 
after the file to which they apply. The illustration for each command shows which options are file qualifiers, 
and whether they must follow input or output file specifications. 

6. A line such as [NO] QUERY represents two mutually exclusive options: QUERY and NOQUERY. 
7. Underlining indicates default options. 

COPY /BOOT (sp) input-filespecs /DOS[/OWNER: [nnn,nnnl 1 
/INTERCHANGE 

/DEVICE /POSITION:n 
ITOPS 

/CONCATENATE 
/EXCLUDE 
/IGNORE 
/[NO1 LOG 
/NEWFILES 

/PACKED 
/PREDELETE 

/[NO] QUERY 
/[NO1 REPLACE 

ISETDATE 
/SLOWLY 
ISYSTEM 

Figure 4-1 Sample Command Syntax ruustration 

A filespec represents a specific file and the device on which it is stored. Its syntax is: 

dev:filnam.typ 

where 

dev: represents either a logical device name or a physical device name, which is a two- or 
three-character name from Table 3-1. 

filnam 

.tYP 

represents the one- to six-character alphanumeric name of the file. 

represents the one- to three-character alphanumeric file type, some of which are listed 
in Table 3-2. 
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There are several ways to indicate the device on which a file is stored. You can explicitly type the device name in the 
file specification: 

11x1: TEST + L.ST 

You can omit the device name: 

TEST + I...S’T 

In this case, the system assumes that the file is stored on device DK:. 

If you want to specify several fdes on the same device, you can use a technique called factoring: 

IITO : ( TEST + L.ST 7 TmTll?r + l...ST y TESTE, L.ST ) 

The command shown above has the same meaning and is easier to use than the next command. 

IiTO : TEST + L.ST so IITO : TESTA + L-ST II DTO : TESTB + L.Sl 

When you use factoring, as the example above shows, the device outside the parentheses applies to each fde specifka- 
tion inside the parentheses. Without factoring, the system interprets each file specification to be DK:filespec unless 
you explicitly specify another device name. 

NOTE 
There is a restriction on the use of factoring in a command 
line. The command string that results from the expansion 
of the line you enter must not exceed 80 characters in 
length. If you use six-character file names and you also use 
factoring, specify only five files in a command line. 

If you omit the file type in a file specification, the system assumes one of a number of defaults, depending on which 
command you issue. The MACRO command, for example, assumes a file type of .MAC for the input file specification, 
and the PRINT command assumes .I.ST. Some commands (such as COPY) do not assume a particular file type. If you 
need to specify a file with no file type in a command that assumes a default file type, type a period after the file name. 
For example, to run the file called TEST, type: 

RUN TEST. 

If you omit the period after the file name, the system assumes a SAV file type and tries to execute a file called 
TEST.SAV. 

You can enter up to six input files and up to three output files for some commands. If the command string does not 
fit on one line of your terminal, use the hyphen (-), followed by a carriage return, as a continuation character and 
break the string into smaller sections. Use a carriage return to terminate the command string. 

Some of the command and file qualifiers are mutually exclusive options. You should avoid using a combination of 
options that gives contradictory instructions to the system. For example: 

, DELEtE/OUERY/NOBUEKY TEST. lL.S’T 

This command is not meaningful. Some mutually exclusive options are less obvious; these are noted, where necessary, 
in the list of options following each command and are enclosed by braces in the graphic representation of the command 
syntax. 
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The keyboard monitor commands are all English-language words. This feature makes the commands easier for you to 
understand and use. However, it can become tedious to type words like CROSSREFERENCE and ALLOCATE fre- 
quently. You can use as abbreviations the minimum number of characters that are needed to make the command or 
option unique. Table B-l in Appendix B lists the minimum abbreviations for the commands and options. 

An easy way to abbreviate a command or qualifier, and one that is always correct, is to use the first four characters 
or the first six characters if the qualifier starts with NO. For example: 

CONCATENATE can be shortened to CONC 
NOCONCATENATE can be shortened to NOCONC 

The system prints an error message if you use an abbreviation that is not unique. For example, typing the following 
command produces an error, because C could mean COPY or COMPILE. 

C TEST.LST 

The prompting form of the command may be easier for you to learn if you are a new user. If you type a command 
followed by a carriage return, the system prompts you for an input file specification: 

COPY/CONCATENATE 
From? 

You should enter the input file specification and a carriage return: 

11x1: (TEST + LST I TESTA. LST ) 

The system prompts you for an output file specification: 

To 7 

You should enter the output file specification and a carriage return: 

DX2 : TEST. I-ST 

The command now executes. 

The system continues to prompt for an input and output file specification until you provide them. If you respond to a 
prompt by entering only a carriage return, the prompt prints again. You can combine the normal form of a command 
with the prompting form, as this example shows. 

l CCIF’Y A B C  l LS’T - - .  

To ? DEF + LST 

The system always prompts you for information if any required part of the command is missing. You can also 
enter just an option in response to a prompt. The two following examples are equivalent. 

.COPY 
From ? * l MAC/NOLOG 
To ? *. BRI( 

+COPY 
Froln ? /NOLOG 
From ? *.MAC 
To ? * + BAK 
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4.2 WILDCARDS 
Some commands accept wildcards (% and *) in place of the file name, file type, or characters in the file name or file 
type. The system ignores the contents of the wild field and selects all the files that match the remaining fields. 

An asterisk (*) can replace a file name: 

*:,MAC 

The system selects all files on device DK: that have a .MAC file type, regardless of their name. 

An asterisk (*) can replace a file type: 

TEST. L 

The system selects all files on device DK: that are named TEST, regardless of their file type. 

An asterisk (*) can replace both a file name and a file type: 

The system selects all files on device DK:. 

An embedded asterisk (*) can replace any number of characters in the input file name or file type: 

The system selects all files on device DK: with a file type of MAC whose file names start with A and end with B. 
For example, AB, AXB, AYYB, etc. would be selected. 

The percent symbol (%) is always considered an embedded wildcard. It can replace a single character in the input 
file name or file type. 

The system selects all files on device DK: with a file type of .MAC whose file names are three characters long, start 
with A, and end with B. For example, AXB, AYB, AZB, etc. would be selected. 

Table 4-1 lists commands that support wildcards. 
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Table 4-l Commands Supporting Wildcards 

Command 

COPY 

DELETE 

DIRECTORY 

HELP 

PRINT 

RENAME 

TYPE 

Accepts Wildcards in Input 
File Specification 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Accepts Wildcards in Output 
File Specification 

X 

X 

For the commands that support wildcards the system has a special way of interpreting the file specifications YOU 
type. You can omit certain parts of the input and output specifications, and the system assumes an asterisk (*) for 
the omitted item. Table 4-2 shows the defaults that the system assumes for the input and output specifications of 
the valid commands. 

Table 4-2 Wildcard Defaults 

Input output 
Command Default Default 

COPY, RENAME ** ** 

DIRECTORY DK:*.* 

PRINT, TYPE *UT 

DELETE filnam.* 
L 

For example, if you need to copy all the files called MYPROG from DK: to DXl : , use this command: 

The system interprets this command to mean: 

+ COPY/NOQUERY DK:MYPROG,t DXl:*(,* 

The system copies all the files called MYPROG, regardless of their file type, to device DXI : and gives them the same 
names. 

If you need a directory listing of all the files on device DK:, type the following command: 

a DIIF’EC’TC)RY 

The system interprets this command to mean: 
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To list on the printer all the files on device DK: that have a .LST file type, use tfis command: 

.PRINT UK : 

The system mterprets this command to mean: 

.F’RINT DK : !#. LST 

To delete all the files on device DK: called MYPROG, regardless of their file type, use this command: 

. DELETE/NOQUERY MYF’ROG 

The system interprets this to mean: 

. DELETE:/NOQUERY DK : MYF’ROG . * 

You can use the SET WILDCARDS EXPLICIT command (described in Section 4.4) to change the way the system 
interprets these commands. 

4.3 INDIRECT FILES 
You can group together as a file a collectionof keyboard commands that you want to execute sequentially. This 
collection is called an indirect command file, or indirect file. Indirect files are best suited for tasks that require a sig- 
nificant amount of computer time and that do not require your supervision or intervention. Any series of commands 
that you are likely to type often can also run easily as an indirect file. The indirect file concept is similar to BATCH 
processing. Although indirect files lack some of the capabilities of BATCH, they are easier to use, use the same com- 
mands as normal operations, and generally require less memory overhead than the BATCH processor. (RT-11 BATCH 
is described in Appendix A of this manual.) This section describes how to create indirect files and how to execute them. 

4.3.1 Creating Indirect Files 
Create an indirect file by using the EDIT/CREATE command described in Section 4.4. It is conventional to use a 
.COM file type for an indirect file, but you can choose any file name that you wish. Structure the lines of text to look 
like keyboard input, placing one command on each line of the file and terminating each line with a carriage return. 
Do not include the prompt character (.) in the line. Any keyboard monitor command you can type at the terminal you 
can also include in an indirect file. The following file, for example, prints the date and time, and creates backup copies 
of all FORTRAN source files: 

DATE 
TIME 
COPY *.F’of? **HAli 

Control returns to the monitor at the console terminal after this indirect file executes. 

In addition to using the keyboard monitor commands, you can also run one of the RT-11 system utility programs in an 
indirect file. In this case, structure your input to conform to the Command String Interpreter syntax described in Chap- 
ter 6. The following file starts the directory system utility program and lists the directory of two devices on the line 
printer. 

R DIR 
L.P : =CTO : /c : 9 
L.P : =DTi : /C : 3 
-C 

Note that the last command line is ^C. This is not the standard CTRL/C sequence you enter by holding down the CTRL 
key and typing a C. Rather, it is a readable CTRL/C that consists of two separate characters: a circumflex (uparrow) 
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followed by a C. This sequence represents CTRL/C in indirect files because the two-character sequence is easier to read 
if you list the contents of the indirect file with the PRINT or TYPE command. This two-character sequence terminates 
the directory program so that control returns to the monitor when the indirect file finishes executing. Otherwise, the 
directory program would be left waiting for input from the console terminal when the indirect file finishes executing. 

Remember to terminate the last command line with a carriage return, as you would any other line. 

Some commands normally require a response from you as they execute. The INITIALIZE command, for example, 
prints the ARE YOU SURE? message and waits for you to type Y and a carriage return before it executes. The 
DELETE command requests confirmation from you before it deletes a file. There are three ways to control interaction 
with the executing command. One way is to use the /NOQUERY option on each command that allows it. This option 
suppresses the confirmation messages entirely when you use the command in an indirect file. A second procedure is 
suitable for a command like INITIALIZE, which has only one confirmation query. INITIALIZE can accept your 
response from within the indirect file. Place the Y response on a separate line in the indirect file, as the following 
example shows. 

INITIALIZE/DOS BT1: 
Y 

A third method of interacting applies to a command like DELETE. This command can have a variable number of con- 
firmation queries, especially if you use a wildcard in the file specification. This type of command accepts your responses 
directly from the terminal and allows you to make a decision before deleting each file. However, in this case the in- 
direct file cannot operate unattended. 

There is yet another way to deal with commands that require a response from you. Both the INITIALIZE and LINK 
commands have options that prompt you for data. This section describes two methods of responding to these prompts, 
when more than just a Y response is required. 

The INITIALIZE command with the /VOLUMEID option permits you to specify a volume ID and owner name for a 
device. You can place your responses in the indirect file, as this example shows: 

INITIALIZE/NOQUERY/VOLUilEIIl IST: 
TAF’E6 
PAYROLL 

You can change the indirect file so that the prompts appear on the console terminal and you can type your responses 
there : 

INITIALIZE/NOQUERY/VOLUMEID DT: 
-Cl 

The “C informs the system that the responses are to be entered at the terminal. Execution of the indirect file pauses 
until you enter the responses. 

Similarly, the LINK command lets you specify some data either in the indirect file or from the console terminal. The 
following example contains the response to the TRANSFER prompt. 

LINK/TRANSFER MYF’ROGrODl 
O.ODT 

You can specify the same information interactively, as this example shows: 

LINK/TRANSFER MYF’ROG II OUT 
^C 
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The “C informs the system that the response to the prompt is to be entered at the terminal. Execution of the indirect 
file pauses until you enter your response. 

You can specify overlays to the LINK command by either of these two methods. The following indirect file links an 
overlaid program consisting of a root module and four overlay modules that reside in two overlay segments. 

LINK/F'ROMF'T ROUT 
UURI /cl : :t 
OUR2/0 : :I. 
wFi’3/0:2 
ovII4/0: 2// 

Note in the above example that two slashes (/I) terminate the module list. You can also enter all or part of the overlay 
information interactively, as this example shows: 

LINK/PROMPT ROOT 
ovRl/o: 1 
“C 

The “C informs the system that more overlay information is to be entered from the terminal. Execution of the indirect 
file pauses when the system requires the information. Respond to the asterisk prompt by entering the overlay informa- 
tion. Terminate the last overlay line with two slashes (/I). Execution of the indirect file then proceeds. Chapter 11 
describes the LINK program and explains how to use overlays. 

If you need to link more than six modules, you can specify the extra modules on the next line in the indirect file, as 
this example shows: 

LINK/PROMPT FIL~PFIL~~FIL~~FIL~YFIL~FIL~ 
FIL7yFIL8// 

Or, you can enter the extra modules from the terminal: 

LINK/F’ROMPT FILl rFIL2rF~IL.3rFIL4 FILSlrF:TLh 
-c 

Execution of the indirect file pauses until you enter the remaining module names. Remember to follow the last name 
by two slashes (I/). 

You can include comments in an indirect file to help you document your work. These comments do not print on the 
console terminal when the indirect file executes. Begin a comment with an exclamation point (!). The system ignores 
any characters it finds between the exclamation point and the end of the current line. The following example shows 
an indirect file that contains comments. 

!INDIRECT FILE TO ASSEMBLE THE MONITOR 
R MACRO 
RK1:RT11SJ~=SJrSYCND~KMQNrUSRIRMONSJIKMOVLY 
RK~:RKETSJ=SJISYCND~BS~RAP !ASSEMELE THE ROOT 
RK~:RK=SJ~SYSDEVISYC~~I~R~ !AND RK DRIVER 
RK~:SYSTEL=SJPSYCND~SYSTBL !AND SYSTRL 
*c: 
! ALL DONE 
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4.3.2 Executing Indirect Files 
You can execute indirect files under the SJ monitor, or in the background area under the FB or XM monitor. 

To execute an indirect file, specify a command string according to the following syntax: 

@filespec 

where 

@ is the monitor command that indicates an indirect file. 

filespec represents the name and file type of the indirect file, as well as the device on which it is 
stored. The default file type is .COM. 

If you omit the device specification, DK: is assumed. If you specify any other block-replaceable device, the monitor 
automatically loads the handler for that device. It is conventional to type the indirect file command directly in response 
to the monitor’s prompt, as this example shows: 

However, you can place the indirect command anywhere in a keyboard monitor command string, as long as it is the 
last element in the string, not including comments. For example: 

DELE’TE/N[:lC7I.JERY C?TNDCT ! COMME:NTS 

This is a valid command string. The first line of the file should contain the list of files to be deleted. In the example 
above, assume the first line of the indirect file is: 

This is the command that will actually execute: 

Check your indirect file carefully for errors before you execute it. When the monitor or any program that has control 
of the system encounters an illegal command line, or if an execution error of any kind occurs, that particular line does 
not execute properly. Execution of the indirect file does proceed, however, until any program that may be running 
relinquishes control to the monitor. Be careful of this if you run a system utility program in an indirect file, as this 
example shows: 

R F’IF 
DX:l : I. *=:.nxo : * . * 
DXO : * , MAC/X:l 
‘? c 
I::’ I4 I I4 7’ 1:1x 0 : * + I... Ei ‘r 

If device DXl : becomes full before alI the files from DXO: are copied to it, the second line of the indirect file does not 
execute completely. Execution then passes to the next line and the system deletes all MACRO files from DXO:. The 
^C returns control to the monitor, which aborts the rest of the indirect file. This example shows that it is possible to 
destroy files accidentally because of the way indirect files execute. To be safe, use only keyboard monitor commands 
in an indirect file. This way the monitor gets control after each operation and can abort the indirect file as soon as it 
detects an error. A better way to perform the same operations as the indirect file shown above is as follows: 
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COPY DXO:*.* nx1:*+* 
DELETE 11x0 : S. MAC 
PRINT DXO:t,LST 

You can use the SET ERROR command, described in Section 4.4, to define the severity of error that causes an indirect 
file to stop executing. 

Normally, as each line of an indirect file executes, it echoes on the console terminal so that you can observe the prog- 
ress of the job. However, you can use the SET TT QUIET command, described in Section 4.4, to suppress this print- 
out. In this case, only the prompting messages, if any, print. You can stop execution of an indirect file at any time 
by typing two CTRL/C characters. Control returns to the monitor and you can enter a new command. You can also 
abort the indirect file by typing a single CTRL/C in response to a query or prompt. If you use an indirect file to exe- 
cute a MACRO program, read Section 2.4.15 of the RT-11 Advanced Programmer’s Guide to learn about certain re- 
strictions on using the .EXIT call with indirect files. 

You can call another indirect file from within an indirect file. This procedure is called nesting. Restrict nesting to 
three levels of indirect files. The following example shows two-level nesting. Assume a programmer types this com- 
mand at the console terminal in response to the monitor’s prompt: 

The file FIRST.COM contains these lines: 

SlATE 
TIME 
COPY *+MMA:: *+EAK 
@SECOND 
PR 1: NT c: 
DIRECTORY./F’RINTER DK: 
DELETE/NOQUERY S e MAC: 

When this file executes it calls another indirect file, SECOND.COM, which contains this line: 

MACRO/CROSSREFERE~NCE A+B+C/L..IST 

When file SECOND.COM finishes executing, control returns to file FIRST.COM at the line following the indirect 
file specification. FIRST.COM then prints the contents of the file CLST on the line printer, followed by a directory 
listing of device DK:. Then control returns to the monitor at the console terminal. 

4.3.3 Startup Indirect Files 
Section 3.1 introduced the startup indirect command files: STARTS.COM (for SJ), STARTF.COM (for FB), and 
STARTX.COM (for XM). Each monitor automatically invokes its own indirect command file when you bootstrap 
the system. You can modify these files to perform standard system configurations for you. Since many of the system 
parameters are reset by a bootstrap operation (see the SET command, Section 4.4), you should use the startup in- 
direct files to set the system parameters you normally use. For example, if you use the FB monitor and have a visual 
display console terminal that supports hardware tabs, add the SET TT: SCOPE and SET TT: TAB commands to 
the file STARTF.COM. You could also include a SET TT: QUIET command at the beginning of STARTF.COM and 
a SET TT: NOQUIET command at the end to suppress extra type-out at bootstrap time. If you have a list of com- 
mands that you need to execute regardless of the monitor you bootstrap, include these commands in a separate in- 
direct file, such as COMMON.COM, and invoke this file from all three startup indirect files. The following example 
shows a typical STARTF.COM file. 
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SE:T TT: QIJ:IE:T ! TURN ClFf: TTY PRINTING 
SET ‘I-T : SCOPE: 
SET TT : wa 
@COMMON ! F’ERF’ORM COMMON OFERATIONS 
SET TT: NOfllJIET ! TI.JRN ON TTY ivmu:~:iw~ 

If you use BATCH frequently, use a startup indirect file to assign devices and load handlers. You can also use the 
startup indirect files to run your own programs, set the date, or do other housekeeping chores. 

4.4 KEYBOARDMONITOR COMMANDS 
The keyboard monitor commands are your means of communicating with the system and controlling the monitor. 
This section lists the keyboard monitor commands in alphabetical order. Each command description includes the 
command syntax, a table of valid options, and some sample command lines, as well as a general discussion of how to 
use the command. 

You can type almost all the commands to any of the three monitors. The exceptions are FRUN, SUSPEND, and 
RESUME. These are not legal for the SJ monitor because they apply to foreground programs. 

Any reference to the background program applies as well to the program running under the SJ monitor. Any refer- 
ence to FB operation also applies to the XM operation. 

If you make a mistake in a command line, or if the system cannot perform the action you request, an error message 
prints on your terminal. The error message indicates which error occurred; see the RT-I1 System Message Manual 
for a more complete description of the error and for the recommended action you should take. The error message 
also indicates which system utility program detected the error. This is for your information only and requires no 
action. 
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The AF’L command invokes the APL interpreter. 

APL 

APL has its own command language. Therefore, the APL command accepts no options and no file specifications. 
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The ASSIGN command associates the logical name you specify with a physical device. 

r- ASSIGN (sp) physical-device-name @ logical-device-name 

In the command syntax illustrated above, physical-device-name represents the RT-I 1 standard permanent name that 
refers to a particular device. Table 3-1 contains a list of these names. The term logical-device-name represents an alpha- 
numeric name, from one to three characters long, that you assign to a particular device. Note that you should not use 
spaces or tabs in the logical device name. If you omit the physical device name, the system prompts you with Physical 
device name?. If you omit the logical device name, the system prompts you with Logical device name?. 

The ASSIGN command can simplify programming. When you write a program, for example, you can request input from 
a device called INP: and direct output to a device called OUT:. When you are ready to execute the program, you can as- 
sign those logical names to the actual physical devices you need to use for that job. The ASSIGN command is especially 
helpful when a program refers to a device that is not available on a certain system; the ASSIGN command allows you to 
redirect input and output to an available device. 

If the logical device name you supply is already associated with a physical device, the system disassociates the logical 
name from that physical device and assigns it to the current device. You can assign only one logical name with each 
ASSIGN command, but you can use several ASSIGN commands to assign different logical names to the same device. 
You can also use the ASSIGN command to assign FORTRAN logical units to physical devices. 

If you are running under the foreground/background monitor (FB), FB is not allowed as a logical device name. How- 
ever, it is valid under the single-job monitor. Note that the following names are always illegal logical device names: BA, 
FG. and EL. 

The following command, for example, causes data that you write to device OUT: to print on the line printer. 

If your program attempts to access a device by using a logical name (such as OUT:) and you do not issue an appropri- 
ate ASSIGN command, an error occurs in the program. 

The following command redirects printer output to the terminal. 

The command shown above illustrates how you can run a program that specifically references LP: without using a 
line printer. 

The next command redefines the default file device. 

If you supply a file specification and omit the device name, it now defaults to RKl :. Note that this does not affect 
the default system device, SY: . 

The last example is typical for a system that uses a dual drive diskette device. Several users can share the same system 
software on DXO: and maintain their own data files on diskettes that they run in drive 1. When you use the following 
command, references to files without an explicit device name automatically access DXl :. 

Use the SHOW DEVICES command to display logical device name assignments on the terminal. 
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The B (Base) command sets a relocation base. To obtain the address of the location to be referenced, the system adds 
this relocation base to the address you specify in a subsequent Examine or Deposit command. 

B[ @ address] 

In the command syntax shown above, address represents an octal address that the system uses as a base address for 
subsequent Examine and Deposit commands. If the address you supply is an odd number, the system decreases it by 
one to make the address even. Note that if you do not specify an address, this command sets the base to zero. 

Use the Base command when using the Examine and Deposit commands to reference linked modules. (Note that the 
Base command has no effect on program execution.) The system adds the current base address to the value you supply 
in an Examine or Deposit command. You can set the current base address to the address where a particular module is 
loaded. Then you can use the relocatable addresses printed in the assembler, compiler, or map listing of that module 
to reference locations within the module. 

The following command sets the base to 0. 

The next two commands both set the base to 1000. 

.B 1000 

. E 1. 0 0 1. 
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The BASIC command invokes the BASIC language interpreter. 

BASIC 

BASIC has its own command language. Therefore, the BASIC command accepts no options and no file specifications. 
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The BOOT command directs a new monitor to take control of the system. It can also read into memory a new COPY 

of the monitor that is currently controlling the system. 

I BOOT (sp) filespec 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespec represents the device or monitor file to be bootstrapped. If you 
omit the filespec, the system prompts you with Device or file?. The BOOT command can perform either of two opera- 
tions: 1) a hardware bootstrap of a specific device, or 2) a direct bootstrap of a particular monitor file that does not 
affect the bootstrap blocks on the device. 

To perform a hardware bootstrap, specify only a device name in the command line. The following devices are legal 
for this operation: DTO:, RKO:-RK7:, RF:, SY:, DK:, DPO:-DP7:, DXO:-DXl:, DMO:-DM7:, and DSO:-DS7:. The 
hardware bootstrap operation gives control of the system to the particular monitor whose bootstrap is written on 
the device. (You can change this monitor by using the COPY/ROOT command.) This example bootstraps the single- 
job monitor, RKMNSJ, whose bootstrap information is written on device DK:. 

RT-1lS.J UO3-01 

To bootstrap a particular monitor file, specify that file name and the device on which it is stored, if necessary, in the 
command line. SY: is the default device and .SYS is the default file type. Note that the first two characters of the 
physical device name and the monitor file name must be the same, as in the following example. 

.BOOT DXO:DXMNSJ 

RT-1iSJ VO3-01 

You can use the BOOT command to alternate between the single-job and foreground/background monitors. When you 
use the BOOT command to change monitors you do not have to reenter the date and time. The system clock, however, 
can lose a few seconds during a reboot. The next example bootstraps the foreground/background monitor on device 
SY: , which is currently RKO: . 

RT-11FB UOJ-0% 

The system recognizes only the RT-11 standard monitor names. You cannot, therefore, bootstrap a monitor file 
that has been given a non-standard name. 
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The CLOSE command makes permanent all output files that are currently open in the background job. 

I CLOSE 
I 

The CLOSE command accepts no options or arguments. 

You can use the CLOSE command to make tentative open files permanent; otherwise, they do not appear in a normal 
directory listing and the space associated with the files is available for reuse. The CLOSE command is particularly use- 
ful after you type a CTRL/C to abort a background job. You can also use it after an unexpected program termination. 
The CLOSE command preserves any new files that were being used by the terminated program. Note that the CLOSE 
command has no effect on a foreground job and that you cannot use CLOSE on files opened on magnetic tape or 
cassette. 

The CLOSE command does not work if your program defines new input or output channels (with the .CDFN pro- 
grammed request). Because CTRL/C or .EXIT resets channel definitions, the CLOSE command has no effect on chan- 
nels it does not recognize. 

The following example shows how the CLOSE command makes temporary files permanent. 

.R PRO0 

-cnc 
l C I . . . O S E  
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The COMPILE command invokes one or more language processors to assemble or compile the files you specify. 

COMPILE /LIST[:filespecl [/ALLOCATE:sizel 
/[NO] OBJECT[:filespecl 

- (sp) filespecs [:/BRyY] 

[/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/ IDIBOL 

[ 

/ALPHABETIZE 

/CROSSREFERENCE 
/[NO1 LINENUMBERS 
/ONDEBUG 
/[NO] WARNINGS 

/FORTRAN 
/CODE:type 

! ’ 

/DIAGNOSE 
/EXTEND 
/HEADER 

/I4 
/[NO] LINENUMBERS 

{ /ONDEBUG ) 
. /[NO1 OPTIMIZE[:typel 

/RECORD:length 
/SHOW[:valuel 
/STATISTICS 
/[NO]= 
/UNITS:n 
/[NO1 VECTORS 

,/WARNINGS 
/MACRO 

/CROSSREFERENCE[:typ[...:typel I 
/DISABLE:value[...:valuel 
/ENABLE:value[...:valuel 
/[NO1 SHOW:value IJd 

In the command line shown above, filespecs represents one or more files to be included in the compile or assembly. 
The default file types for the output files are .LST for listing files and .OBJ for object files. The defaults for input 
files depend on the particular language processor involved. These defaults include .MAC for MACRO files, .FOR for 
FORTRAN files, and .DBL for DIBOL files. 

To compile (or assemble) multiple source files into a single object file, separate the files by plus (t) signs in the com- 
mand line. Unless you specify otherwise, the system creates an object file with the same name as the first input file 
and gives it an .OBJ file type. To compile multiple files in independent compilations, separate the files by commas (,) 
in the command line. This generates a corresponding object file for each set of input files. You can combine up to six 
files for a compilation producing a single object file. 

Language options are position dependent. That is, they have different meanings depending on where you place them 
in the command line. Options that qualify a command name apply across the entire command string. Options that 
follow a file specification apply only to the file (or group of files separated by plus signs) that they follow in the com- 
mand string. 

You can specify the entire COMPILE command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for informa- 
tion. The COMPILE command prompt is Files?. 

There are several ways to establish which language processor the COMPILE command invokes. One way is to specify 
a language-name option, such as /MACRO, which invokes the MACRO assembler. Another way is to omit the 
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language-name option and explicitly specify the file type for the source files. The COMPILE command then invokes 
the language processor that corresponds to that file type. Specifying the file SOURCE.MAC, for example, invokes the 
MACRO assembler. A third way to establish the language processor is to let the system choose a file type of .MAC, 
.DBL, or .FOR for the source file you name. To do this, the handler for the device you specify must be loaded. If 
you specify DXl :A and the DX handler is loaded, the system searches for source files A.MAC and A.DBL, in that 
order. If it finds one of these files, the system invokes the corresponding language processor. If it cannot find one of 
these files, or if the device handler associated with the input file is not resident, the system assumes a file type of .FOR 
and invokes the FORTRAN compiler. 

If the language processor selected as a result of one of the procedures described above is not on the system device 
(SY:), the system issues an error message. 

The following sections explain the options you can use with the COMPILE command. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /LIST or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for the output file. The 
argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 
to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ALPHABETIZE - Use this option with DIBOL to alphabetize the entries in the symbol table listing. This is useful 
for program maintenance and debugging. 

/CODE:type - Use this option with FORTRAN to produce object code that is designed for a particular hardware con- 
figuration. The argument, type, represents a three-letter abbreviation for the type of code to produce. The legal values 
are the following: EAE, EIS, FIS, and THR. See Section 1 .l.l of the RT-lI/RSTS/E FORTRANIV User’s Guide 
for a complete description of the types of code and their functions. 

/CROSSREFERENCE [ : type [ . . . :type] ] - Use this option with MACRO or DIBOL to generate a symbol cross- 
reference section in the listing. This information is useful for program mamtenance and debugging. Note that the 
system does not generate a listing by default. You must also specify /LIST in the command line to get a cross-reference 
listing. 

With MACRO, this option takes an optional argument. The argument, type, represents a one-character code that in- 
dicates which sections of the cross-reference listing the assembler should include. Table 4-10 summarizes the valid 
arguments and their meaning. 

/DIAGNOSE - Use the option with FORTRAN to help analyze an internal compiler error. /DIAGNOSE expands the 
crash dump information to include internal compiler tables and buffers. Submit the diagnostic printout to DIGITAL 
with an SPR form. The information in the listing can help the DIGITAL programmers locate the compiler error and 
correct it. 

/DIBOL - This option invokes the DIBOL language processor to compile the associated files. 

/DISABLE:value[ . . . :value] - Use this option with MACRO to specify a .DSABL directive. Table 4-11 summarizes 
the arguments and their meaning. See Section 6.2 of the PDP-II MACRO Language Reference Manual for a descrip- 
tion of the directive and a list of all legal values. 

/ENABLE:value[ . . . :value] - Use this option with MACRO to specify an .ENABL directive. Table 4-11 summarizes 
the arguments and their meaning. See Section 6.2 of the PDP-11 MACRO Language Reference Manual tor a descrip- 
tion of the directive and a list of all legal values. 

/EXTEND - Use this option with FORTRAN to change the right margin for source input lines from column 72 to 
column 80. 

/FORTRAN - This option invokes the FORTRAN language processor to compile the associated files. 
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/HEADER - Use this option with FORTRAN to include in the printout a list of options that are currently in effect. 

/I4 - Use this option with FORTRAN to allocate two words for the default integer data type (FORTRAN only uses 
one-word integers) so that it takes the same physical space as real variables. 

/LIBRARY - Use this option with MACRO to identify the file the option qualifies as a macro library file; use it only 
after a macro library file specification in the command line. The MACRO assembler looks first to any macro libraries 
you specify before going to the default system macro library, SYSMAC.SML, to satisfy references (made with the 
.MCALL directive) from MACRO programs. In the example below, the two files A.FOR and B.FOR are compiled 
together, producing B.OBJ and B.LST. The MACRO assembler assembles C.MAC, satisfying .MCALL references from 
MYLIB.MAC and SYSMAC.SML. It produces C.OBJ and C.LST. 

.COMF’ILE AS~E/I.~IST/OE,JECT~MYL~IB/I.~IEriRRYtC:.MAC/1..TS7’/0B,JECT 

/LINENUMBERS - Use this option with DIBOL or FORTRAN to include internal sequence numbers in the execut- 
able program. These are especially useful in debugging programs. This is the default operation. 

/NOLINENUMBERS - Use this option with DIBOL or FORTRAN to suppress the generation of internal sequence 
numbers in the executable program. This produces a smaller program and optimizes execution speed. Use this option 
to compile only those programs that are already debugged; otherwise the DIBOL or FORTRAN error messages are 
difficult to interpret. 

/LIST[:fdespec] - You must specify this option to produce a compilation or assembly listing. The /LIST option has 
different meanings depending on where you put it in the command line. 

If you specify /LIST without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the system generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /LIST with a device name, the system cre- 
ates a listing file on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing file on that device, 
assigning it the same name as the input file with a .LST file type. The following command produces a listing on the 
terminal. 

The next command creates a listing file called ALST on RK3:. 

.C~OMP%L..E/LIST:RK3: A+MAC 

If the /LIST option contains a name and file type to override the default of .LST, the system generates a listing file 
with that name. The following command, for example, compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files A.OBJ 
and FILE1 .OUT on device DK:. 

3 C:OMF’J:L~E/FCl~TRAN/LI!ii’T’: FILE1 . OUT A+B 

You cannot use a command line like the next one. In this example, the second listing file would replace the first one 
and, therefore, cause an error. 

Another way to specify /LIST is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To produce a listing file 
with the same name as a particular input file, you can use a command similar to this one: 

.CClMPILE/DIEOL A+E/LTST: RKJ: 
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The command shown above compilesA.DBL and B.DBL together, producing files DK:A.OBJ and RK3:B.LST. If YOU 
specify a file name on a /LIST option following a file specification in the command line, it has the same meaning as 
when it follows the command. The following two commands have the same results. 

, c 0 M F’ I I... Ii!: / M n c I? 0 n /I... :I: s ‘T’ : I3 

Both the commands shown above generate as output files A.OBJ and B.LST. 

Remember that file options apply only to the file (or group of files that are separated by plus signs) that they follow 
in the command string. For example : 

This command compiles A.MAC, producing A.OBJ and ALST. It also compiles B.FOR, producing B.OBJ. However, 
it does not produce any listing file for the compilation of B.FOR. 

/MACRO - This option invokes the MACRO assembler to assemble the associated files. 

/OBJECT[ :filespec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the object file. Because the COMPILE 
command creates object files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning. 

+ C 0 M I=’ :l I... E /I:’ 0 F? T R A N A 

+ CC)MF’Il...E/l.~(3R’rliRN/C)B,JE:(=T A 

Both commands compile A.FOR and produce A.OBJ as output. The /OBJECT option functions like the /LIST option; 
it can be either a command or a file qualifier. 

As a command option, /OBJECT applies across the entire command string. The following command, for example, 
assembles A.MAC and B.MAC separately, creating object files A.OBJ and B.OBJ on RKl :. 

Use /OBJECT as a file option to create an object file with a specific name or destination. The following command 
compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, creating files B.LST and B.OBJ. 

. c 0 M F’ r I... E / D I B 0 I... R + I:! / I... :I: B T / CI 19 .J E: c T 

/NOOBJECT - Use this option to suppress creation of an object file. As a command option, /NOOBJECT suppresses 
all object files; as a file option, it suppresses only the object file produced by the related input files. In this command, 
for example, the system compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files A.OBJ and BLST. It also compiles 
C.DBL and produces C.LST, but does not produce C.OBJ. 

+ c 0 M F’ I I... E R . F 0 I? + E * 1:: Cl R / I... :I: 5; T P c , 1:t E I... i N Cl (I B .J E r: T/L. I s ‘1 

/ONDEBUG - Use this option with DIBOL to include a symbol table in the object file. You can then use a debugging 
program to find and correct errors in the object file. 

Use /ONDEBUG with FORTRAN to include debug lines (those that have a D in column one) in the compilation. You 
do not, therefore, have to edit the file to include these lines in the compilation or to logically remove them. This option 
is useful in debugging a program. You can include messages, flags, and conditional branches to help you trace program 
execution and find an error. 
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/OPTIMIZE[ :type] - Use this option with FORTRAN to enable certain options that optimize object code for 
various conditions. The argument, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to enable. 
Table 4-4 summarizes the codes and their meanings. 

/NOOPTIMIZE[:type] - Use this option with FORTRAN to disable certain options that optimize object code 
for various conditions. The argument, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to dis- 
able. Table 44 summarizes the codes and their meanings. 

/PASS:1 - Use this option with MACRO on a prefix macro file to process that file during pass-l of the assembly 
only. This option is useful when you assemble a source program together with a prefix file that contains only 
macro definitions, since these definitions do not need to be redefined in pass-2 of the assembly. The following 
command assembles a prefix file and a source file together, producing files PROGl .OBJ and PROGl .LST. 

,COMPILE/MACRO F’REFIX/PAS S: 1 ~tF’lliOG:1/t~TST/OB,.JE~~T . 

/RECORD:length - Use this option with FORTRAN to override the default record length of 132 characters for 
ASCII sequential formatted input and output. The meaningful range for the argument, length, is from 4 to 4095. 

/SHOW:value - Use this option with FORTRAN to control FORTRAN listing format. The argument, value, repre- 
sents a code that indicates which listings the compiler is to produce. Table 4-5 summarizes the codes and their 
meanings. 

Use this option with MACRO to specify any MACRO .LIST directive. Table 4-12 summarizes the valid arguments 
and their meanings. Section 6.1 .I of the PDP-II MACRO Language Reference Manual explains how to use these 
directives. 

/NOSHOW:value - Use this option with MACRO to specify any MACRO .NLIST directive. Table 4-12 summarizes 
the valid arguments and their meanings. Section 6.1 .l of the PDP-11 MACRO Language Reference Manual explains 
how to use these directives. 

/STATISTICS - Use this option with FORTRAN to include in the listing compilation statistics, such as amount of 
memory used, amount of time elapsed, and length of the symbol table. 

/SWAP - Use this option with FORTRAN to permit the USR (user service routine) to swap over the FORTRAN 
program in memory. This is the default operation. 

/NOSWAP - Use this option with FORTRAN to keep the USR resident during execution of a FORTRAN program. 
This may be necessary if the FORTRAN program uses some of the RT-11 System Subroutine Library calls (see Chapter 
4 of the R T-l 1 Advanced Programmer’s Guide). If the program frequently updates or creates a large number of different 
files, making the USR resident can improve program execution. However, the penalty for making the USR resident is 2K 
words of memory. 

/UNITS:n - Use this option with FORTRAN to override the default number of logical units (6) to be open at one . 
time. The maximum value you can specify for n is 16. 

/VECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use tables to access multidimensional arrays. This is the default mode 
of operation. 

/NOVECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use multiplication operations to access multidimensional arrays. 

/WARNINGS - Use this option to include warning messages in DIBOL or FORTRAN compiler diagnostic error mes- 
sages. These messages calI certain conditions to your attention, but do not interfere with the compilation. This is the 
default operation for DIBOL. 

/NOWARNINGS - Use this option with DIBOL to suppress warning messages during compilation. These messages are 
for your information only; they do not affect the compilation. This is the default operation for FORTRAN. 
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The COPY command performs a variety of file transfer and maintenance operations. 

COPY /BOOT (sp) input-filespecs /DOS[/OWNER: [nnn,nnnl 1 
/INTERCHANGE 

/DEVICE /POSITION:n 
/TOPS 

1 

(sp) output-filespec 

[i ~~~E~C~~~~~ [:rizej 1 

/ASCII 

l 1 

/BINARY 
/IMAGE 
/CONCATENATE 
/EXCLUDE 
/IGNORE 
/[NO1 LOG 
/NEWFILES 
/PACKED 
/PREDELETE 
/[NO1 QUERY 

/[NO1 REPLACE 
/SETDATE 
/SLOWLY 

_ /SYSTEM 

The COPY command transfers: 

l One file to another file 
l A number of files to a single file by concatenation 
l One device to another device 
0 A bootstrap to a device. 

In the command syntax shown above, input-filespecs represents the data to copy. The input-filespec can be a 
device name, if you use the /DEVICE option. Otherwise, you can specify as many as six files for input. Output- 
tilespec represents the device or file to receive the data. You can specify only one output device or file. 

Normally, commas separate the input files if you specify more than one. However, you can separate them by plus 
(t) signs if you want to combine them. In this case, you can also omit the /CONCATENATE option, as the follow- 
ing example shows. 

.COPY R+FORtB+FOR C.FOR 

This command combines DK:A.FOR with DK:B.FOR and stores the results in DK:C.FOR. 

You can use wildcards in the input or output file specification of the command. However, the output file specifica- 
tion cannot contain embedded wildcards. Note that for all operations except CONCATENATE, if you use a wild- 
card in the input file specification, the corresponding output file name or file type must be a *. This example uses 
wildcards correctly: 

*COPY A%E.MAC 1.EAlC 

In the CONCATENATE operation, the output specification must represent a single file. Therefore, no wildcards are 
allowed. 

You can enter the COPY command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. The 
COPY command prompts are: From? for the input file specification and To? for the output file specification. 
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The system has a special way of handling system (.SYS) files and files that cover bad blocks (.BAD files). So that 
you do not copy system files by accident when you use a wildcard in the file specification, the system requires you 
to use the /SYSTEM option when you need to copy system files. To copy a .BAD file, you must specify it by 
explicitly giving its file name and file type. Since .BAD files cover bad blocks on a device, you usually do not need 
to copy, delete, or otherwise manipulate these files. 

The following sections describe the COPY command options and include command examples. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option after the output file specification to reserve space on the device for the out- 
put file. The argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this 
value is from 1 to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ASCII - This option copies files in ASCII mode, ignoring nulls and rubout characters. It converts data to the 
ASCII 7-bit format, and treats CTRL/Z (32 octal) as the logical end-of-file on input. Files that consist of ASCII- 
format data include source files you create with the editor, map files, and list files. The following example copies 
a FORTRAN source program from DXO: to DXl :, giving it a new name, and reserves 50 blocks of space for it. 

,COF’Y/ASC I I DXO : MATAI X l FOR 11X1. : TEST. FOR/ALLOCATE : 50 

/BINARY - Use this option to copy tormatted binary files. These include .OBJ files produced by the assembler 
or the FORTRAN compiler, and .LDA files produced by the linker. The system verifies checksums and prints a 
warning if a checksum error occurs. If this happens, the copy operation does not complete. Note that you cannot 
copy library files with the /BINARY option because of a checksum error. Copy them in image mode. The follow- 
ing command copies a binary file from DK: to a diskette. 

+COPY/BINARY ANALYZ.OE4.J DX1:*k,t 

/BOOT - This option copies bootstrap information from a monitor file to blocks 0 and 2 through 5 of a random 
access device. This permits you to use that device as a system device. Note that you cannot combine /BOOT with 
any other option. Before you use the /BOOT option, make sure that the appropriate monitor file is already stored 
on the disk. To create a bootable system diskette, for example, you could use the foreground/background file 
called DXMNFB.SYS. If you copy the monitor file onto the diskette from another device, be careful not to rename 
it. The COPY/BOOT operation recognizes only standard RT-11 monitor file names. You can use a procedure similar 
to the following to create a system device: 

1. Initialize the disk. Use the monitor INITIALIZE command to do this. 
2. Copy files onto the disk. Use the COPY/SYSTEM command for this step. 
3. Use COPY/BOOT to write the monitor bootstrap onto the disk. 

The following example shows how to create a system diskette. 

,INITIALIZE 11x1: 

DX1 :/II-lit i3rE! !dOl..l SI..lTE!?Y 

+COF:‘Y/SYSTEM DXO:t+f DXl.:t,l 
F i I e 5 co P i e cl : 

DXO: DXMNSJ. SYS %w 11x1. : DXMNSJ + SYS 
Ilxo : DT. SYS to 11X1 : DT + SYS 
BXO : 1:1x. SY s to DXi:rlX.SYS 
11X0 : TT + SYS to DX1:TT.SYS 
rrxo:t..F+sYs to rrxl : i_.p + sYs 
rtxo : rt:fR + SRV to IJXX:DIR+SAV 
rtxo : IctuF’. sAv t0 rixj. : rri)P. s~v 
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DXO:AEC.MAC to DXl:ABC,MAC 
11x0 : AAF . MAC to DXl:AAF.MAC 
DXO:CT.SYS to DXl:CT.SYS 
DXo:PIF,SAu to DXl:PIP+SAu 
DXO:MT.SYS to DXl:MT.SYS 
DXO:MM.SYS to DX-l:MM+SYS 
KtXO:COMB, to DXl:COMH. 
DXO: DXMNFB + SYS to DXl : DXMNFB. SYS 

.COPY/EOOT TiXl:DXMNFE,SYS DXl: 

/CONCATENATE - Use this option to combine several input files into a single output file. Remember that wild- 
cards are illegal in the output file specification. This option is particularly useful to combine several object modules 
into a single file for use by the linker or librarian. The following command combines all the .FOR files on DXl: 
into a file called MERGE.FOR on DXO:. 

l (=OF'Y/(::ONC:ATE:NA'T'E_ I3Xl : S . FCIR DXO : MERGE:.l=Oli 
Files copied: 

DXl:A.FOR to DXO:MERGE.FOR 
DXl:B,FOR to DXO: MERGE. FOR 
BX1:c*FOt3 to DXO:MERGE.FOR 

/DEVICE - This option copies block for block the image of one device to another. You cannot combine any 
other option with /DEVICE. This option copies one disk to another without changing the file structure or the 
location of the files on the device. This is convenient in that the bootstrap blocks also remain unchanged. You 
can also copy disks that are not in RT-11 format, as long as they have no bad blocks. If the system encounters 
a bad block during the COPY/DEVICE operation, it prints an error message. However, it then retries the operation 
and performs the copy one block at a time. If only one error message prints, you can assume that the transfer 
completed correctly. 

If one device is smaller than the other, the system copies only as many blocks as the smaller device contains. It is 
possible to copy blocks between disk and magtape, even though magtape is not a random access device. The data 
is stored on tape formatted in 1K word blocks. There is room for only one disk image on a magtape. The following 
command copies an image of DXO: to DXl :. 

.COF'Y/DE'JICEZ DXO: DXI : 

KlXl : /CUPY are YOLI 5tJl’C.??Y 

Respond to the query message by typing Y and a carriage return. Any other response cancels the command and 
the COPY operation does not proceed. 

/DOS - Use this option to transfer files between RSTS/E or DOS-l 1 format and RT-11 format. The option must 
appear in the command line after the file to which it applies. Valid input devices are DECtape and RKO5; the only 
valid output device is DECtape. The only other options allowed with /DOS are /ASCII, /BINARY, /IMAGE, and 
/OWNER: [nnnpnn] . The following command transfers a BASIC source file from a DOS-l 1 disk to an RT-11 disk. 

The next command copies a memory image file from an RT-11 disk to a RSTS/E format DECtape. 

. C 0 I-’ Y 1:t 1.l M F’ + !!l AU D ‘I’ : * t t/D Cl S 
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/EXCLUDE - This option copies all the files on a device except the ones you specify. The following command 
copies all files from DXO: to DXl: except .OBJ and .SAV files. 

,COF'Y/EXCLIJDE DXO:(*rQE,.Jr*+S~U) 11Xl.:X,f 

/IGNORE - Use this option to ignore input errors during a copy operation. /IGNORE forces a single-block data 
transfer, which you can invoke at any other time with the /SLOWLY option. Use /IGNORE if an input error 
occurred when you tried to perform a normal copy operation. This procedure can sometimes recover a file that is 
otherwise unreadable. If there is still an error, an error message prints on the terminal, but the copy operation 
continues. This option is illegal with /DOS, /TOPS, and /INTERCHANGE. 

/IMAGE - If you enter a command line without an option, or if you use the /IMAGE option, the copy operation 
proceeds in image mode. Use this method to transfer memory image files and any files other than ASCII or formatted 
binary. Note that you cannot reliably transfer memory image files to or from paper tape, or to the line printer or 
console terminal. You can image-copy ASCII and binary data with the following restrictions: 

1. For ASCII data, there is no check for nulls. 
2. For binary data, there is no checksum consideration. 

This command copies a text file to a DECtape for storage: 

,COPY LETTER.TXT DTO:S + t 

/INTERCHANGE[:size] - This option transfers data in interchange (proposed ANSI standard) format between 
RT-11 block-replaceable devices and interchange diskettes that are compatible with IBM 3741 format. The option 
must appear in the command line after the file to which it applies. If the output file is to be in interchange format, 
you can specify the length of each record. The argument, size, represents the record length in characters. The fol- 
lowing command transfers the RT-11 file WAIT.MAC from device DK: to device DXl : in interchange format, 
giving it the name WAITMA. The record length is set to 128 (decimal) bytes. 

,COF’Y WAIT.MAC DX~:*,t/INTERCHANGE:128, 

/LOG - This option lists on the terminal the names of the files that were copied by the current command. Normally, 
the system prints a log only if there is a wildcard in the file specification. If you specify /QUERY, the system prints 
the name of each file and asks you for confirmation before the operation proceeds. In this case, the query messages 
replace the log, unless you specifically type /LOG/QUERY in the command line. The following example shows a 
copy command line and the resulting log. 

*COPY KIXl:~**SAu DXO:*,SAu 
Files copied: 

DXl:DIH~SAu to BXo:DIR.SAu 
DXi:DUP*SAu to nxo : DUP. SAU 
DXl:F'IP.snu to DXO:PIP,SAu 

/NOLOG - This option prevents a list of the files copied from printing on the terminal. 

/NEwFILES - Use this option in the command line if you want to copy only those files that have the current date. 
The following example shows a convenient way to back up all new files after a session at the computer. 

.COF:'Y/NEWFILES t.S DXl.:l,* 
Files cwiedf 

DK:A.FOR to DXl:A,FOR 
fiK:H+FOR ta DXl:R,FOK' 
BK:C.FOR to DXl:C.FOf? 
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/OWNER: [nnnpnn] - Use this option with /DOS to represent a DOS-1 1 user identification code (UK) for a 
DOS-1 1 input device. Note that the square brackets are part of the UIC; you must type them. The initial 
default for the UIC is [l ,l] . If you supply a UIC, it becomes the default for all future transfers. 

/PACKED - This option copies files in PDP-10, DOS, or interchange mode. You can use /PACKED on an input file 
specification with the /TOPS, /DOS, or /INTERCHANGE option to transfer files to RT-11 format. 

/POSITION:n - Use this option when you copy files to or from magtape or cassette. The /POSITION:n option 
lets you direct the tape operation; you can move the tape and perform an operation at the point you specify. For 
all operations, omitting the argument, n, has the same effect as setting n equal to 0 (n is interpreted as a decimal 
number). 

For magtape read (copy from tape) operations, the /POSITION:n option initiates these procedures: 

1. IfnisO: 
The tape rewinds and the system searches for the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, the 
tape rewinds before each search. If the file specification contains a wildcard, the tape rewinds only once 
and then the system copies all the appropriate files. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 
The system looks for the file at file sequence number n. If the file it finds there is the one you specify, 
the system copies it. Otherwise, the system prints an error message. If you use a wildcard in the file speci- 
fication, the system goes to file sequence number n and then begins to look for the appropriate files. 

3. If n is -1: 
The system starts its search at the current position. Note that if the current position is not the beginning 
of the tape, it is possible that the file you specify will not be found, even though it does exist on the tape. 

For magtape write (copy to tape) operations, the /POSITION:n option has this effect: 

1. IfnisO: 
The tape rewinds before the system copies each file. A warning message prints on the terminal if the system 
finds another file on the tape with the same name and file type. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 
The system goes to file sequence number n or to the logical end of tape, whichever comes first. Then it 
enters the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, or if you use a wildcard in the file specifi- 
cation, the tape does not rewind before the system writes each file, and the system does not check for 
duplicate file names. 

3. If n is - 1: 
The system goes to the logical end of tape and enters the fire you specify. It does not check for duplicate 
tile names. 

4. If n is -2: 
The tape rewinds between each copy operation. The system enters the file you specify at logical end-of- 
tape or at the first occurrence of a duplicate file name. 

The system also has special procedures for handling cassettes. For cassette read (copy from tape) operations, the 
/POSITION:n option initiates these procedures: 

1. IfnisO: 
The cassette rewinds and the system searches for the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, 
or if you use a wildcard in the file specification, the cassette rewinds before each search. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 
The system starts from the cassette’s present position and searches for the file you specify. If the system 
does not find the file you specify before it reaches the nth file from its starting position, it reads the nth 
file. Note that if the starting position is not the beginning of the tape, it is possible that the system will 
not find the file you specify, even though it does exist on the tape. 
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3. If n is a negative integer: 
The cassette rewinds, then the system follows the procedure outlined in step 2 above. 

For cassette write (copy to tape) operations, the /POSITION:n option has this effect: 

1. If n is 0: 
The cassette rewinds and the system writes the file you specify at the logical end-of-tape. The system auto- 
matically deletes any file it finds along the way that has the same name and file type as the file you 
specify. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 
The system starts from the cassette’s present position and searches n files ahead, deleting along the way 
any file it finds that has the same name and file type as the file you specify. If the system does not 
reach the logical end-of-tape before it reaches the nth file from its starting position, it enters the file you 
specify over the nth file and deletes any files beyond it on the tape. If the system reaches the logical end- 
of-tape before it reaches the nth file, it writes the file you specify at the end-of-tape position. 

3. If n is a negative integer: 
The cassette rewinds, then the system follows the same procedure outlined in step 2 above. 

Section 7.2.1 contains more detailed information about operations involving magtape and cassette. 

/PREDELETE - This option deletes a file on the output device if you copy a file with the same name to that de- 
vice. The system deletes the file on the output device before the copy occurs. Normally, the system deletes a file 
of the same name after the copy operation successfully completes. This option is useful for operations involving 
devices that have limited space, such as diskette. Be careful when you use the /PREDELETE option; if for any 
reason the input file is unreadable, the output file will already have been deleted and you can be left with no 
useable version of the file. 

/QUERY - If you use this option, the system requests confirmation from you before it performs the operation. 
/QUERY is particularly useful on operations that involve wildcards, when you may not be completely sure which 
files the system selected for an operation. The /QUERY option is valid on the COPY command only if both input 
and output are in RT-11 format. Note that if you specify /QUERY in a copy command line that also contains a 
wildcard in the file specification, the confirmation messages that print on the terminal replace the log messages 
that would normally appear. You must respond to a query message by typing Y (or anything that begins with a 
Y) and a carriage return to initiate execution of a particular operation. The system interprets any other response 
as NO and it does not perform the specific operation. The following example copies three of the four FOR files 
stored on DK: to DXl:. 

. COF’Y/(:JUERY DK : S + FOR XSXI : *. 8 
Files coPied: 

DK:A.FOR to DXl:A.FOR ‘? Y 
DK:B.FOR to 11x1 : EC. FOR ? Y 
DK:C.FOR to DXl:C.FOl? ? NO 
IIK : DEMOF 1. FOR to 11X1 : DEMOFI.. FOR’? Y 

/NOQUERY - This option suppresses the confirmation message that the system prints for some operations, such 
as COPY/DEVICE. 

/REPLACE - This is the default mode of operation for the COPY command. If a file exists on the output device 
with the same name as the file you specify for output, the system deletes that duplicate file after the copy opera- 
tion successfully completes. 

/NOREPLACE - This option prevents execution of the copy operation if a file with the same name as the output 
file you specify already exists on the output device. /NOREPLACE is valid only if both the input and output are 
in RT-11 format. 
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/SETDATE - This option causes the system to put the current date on all files it transfers, unless the current sys- 

tern date is zero. Normally, the system preserves the existing file creation date when it copies a file block for 
block. This option is invalid for operations involving magtape and cassette because the system always uses the 
current date for tape files. 

/SLOWLY - This option transfers files one block at a time. On some devices, a single-block transfer increases 
the chances of an error-free transfer. Use this option if a previous copy operation failed because of a read or 
write error. 

/SYSTEM - Use this option if you need to copy system (.SYS) files. If you omit this option, the .SYS files are 
excluded from all operations and a message is printed on the terminal to remind you. 

/TOPS - This option transfers files on DECsystem-10 DECtape to RT-11 format. The option must follow the 
input file specification. Note that DECtape is the only valid input device. You cannot perform this copy opera- 
tion while a foreground job is running. Use /PACKED with /TOPS to convert from TOPS-10 7-bit ASCII format 
to standard PDP-11 byte ASCII format. The following command copies in ASCII format all the files named 
MODULE from the DECsystem-10 DECtape DTO: to RT-11 device RKO:. 

* C O P Y  /flsc:r. 1 r.l’TO :  MOm.JL”l:.i: * */‘r(:lF’S RI<0 :  * l * 
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The D (Deposit) command deposits values in memory beginning at the location you specify. 

D (sp) address=value[, . . . value] 

In the command syntax illustrated above, address represents an octal address that, when added to the relocation 
base value from the Base command (if you used one), provides the actual address where the system must deposit 
the values. The argument, value, represents the new contents of the address. If you do not specify a value, the 
system assumes a value of 0. If you specify more than one value and separate the values by commas, the system 
deposits the values in sequential locations beginning at the location you specify. 

1 

The Deposit command accepts both word and byte addresses, but it always executes the command as though YOU 
specified a word address. (If you specify an odd address, the system decreases it by one to make it even.) The 
Deposit command stores all values as word quantities. 

Use commas to separate multiple values in the command line. Two or more adiacent commas cause the system to 
deposit OS at the location you specify and at the following locations, if indiated. 

Note that you cannot specify an address that references a location outside the area of the background job. You 
can use the D command with GET and START to temporarily alter a nrogram’s execution. Use the SAVE com- 
mand before START to make the alteration permanent. 

The following command deposits OS into locations 300, 302, 304, and 306. 

The next command sets the base address to 0. 

The following command deposits 3705 into location 1000. 

.x:1 1000=3705 

The next command sets the relocation base to 1000. 

The last command puts 2503 into location 1500 and 22 into location 1502. 

4 II 5()()::2yj()J, 22 
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Use the DATE command to set or to inspect the current system date. 

I DATE [ (sp) dd-mmm-yyl 

in the command syntax shown above, dd represents the day (a decimal number from 1 to 31), mmm represents 
the first three characters of the name of the month, and yy represents the year (a decimal number from 73 to 99). 

To enter a date into the system, specify the date in the format described above. You should do this as soon as 
you bootstrap the system. The system uses this date for newly created files, for files that you transfer to magtape 
or cassette, and for listing files. The following example enters the current date. 

l DATE l8-MAY-77 

The system automatically changes the date each day at midnight. However, it does not change the date correctly 
at the end of each month. Do this by issuing the DATE command. 

To display the current system date, type the DATE command without an argument, as this example shows. 

l DATE 
18-f’kw-77 
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The DEASSIGN command disassociates a logical device name from a physical device name. 

DEASSIGN 

I DE ASSIGN [ (sp) logical-device-name] 

In the command syntax illustrated above, logical-device-name represents an alphanumeric name, from one to three 
characters long, that is assigned to a particular device. Note that spaces and tabs are not permitted in the logical 
device name. 

To remove the assignment of a particular logical device name to a physical device, specify that logical device name 
in the command line. The following example disassociates the logical name INP: from the physical device to which 
it is assigned. 

If you specify a logical name that is not currently assigned, the system prints an error message, as this example 
shows. 

,DEASSIGN INF:‘: 
?KMON-F-Logical name not f’wm~i 

To disassociate all logical names from physical devices, type the DEASSIGN command without an argument. The 
following example disassociates all logical device names (except DK: and SY:) from physical devices. 

If DK: is assigned to a device (such as DXl:, for example), the following command disassociates DK: from DXl: 
and restores the default association of DK: to SY:, the system device. 

,UFASST.C;N Dli’: .” Lb. 
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The DELETE command deletes the files you specify. 

1 
DELETE /DOS (sp) filespecs 

/INTERCHANGE 

/EXCLUDE 
/LOG 
/NEWFILES 
/POSITION:n 
/[NO1 QUERY 
/SYSTEM 

In the command syntax shown above, filespecs represents the files to be deleted. You can specify up to six files; 
separate them by commas. You can enter the DELETE command as one line, or you can rely on the system to 
prompt you for information. If you omit the file specification, the DELETE command prompts you with Files?. 
If you delete a file accidentally, it is possible to recover the file if you act immediately. A procedure for doing 
this is described in Chapter 8. 

The system has a special way of handling system (.SYS) files and files that cover bad blocks (.BAD files). So that 
you do not delete system files by accident when you use a wildcard in the file specification, the system requires 
you to use the /SYSTEM option when you need to delete system files. To delete a .BAD file, you must specify it 
by explicitly giving its file name and file type. Since .BAD files cover bad blocks on a device, you usually do not 
need to copy, delete, or otherwise manipulate these files. 

Another feature of the DELETE command is that the system always requests confirmation from you before it 
actually deletes a file. You must respond to the query message by typing Y followed by a carriage return in order 
to execute the command. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the DELETE command. 

/DOS - Use this option to delete a file that is in DOS-l 1 or RSTS/E format. Remember that the valid devices for 
this type of file are disks and DECtape. You cannot combine any other option with /DOS. 

/EXCLUDE - This option deletes all the files on a device except the ones you specify. The following command, 
for example, deletes all files from DXI : except .SAV files. Remember to use /SYSTEM if you need to include 
.SYS files in the operation. 

+ D It: 1.. E: T E.. / E X C: I... II D Iii: D X 0 : L + S A ‘J 
?PTP-W-No . SYS ac%ion 

Files deleterj: 
rlXO:RECIOL.D ? y 
Ilxo: AAF l ot_n ‘I’ y 

D X O  :  COMB l ‘? y 

DXO:MERGE+OLD ? y 

/INTERCHANGE - Use this option to delete from a diskette a file that is in interchange (proposed ANSI standard) 
format. You cannot combine any other option with /INTERCHANGE. 

/LOG - This option lists on the terminal a log of the files that are deleted by the current command. Note that 
if you specify /LOG, the system does not ask you for confirmation before execution proceeds. Use both /LOG 
and /QUERY to invoke logging and querying. 
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/NEWFILES - Use this option to delete only the files that have the current system date. This is a convenient 
way to remove all the new files that you just created in a session at the computer. The following example deletes 
the backup files created today. 

l DEl...E’rE/NF_:WI-Il...l.ZS DX:L :  * ,  EiRIC 

Files deletecl: 
DXi:MERGE.BAK ? ‘f 

/POSITION:n - You can use this option when you delete files from cassette. It permits you to direct the tape 
operation; you can move the tape and perform an operation at the point you specify. Omitting the argument, n, 
has the same effect as setting n equal to 0 (n is interpreted as a decimal number). The /POSITION:n option has 
the following effect : 

1. If n is 0: 
The cassette rewinds and the system searches for the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, 
or if you use a wildcard in the file specification, the cassette rewinds before each search. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 
The system starts from the cassette’s present position and searches for the file you specify. If the system 
does not find the file you specify before it reaches the nth file from its starting position, it deletes the 
nth file. Note that if the starting position is not the beginning of the tape, it is possible that the system 
will not find the file you specify, even though it does exist on the tape. 

3. If n is a negative integer: 
The cassette rewinds, then the system follows the procedure outlined in step 2 above. 

/QUERY - Use this option to request a confirmation message from the system before it deletes each file. This 
option is particularly useful on operations that involve wildcards, when you may not be completely sure which 
files the system selected for the operation. This is the default mode of operation. Note that specifying /LOG 
eliminates the automatic query; you must specify /QUERY with /LOG to retain the query function. You must 
respond to a query message by typing Y (or anything that begins with a Y) and a carriage return to initiate execu- 
tion of a particular operation. The system interprets any other response as NO and it does not perform the opera- 
tion. The following example shows querying. Only one file is deleted. 

l DELETE DXI : * + * 
Files deleted: 

DXl:AEC.MRC ? N 
DXl:AAF,MAC ‘? Y 
KlXl : MERGE. FOR ‘i’ fd 

/NOQUERY - This option suppresses the confirmation message that the system prints before it deletes each file. 

/SYSTEM - Use this option if you need to delete system (.SYS) files. If you omit this option, the system files 
are excluded from the delete operation, and a message is printed on the terminal to remind you. 
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The DIBOL command invokes the DIBOL compiler to compile one or more source programs. 

DIBOL /LIST[:filespecI .[/ALLOCATE:size] 
/[NO1 OBJECT[:filespecl [/ALLOCATE:size] 

/ALPHABETIZE 

KROSSREFERENCE 
/[NO1 LINENUMBERS 
/ONDEBUG 
/[NO1 WARNINGS 

(@ filespecs 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespecs represents one or more files to be included in the compilation. 
If you omit a file type for an input file, the system assumes .DBL. Output default file types are .LST for listing 
files and .OBJ for object files. To compile multiple source files into a single object file, separate the files by plus 
(t) signs in the command line. Unless you specify otherwise, the system creates an object file with the same name 
as the first input file and gives it an .OBJ file type. To compile multiple files in independent compilations, separate 
the files by commas (,) in the command line. This generates a corresponding object file for each set of input files. 

Language options are position dependent. That is, they have different meanings depending on where you place 
them in the command line. Options that qualify a command name apply across the entire command string. Op- 
tions that follow a file specification apply only to the file (or group of files separated by plus signs) that they 
follow in the command string. 

You can enter the DIBOL command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. 
The DIBOL command prompt is: Files? for the input specification. 

The DIBOL-II Language Reference Manual contains more detailed information about using DIBOL. The following 
sections describe the options you can use with the DIBOL command. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /LIST or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for the output file. 
The argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is 
from 1 to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ALPHABETIZE - Use this option to alphabetize entries in the symbol and label tables. This is useful for program 
maintenance and debugging. 

/CROSSREFERENCE - This option generates a symbol cross-reference section in the listing. This options adds as 
many as four separate sections to the listing. These sections are: 1) symbol cross-reference table, 2) label cross- 
reference table, 3) external subroutire cross-reference table, 4) COMMON cross-reference table. Note that the 
system does not generate a listing by default. You must also specify /LIST in the command line to get a cross- 
reference listing. 

/LINENUMBERS - This option generates line numbers for the program during compilation. These line numbers 
are referenced by the symbol table segment, label table segment, and the cross-reference listing; they are especially 
useful in debugging DIBOL programs. This is the default operation. 

/NOLINENUMBERS - This option suppresses the generation of line numbers during compilation. This produces 
a smaller program and optimizes execution speed. Use this option to compile only those programs that are already 
debugged; otherwise the DIBOL error messages are difficult to interpret. 

/LIST[:fdespec] - You must specify this option to produce a DIBOL compilation listing. The /LIST option has 
different meanings depending on where you place it in the command line. 
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If you specify /LIST without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the DIBOL compiler generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /LIST with a device name, 
the system creates a listing file on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing 
file on that device, assigning it the same name as the input file with a .LST file type. The following command pro- 
duces a listing on the terminal. 

, DIEOL/LIST:TT: A 

The next command creates a listing file called A.LST on RK3:. 

. DIBOL/LIST:RKi3: A 

If the /LIST option contains a name and file type to override the default of .I.ST, the system generates a listing 
file with that name. The following command, for example, compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, producing files 
A.OBJ and FILE1 .OUT on device DK:. 

,nIBOl../I_1:S’r:F:[LE1 *OUT A+E 

You cannot use a command line like the next one. In this example, the second listing file would replace the first 
one and, therefore, cause an error. 

. DIBOL/LIST:FlLE2 A? E 

Another way to specify /LIST is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To produce a listing 
file with the same name as a particular input file, you can use a command similar to this one: 

l Il:1: EOI.” A+B/L. IST : RI<3 : 

The command shown above compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, producing files DK:A.OBJ and RK3:B.LST. If 
you specify a file name on a /LIST option following a fde specification ln the command line, it has the same mean- 
ing as when it follows the command. The following two commands have the same results: 

. 11 I IFs 0 I... / I... I: s T : E< R 

Both the above commands generate as output files A.OBJ and B.I.ST. 

Remember that file options apply only to the file (or group of files that are separated by plus signs) that they 
follow in the command string. For example: 

. DIBOL A/I...IST 9 E 

This command compiles A.DBL, producing A.OBJ and A.LST. It also compiles B.DBL, producing B.OBJ. However, 
it does not produce any listing file for the compilation of B.DBL. 

/OBJECT[:fdespec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the object file. Because DIBOL creates 
object files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning. 

l DIBOI.” A 
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Both commands compile A.DBL and produce A.OBJ as output. The /OBJECT option functions like the /LIST 
option; it can be either a command or a file qualifier. 

As a command option, /OBJECT applies across the entire command string. The following command, for example, 
compiles A.DBL and ‘B.DBL separately, creating object files A.OBJ and B.OBJ on RKl :. 

. DIBClL../C)E.JE:.C:‘T : RK:I. : A 9 E 

Use /OBJECT as a file option to create an object file with a specific name or destination. The following command 
compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, creating files BLST and B.OBJ. 

/NOOBJECT - Use this option to suppress creation of an object file. As a command option, /NOOBJECT sup- 
presses all object files; as a file option, it suppresses only the object file produced by the related input files. In 
this command, for example, the system compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, producing files A.OBJ and B.LST. 
It also compiles CDBL and produces CLST, but does not produce C.OBJ. 

/ONDEBUG - This option includes a symbol table in the object file. You can then use a debugging program to 
find and correct errors in the object file. 

/WARNINGS - Use this option to include warning messages in DIBOL compiler diagnostic error messages. These 
messages call certain conditions to your attention, but they do not interfere with the compilation. This is the 
default operation. 

/NOWARNINGS - Use this option to suppress warning messages during compilation. These messages are for your 
information only; they do not affect the compilation. 
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The DIFFERENCES command compares two files and lists the differences between them in a file or on a device. 

/OUTPUT:filespec[/ALLOCATE:sizel 
/PRINTER 
/TERMINAL 

(sp) filespec 1,filespec 2 

/BLANKLINES 

/[NO] COMMENTS 
/FORMFEED 
/MATCH:n 
/[NO] SPACES 

In the command syntax shown above, filespecl represents the fist file to be compared and filespec2 represents 
the second tile to be compared. The default output device is the console terminal. The default file type for input 
files is .MAC; for output files it is .DIF. You can specify the entire command on one line, or you can rely on the 
system to prompt you for information. The DIFFERENCES command prompts are File l? and File 2?. 

The DIFFERENCES command is particularly useful when you want to compare two similar versions of a source 
program. A file comparison listing highlights the changes made to a program during an editing session. The follow- 
ing sections describe the various options you can use with the DIFFERENCES command. Following the descrip- 
tions of the options is a sample listing and an explanation of how to interpret it. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /OUTPUT to reserve space on the device for the output listing file. The 
value, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 to 
32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/BLANKLINES - Use this option to include blank lines in the file comparison. Normally, the system disregards 
blank lines. 

/COMMENTS - When you use this option, the system includes in the file comparison all assembly language com- 
ments (text on a line preceded by a semicolon) it finds in the two files. This is the default operation. 

/NOCOMMENTS - Use this option to exclude comments (text on a line preceded by a semicolon) and spacing 
(spaces and tabs) from the comparison. This is useful if you are comparing two MACRO source programs with 
similar contents but different formats. 

/FORMFEED - Use this option to include form feeds in the output listing. Normally, the system compares form 
feeds but does not include them in the output listing. 

/MATCH:n - Use this option to specify the number of lines from each file that must agree to constitute a match. 
The value, n, is an integer in the range 1 to 200. The default value for n is 3. 

/OUTPUT:fdespec - Use this option to specify a device and file name for the output listing file. Normally, the 
listing appears on the console terminal. If you omit the file type for the listing file, the system uses .DIF. 

/PRINTER - Use this option to print the listing of differences on the printer. Normally, the listing appears on the 
console terminal. 

/SPACES - This option includes spacing (spaces and tabs) in the file comparison. This is the default operation. 
This is particularly useful when you are comparing two text files and must pay careful attention to spacing. 
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/NOSPACES - Use this option to exclude spacing (spaces and tabs) from the file comparison. This is useful when 
you are comparing two source programs whose contents are similar but whose formats are different. 

/TERMLNAL - Use this option to make the list of differences appear on the console terminal. This is the default 
operation. 

To understand how to interpret the output listing, first look at the following two text files. 

.‘TYF’E FILE1 +TXT 
FILE1 

HERE’S A lEcOTTI...E AND AN HONEST FRIEND! 
WHAT WAD YE WISH FOR Mf$IRt MAN? 

WHA KENSI BEFORE HIS LIFE MAY ENDP 
WHAT HIS SHAME MAY BE 0’ CAREv MAN? 

THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYI 
AND USE THEM AS YE OUGHTI MAN: -- 

BELIEVE MEI HAF’F’INESS IS SLYI 
AND COMES NOT AY WHEN SOUGHTt MAN+ 

---SCOTT I SH SONG 

, T Y F’ E F I L F 3 . .” A.. , TX T 
FILE1 

HERE’S A BOTTLE ANfl AN HONEST FRIEND ! 
WHAT WAltI YE WISH FOR MAIRr MAN? 

WHA KENSr BEFORE HTS LIFE MAY ENfir 
WHAT HIS SHARE MAY El:: 0’ CAREir MAN? 

THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYr 
AND USE THEM AS YE OUGHTr MAN: ..I .- 

BELIEVE MEr HAF’F’INESS SS SHYI 
AND COMES NOT AY WHEN SOIJGHTy MAN, 

-... SCOTTISH SONG 

Notice that FILE1 .TXT contains two typing errors. In the fourth line of the song, “shame” should be “share.” 
In the seventh line, “sly” should be “shy.” 

The following command compares the two files, creating a listing file called DIFF.TXT. 

. D:I:F’FE:liENCI_S/MR’r(3H : ~./OIJTF’lJT : D:I: FF . TXT FII...E::L , TXT 9 FILE2. TXT 

%FIt..ES ARE DIFFE:RENT 

The following listing shows file DIFF.TXT. 

.TYF’E DIFF,TX7 
111 FILEl. 
2 1 I F I I.-E .1. 
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111 WHAT HIS SHAME MAY BE 0’ CAREr MAN? 
1) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYv 
**:l* 
211 WHAT HIS SHARE MAY BE 0’ CAREY MAN? 
2) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYI 
********** 
111 BELIEVE MEr HAPPINESS IS SLYr 
1) AND COMES NOT AY WHEN SOUGHTlr MAN. 
t*** 
211 BELIEVE MEv HAPPINESS IS SHYr 
2) ANIl COMES NOT AY WHEN SOUGHT9 MAN+ 
********** 

If the files are different, the system always prints the first line of each file as identification. 

1)l FILE1 
211 FILE1 

The numbers at the left margin have the form n)m, where n represents the source file (either 1 or 2) and m repre- 
sents the page of that fne on which the specific line is located. 

The system next prints a blank line and then lists the differences between the two files. The /MATCH:n option 
was used in this example to set to 1 the number of lines that must agree to constitute a match. 

The first three lines of the song are the same in both files, so they do not appear in the listing. The fourth line 
contains the first discrepancy. The system prints the fourth line from the first file, followed by the next matching 
line as a reference. 

iI1 WHAT HIS SHAME MAY BE 0’ CAREI MAN? 
1) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYt 
**** 

The four asterisks terminate the differences section from the first file. 

The system then prints the fourth line from the second file, again followed by the next matching line as a refer- 
ence : 

I?)1 WHAT HIS SHARE MAY BE 0’ CAREv MAN?’ 
2) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FLYr 
*ct******** 

The ten asterisks terminate the listing for a particular difference section. 

The system scans the remaining lines in the files in the same manner. When it reaches the end of each file, it 
prints the %FILES ARE DIFFERENT message on the terminal. 

If you compare two files that are identical, the system does not create an output file or listing, as this example 
shows. 

, Il:I:FI-ERENCES FILE1 e TXT ~F:‘Il..l:l a TX’T 
NO DIFFERENCES ENCOUNTEREKl 
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The DIRECTORY command lists information you request about a device, a file, or a group of files 

DIRECTORY /OUTPUT:filespec[/ALLOCATE:size] 
/PRINTER 
/TERMINAL 

/BADBLOCKS[/FILESI 

/DOS[/OWNER: [nnn,nnnl 1 

/INTERCHANGE 

/TOPS 

/VOLUMEID 

I 

/BEFORE[datel 
/DATE [date] I 

1 
/NEWFlLES 
/SINCE [date] I 

f 

lALPHABETlZE[lREVERSEl 
/ORDER[:category] [/REVERSE] 
/SORT[:categoryl [/REVERSE] 
/BLOCKS 
/BRIEF 
/COLUMNS:n 
/DELETED 
/EXCLUDE 
/FAST 
/FREE 
/FULL 
/OCTAL 
/POSITION 
/SUMMARY 

[(sp) filespecs[/BEGINI] 

In the command syntax shown above, filespecs represents the device, file, or group of files whose directory informa- 
tion you request. The DIRECTORY command can list directory information about a specific device, such as the 
number of files stored on the device, their names, and their creation dates. It can list details about certain files, 
too, including their names, their file types, and their size in blocks. You can specify up to six files explicitly, but 
you can obtain directory information about many files by using wildcards in the file specification. The DIRECTORY 
command can also print a device directory summary, and it can organize its listings in several ways, such as alpha- 
betically or chronologically. 

Normally, the DIRECTORY command prints listings in two columns on the terminal. Read these listings as you 
would read a book: read across the columns, moving from left to right, one row at a time. Directory listings that 
are sorted (with /ALPHABETIZE, /ORDER, or /SORT) are an exception to this. Read these listings by reading 
the left column from top to bottom, then reading the right column from top to bottom. 

The DIRECTORY command does not prompt you for any information. If you omit the file specification, the 
system lists directory information about device DK:, as this example shows. 
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.DIRE:CTQRY 
39-May-77 

DXMNSJ. SYS 88 08-AFr-77 
FIX463,SAU 2 29-Jul.-76 
JMUL .OBJ 1 03-Mew-77 
FTCH . BAK 1 05-Mwd-77 
DX l SYS 3 08-Apr-77 
MYPROGIMAC 7 24-Feb-77 
ALIB ,OEJ 3 03-Maw-77 
DXMNFE. SYS 97 08-fbr-77 
IiUF l SAV 17 13”“APP-77 

18 Filesr 289 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

AAF + MAC 
AEC . MAC 
DEMOFG.MAC 
CT . SYS 
MEli‘GE . FOR 
VTMAC + MAC 
MX . SYS 
II I k . SAV 
FIF . SAU 

2 19-Apr-77 
4 It 9--Ap r-77 
5 18-Jan-77 
5 08-f+ r-77 
6 24-f+ r--77 
7 31 -Am.t-76 
9 08-APr-77 

Ii.6 08-AFr-77 
16 I 4-AP r-77 

If you specify only a device in the file specification, the system lists directory information about all the files on 
that device. If you specify a file name, the system lists information about just that file, as this example shows. 

.BIRECTORY DXO:MYFROG,MAC 
19-May-77 

MYFROG.MAC 7 24-Feb-77 
1 Filesr 7 Eluck.rj 
191 Free blocks 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the DIRECTORY command and provide sample 
directory listings. Some of the options accept a date or part of a date as an argument. The syntax for specifying 
the date is: 

[:dd] [:mmm] [:yy] 

where 

dd represents the day (a decimal integer in the range 1-31). 

mmm represents the first three characters of the name of the month. 

YY represents the year (a decimal integer in the range 73-99). 

The default value for the date is the current system date. If you specify just the day, the system interprets it as 
the given day of the current month and year. If you specify just the month, the system interprets it as the first 
day of the given month in the current year. If you specify only the year, the system interprets it as the start of 
that year. If the current system date is not set, it is considered 0 (the same as for an undated file in a directory 
listing). 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /OUTPUT to reserve space on the device for the output listing file. 
The value, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 
1 to 32767. A value of -1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ALPHABETIZE - This option lists the directory of the device you specify in alphabetical order by file name 
and file type. It has the same effect as the /ORDER:NAME option. 

/BADBLOCKs - Sometimes devices (disks and DECtapes) are manufactured with bad blocks, or they develop 
bad blocks as a result of use and age. Use the /BADBLOCKS option to scan a device and locate bad blocks on it. 
The system prints the absolute block number of these blocks on the devices that return hardware errors when 
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the system tries to read them. This procedure does not destroy data that is already stored on the device. Remember 
that block numbers are octal and the first block on a device is block 0. If a device has no bad blocks, only the 
heading prints, as this example shows. 

.DIRECTOfY/EA'fl~LO(=KS 11X3.: 
EAD BLOCKS TYF’E FILENAME REL BLK 

/BEFORE[date] - This option prints a directory of files created before the date you specify. The following com- 
mand lists on the terminal all files stored on device DXO: that were created before April 1977. 

,DIRECTORY/EEFORE:nPR 11x0: 
24-Mais-77 

FIX463+SAU 2 29"-,.h.J I-76 DEMOFG.MAC 5 18”-Jiw1~77 
MYPROG.MAC 7 24-Feb-77 UTMAC + MAC 7 3i-hJd”-76 

4 Filesr 21 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

/BEGIN - This option lists the directory of the device you specify, beginning with the file you name and includ- 
ing all the files that follow it in the directory. The occurrence of file names in the listing is the same as the order 
of the files on the device. 

The following example lists the file VTMAC.MAC on device DXO: and all the files that follow it in the directory. 

. II I RECTORY 11x0 : UTMRC . MAC/BEG IN 
24-May-77 

UTMAC + MAC 7 3.1”“Ak.w-76 ALIP .OB.J 3 03-May-77 
MX .SYS 9 08-AP r-77 DXMNFR + SYS 97 08-Apr-77 
DIR l SAU I.6 08-APT-77 DUF l SAU 17 l3-Apr-77 
PIP . SAU 16 14-&r-77 

7 Filest 165 Blacks 
191 Free blacks 

/BLOCK!3 - This option prints a directory of the device you specify and includes the starting block number in 
decimal of all the files listed. The following example lists the directory of DXO:, including the starting block 
numbers of files. 

.DIRECTORY/BLOCKS nxo: 
19-Mar-77 

DXMNSJ.SYS 88 08-Apr-77 
FIX463.SAU 2 29-Jul-76 
JMUL .OEJ 1 03-Mas-77 
FTCH .BAK 1 05-May-77 
DX . SYS 3 08-&r-77 
MYFROG+MAC 7 24-Feb-77 
ALIh .OEJ 3 03-May-77 
DXMNFE + SYS 97 08-APr-77 
DUF +SAU 17 13-APr-77 

18 Filesr 289 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

14 AAF .MAC 2 I. 9-h r-77 Il.02 
104 ARC . MAC 4 19-Apr-77 106 
110 DEMOFG. MAC 5 18-Jan-77 138 
143 CT . SYS 5 08-&w r-77 Il.50 
I.55 MERGE . FOR 6 24-br-77 158 
1.64 UTMAC . MAC 7 ;3i-Aud-76 171 
178 MX .SYS 9 08-Arr-77 A.89 
207 DIR . SAU 16 08-fbr-77 327 
343 FIB . SAV 16 l4-APr-77 360 

/BRIEF - This option lists only file names and file types, omitting file lengths and associated dates. It produces 
a S-column listing, as the following example shows. 
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* DIRECTORY/BRIEF’ 11x0: 
19-Mar-77 

DXMNSJ,SYS AAF . MAC FIX463.SAV ABC *MAC JMUL .OEJ 
nEMOFG+MAC PTCH .BAK CT ,SYS DX .SYS MERGE: *FOR 
MYPROG.MAC UTMAC . MAC ALIB .ORJ MX +SYS DXMNFB.SYS 
ISIR . SAU DUP + SAV PIF ,SAV 

18 Filesr 289 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

/COLUMNS:n - Use this option to list a directory in a specific number of columns. The value, n, represents an 
integer in the range 1-9. Normally, the system uses two columns for regular listings and five columns for brief 
listings. The following example lists the directory information for device MTO: in one column. 

. DIRE(=‘roRY/(=OI...I.JMNfn: :l./FOSITX0N MTO: 
15-Apr--77 

UTMAC + MAC 7 is-“APr-77 1 
SYCND + MAC 5 15-APP-77 2 
DIRECT.MAC 112 15-APr-77 3 
PIPSYM*MAC 4 15-h r-77 4 
Pi:F’OOS+MAC 176 15-Apr-77 5 
UTMAC . MAC 7 15-APr-77 6 
SYCND l MAC 5 15-Apr.-77 7 
DIRECT.MAC 112 15-APr-77 8 
PIPSYM.MAC 4 1 S--&P r-77 9 
PIF’005.MAC 176 15-APr-77 10 

10 Files;r 608 Blocks 

In the example shown above, the numbers in the rightmost column represent the magtape file sequence numbers, 
which appear because of the /POSITION option. 

/DATE[date] - Use this option to include in the directory listing only those files with the date you specify. The 
following command lists all the files on device DXO: that were created on 8 April 1977. 

. D IRECTORY/XSATE : 8 : AF’R : 77 DXO : 
19-Maw-77 

DXMNSJ.SYS 88 OS-AFr-77 CT .SYS 5 08-Apr-77 
rix . SYS 3 08-fbr-77 MX l SYS 9 08-APr-77 
DXMNFE. SYS 97 08-Wr-77 raR . SAV 16 08-Apr-77 

6 Files9 218 Blocks 
i91 Free blocks 

/DELETED - This option lists a directory of the device you specify, listing the file names, types, sizes, creation 
dates and starting block numbers in decimal of files that have been deleted but whose file name information has 
not been destroyed. The file names that print represent either tentative files or files that have been deleted. This 
can be useful in recovering files that have been accidentally deleted. Once you identify the file name and location, 
you can use DUP to rename the area. See Section 8.2.1 for this procedure. The following command lists files on de- 
vice DTl: that have been deleted. 

. .X:I 1 R E C T 0 R Y / D E I_. Ii:: T E: Xl D T I : 
19-Maw-77 

TEST + I-ST 530 27-.AP r-77 
0 Filesr 0 Elocks 
0 Free blocks 

48 
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Note in the example shown above that, since a deleted file does not really exist, the total number of files, 
blocks, and free blocks is 0. 

/DOS - Use this option to list the directory of a device that is in RSTS/E or DOS/BATCH format. The only 
other options valid with /DOS are /BRIEF, /FAST, and /OWNER. The valid devices are DECtape and RKOS. 

/EXCLUDE - This option lists a directory of all the files on a device except those files you specify. The follow- 
ing example lists all files on DXO: except the .SAV and .SYS files. 

l DIREC:‘T’ORY/li~XCI...lJDE: DXO: (t l snv y * . SYS) 
24-Me!d-77 

AAF l M A C  2 19*-f+ r-77 ABC . MAC 
JMUL ,OBJ 1 03-Msr-77 IiEMOFG. MAC 
F’TCH l E A K  I. 05-Mar-77 MERGE . FOR 
MYPROG + MAC: 7 24-Feb-77 VTMAC . MAC 
ALIB ,OHJ 3 03-Mat:{--77 

9 Filmy 36 Blacks 
191 Free h1cwk.s 

4 l.9.“.Apr.-77 
5 i&-Jan-77 
6 24-wr-77 
7 31-hJ!&-76 

/FAST - This option lists only file names and file types, omitting file lengths and associated dates. This option 
is the same as /BRIEF. 

/FILES - Use this option with /BADBLOCKS to print the file names of bad blocks. This is particularly useful if 
the device is not a standard RT-11 directory-structured device. If the system does not find any bad blocks, it 
prints only the heading, as this example shows. 

,DIRECTORY/BADBL.OCKS/FXLES DT1 : 
BAD BLOCKS TYF’E FILENAME REL RLK 

/FREE - Use this option to print a directory of unused areas and their size: This example lists the unused areas 
on device DK:. 

.DIRECTOKY/FREE 
:L9--Maw”77 

.::I 1jNusErt 1::. 1 

.::: UNUSED :::. I. 

.::: [JNUSErt ::. s 

.::: [JNUSED :::. 24 

.:‘.: LJNIJSED :::- 40 
.::: UNUSED :::. i 
x: UNlJSErl :::. “j 
.::: IJNUSErl ::P 98 

0 Fileslr 0 Blocks 
221 Free black:; 

.::: UNUSEfl >. 1 

.::: UNUSErl :::* 2 

.::: UNUSE~I > 2 

.::: UNlJSEIl >. 3&l 

.::: [JNUSEa ::> 3 

.::: UNUSED ::9 2 
x: UNUSED > 2 

/FULL - This option lists the entire directory, including unused areas and their sizes in blocks (decimal). The 
following example lists the entire directory for device DTO:. 

. r:i:t lit~T:‘rORY/F’ui...i.- m-0 : 
19-Mag-77 

EDIT1 +DEM I. 03-Mas-77 EDIT2 .DEM 1 03-Maw-77 
FIX463,SAV 2 29-Jul-76 FILE1 . TXT 1 19-Mats-77 
EDIT3 + DEM 1 03.-Mi3\$.“.77 FORTRA.SAV 201 o:l.-Mer-77 
PUTSTF?+OEJ 7 14-APr-77 PROMPT,KEP 2 OS-Maw-77 
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PROMff’T,SAU 2 Q5-ties-77 ROOT . SAV 3 05-Mar-77 
ROOT . KEP 3 05-vMaY-77 FROMPT.BAK 2 05”“Maw-77 
PROMFT.MAC 2 05-May-77 FROMFT.OBJ 1 05-Ma!&-77 
OURLAY,BAK 1 05-Mar-77 FTCH l B A K  1 05”%3!+“77 
FTCH l M A C  1 05-Ma!P”77 OURLAY*MAC 1 05-Mar-77 
FTCH +OEJ 1 05+2!P-77 OURLAY. OBJ 1 05-Mer-77 
FILE2 .TXT 1 19-ilaY- .::: UNUSED ::p 328 

21 Filesr 236 Blacks 
328 Free blacks 

/INTERCHANGE - Use this option to list the directory of a diskette that is in interchange (proposed ANSI 
standard) format. The only other options valid with /INTERCHANGE are /BRIEF and /FAST. 

/NEWFILES - This option includes in the directory listing only those files that were created today. This is a 
convenient way to list the files you created in a session at the computer. The following command lists the new 
files on 19 May 1977 

.DIRECTOAY/NEWI:‘II...E!.i DTO: 
19-Ma!P77 

FILE1 .TXT 1 19-Maw-77 FILE;! ,TXT 1 19-tiar-77 
2 Filesr 2 E1ock.s 
328 Free blacks 

/OCTAL - This option lists the sizes (and starting block numbers if you also use /BLOCKS) in octal. If the device 
you specify is a magtape or cassette, the system prints the sequence numbers in octal. The following example 
shows an octal listing of device DXO:. 

+ DIRli:C:‘TOF’Y./C)(=TRI... 11X0 : 
19-Mar-77 

DXMNSJ.SYS I.30 08-AP r--77 
FIX463,SAV 2 29-Jul-76 
JMUL ,OBJ 1 03-Ma%-77 
FTCH , BAK 1 0 5 .“’ M c3 Y - 7 7 
DX . SYS 3 08-Apr-77 
MYFHOG,MAC 7 24-Feb-77 
ALIB .OBJ 3 03-Ma,r-71 
DXMNFB.SYS 141 G8-fbr-77 
DUF .SAU 21 IL3”+br-77* 

18 Filesr 441 Block.5 
277 Free blocks 

AAF l M A C  

A B C  l M A C  

DEMOFG.MAC 
CT , SYS 
MERGE + FOR 
UTMAC + MAC 
MX .SYS 
DIR l S A V  

PIP . SAU 

2 19-fbr-77 
4 19-fbr-77 
5 18-Jan-77 
5 08-AP r-77 
6 24-b r-77 
7 31 -AI.&-76 

1 1. 08--APT*-77 
20 08-Arr-77 
20 14-Apr-77 

/ORDER[:category] - This option sorts the directory of a device according to the category you specify. Table 
4-3 summarizes the categories and their functions. 

Table 4-3 Sort Categories 

DATE 

NAME 

POSITION 

SIZE 

TYPE 

Sorts the directnry chronologically by creation date. Files that have the same date are sorted alphabetically by file name 
and fde type 

Sorts the directory alphabetically by tile name. Files that have the same tile name are sorted alphabetically by fde type 
(this has the same effect as the /ALPHABETIZE option). 

Lists the fdes in order by their position on the device. This is the same as using /ORDER with no category. 

Sorts the directory based on fde size in blocks. Files that are the same size are sorted alphabetically by fde name and 
fde type. 

Sorts the directory alphabetically by fde type. Files that have the same fde type are sorted alphabetically by fde name. 
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The following examples list the directory of device DXO:, in order by each of the categories. 

.DIRECTORY/ORDER: IlATE KtXO: 
19-May-77 

FIX463.SAU 2 29-JU1-76 
UTMAC . MAC 7 3 i -fbJ5t-76 
ISEMOFG. MAC 5 18-Jim-77 
MYFROG.MAC 7 24-Feh-77 
CT l S Y S  5 08-f+ r-77 
DIR . SAV 16 08-Apr-77 
KIX .SYS 3 08-h r-77 
DXMNFB. SYS 97 08-fbr-77 
DXMNSJ.SYS 88 08-Arr-77 

18 Filesr 289 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

. DIRE.:CTORY/[3fZDE:R:NnME KlXO: 
19-May-77 

AAF *MAC 2 19-h r-77 
ABC . MAC 4 19-Arr-77 
ALIB .OBJ 3 03-Mag-77 
CT .SYS 5 08-&r--77 
DEMOFG,MAC 5 18-Jim-77 
ISIR . SAU lb 08-f+ r-77 
DUF’ l S A U  17 JJ-Arr-77 
x:1 x + SYS 3 08--AP r-77 
DXMNFB + SYS 97 08-APr-77 

18 Files, 289 Blucks 
191 Free b1oc:k.s 

+ f$ R~~~O;;/‘OlWER : F’OS I T I UN ClXO : ..“. - 

MX 
DUF 
PIP 
AAF 
AEC 
MERGE 
ALIB 
JMUL 
PTCH 

.SYS 
l S A V  

. S A U  

.  M A C  

+ M A C :  

. FOR 

.OBJ 

.OH.J 
+ BAK 

DXMNSJ+SYS 88 08-Apr-77 
AAF . MAC 2 19-Apr-77 
FIX463.SAU 2 29-Jul..-76 

ABC . MAC 4 19-Arr-77 
JMUL . OEtJ 1 03-May-77 
DEMOFG. MAC 5 l8-Jan-77 
FTCH . EAK 1 OS-May-77 
CT .SYS 5 08-fbr-77 
DX .SYS 3 08-f% r.,,,77 

18 Filesv 289 Elocks 
191 Free blocks 

. DIRECTORY/ORDER:SIZE ISXO: 
19-May-77 

JMUL .OBJ 1 03-May-77 
PTCH . EAK 1 OS-. Mi3!d--77 
AAF .MAC 2 19-wApr-77 
FIX463,SAU 2 29-Jul.-76 
ALIB .OBJ 3 03-Maw-77 

DXMNS,J. SYS 
FIX463. SAV 
JMUL .OBJ 
MERGE . FOR 
MX .SYS 
MYFROG.MAC 
FIF l S A U  

FTCH . EAK 
‘JTMAC . MAC 

MERGE! . FOR 
MYF’ROG,Mf$Z 
UTMAC . MAC 
ALIE .OEJ 
MX .SYS 
DXMNFB. SYS 
n I R . SAV 
DUP l S A V  

FIF + SAU 

ME!:RGE + FOR 
MYF’ROG+MAC 
VTMAC + MAC 
MX l S Y S  

II I R l S A U  

9 08-APr-77 
17 13-Apr-77 
16 14-Apr-77 

2 19-wAPr-77 
4 19-Apr-77 
6 24-fbr-77 
3 OJ-Maw77 
1 03-May-77 
1 05-May:77 

88 08-Arr-77 
2 2$‘--,.j1~]:~~.76 

1 031May-77 
6 24-APr-77 
9 08-APr-77 
7 24-Feb-77 

lb l4-Arr-77 
1 0%May-77 
7 31-hJ!.2-76 

6 24-Arr-77 
7 24-Feb-77 
7 31-Auitt-76 
3 03-May-77 
9 08-Apr-77 

97 08,“Apr.-77 
16 08-Apr-77 
17 l3-APr-77 
16 14-Apr-77 

6 24-APY~-77 
7 24-Feb-77 
7 31-AI.J%-76 
9 08-AP r.,..77 

16 08-4~ r-77 
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DX + SYS 3 08-APr-77 
AEC + MAC 4 19--f+ r-77 
CT . SYS 5 08’“Apr..-77 
DEMOFG. MAC 5 I. 8 .-. ,J a I-I - 7 7 

1.8 Files~ 289 B1oc:k.s 
191 Free b1oclz.s 

+ 11 IREC’I ORY /ORDER : TYF’E: X:1X0 t 
I. 9-May-“.77 

PTCH l B R K  1 05--Ma~-77 
MERGE + FOR 6 24-APr”“77 
AAF . MAC 2 19--$$p r-77 
AEC l MAC 4 l9--AFr--77 
IlEMOFG + MAC 5 l8”“Jal”r”77 
MYPROG.MAC 7 24”“F’eb-“77 
UTMAC . MAC 7 3 I ...’ A I.1 ti “.. 7 6 
ALIB . OEJ ;3 03-Mi3w-77 
JMUL + 0B.J 1 03-Mm--77 

18 Fileslr 289 Elc3(:ks 
191 Free block.!; 

F’IF . SAV 
DUP . SAV 
DXMNSJ.SYS 
DXMNFE. SYS 

D I R . SAU 
DlJF’ . SAV 
FIX463.SAU 
PTF l SAW 

CT . SYS 
IIX ,SYS 
DXMNFB. a PYS 
DXMNSJ+SYS 
MX l SYS 

I.6 :L4-Arr-77 
17 13-Apr-77 
88 OS-AFr-77 
97 OS-APr-77 

16 08-fbr-77 
17 13-APr-77 

*> rt. 29”“Jl.l1”“76 
16 14-&r-77 

5 08-M r--77 
3 08-APr--77 

97 08-APr-77 
88 08-APr-77 

9 08-fbr--77 

/OUTPUT:filespec - Use this option to specify a device and file name for the output listing file. Normally, the 
directory listing appears on the console termina,. l If you omit the file type for the listing file, the system uses .DIR. 

/OW~R:[nM,nM] - Use this option with /DOS to specify a user identification code (UIC). Note that the square 
brackets are part of the UK; you must type them. 

/POSITION - Use this option to list the file sequence numbers of files stored on a magtape. See /COLUMNS:n 
for a sample listing. 

/PRINTER - Use this option to print the directory listing on the line printer. The default output device is the 
terminal. 

/REVERSE - This option lists a directory in the reverse order of the sort you specify with /ALPHABETIZE, 
/ORDER, or /SORT. The following example sorts the directory of DXO: and lists it in reverse order by size. 

+ 1:~1Fi’E~~‘~ORY.~~lRDI.:li: !j:I:Zii_/iiE..UEfl’SE 11x0: 
24-Ma,!:{-77 

DXMNFE+SYS 97 OR-Ap r--77 CT + SYS 5 08-AP r-77 
DXMNSJ.SYS 88 08-b r--77 DEMOFI:; . MAC 5 iI)- Jan-77 
DUP . SAV 17 l3-APr-77 ARC . MAC 4 l.9-Apr--77 
D I R + SAV 1.6 08”“Apr-77 ALII( + 0IF.J 3 03”“Maw-77 
F’IF’ . SAV 16 :L4-Wr-77 DX + SYS 3 OS-APr-“77 
MX l S Y S  9 08-APr-77 AAF . MAC 2 19-AFr--77 
MYF’ROG.MAC 7 24-Feb-77 FTX463,SAV 2 29”“Jul--76 
UTMAC . MAC 7 31. --AI”I~--76 JMUL . OBJ 1 OJ-Mats-77 
MERGE + FCIK’ 6 %4-Apr--77 PTCH l E A K  i 05-Mau-77 

18 Filesr 289 Bloc:k.:.s 
I 9 1 F r e e b 1 aclc 5 

/SINCE[date] - This option lists a directory of all files stored on the device you specify that were created on or 
after the date you specify. The following command lists only those files on DXO: that were created on or after 
3 May 1977. 
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. DIRECTORY/SINCE:3:MnY:77 DXO: 
i9-Mar-77 

JMUL . OBJ 1 OJ-IlaY- PTCH l EAK 1 05""Mar-77 
ALIE +ORJ 3 03-MaY-77 

3 Files9 5 Blocks 
191 Free blocks 

/SORT[ xategory] - This option sorts the directory of a device according to the category you specify. This is the 
same as /ORDER [: category] . 

/SUMMARY - This option lists a summary of the segment structure of the device directory. The following example 
lists the segment structure of the directory for device DK:. 

, X:l:I:RECTOli’Y /SLIMMARY 
X9-Ma,Y-77 

72 Files in sesment 1 

46 Files in se%m-st 2 

36 Files in seaerrt, 4 

33 Files irr seshw.mt 3 

33 Fi les in sezment 5 

220 Filesr 4543 Blocks 
219 Free blocks 

/TERMINAL - This option lists directory information on the console terminal. This is the default operation. 

/TOPS - Use this option to list the directory of a DECtape that is in PDP-10 format. The only other options 
valid with /TOPS are /BRIEF and /FAST. 

/VOLUMEID - Use this option to display the volume identification of a particular device. The following example 
displays the volume ID of device DK: . 

‘ x:1 I Fi’ Ii.: c ‘T’ 0 li Y / v 0 I... 1.J M I!: I x:1 

UOL IB-BLlO 
OWNER NAME=JOYCE 
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The DUMP command can print on the terminal or line printer, or write to a file all or any part of a file in octal 
words, octal bytes, ASCII characters, and/or Radix-50 characters. It is particularly useful for examining directories 
and files that contain binary data. 

DUMP /OUTPUT:filespec [/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/PRINTER 

/TERMINAL 

(sp) filespec 

/[NO]= 
/BYTES 
/IGNORE 
/ONLY:block 
/RAD50 
[/START:blockl [/END:blockl 
/WORDS 

ln the command syntax shown above, fllespec represents the device or file you need to examine. If you do not specify 
an output file, the listing prints on the line printer. If you do not specify a file type for an output file, the system uses 
.DMP. You can specify the entire command on one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. 
The DUMP command prompt is Device or file?. 

Notice that some of the options (/ONLY, /START, and /END) accept a block number as an argument. Remember 
that all block numbers are in octal, and that the first block of a device or file is block 0. To specify a decimal 
block number, follow the number by a decimal point. If you are dumping a file, the block numbers you specify 
are relative to the beginning of that file. If you are dumping a device, the block numbers are the absolute (physi- 
cal) block numbers on that device. 

The system handles operations that involve magtape and cassette differently from operations involving random ac- 
cess devices. If you dump an RT-11 file-structured tape and specify only a device name in the file specification, 
the system reads only as far as the logical end-of-tape. Logical end-of-tape is indicated by an end-of-file label fol- 
lowed by two tape marks. For non-file-structured tape, logical end-of-tape is indicated by two consecutive tape 
marks. If you dump a cassette and specify only the device name in the file specification, the results are unpredict- 
able. For magtape dumps, tape mark messages appear in the ouptut listing as the system encounters them on the 
tape. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the DUMP command. Following the options are some 
sample listings and an explanation of how to interpret them. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /OUTPUT to reserve space on the device for the output listing file. The 
value, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 to 
32767. A value of -1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ASCII - This option prints the ASCII equivalent of each octal word or byte that is dumped. A dot (.) represents 
characters that are not printable. This is the default operation. 

/NOASCII - Use this option to suppress the ASCII output, which appears in the right hand column of the listing. 
This allows the listing to fit in 72 columns. 

/BYTES - Use this option to display information in octal bytes, 

/END:block - Use this option to specify an ending block number for the dump. The system dumps the device or 
file you specify beginning with block 0 (unless you use /START) and continuing until it dumps the block you 
specify with /END. 
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/IGNORE - Use this option to ignore errors that occur during a dump operation. Use /IGNORE if an input error 
occurred when you tried to perform a normal dump operation. 

/ONLY:bIock - Use this option to dump only the block number you specify. 

/OUTPUT:filespec - Use this option to specify a device and file name for the output listing file. Normally, the 
listing appears on the line printer. If you omit the file type for the listing file, the system uses .DMP. 

/PRINTER - This option causes the output listing to appear on the line printer. This is the default operation. 

/RAD50 - This option prints the Radix-50 equivalent of each octal word that is dumped 

/START:block - Use this option to specify a starting block number for the dump. The system dumps the device 
or file beginning at the block number you specify with /START and continuing to the end of the device or fue 
(unless you use /END). 

/TERMINAL - This option causes the output listing to appear on the console terminal. Normally, the listing 
appears on the line printer. 

/WORDS - This option displays information in octal words. This is the default operation. 

The following command dumps block 1 of the file SYSMAC.MAC. The output listing, which shows octal bytes 
and their ASCII equivalent, is stored in file MACLIB.DMP. The PRINT command prints the contents of the file 
on the line printer. 

,D[JMF:‘/(:)LJ’I’F’U’T : MAC:L.:[E/EcY’TE!i~./C)Nl..Y: I tiY!:MAC + MAC 

e F’ I? I N T M A C I... I El . I:1 M F:’ 

DKtUYIMAC,M&C 
BLOCK KUMBEa 00001 
OOOI 040 124 117 040 124 110 105 123 105 040 114 111 103 105 116 123 

T 0 T W E 8 E L I C E N S 
0201 105 040 124 105 122 11s 123 856 040 124 111 124 114 lo!! 040 124 

C T 
101 fl6 

R M 8 
;I7 

T I T L E T 
0401 117 040 104 040 117 116 105 122 123 110 111 120 040 

0 A N D 0 W N E R 8 H I P 
0601 117 106 040 124 110 105 040 015 012 073 a40 123 117 166 124 127 

0 H I!! 8 0 P T W 
1001 101 :22 105 X40 123 110 101 ;14 ;14 :40 101 124 040 101 114 114 

A 
040 :24 511 lib :09 :23 i40 f22 

L A L 
1201 105 115 :Ol :ti 116 046 111 :I6 

T I M C 8 R E M A I N I # 
1401 040 ;04 ;I1 ;07 ill ;24 :Ol 114 056 015 012 073 015 012 073 040 

L t 0 
160t ;24 ;lo ;05 040 ill ii6 ;oS iit 122 115 ;ol :24 ;ll il7 :16 040 

0 P M A T I 0 N 
2001 111 116 040 124 110 111 123 040 123 117 106 124 127 101 122 105 

I 
040 :I1 

T H I 8 S 0 F T W A P C 
2201 123 I)40 123 12s 102 112 105 103 124 040 124 117 015 012 

073 i40 tO3 110 
8 U B 

:OS 
E C T T 0 

240/ 101 116 107 040 127 111 124 lla 117 i2S ;24 
C H A N G E W 

2601 :4O ii6 ;17 ;24 ;ll ;03 ;05 040 :Ol ;16 :04 itO :23 :lo :17 ;25 
b 8 H 0 U 
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3001 114 104 040 116 117 124 040 102 105 040 103 117 116 123 124 122 

u c .D 
340/ 111 124 115 ioS il6 :?r 040 $2 ;31 040 fO4 111 cot 711 724 :Ol 

I 
T;ro 

M E N T B Y D I C I T A 
3601 114 105 121 125 111 120 115 105 116 124 040 103 117 122 121, 

L C Q U I P M E N T C 0 R P 
400/ 11; 122 101 124 111 117 116 056 015 012 073 015 012 073 040 104 

0 R A T I N D 
420/ 111 lOi 111 124 101 :14 040 ;Ol ;23 ;23 :2S i13 ;OS :23 040 116 

I G I T A L A 8 8 U M E 5 N 
4401 117 040 122 lb!! 123 120 117 116 123 111 102 111 114 111 124 131 

E 8 P N S I B 1 L I T Y 
460/ :40 106 ;l, 122 040 124 :lO 105 040 125 123 105 015 012 073 040 

5001 117 :22 :40 ;22 105 Tl4 :ll :O, 
U E 

102 111 :14 111 ;24 :,I :40 117 
0 

tdo :24 
E L x 

;l, 
B I L I T Y 

520/ 106 111 123 040 123 106 124 127 101 122 105 040 :17 
F I T 8 8 F T W A R E 0 

5401 116 040 105 121 125 111 120 115 105 116 124 015 012 073 040 127 
N C Q U I P M E N T I W 

S60/ 110 111 103 110 040 111 123 040 116 117 124 ;40 ;23 125 120 120 
H I C H I d N Q T 8 u P P 

6001 114 111 105 104 040 102 131 040 104 111 107 111 124 101 114 OS6 
L 

6201 015 fl2 !,3 ;ls 012 x73 x40 
D I G 

10s 106 OS4 112 :04 ;Ts4 :14 f;20 654 
E F J D L P 

6401 io2 io3 is4 ios i26 is4 103 122 054 ho 112 015 ;i2 014 056 ;15 
B C D V C H J M 

6601 101 103 ;22 111 040 h6 ?S6 t26 h61 056 056 615 612 ;SS :lS 103 
A c 

:14 
0 

OS6 c;SS 656 :03 
1 M 

7001 101 114 011 11s 660 c;S4 656 c;S6 c;S6 103 :15 
A 

7201 061 ;,I k,6 656 iiS iO3 ilS :62 
M 0 
054 056 is6 is6 ;03 if5 :63 $4 

7401 iS6 h6 h6 i03 ;lS :64 f;‘S4 :S6 ;S6 r;S6 ;03 ;lS 
C 3 
065 :S4 036 AS6 

h6 :03 :lS 
c M 4 

7604 066 015 012 c;S6 ;56 ;56 ;26 
c M 5 
061 075 061 ;r56 :15 612 

l C M 6 0.. . o V 1 = 1,. , 

In the printout above, the heading shows which file was dumped and which block of the file follows. The numbers 
in the leftmost column indicate the byte offset from the beginning of the block. Remember that these are all 
octal values, and that there are two bytes per word. The octal bytes that were dumped appear in the next eight 
columns. The ASCII equivalent of each octal byte appears underneath the byte. The system substitutes a dot (.) 
for non-printing codes, such as those for control characters. 

The last example shows block 6 (the directory) of device RKO:. The output is in octal words with Radix-50 
equivalents below each word. 

,Dl.JMF:‘/NC)AS(=:l: I/RAD5O/ClNLY : 6 RKO : 
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RKO: /N/X/O: 6 
BLOCK NUnem 00006 
ooo/ 000020 000002 000005 

P B c 
0201 to;273 000130 000015 

BH M 
0401 ogx"1 00~015 012105 

CI/ 
0601 OOio15 $105 002000 

YX 
1001 012105 002000 015425 

CI/ YX DNM 
120/ 002000 015425 055515 

YX DMM NXM 
1401 W&315 055262 07S213 

NSJ BY8 
1601 ;I:'62 075273 000141 

SYS 86 
2001 075273 000141 000015 

SYS BQ M 
2201 0:;130 000015 012105 

2401 000015 01~105 %OOO 
M CI/ 

2601 ;$105 002000 a::005 

3001 O;;ooo 0::005 it:162 
DSM NIB 

3201 OlbOo5 OS5515 QfS273 
DbM NXM IYS 

340/ 055202 075273 000130 
NSJ SYS BH 

3601 075273 000141 000015 
ma BQ M 

4001 000151 000015 012105 
BY CI/ 

4201 000015 01;105 002000 
M CI, 

4401 ;;$I05 002000 0::575 
RIM 

460) 002000 0:;105 056573 

500/ 0::315 ii::573 :::a73 
DXM Nt3K SY8 

5201 OOoooo 075273 000002 
SYI B 

5401 075273 000002 000015 
SYll 

560/ 000003 00:015 0l:lOS 
C 

6001 000015 0l;lOS 
CI/ 
002000 

M c10 YX 
6201 012105 002000 015410 

CI/ YX DM 
6401 002000 015770 000006 

YX OS 

000000 

012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
015425 
DMM 

F2 
075273 
SYS 
000130 

BH 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
016055 
DTM 
055202 
NSJ 
075273 
SYS 
000150 

BX 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 

::i575 
055515 
NXM 
073273 
SYS 
r)OOl23 

BC 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
071070 
RK 
nooooo 

075273 
8Yb 

000046 
9: 

002000 
YX 

071105 
RKM 
055202 
N&J 
075273 
SYS 
000152 

BZ 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI1 
002000 

YX 
016055 
DTM 
055515 
NXM 
075273 
SY8 
000141 
BQ 

000015 
M 

012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
070575 
RFM 
054162 
YFB 
075273 
SYS 
000123 

BC 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

a::560 
RF 
000000 

075273 
BY8 
no0002 

I, 

002000 
YX 

071105 
RKM 
055515 
NXM 
075273 
SYI 
000143 

BS 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
016055 
DTM 
054162 
NIB 
075273 
SYS 
000130 

BH 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
015615 
DPM 
055202 
NSJ 
075273 
SYS 
000150 

BX 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
016300 
OX 
000000 

075273 
SYPI 
000004 

D 
000015 

M 

071105 
PKM 
054162 
NFB 
075273 
SYS 
000132 

BJ 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
016315 
DXN 
055202 
N&l 
075273 
SYS 
000151 

BY 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
015615 
DPM 
055515 
NXM 
075273 
SYS 
r100141 

BQ 
000015 

M 
012105 
c10 
002000 

YX 
015600 
DP 
000000 

075273 
an 
non002 

B 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 

055202 
NSJ 
075273 
SYS 
000150 

BX 
OOQOl5 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
016315 
DXM 
055515 
NXM 
075273 
8Y6 
000141 

BQ 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
015615 
DPM 
054162 
NCB 
075273 
bY8 
000130 

BH 
000015 

M 
012105 
cr/ 
002000 

YX 
016040 
DT 
000000 

075273 
SYS 
000002 

B 
OQOO15 

M 
012105 
CI/ 
002000 

YX 
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6601 100040 000000 

too/ &ooO 075273 
SY8 

7201 075273 000003 
8YB C 

7401 000010 000015 

760/ 00~01s 01~10s 
M CI, 

075273 
SY8 
300002 

B 
000015 

M 
012105 
CI0 
002000 

YX 

000002 
B 

000015 
M 

01210s 
Cf0 
002000 
YX 

054540 
Nt 

000015 
M 

tglO5 

012105 002000 
CIi YX 
o;:OOO MT 052140 

051510 000000 
MM 
000000 075273 

8YI 

062000 
YX 

012620 
CR 
000000 

07S273 
SYI 
000002 

B 

046600 
LP 
000000 

075273 
IYB 
oaooi 1 

I 
000015 

M 
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The E (Examine) command prints in octal the contents of an address on the console terminal. 

E (sp) address [-address] 

In the command syntax illustrated above, address represents an octal address that, when added to the relocation 
base value from the Base command (if you used one), provides the actual address that the system examines. This 
command permits you to open specific locations in memory and inspect their contents. It is most frequently used 
after a GET command to examine locations in a program. 

The Examine command accepts both word and byte addresses, but it always executes the command as though you 
specified a word address. (If you specify an odd address, the system decreases it by one to make it even.) 

If you specify more than one address (in the form addressl-address2), the system prints the contents of address1 
through address2, inclusive. The second address (address2) must always be greater than the first address. If you 
do not specify an address, the system prints the contents of relative location 0. 

Note that you cannot examine addresses outside the background area. 

The following example prints the contents of location 1000, assuming the relocation base is 0. 

127401 

The next command sets the relocation base to 1000. 

. EC I 0 0 0 

The following command prints the contents of locations 2000 through 2005. 

+ EI: I 0 0 :I. .... I. 0 0 5 

127401 007624 I.27400 
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The EDIT command invokes the text editor. 

EDIT /CREATE 

i 

/INSPECT 
/OUTPUT:fiiespec[/ALLOCATE:size] 11 (sp) filespec[/ALLOCATE:sizel 

The text editor is a program that creates or modifies ASCII text files or source files for use as input to programs 
such as the MACRO assembler or the FORTRAN compiler. The editor reads ASCII files from any input device, 
makes specified changes and writes the file on any output device. It also allows efficient use of VT11 or VS60 dis- 
play hardware, if this is part of the system configuration. 

The editor considers a file to be divided into logical units called pages. A page of text is generally SO-60 lines long 
(delimited by form feed characters) and corresponds approximately to a physical page of a program listing. The edi- 
tor reads one page of text at a time from the input file into its internal buffers where the page becomes available 
for editing. You can then use editing commands to: 

l Locate text to be changed 
l Execute and verify the changes 
l List an edited page on the console terminal 
l Output a page of text to the output file. 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespec represents the file you need to edit. You can enter the EDIT 
command on one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. If you do not supply a file 
specification for the file to edit, the system prompts you with File?. If you do not specify any option with the 
EDIT command, the text editor performs an edit backup operation on the file you name in the file specification. 
To do this, it changes the name of the original file, giving it a file type of .BAK when you finish making your 
editing changes. The actual file renaming occurs when you successfully exit by using an EX, EF, or EB command. 
You can also perform an edit backup operation while you are working with the text editor by using the Edit 
Backup (EB) command, which is described in Chapter 5. 

When you issue an EDIT command, the system invokes the text editor. It is possible to receive an error or warning 
message as a result of this command. If, for example, the file you need to edit does not exist on device DK:, the 
editor issues an error message and remains in control. 

l EDI’T/1:N!iiF:‘I..:C:‘r lrXAMF’3 E ‘I-XT 
‘?EDIT-F-Fi le rIc)t ~o~..~nd 

f”C$$ 

When a situation like this occurs, you can either issue another command directly to the text editor or enter 
CTRL/C followed by two ESCAPES to return control to the monitor. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the EDIT command. A more complete description 
of the text editor is contained in Chapter 5. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /OUTPUT or after the file specification to reserve space on the device 
for the output file. The value, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range 
for this value is from 1 to 32767. A value of -1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/CREATE - Use this option to build a new file. You can also create a new file while you are working with the text 
editor by using the Edit Write (EW) command, which is described in Chapter 5. The following example creates a 
file called NEWFIL.TXT on device DK: , inserts one line of text, and then closes the file. 
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l EDI’r/CKEnTE: NlifWF’:CI... .TX’T 
*I T H 1: S :I: S A N I!: W 1:’ :I’ I...EI: , 
es 
LlEX9rl; 

/INSPECT - Use this option to open a file for reading. This option does not create any new output files. You can 
also open a file for inspection while you are working with the text editor by using the Edit Read (ER) command, 
which is explained in Chapter 5. 

The following command opens an existing file for inspection, lists its contents, and then exits. 

+ E I:1 :I: 7’ / 1: N SF’ I:: C T N iii: W i’ :C I_, + TX i 
*R$$ 
*/l-$9; 
‘T I-l 1 s 1: !.; A NE w I- 1: I... E’ + 
t-(:$4; 

/OUTPUT:fdespec - This option directs the text you edit to the file you specify, leaving the input file unchanged. 
You can also write text to an output file while you are working with the text editor by using the Edit Write (EW) 
command, which is explained in Chapter 5. The following command reads file ORIG.TXT and writes the edited 
text to file CHANGE.TXT. 

.EDIT/OI.JTI::‘IJT t CHAN(3E.: e ‘TXT 0 I:;’ :I: 6 l T x ‘1 
* 
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The EXECUTE command invokes one or more language processors to assemble or compile the files you specify. It 
also links object modules and initiates execution of the resultant program. 

EXECUTE - /EXECUTE [:filespecl [/ALLDCATE:sizel 

/LIST[:filesped [lALLDCATE:sirel 
/MAP[:filespd [/ALLOCATE:sizel [/WIDE] 
/OBJECT[:filespecl [/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/BOTTOM:n 

/DEBUG [:filesped 
/LINKLIBRARY[:filesp~ 

/IN01 RUN 

I 

)IBOL 
/ALPHABETIZE 
ICROSSREFERENCE 
/IN01 LINENUMBERS 
IONDEBUG 1 
/[NO1 WARNINGS 
:ORTRAN 

J 
/CODE:type 
/DIAGNOSE 
/EXTEND 
/HEADER 

114 
/[NO1 LINENUMBERS 
IONDEBUG 
/[NO] OPTIMIZE [:typel 
/RECORD:length 

/SHOW[:vduel 
/STATISTICS 

/[NO1 m 
/UNITS:n 
/[NO1 VECTORS 
/WARNINGS _ 
?ACRO 

/CROSSREFERENCE[:type[...:typal 
/DlSABLE:valueI...:vduel 
/ENABLE:velue[...:valuel 
/[NO1 SHOW:value 1 

(sp) filespacs /LIBRARY [ 1 /PASS:1 

In the command line shown above, fnespecs represents one or more files to be included in the compilation assembly. 
The default file types for the output files are LST for listing files, .MAP for load map files, .OBI for object files, 
and .SAV for memory image files. The defaults for input fdes depend on the particular language processor involved. 
These defaults include .MAC for MACRO files, .FOR for FORTRAN files, and DBL for DIBOL tiles. 

To compile (or assemble) multiple source files into a single object file, separate the files by plus (+) signs in the com- 
mand line. Unless you specify otherwise, the system creates an object file with the same name as the first input file 
and gives it an .OBJ file type. To compile multiple files in independent compilations, separate the files by commas (,) 
in the command line. This generates a corresponding object file for each set of input files. The system then links to- 
gether all the object files and creates a single executable file. You can combine up to six files for a compilation produc- 
ing a single object file. You can specify the entire EXECUTE command as one line, or you can rely on the system to 
prompt you for information. The EXECUTE command prompt is Files?. 

There are several ways to establish which language processor the EXECUTE command invokes. One way is to specify 
a language-name option, such as /MACRO, which invokes the MACRO assembler. Another way is to omit the language- 
name option and explicitly specify the file type for the source files. The EXECUTE command then invokes the language 
processor that corresponds to that file type. Specifying the file SOURCE.MAC, for example, invokes the MACRO as- 
sembler. A third way to establish the language processor is to let the system choose a file type of .MAC, .DBL, or .FOR 
for the source file you name. 
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To do this, the handler for the device you specify must be loaded. If you specify DXl :A, and the DX handler is loaded, 
the system searches for source fies A.MAC and A.DBL, in that order. If it finds one of these files, the system invokes 
the corresponding language processor. If it cannot find one of these files, or if the device handler associated with the 
input file is not resident, the system assumes a file type of .FOR and invokes the FORTRAN compiler. 

If the language processor selected as a result of one of the procedures described above is not on the system device 
(SY:), the system issues an error message. 

Language options are position dependent. That is, they have different meanings depending on where you place them 
in the command line. Options that qualify a command name apply across the entire command string. Options that 
follow a file specification apply only to the file (or group of files separated by plus signs) that they follow in the com- 
mand string. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the EXECUTE command. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /EXECUTE, /LIST, /MAP, or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for 
the output file. The argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for 
this value is from 1 to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/ALPHABETIZE - Use this option with DIBOL to alphabetize the entries in the symbol table listing. This is useful 
for program maintenance and debugging. 

/BOTTOM:n - Use this option to specify the lowest address to be used by the relocatable code in the load module. 
The argument, n, represents a 6-digit unsigned even octal number. If you do not use this option, the system positions 
the load module so that the lowest address is location 1000 (octal). This option is illegal for foreground links. 

/CODE:type - Use this option with FORTRAN to produce object code that is designed for a particular hardware con- 
figuration. The argument, type, represents a three-letter abbreviation for the type of code to produce. The legal values 
are the following: EAE, EIS, FIS, and THR. See Section 1 .l .l, Compiler Generated Code, of the RT-lI/RS7S/E 
FORTRANIV User’s Guide for a complete description of the types of code and their function. 

/CROSSREFERENCE [ : type [ . . . :type] ] - Use this option with MACRO or DIBOL to generate a symbol cross- 
reference section in the listing. This information is useful for program maintenance and debugging. Note that the sys- 
tem does not generate a listing by default. You must also specify /LIST in the command line to get a cross-reference 
listing. 

With MACRO, this option takes an optional argument. The argument, type, represents a one-character code that indi- 
cates which sections of the cross-reference listing the assembler shouldinclude. Table 4-10 summarizes the valid argu- 
ments and their meaning. 

/DEBUG[ :filespec] - Use this option to link ODT (online debugging technique, described in Chapter 16) with your 
program to help you debug it. If you supply the name of another debugging program, the system links the debugger 
you specify with your program. The debugger is always linked low in memory relative to your program. 

/DIAGNOSE - Use the option with FORTRAN to help analyze an internal compiler error. /DIAGNOSE expands the 
crash dump information to include internal compiler tables and buffers. Submit the diagnostic printout to DIGITAL 
with an SPR form. The information in the listing can help the DIGITAL programmers locate the compiler error and 
correct it. 

/DIBOL - This option invokes the DIBOL language processor to compile the associated files. 

/DISABLE:value[ . . . :-due] - Use this option with MACRO to specify a .DSABL directive. Table 4-11 summarizes 
the arguments and their meaning. See Section 6.2 of the PDP-11 MACRO LanguageReference Manual for a description 
of the directive and a list of all legal values. 
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/ENABLE:value[ . . . :value] - Use this option with MACRO to specify an .ENABL directive. Table 4-11 summarizes 
the arguments and their meaning. See Section 6.2 of the PDP-11 MACRO Language Reference Manual for a description 
of the directive and a list of all legal values. 

/EXECUTE[ :fiIespec], - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the executable tile. Because the EXECUTE 
command creates executable files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning: 

. EXECUTE MYF’RCIC; 

Both commands link MYPROG.OBJ and produce MYPROGSAV as a result. The /EXECUTE option has different 
meanings when it follows the command and when it follows the file specification. The following command creates an 
executable file called PROGl .SAV on device RKl :. 

. EXEC:UTE/EXECIJ’rEZ:I:i’l\;‘1 : F’ I? 0 G 1. f P R Cl G 2 

The next command creates an executable file called MYPROG.SAV on device DK:. 

. E x E c: u ‘r 1:: R T b4 I. , I? T N 2 9 M Y 1::’ I-i’ CI (3 /I:;: x E: c: IJ T Iii: 

/EXTEND - Use this option with FORTRAN to change the right margin for source input lines from column 72 to 
column 80. 

/FORTRAN - This option invokes the FORTRAN language processor to compile the associated files. 

/HEADER - Use this option with FORTRAN to include in the printout a list of options that are currently in effect. 

/I4 - Use this option with FORTRAN to allocate two words for the default integer data type (FORTRAN only uses 
one-word integers) so that it takes the same physical space as real variables. 

/LIBRARY - Use this option with MACRO to identify the file the option qualifies as a macro library file. Use it only 
after a library file specification in the command line. The MACRO assembler looks first to the library associated with 
the most recent /LIBRARY option to satisfy references (made with the .MCALL directive) from MACRO programs. 
It then looks to any libraries you specified earlier in the command line, and it looks last to SYSMAC.SML. 

In the example below, the two files A.FOR and B.FOR are compiled together, producing B.OBJ and B.LST. The 
MACRO assembler assembles C.MAC, satisfying .MCALL references from MYLIB.MAC and SYSMACSML. It 
produces C.OBJ and C.LST. The system then links B.OBJ and C.OBJ together, resolving undefined references from 
SYSLIB.OBJ and produces the executable file B.SAV. Finally, the system loads and executes B.SAV. 

. l:ximmE n.tB/t..I!ii..r/r:,E,.IEi:c:.r y MYL..:I:E./1...1:BRAl:i’Y.t[:: + MAC:./l-ISI’r/T3r~,JE:c:7 

/LINENUMBERS - Use this option with DIBOL or FORTRAN to include internal sequence numbers in the executable 
program. These are especially useful in debugging programs. This is the default operation. 

/NOLINENUMBERS - Use this option with DIBOL or FORTRAN to suppress the generation of internal sequence 
numbers in the executable program. This produces a smaller program and optimizes execution speed. Use this option 
to compile only those programs that are already debugged; otherwise the DIBOL or FORTRAN error messages are 
difficult to interpret. 

/LINKLIBRARY:filespec - Use this option to include the library file name you specify as an object module library 
during the linking operation. Repeat the option if you need to specify more than one library file. 
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/LIST1 :filespec] - You must specify this option to produce a compilation or assembly listing. The /LIST option 
has different meanings depending on where you put it in the command line. 

If you specify /LIST without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the system generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /LIST with a device name, the system 
creates a listing file on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing file on that 
device, assigning it the same name as the input file with a .LST file type. The following command produces a listing 
on the terminal. 

I’he next command creates a listing file called Al-ST on RK3:. 

, EXE:C:lJTE/L. IST : FiK3: A, Mlr,C: 

If the /LIST option contains a name and file type to override the default of LST, the system generates a listing file 
with that name. The following command, for example, compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files A.OBJ 
and FILE1 .OUT on device DK:. It then links A.OBJ (using SYSLIB.OBJ as needed) and produces A.SAV. 

You cannot use a command line like the next one. In this example, the second listing file would replace the first one 
and, therefore, cause an error. 

Another way to specify /LIST is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To produce a listing file with 
the same name as a particular input file, you can use a command similar to this one: 

. El: X If!: I:: !.I T Ifi: ,i I:i :I: E il I... A -t E ,.’ I... :I: !i; T : F< I( 3 1 

The command shown above compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, producing files DK:A.OBJ and RK3:B.LST. It then 
links A.OBJ (using SYSLIB.OBJ as needed) and produces DK:A.SAV. If you specify a file name on a /LIST option 
following a file specification in the command line, it has the same meaning as when it follows the command. The fol- 
lowing two commands have the same results. 

. E x Et: c II ‘T E / M A I= Fi Cl A/l... :I: !f; 7’ t E{ 

. E:xE:CIJ’rE/PIAT:HC1/i...1:!;‘r f E n 

Remember that file options apply only to the file (or group of files that are separated by plus signs) that they follow 
in the command string. For example: 

This command compiles AMAC, producing A.OBJ and ALST. It also compiles B-FOR, producing B.OBJ. However, 
it does not produce any listing file for the compilation of B.FOR. Finally, the system links A.OBJ and B.OBJ together, 
producing A.SAV. 

/MACRO - This option invokes the MACRO assembler to assemble the associated files. 

/MAP[ :flleapec] - You must specify this option to produce a load map after a link operation. The /MAP option has 
different meanings depending on where you put it in the command line. It follows the same general rules outlined 
above for /LIST. 
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/OBJECT[ :filespec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the object file. Because the EXECUTE 
command creates object files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning: 

.EXECUTE/FORTRAN A 

. EXECI.!‘T’E/F(:)liTRAN/OEc,JE:C:T R 

Both commands compile A.FOR and produce A.OBJ as output. The /OBJECT option functions like the /LIST option; 
it can be either a command or a file qualifier. 

As a command option, /OBJECT applies across the entire command string. The following command, for example, as- 
sembles A.MAC and B.MAC separately, creating object files A.OBJ and B.OBJ on RKl :. 

,EXECUTE/OB.JECT:RK:l: A,MACrB.MAC 

Use /OBJECT as a file option to create an object file with a specific name or destination. The following command 
compiles A.DBL and B.DBL together, creating files B.L.ST, B.OBJ, and BSAV. 

,EXECUTE/DIEOI... AtEi/L-IS’T/OE,JEC:T/E:XECI.JTE 

/ONDEBUG - Use this option with DIBOL to include a symbol table in the object file. You can then use a debugging 
program to find and correct errors in the object file. 

Use /ONDEBUG with FORTRAN to include debug lines (those that have a D in column one) in the compilation. You 
do not, therefore, have to edit the file to include these lines in the compilation or to logically remove them. This option 
is useful in debugging a program. You can include messages, flags, and conditional branches to help you trace program 
execution and find an error. 

/OPTIMIZE:type - Use this option with FORTRAN to enable certain ootions that optimize object code for various 
conditions. The value, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to enable. Table 4-4 sum- 
marizes the codes and their meanings. 

/NOOPTIMIZE:type - Use this option with FORTRAN to disable certain options that optimize object code for 
various conditions. The value, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to disable. Table 4-4 
summarizes the codes and their meanings. 

/PASS:1 - Use this option with MACRO on a prefix macro file to process that file only during pass-l of the assembly. 
This option is useful when you assemble a source program together with a prefix file that contains only macro defini- 
tions, since these do not need to be redefined in pass-2 of the assembly. The following command assembles a prefix 
file and a source file together, producing files PROGl .OBJ, PROGl .LST, and PROGl .SAV. 

,EXECU’TE/NOFi’l.JN/MACRC) F’REF’IX/F:‘ASS: :LtPROG:I./I...I!iiT/CIBJE:CT/E:XEClJTE 

/RECORD:length - Use this option with FORTRAN to override the default record length of 132 characters for ASCII 
sequential formatted input and output. The meaningful range for length is from 4 to 4095. 

/RUN - Use this option to initiate execution of your program if there are no errors in the compilation or the link. This 
is the default operation. 

/NORUN - Use this option to suppress execution of your program. The system performs only the compilation and 
the link. 

/SHOW[ mlue] - Use this option with FORTRAN to control FORTRAN listing format. The argument, value, repre- 
sents a code that indicates which listings the compiler is to produce. Table 4-5 summarizes the codes and their meaning. 
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Use this option with MACRO to specify any MACRO .LIST directive. Table 4-12 summarizes the valid arguments and 
their meaning. Section 6.1 .l, .LIST and .NLIST Directives, of the PDP-I1 MACRO Language Reference Manual ex- 
plains how to use these directives. 

/NOSHOW:wlue - Use this option with MACRO to specify any MACRO .NLIST directive. Table 4-12 summarizes 
the valid arguments and their meaning. Section 6.1 .l , .LIST and .NLIST Directives, of the PDP-11 MACRO Language 
Reference Manual explains how to use these directives. 

/STATISTICS - Use this option with FORTRAN to include in the listing compilation statistics, such as amount of 
memory used, amount of time elapsed, and length of the symbol table. 

/SWAP - Use this option with FORTRAN to permit the USR (user service routine) to swap over the FORTRAN pro- 
gram in memory. This is the default operation. 

/NOSWAP - Use this option with FORTRAN to keep the USR resident during execution of a FORTRAN program, 
This may be necessary if the FORTRAN program uses some of the RT-11 system subroutine library calls (see Chap- 
ter 4 of the RT-11 Advanced Programmer’s Guide). If the program frequently updates or creates a large number of 
different files, making the USR resident can improve program execution. However, the penalty for making the USR 
resident is 2K words of memory. 

/UNITS:n - Use this option with FORTRAN to override the default number of logical units (6) to be open at one 
time. The maximum value you can specify for n is 16. 

/VECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use tables to access multidimensional arrays. This is the default mode 
of operation. 

/NOVECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use multiplication operations to access multidimensional arrays. 

/WARNINGS - Use this option to include warning messages in DIBOL or FORTRAN compiler diagnostic error 
messages. These messages call certain conditions to your attention, but do not interfere with the compilation. This 
is the default operation for DIBOL. 

/NOWARNINGS - Use this option with DIBOL to suppress warning messages during compilation. These messages 
are for your information only; they do not affect the compilation. This is the default operation for FORTRAN. 

/WIDE - Use this option with /MAP to produce a wide load map listing. Normally, the listing is wide enough for 
three GLOBAL VALUE columns, which is suitable for paper with 72 or 80 columns. The /WIDE option produces 
a listing that is six GLOBAL VALUE columns wide, which is ideal for a 132~column page. 
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The FOCAL command invokes the FOCAL language interpreter. 

FOCAL 

FOCAL 

FOCAL has its own command language. Therefore, the FOCAL command accepts no options and no file specifica- 
tions. 
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The FORTRAN command invokes the FORTRAN IV compiler to compile one or more source programs. 

FORTRAN /LIST[:filespecl [/ALLOCATE:sizeI (sp) filespecs 
/[NO] OBJECT[:filesped [/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/CODE:type 
/DIAGNOSE 
/EXTEND 
/HEADER 
/I4 
/[NO] LINENUMBERS 
/ONDEBUG 
/[NO] OPTIMIZE[:typel 
/RECORD:length 

/SHOW [:valuel 
/STATISTICS 
/[NO1 SWAP 
/UNITS:n 
/[NO1 VECTORS 
/WARNINGS 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespecs represents one or more files to be included in the compilation. If 
you omit a file type for an input file, the system assumes .FOR. Output default file types are .LST for listing fdes and 
.OBJ for object files. To compile multiple source files into a single object file, separate the files by plus (+) signs in the 
command line. Unless you specify otherwise, the system creates an object file with the same name as the first input 
file and gives it an .OBJ file type. To compile multiple files in independent compilations, separate the files by commas 
(,) in the command line. This generates a corresponding object file for each set of input files. 

Language options are position dependent. That is, they have different meanings depending on where you place them 
in the command line. Options that qualify a command name apply across the entire command string. Options that fol- 
low a file specification apply only to the file (or group of files separated by plus signs) that they follow in the command 
string. You can enter the FORTRAN command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for informa- 
tion. The FORTRAN command prompt is Files? for the input specification. 

The R T-l l/RSTS/E FORTRAN IV User S Guide contains more detailed information about using FORTRAN. The fol- 
lowing sections describe the options you can use with the FORTRAN command. 

/ALLOCATE&e - Use this option with /LIST or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for the output file. The 
argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 to 
32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/CODE:type - Use this option to produce object code that is designed for a particular hardware configuration. The 
argument, type, represents a three-letter abbreviation for the type of code to produce. The legal values are the follow- 
ing: EAE, EIS, FIS, and THR. See Section 1 .l .l of the RT-Il/RSTS/E FORTMNIV User’s Guide for a complete 
description of the types of code and their functions. 

/DIAGNOSE - Use this option to help analyze an internal compiler error. /DIAGNOSE expands the crash dump infor- 
mation to include internal compiler tables and buffers. Submit the diagnostic printout to DIGITAL with an SPR form. 
The information in the listing can help the DIGITAL programmers locate the compiler error and correct it. 

/EXTEND - Use this option to change the right margin for source input lines from column 72 to column 80. 
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/HEADER - This option includes in the printout a list of options that are currently in effect. 

/I4 - Use this option to allocate two words for the default integer data type (FORTRAN uses one-word integers) so 
that it takes the same physical space as real variables. 

/LINENUMBERS - Use this option to include internal sequence numbers in the executable program. These are es- 
pecially useful in debugging a FORTRAN program. They identify the FORTRAN statements that cause run-time 
diagnostic error messages. This is the default operation. 

/NOLINENUMBERS - This option suppresses the generation of internal sequence numbers in the executable program. 
This produces a smaller program and optimizes execution speed. Use this option to compile only those programs that 
are already debugged; otherwise the line numbers in FORTRAN error messages are replaced by question marks and 
the messages are difficult to interpret. 

/LIST[ :filespec] - You must specify this option to produce a FORTRAN compilation listing. The /LIST option has 
different meanings depending on where you place it in the command line. 

If you specify /LIST without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the FORTRAN compiler generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /LIST with a device name, 
the system creates a listing file on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing file 
on that device, assigning it the same name as the input file with a .LST file type. The following command produces a 
listing on the terminal. 

,FORTRAN/LIST:TT: A 

The next command creates a listing file called A.LST on RK3:. 

.FORTRAN/LIST : RK3 : A 

If the /LIST option contains a name and file type to override the default of .LST, the system generates a listing fde 
with that name. The following command, for example, compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files A.OBJ 
and FILE1 .OUT on device DK: . 

.FORTRAN/LIST:FILE~. + OUT At-F.{ 

You cannot use a command line like the next one. In this example, the second listing file would replace the first one 
and, therefore, cause an error. 

.FORTRAN/LIST:FILE2 RrEi 

Another way to specify /LIST is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To produce a listing file with 
the same name as a particular input file, you can use a command similar to this one : 

,F’ORTRAN A+E/L. 3: ST : I?‘K3 : 

The above command compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files DK:A.OBJ and RK3:B.LST. If you specify 
a file name on a /LIST option following a file specification in the command line, it has the same meaning as when it 
follows the command. The following two commands have the same results. 

+FORTRAN A/LIST:E( 

.FOHTRAN/LIST:E A 

Both the above commands generate as output files A.OBJ and B.LST. 
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Remember that file options apply only to the file (or group of files that are separated by plus signs) that they follow 
in the command string. For example: 

+FORTF?RN A/L.ISTYE{ 

This command compiles A.FOR, producing A.OBJ and AMT. It also compiles B.FOR, producing B.OBJ. However, 
it does not produce any listing file for the compilation of B.FOR. 

/OBJECT[:fdeapec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the object file. Because FORTRAN creates 
object files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning. 

.FORTRAN/OE.JECT A 

Both commands compile A.FOR and produce A.OBJ as output. The /OBJECT option functions like the /LIST option; 
it can be either a command or a file qualifier. 

As a command option, /OBJECT applies across the entire command string. The following command, for example, com- 
piles A.FOR and B.FOR separately, creating object files A.OBJ and B.OBJ on RKl :. 

Use /OBJECT as a file option to create an object file with a specific name or destination. The following command 
compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, creating files B.LST and B.OBJ. 

.FORTF?AN AtE/l..:CST/OE~..JIlf:C:‘T 

/NOOBJECT - Use this option to suppress creation of an object file. As a command option, /NOOBJECT suppresses 
all object files; as a file option, it suppresses only the object file produced by the related input files. In this command, 
for example, the system compiles A.FOR and B.FOR together, producing files A.OBJ and B.LST. It also compiles 
C.FOR and produces C.LST, but does not produce C.OBJ. 

,FORTRAN At15/L.:I:ST rC/NOCllEc.JE:C:‘r’/L:l:S’T 

/ONDEBUG - Use this option to include debug lines (those that have a D in column one) in the compilation. You 
do not, therefore, have to edit the file to include these lines in the compilation or to logically remove them. This 
option is useful in debugging a program. You can include messages, flags, and conditional branches to help you trace 
program execution and find an error. 

/OPTIMIZE:type - Use this option to enable certain options that optimize object code for various conditions. The argu- 
ment, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to enable. Table 4-4 summarizes the codes and 
their meanings. 

Table 4-4 Optimization Codes 

Code 

BND 

CSE 

SPD 

STR 

Meaning 

Global register bindings for inline code generation 

Common subexpression elimination 

Optimization for speed of execution as opposed to minimal program size 

Strength reduction optimization 
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/NOOPTIMIZE:type - Use this option to disable certain options that optimize object code for various conditions. 
The argument, type, represents the three-letter code for the type of optimization to disable. Table 44 summarizes 
the codes and their meanings. 

/RECORD:length - Use this option to override the default record length of 132 characters for ASCII sequential 
formatted input and output. The meaningful range for length is from 4 to 4095. 

/SHOW[:value] - Use this option to control FORTRAN listing output. The argument, value, represents a code that 
indicates which listings the compiler is to produce. Table 4-S summarizes the codes and their meaning. You can com- 
bine options by specifying the sum of their numeric codes. For example: 

or 
/SHOW: ALL 

The two options shown above have the same meaning. If you specify no code, the default value is 3, a combination of 
SRC and MAP. 

Code 

0 

1 or SRC 

2orMAP 

3 

4 or COD 

7 or ALL 

Table 4-5 FORTRAN Listing Codes 

Meaning 

Lists diagnostics only 

Lists source program and diagnostics 

Lists storage map and diagnostics 

Lists diagnostics, source program, and storage map 

Lists generated code and diagnostics 

Lists diagnostics, source program, storage map, and generated code 

/STATISTICS - Use this option to include compilation statistics in the listing, such as amount of memory used, amount 
of time elapsed, and length of the symbol table. 

/SWAP - Use this option to permit the USR (user service routine) to swap over the FORTRAN program in memory. 
This is the default operation. 

/NOSWAP - This option keeps the USR resident during execution of a FORTRAN program. This may be necessary if 
the FORTRAN program uses some of the RT-11 System Subroutine Library calls (see Chapter 4 of the RT-II Advanced 
Programmer’s Guide). If the program frequently updates or creates a large number of different files, making the USR 
resident can improve program execution. However, the penalty for making the USR resident is 2K words of memory. 

/UNITS:n - Use this option to override the default number of logical units (6) to be open at one time. The maximum 
value you can specify for n is 16. 

/VECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use tables to access multidimensional arrays. This is the default mode 
of operation. 

/NOVECTORS - This option directs FORTRAN to use multiplication operations to access multidimensional arrays. 
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/WARNINGS - Use this option to include warning messages in FORTRAN compiler diagnostic error messages. These 
messages call certain conditions to your attention, but do not interfere with the compilation. A warning message 
prints, for example, if you change an index within a DO loop, or if you specify a variable name longer than six charac- 
ters. 
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The FRUN command initiates foreground jobs. 

FRUN (sp) filespec /N:n [ 1 IP 
lT:n 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespec represents the program to execute. Because this command runs a 
foreground job, it is valid for the FB and XM monitors only. 

If another foreground job is active when you issue the FRUN command, an error message prints on the terminal. YOU 
can run only one foreground job at a time. If a terminated foreground job is occupying memory, the system reclaims 
that region for your program. Then, if the system finds your program and if your program fits in the available memory, 
execution begins. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with FRUN. Note that the option must follow the file speci- 
fication in the command line. 

/N:n - Use this option to reserve space in memory over the actual program size. The argument, n, represents the num- 
ber of words of memory to allocate. You must use this option to execute a FORTRAN foreground job. 

/P - Use this option to help you debug a program. When you type the carriage return at the end of the command 
string, the system prints the load address of your program and waits. You can examine or modify the program (by 
using ODT, described in Chapter 16) before starting execution. You must use the RESUME command to restart the 
foreground job. The following command loads the program DEMOSPXEL, prints the load address, and waits for a 
RESUME command to begin execution. 

,F:‘RlJN IKMOE;F’/F 
Loeded at 127276 
*RESUME 

/T:n - Use this option to assign a terminal to interact with the foreground job. The argument, n, represents a terminal 
logical unit number. The default value is 0, which represents the original console terminal. By assigning a different ter- 
minal to interact with the foreground job, you eliminate the need for the foreground and background jobs to share the 
console terminal. Note that the original console terminal still interacts with the background job and with the keyboard 
monitor, unless you use the SET TT: CONSOL command to change this. 
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The GET command loads a memory image file into memory. 

GET (sp) filespec 

In the command syntax shown above, filespec represents the memory image file to be loaded. The default file type 
is SAV. Note that magtape and cassette are not block-replaceable devices and, therefore, are not permitted with the 
GET command. Use the GET command for a background job only. You cannot use GET on a virtual program that 
executes under the XM monitor. The GET command is useful when you need to modify or debug a program. You 
can use GET with the Base, Deposit, Examine, and START commands to test changes. Use the SAVE command to 
make these changes permanent. You can combine programs by issuing multiple GET commands, as the following 
example shows. This example loads a program, DEMOSP.SAV, loads ODT.SAV (on-line debugging technique, de- 
scribed in Chapter 16), and starts the program using the address of ODT’s entry point, O.ODT. 

.START 

ODT UO1. ,04 
* 

If more than one program requires the same locations in memory, the program you load later overlays the previous 
program. Note that you cannot use GET to load overlay segments of a program; it can load only the root. If the file 
you need to GET resides on a device other than the system device, the system automatically loads that device handler 
into memory when you issue the GET command. This prevents problems from occurring if you use the START com- 
mand and your program is overlaid. 
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The CT command enables or disables the VT1 1 or VS60 display hardware. 

I 

When you issue the GT OFF command, you disable the display hardware. The printing console terminal then becomes 
the device that transmits your commands to the system. 

When you issue the GT ON command, the display screen replaces the printing console terminal. The display screen 
offers some advantages over the printing terminal: 1) it is quieter than a printing terminal, 2) it is faster than a printing 
terminal, 3) it does not require a supply of paper, and 4) it is the device for which the text editor’s immediate mode is 
intended. The display screen can speed up the editing process (see Chapter 5 for information on how to use the text 
editor). You can use CTRL/A, CTRL/S, CTRL/E, and CTRL/Q to control scrolling. These commands are explained in 
Section 3.6. Note that RT-11 does not permit you to use display hardware (with GT ON) in an 8K configuration. You 
cannot issue GT ON when a foreground job is active; this causes the system to print an error message. Issue the GT ON 
command before you begin execution of the foreground job. ODT (on-line debugging technique, described in Chap- 
ter 16) is the only system program that cannot use the display screen. Its output always appears on the console terminal. 

Table 4-6 Display Screen Values 

Screen Size Lines Top Position 

12 inch 1-31 l-744 

17 inch 140 l-1000 
(or larger) 

The following options let you control the number of lines that appear on the screen and position the first line vertically. 

/L:n - Use this option to change the number of lines of text that display on the screen. Table 4-6 shows the valid range 
for the argument, n, in decimal. If you do not use this option, the system determines the screen size and automatically 
assigns the largest valid value. 

/T:n - Use this option to change the top position of the scroll display. Table 4-6 shows the valid range for the argu- 
ment, n, in decimal. If you do not use this option, the system determines the screen size and automatically assigns the 
largest valid value. 

The following command enables the display screen. 

The next command disables the display screen. 

,GT OFF: 
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The HELP command lists useful information. 

HELP [{ ::;~~lzL~] 
[ (sp) topic[ (sp) subtopic[:itemll 1 

In the command syntax shown above, topic represents a specific subject about which you need information. In the 
help file supplied with RT-I 1, the topics are the keyboard monitor commands. The subtopic represents a specific cate- 
gory within a topic. In the RT-I 1 help file, the subtopics are syntax, semantics, options, and examples. The item repre- 
sents one member of the subtopic group. You can specify more than one item in the command line if you separate the 
items by colons (:). 

The HELP command permits you to access the file HELP.TXT. The help file distributed with RT-11 contains information 
about the keyboard monitor commands and how to use them. However, the concept of the help file is a general one. 
That is, you can create your own help file to supply quick reference material on any subject. Structure your HELP.TXT 
file in the same format as the standard RT-11 HEL.P.TXT. Note that the HELP command reads the file that is specifi- 
cally named HELP.TXT. There are only two options you can use with the HELP command. They are /PRINTER and 
/TERMINAL. 

/PRINTER - Use this option to list helpful information on the line printer. 

/TERMINAL - This option lists helpful information on the console terminal. This is the default operation. 

The following examples all make use of the standard RT-11 help file. 

The following command lists all the topics for which assistance is available. 

* I-IELF’ * 

I-IEL..F 
APL 

fJSSIGN 

BASIC 

1.. i 5 t 5 helpful iriforaat,ion 
InvoRes the AFT. lsn$us~e interpreter 
Asscrciates a logical rjevice name with 3 dwsical device 
Invokes the EASIC l.ors~us$e interPreter 

The next command lists all the information about the DATE command. 

+ ti Is: I... F’ D A T E 

SYNTAX 
DATE C dd--mmm--t3~~ 1 

A l 1 roJme I' Ii. C! v a I ue s are decimal v’ mm ITI ref~resents the first 
three chi3racters of the name 0-f thc2 month + 
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OPTIONS 
N Cl i-1 e 

EXAMF’I.“ES 
DATE I.?-MAY-77 

The next command lists all the options that are valid with the DIRECTORY command. 

, H E: I... I::’ I:I :I: R Ii: C T C.1 Ii Y (J F:’ T :I: 0 N S 

Sorts the di rector!~ in alPhA.3etical order hr file rtme i3rlcl 
trpe 

The last command lists information about the /BRIEF option for the DIRECTORY command. 

E{R T EF 
L.ist:; onlr file names artd file truer; of files; same as /FAST 
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Use the INITIALIZE command to clear and initialize a device directory. 

INITIALIZE /DOS[/[NOl OUERYI -0 SP device 

/FILE:filespec 

/INTERCHANGE[/[NOl QUERY] 

/[NO] QUERY 
/VOLUMEID[:ONLYl 
/SEGMENTS:n 
/REPLACE[:RETAIN~ 
BADBLOCKS ) 

In the command syntax illustrated above, device represents the device you need to initialize. The initialize operation 
must always be the first operation you perform on a new device after you receive it from the manufacturer. This pro- 
cedure destroys any data that may already exist on a device. After you use the INITIALIZE command, there are no 
files in the directory. If you use the INITIALIZE command with no options, the system simply initializes the device 
directory. You can enter the INITIALIZE command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for the 
name of the device with Device?. The following sections describe the options you can use with INITIALIZE and give 
some examples of their use. 

/BADBLOCKS - Use this option to scan a device (disk or DECtape) for bad blocks and write .BAD files over them. For 
each bad block the system encounters on the device, it creates a fde called FILE.BAD to cover it. After the device is 
initialized and the scan completed, the directory consists only of FILE.BAD entries that cover the bad blocks. This 
procedure ensures that the system will not attempt to access these bad blocks during routine operations. If the system 
finds a bad block in either the boot block or the device directory, it prints an error message and the device is not usable. 
The following command initializes device RKl : and scans for bad blocks. 

,INITIALIZE/BRDBLOCKS Rlil: 

RKl:/Init are you sure?Y 

/DOS - Use this option to initialize a DECtape for DOS-I 1 format. 

/FILE:fdespec - Use this option to initialize a magtape and create a bootable tape. For fiespec, substitute 
dev:MBOOT.BOT. This file is distributed with RT-11 for this purpose only. Consult the RT-11 System Generation 
Manual for more information. The following example creates a bootable magtape: 

l :I:N:I:‘r:I:Ri...IzE:/F’It..E:MEC)Or.)5OT ll-ro: 

/INTERCHANGE - Use this option to initialize a diskette for interchange (proposed ANSI standard) format. The fol- 
lowing example initializes DXl : in interchange format. 

. INrTInLrzE/rN.rERCHANGE 1:1x1 : 
DXl:/Z ARE YOU SURE? Y 

/QUERY - This option prompts you for confirmation before it initializes a device. Respond by typing a Y followed by 
a carriage return to initiate execution of the command. The system interprets a response beginning with any other char- 
acter to mean NO. /QUERY is the default operation. 
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/NOQUERY - Use this option to suppress the confirmation message that the system prints before it proceeds with 
the initialization. 

/REPLACE[ :RETAIN] - Use the /REPLACE option to scan the disk for bad blocks when you initialize an RK06. 
If the system finds any bad blocks, it creates a replacement table so that routine operations access good blocks instead 
of bad ones. Thus, the disk appears to consist of only good blocks. Note, though, that accessing this replacement table 
slows response time for routine input and output transactions. If you use :RETAIN with /REPLACE, the system ini- 
tializes the RK06 but does not create a replacement table for bad blocks. Instead, it uses the replacement table that 
is already on the device as a result of a previous initialization. This procedure allows the initialization to proceed faster. 

/SEGMENTS:n - Use this option if you need to initialize a disk and change the number of directory segments. The 
number of segments in the directory determines the number of files that can be sorted on a device. The system allows 
a maximum of 72 files per directory segment, and 31 directory segments per device. The argument, n, represents the 
number of directory segments you need to create. The valid range for n is from 1 to 31 (decimal). Table 4-7 shows 
the default values of n for standard RT-11 devices. 

Table 4-7 Default Directory Sizes 

Size (decimal) of 
Device Directory in Segments 

RKOS 16 
DT 4 
RF 4 
DS 4 
DP 31 
DX 4 
RK06 31 

/VOLUMEID[:ONLY] - Use this option to write a volume identification on a device when you initialize it. This 
identification consists of a volume ID (up to 12 characters long for a block-replaceable device, up to 6 characters long 
for magtape) and an owner name (up to 12 characters long for a block-replaceable device, up to 10 characters long for 
magtape). The following example initializes device RKl : and writes a volume identification on it. 

, I N I ‘l’ I 17 I... I Z E / ‘J (3 I... 1.1 II E: I D R I\;’ I : 

RKl:/Init are YQU sure?Y 

OWNER NAME?ENGINEERING 

Use /VOLUMEID:ONLY to write a new volume identification on a device without reinitializing the device. 
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The INSTALL command installs the device you specify into the system. 

INSTALL (sp) device1 , . . . device] 

In the command syntax shown above, device represents the name of the device to be installed. The INSTALL command 
accepts no options. The INSTALL command allows you to install into the system tables a device that was not originally 
built into the system. (A device handler must exist in the system tables before you can use that device.) The device oc- 
cupies the first available device slot. Using the INSTALL command does not change the monitor disk image; it only 
modifies the system tables of the monitor that is currently in memory. 

You can enter the command on one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. The INSTALL 
command prompt is Device?. 

When you specify a device name, the system searches the system device for the corresponding device handler file. For 
SJ and FB systems, if LP: is to be installed, the INSTALL command searches for the file SY:LP.SYS. For XM systems, 
INSTALL searches for SY:LF’X.SYS. The INSTALL command does not allow a device handler built for a different 
configuration of the system to be installed in a given system. For example, you cannot install an error logging handler 
if your currently running monitor is not designed for error logging. Note that you cannot install the following device 
names: FG (with FB or XM monitor only), and BA. 

To permanently install a device, include the INSTALL command in the standard system startup indirect command 
file. This file is invoked as an indirect file automatically when you boot the system. The INSTALL command also 
allows you to configure a special system for a single session without having to reconfigure to get back to the standard 
device configuration. Rebooting the system restores the original device configuration. Note that if there are no free 
device slots (use the SHOW DEVICES command to determine this), you must remove an existing device (with the 
REMOVE command) before you can install a new device. 

The following command installs the card reader into the system tables from the file CR.SYS. Note that the colon (:) 
that follows the device handler name is optional. 

The next example installs the line printer, the card reader, and DECtape. 

, INSTi’Al...L LF’: ~(113: 9IlT: 
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The LIBRARY command lets you create, update, modify, list, and maintain library files. 

LIBRAR Y 

LIBRARY /LIST[:filesped [/ALLOCATE:sizel 
/[NO1 OBJECT[:filespecl [/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/DELETE 
/PROMPT 
/REMOVE 

In the command syntax illustrated above, library represents the library file name and fiespecs represents the input 
module file names. Separate the library tile specification from the module tile specifications by a space. Separate 
the module file specifications by commas. The system uses .LST as the default file type for library directory listing 
files. It also uses .OBJ as the default file type for object libraries and object input files, and it uses .MAC for macro 
libraries and macro input files. The default operation, if you do not specify an option, is /INSERT. If you do not 
specify a library file in the command line, the system prompts you with Library?. If you specify /CREATE, 
/INSERT, or /MACRO and omit the module file specification, the system prompts you with Files?. If you specify 
/EXTRACT, the system prompts you with File?. Note that no other options cause the File? or Files? prompts. 

The LIBRARY command can perform all the functions listed above on object library files. It can also create macro 
library files for use with the MACRO-l 1 assembler. A library file is a direct access file (a file that has a directory) 
that contains one or more modules of the same module type. The system organizes the library files so that the linker 
and MACRO-l 1 assembler can access them rapidly. Each object library is a file that contains a library header, library 
directory, and one or more object modules. The object modules in a library file can be routines that are repeatedly 
used in a program, routines that are used by more than one program, or routines that are related and simply gathered 
together for convenience. The contents of the library file are determined by your needs. An example of a typical 
object library file is the default system library, SYSLIB.OBJ, used by the linker. An example of a macro library file 
is SYSMAC.SML. 

You access object modules in a library file from another program by making calls or references to their global sym- 
bols; you link the object modules with the program that uses them by using the LINK command to produce a single 
executable module. Each input file for an object library consists of one or more object modules, and is stored on a 
device under a specific file name and file type. Once you insert an object module into a library file, you no longer 
reference the module by the tile name of which it was a part. Reference it now by its individual module name. For 
example, the input file FORT.OBJ may exist on DT2: and can contain an object module called ABC. Once you in- 
sert the module into a library, reference only ABC and not FORT.OBJ. 

The input files normally do not contain main programs but only subprograms, functions and subroutines. The library 
files must never contain a FORTRAN “BLOCK DATA” subprogram: there is no undefined global symbol to cause 
the linker to load it automatically. 

The following sections describe the LIBRARY command options and explain how to use them. The last section 
under this command describes the LIBRARY prompting sequence and order of execution for commands that com- 
bine two or more LIBRARY options. Chapter 12 contains more detailed information on object and macro libraries. 
The following sections describe the options available with the LIBRARY command. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /LIST or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for the output file. The 
argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 
to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 
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/CREATE - Use this option to create an object library. Specify a library name followed by the file specifications 
for the modules that are to be included in that library. The following command, for example, creates a library called 
NEWLIB.OBJ from the modules contained in files FIRST.OBJ and SECOND.OBJ. 

+ LIERARY/CHEATE NEWL..IB FIR!3Tt SECOND 

/DELETE - Use this option to delete an object module and all its associated global symbols from the library. 
Specify the library name in the command line. The system prompts you for the names of the modules to delete. 
The prompt is: 

Respond with the name of a module. (Be sure to specify a module name and not a global name.) Follow each module 
name with a carriage return. Enter a carriage return on a line by itself to terminate the list of module names. The 
following example deletes modules SGN and TAN from the library called NEWLIB.OBJ. 

. I. TBRARY/DE:LETE NEWLIB 
Marjule ni3trte? 8CiN 
Module name? TAN 
Mudul e nime? 

/EXTRACT - Use this option to extract an object module from a library and store it in a file with the same name 
as the module and a file type of .OBJ. You cannot combine this option with any other option. The system prompts 
you for the name of the object module to be extracted. The prompt is: 

Glohsl’? 

If you specify a global name, the system extracts the entire module of which that global is a part. Follow each 
global name with a carriage return. Enter a carriage return on a line by itself to terminate the list of global symbols. 
The following example, which also shows the system prompts, extracts the module ATAN from the library called 
NEWLIB.OBJ, storing it in file ATAN.OBJ on DXl :. 

, L IBKARY/EXTRACT 
Librsru? NEWLIE 
File ? IIlXl : RTAN 
Global 7 ATAN 
Global ? 

/INSERT - Use this option to insert an object module into an existing library. Although you can insert two or 
more object modules having the same name, this practice is not recommended because of the difficulty involved in 
replacing or updating these modules. Note that /INSERT is the default operation. If you do not specify any option, 
insertion takes place. The following example inserts the modules contained in the files THIRD.OBJ and 
FOURTH.OBJ into the library called OLDLIBGBJ. 

, 1...1:ERAIIY/1:NSIE:R.T QLDLIE THIRDI F0IJRTI-l 

/LIST[ :fiIespec] - Use this option to obtain a directory listing of an object library. The following example obtains 
a directory listing of OLDLIB.OBJ on the terminal (the line printer is the default device). 

. L..IEliARY/I_.rST:‘rT: OLBI... I It 

The directory listing prints global symbol names. A plus sign (t) in the module column indicates a continued line, See 
Section 12.2.7 for a procedure to include module names in the directory listing. 
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You can also use /LIST with other options (except /MACRO) to obtain a directory listing of an object library after 
you create or modify it. The following command, for example, inserts the modules contained in the files THIRD.OBJ 
and FOURTH.OBJ into the library called OLDLIB.OBJ, and prints a directory listing of the library on the terminal. 

.LIERARY/INSERT/L.IST:TT: Gl..DL:I:k:~ THIRD 9 FOlJRTH 

You cannot obtain a directory listing of a macro library (see /MACRO). 

/MACRO - Use this option to create a macro library. Note that this is the only valid function for a macro library. 
You can create a macro library, but you cannot list or modify it. To update a macro library, simply edit the ASCII 
text file and then reprocess the file with the LIBRARY/MACRO command. The following example creates a macro 
library called NEWLIBMAC from the ASCII input file SYSMACYAC. 

,LIERARY/MACRO NEWLIB SYSMAC 

/OBJECT[ :filespec] - The system creates object library files by default as a result of executing a LIBRARY com- 
mand. When you modify an existing library, the system actually makes the changes to the library you specify, thus 
creating a new, updated library that it stores under the same name as the original library. Use this option to give a 
new name to the updated library file and preserve the original library. The following example creates a library called 
NEWLIB.OBJ, which consists of the library OLDLIB.OBJ plus the modules that are contained in fiies THIRD.OBJ 
and FOURTH .OBJ. 

,L.IERARY/INSERT/OBJECT:NEWLIB OLDL~IB THIRDIFOURTH 

/NOOBJECT - Use this option to suppress the creation of a new object library as a result of a LIBRARY command. 

/PROMPT - Use this option to specify more than one line of input file specifications in a LIBRARY command. 
This option is valid with all other library functions except the /EXTRACT option. You must specify // as the last 
input in order to properly terminate the input list. The following example creates a macro library called MACLIB.MAC 
from seven input files. 

,L..IHRnFi’Y/MnCRO/F’li’OMF’7’ MACLIE A9B9C9D 

*EpFrG 
f// 

/REMOVE - This option permits you to delete a specific global symbol from a library file’s directory. Since globals 
are only deleted from the directory (and not from the object module itself), all the globals that were previously 
deleted are restored whenever you update that library, unless you use /REMOVE again to delete them. This feature 
lets you recover a library if you have inadvertently deleted the wrong global. The system prompts you for the names 
of the global symbols to remove. The prompt is: 

Respond with the name of a global symbol to be removed. Follow each global symbol with a carriage return. Enter 
a carriage return on a line by itself to terminate the list of global symbols. The following example deletes the globals 
GA, GB, CC, and GD from the library OLDLIB.OBJ. 

,LIRRARY/REMGVE 01..1‘1l..IE 
Glahal? GA 
Glabal? GB 
Global? GC 
Global? GII 
Glab~l? 
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/REPLACE - Use this option to replace modules in an existing object library with modules of the same name con- 
tained in the files you specify. If an old module does not exist with the same name as the input module you specify, 
or if you specify /REPLACE with a library file name, the system prints an error message and ignores the command. 
The following example replaces a module called SQRT in the library MATHLB.OBJ with a new module, also called 
SQRT, from the file called MFUNCT.OBJ. 

. LIERARY MATI-lL.R MFIJNCT/REF’LACE 

Note that the /REPLACE option must follow each file specification that contains a module to be inserted into the 
library. 

/UPDATE - This option combines the functions of /INSERT and /REPLACE. Specify it after each file specification 
to which it applies. If the modules in the input file already exist in the library, the system replaces those library 
modules. If the modules in the input file do not exist in the library, the system inserts them. The following example 
updates the library OLDLIB.OBJ. 

. I...IERARY OL.DL.IE FIRST/UPDATE 9 SECONIVlJF’frATE 

You can combine the LIBRARY options with the exceptions of /EXTRACT and /MACRO, which you cannot com- 
bine with most of the other functions. Table 4-8 lists the sequence in which the system executes the LIBRARY 
options and prompts you for additional information. 

Table 4-8 LIBRARY Execution and Prompting Sequence 

Option 

/CREATE 

/DELETE 

/REMOVE 

/UPDATE 

/REPLACE 

/INSERT 

/LIST 

Prompt 

Module name? 

Global? 

The following example combines several options. 

MODULE GLOBAL.5 GL.OIC-(ALS GL0BAL.S 

cm 
ISATAN 
ATAN 
r:tcos 

SIN 
DATAN2 
A'I'AN2 
DSIN 
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The command executes in the following sequence: 

1. Removes global SQRT from NEWLIB 
2. Replaces any duplicates of the modules in the file LIB2.0BJ 
3. Inserts the modules in the file LIB3.0BJ 
4. Lists the directory of NEWLIB.OBJ on the terminal. 
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The LINK command converts object modules produced by an RT-11 supported language processor into a format 
suitable for loading and execution. 

LINK /[NO] EXECUTE[:filespecl (sp) filespecs 
/MAP[:filespec] [/ALLOCATE:sizel [/WIDE] 

/FOREGROUND[:stacksizel 

/BOUNDARY:value 
/DEBUG[:filespecl 
/EXTEND:n 
/INCLUDE 
/LIBRARY:filespec 
/LINKLIBRARY:filespec 
/PROMPT 
/ROUND:n 
/SLOWLY 
/TRANSFER [:nl 

The RT-11 system lets you separately assemble a main program and each of its subroutines without assigning an 
absolute load address at assembly time. The linker can then process the object modules of the main program and 
subroutines to relocate each object module and assign absolute addresses. It links the modules by correlating global 
symbols that are defined in one module and referenced in another, and it creates the initial control block for the 
linked program. The linker can also create an overlay structure (if you specify the /PROMPT option) and include the 
necessary run-time overlay handlers and tables. The linker searches libraries you specify to locate unresolved global 
symbols, and it automatically searches the default system library, SYSLIB.OBJ, to locate any remaining unresolved 
globals. Finally, the linker produces a load map (if you specify /MAP) that shows the layout of the executable 
module. Read Chapter 11 for a more detailed explanation of the RT-11 linker. 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespecs represents the object modules to be linked. Each input module 
should be stored on a random-access device (disk or DECtape); the output device for the load map file can be any 
RT-11 device. The output for an .LDA file (if you specify /LDA) can also be any RT-11 device, even those that are 
not block replaceable, such as paper tape. 

The default file types are as follows: 

Load Module : 
Map Output : 
Object Module : 

.SAV, .REL(/FOREGROUND), .LDA(/LDA) 

.MAP 

.OBJ 

If you specify two or more files to be linked together, separate the files by commas. The system creates an execut- 
able fde with the same name as the first file in the input list (unless you use /EXECUTE to change it). 
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The following sections describe the LINK command options and explain how to use them. The last section under 
this command describes the LINK prompting sequence for commands that combine two or more LINK options. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /MAP to reserve space on the device for the output file. The argument, 
size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 to 32767. A 
value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest file possible on the device. 

/BOl'l'OM:n - Use this option to specify the lowest address to be used by the relocatable code in the load module. 
The argument, n, represents a six-digit unsigned even octal number. If you do not use this option, the linker positions 
the load module so that the lowest address is location 1000 (octal). This option is illegal for foreground links. 

/BOUNDARY:vaIue - Use the /BOUNDARY option to start a specific program section on a particular address bound- 
ary. The system generates a whole number multiple of the value you specify for the starting address of the program 
section. The argument, value, must be a power of 2. The system extends the size of the previous program section to 
accommodate the new starting address for the specific section. When you have entered the complete LINK com- 
mand, the system prompts you for the name of the section whose starting address you need to modify. The prompt 
is: 

Respond with the appropriate program section name. Terminate your response with a carriage return. 

/DEBUG[:filespec] - Use this option to link ODT (on-line debugging technique, described in Chapter 16) with your 
program to help you debug it. If you supply the name of another debugging program, the system links the debugger 
you specify with your program. The system links the debugger low in memory relative to your program. 

/EXECUTE[ :filespec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the executable file. Because the LINK 
command creates executable files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning. 

+ I... :I: N I( M Y F’ Ii- 0 G 

,I._:r.NK/I:XE:(:lJTE MYF’ROG 

Both commands link MYPROG.OBJ and produce MYPROG.SAV as a result. The /EXECUTE option has different 
meanings when it follows the command and when it follows the file specification. The following command creates an 
executable file called PROGl SAV on device RKl : . 

+l...:I:NI~/If~XI~C:IJTE: r4lci. : F’ROG:L 9 PROG2 

The next command creates an executable file called MYPROGSAV on device DK:. 

,I... INK RTNJ. Y RTN2 Y MYPROG/EXE:CUTE 

/NOEXECUTE - Use this option to suppress creation of an executable file. 

/EXTEND:n - This option allows you to extend a program section to a specific octal value, n. The resultant program 
section size is equal to or greater than the value you specify, depending on the space the object code actually requires. 
When you have entered the complete LINK command, the system prompts you for the name of the program section 
you need to extend. The prompt is: 

E :.: 2, e ri cl ':i e r t :i (:I rl '? . . I 

Respond with the appropriate program section name. Terminate your response with a carriage return. 
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/FILL:n - Use this option to initialize unused locations in the load module and place a specific value in those loca- 
tions. The argument, n, represents the octal value to place in the unused locations. Note that the linker automatically 
initializes unused locations in the load module to 0; use this option to place another value in those locations. This 
option can be useful in eliminating random results that occur when a program references uninitialized memory by 
mistake. It can also help you determine which locations have been modified by the program and which are left un- 
changed. 

/FOREGROUND[ : stacksize] - This option produces an executable file in relocatable (REL) format for use as a 
foreground job under the FB or XM monitor. You cannot use .REL files in the single-job system. This option assigns 
the default file type REL to the executable file. The argument, stacksize, represents the number of bytes of stack 
space to allocate for the foreground job. The value you supply is interpreted as an octal number; specify an even 
number. Follow n with a decimal point (n.) to represent a decimal number. The default value is 128 (decimal) bytes 
of stack space. 

/INCLUDE - This option lets you take global symbols from any library and include them in the linked memory image. 
When you have entered the complete LINK command, the system prompts you for a list of global symbols to include 
in the load module. The prompt is: 

Respond by typing the global symbols to be included in the load module. Type a carriage return after each global 
symbol. Type a carriage return on a line by itself to terminate the list. This provides a method for forcing modules 
(that are not called by other modules) to be loaded from the library. 

/LDA - This option produces an executable file in LDA format. The LDA-format file can be output to any device, 
including those that are not block-replaceable, such as the paper tape punch or cassette. This option assigns the de- 
fault file type .LDA to the executable file. This option is useful for files that you need to load with the Absolute 
Binary Loader. 

/LIBRARY - This option is the same as /LINKLIBRARY. It is included for compatibility with other systems. 

/LINKLIBRARY:filespec - You can use this option to include the library file you specify as an object module library 
in the linking operation. This option is not necessary because the system automatically recognizes library files in the 
linking operation; it is provided for compatibility with the EXECUTE command. 

/MAP[ :filespec] - You must specify this option to produce a load map listing. The /MAP option has different 
meanings depending on where you put it in the command line. 

If you specify /MAP without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the system generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /MAP with a device name, the system 
creates a map tile on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing file on that de- 
vice, assigning it the same name as the first input file with a .LST file type. The following command produces a load 
map on the terminal. 

, 1.. I NK/MAF’ : ‘T-T : MYF’ROG 

The next command creates a map listing file called MYPROGLST on RK3:. 

,L3:NK/MAF':RK3: MYPROG 

If the /MAP option contains a name and file type to override the default of .LST, the system generates a listing with 
that name. The following command, for example, links PROGl and PROG2, producing a map listing file called 
MAP.OUT on device DK:. 
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,LINK/MAP:MAP.OUT F'ROGlrPROG% 

Another way to specify /MAP is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To link a file and produce 
a map listing file with the same name, use a command similar to this one. 

,LINK PROGlrPROG2/EXECUTE/MAF 

The command shown above links PROGl and PROG2, producing files PROG2.SAV and PROG2.MAP. If you specify 
a file name on a /MAP option following a file specification in the command line, it has the same meaning as when it 
follows the command. 

/PROMPT - Use this option to enter additional lines of input. The system continues to accept lines of linker input 
until you enter two slashes (/I). Chapter 11 describes the commands you can enter directly to the linker. The 
/PROMPT option also gives you a convenient way to create an overlaid program from an indirect file. The file 
HERB.COM contains these lines: 

A/PROMF’T 
S 1.1 Et I/ 0 : 1. 
!~Ul32/0 : Il. 
SUB3 Y SUE4/0 : 1 
// 

The following command produces an executable file, DK:HERB.SAV, and a link map on the printer. 

.L.. INK/MAF’ @CiElilC-c 

/ROUND:n - This option rounds up the section you specify so that the size of the root segment is a whole number 
multiple of the value, n, you supply. The argument, n, must be a power of 2. When you have entered the complete 
LINK command, the system prompts you for the name of the section that you need to round. The prompt is: 

Respond with the appropriate program section name. Terminate your response with a carriage return. 

/RUN - Use this option to initiate execution of the resultant .SAV file. This option is valid for background jobs only. 

/SLOWLY - This option instructs the system to allow the largest possible memory area for the link symbol table at 
the expense of making the link process slower. Use this option only if an attempt to link a program failed because of 
symbol table overflow. 

/STACK[ :n] - This option lets you modify the stack address. This address, location 42, is the address that contains 
the value for the stack pointer. When your program executes, the stack pointer (SP) is automatically set to the con- 
tents of location 42. The argument, n, is an even, unsigned six-digit octal number that defines the stack address. When 
you have entered the complete LINK command, the system prints the following prompt message if you did not al- 
ready specify a numeric value for n. 

s t 23 C! k. !:i Y lrl b Q 1 ‘7 

Respond with the global symbol whose value is the stack address. You cannot specify a number at this point. Termi- 
nate your response with a carriage return. If you specify a nonexistent symbol, the system prints an error message. 
It then sets the stack address to 1000 (for memory image files) or to the bottom address if you used /BOTTOM. 
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/TRANSFER[ :n] - The transfer address is the address at which a program starts when you initiate execution with 
R, RUN, or FRUN. The /TRANSFER option lets you specify the start address of the load module. The argument, 
n, is an even, unsigned six-digit octal number that defines the transfer address. When you have entered the complete 
LINK command, the system prints the following prompt message if you did not already specify a numeric value for 
n: 

Respond with the global symbol whose value is the transfer address. You cannot specify a number at this point. Ter- 
minate your response with a carriage return. If you specify a nonexistent symbol, an error message prints and the 
linker sets the transfer address to 1 so the system cannot execute the program. If the transfer address you specify is 
odd, the program does not execute after loading and control returns to the monitor. 

/WIDE - Use this option with /MAP to produce a wide load map listing. Normally, the listing is wide enough for 
three GLOBAL VALUE columns, which is suitable for paper with 72 or 80 columns. The /WIDE option produces a 
listing that is six GLOBAL VALUE columns wide, which is ideal for a 132~column page. 

This section describes the prompting sequence that occurs when you combine the LINK options. Table 4-9 lists the 
sequence in which the system prompts you for additional information. 

Table 4-9 LINK Prompting Sequence 

Option Prompt 

/TRANSFER Transfer symbol? 

/STACK Stack symbol? 

/EXTEND:n Extend section? 

/BOUNDARY :value Boundary section? 

/ROUND:n Round section? 

/INCLUDE Library search? 

If you combine any of the options listed in Table 4-9, the system prompts you for information in the sequence 
shown in the table. Note that the Library search? prompt is always last. This is the only prompt that accepts more 
than one line as a response. For all the prompts, terminate your response with a carriage return. Terminate your list 
of responses to the Library search? prompt by placing a carriage return on a line by itself. Note that if the command 
lines are in an indirect file and the system encounters an end-of-file before all the prompting information has been 
supplied, it prints the prompt messages on the terminal. 
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The LOAD command makes a device handler resident in memory for use with BATCH or foreground/background 
jobs. 

I LOAD (sp) device [=jobtypel [ , . . . device [=jobtypel 1 

In the command syntax shown above, device represents the device handler to be made resident; jobtype, which can 
have the values B or F, assigns the device handler to the background or foreground job, respectively. The jobtype 
specification is invalid with the SJ monitor. 

The LOAD command helps control system execution by bringing a device handler into memory and optionally 
allocating the device to a job. The system allocates memory for the handler as needed. Before you use a device in a 
foreground program with the FB monitor, or any device at all with the XM monitor, you must first load the device 
handler. A device can be owned exclusively by either the foreground or background job. (Note that BATCH, if 
running, is considered to be a background job under the FB and XM monitors.) This exclusivity prevents the input 
and output of two different jobs from being intermixed on the same non-tile-structured device. In the following 
example, magtape belongs to the background job while DECtape is available for use by either the background or 
foreground job; the line printer is owned by the foreground job. All three handlers are made resident in memory. 

. LOAD DT : Y MT : =lEc , LF’ : -F: 

Different units of the same random-access device controller can be owned by different jobs. Thus, for example, DTl : 
can belong to the background job while DTS: can belong to the foreground job. If no ownership is indicated, the 
device is available for public use. To change ownership of a device, use another LOAD command. It is not necessary 
to first unload the device. For example, if the line printer has been loaded into memory and assigned to the fore- 
ground job as in the example above, the following command reassigns it to the background job without unloading 
the handler first. 

,LOAD L..F’:=B 

Note, however, that if you interrupt an operation that involves magtape or cassette, you must unload (with the 
UNLOAD command) then reload the appropriate device handler (MM, MT, or CT). 

You cannot assign ownership of the system unit (the unit you bootstrapped) of a system device, and any attempt to 
do so is ignored. You can, however, assign ownership of other units of the same type as the system device. LOAD is 
valid for use with user-assigned names. For example: 

*ASSIGN RKl: XY 
+ LOAD XY : ==F 

If you are using the diskette monitor, loading the necessary device handlers into memory can improve system per- 
formance since no handlers need to be loaded dynamically from the diskette. Use the SHOW DEVICES command to 
display on the terminal the status of device handler and device ownership. 
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The MACRO command invokes the MACRO assembler to assemble one or more source files. 

(sp) filespecs [:\I-FtY] 

In the command syntax shown above, filespecs represents one or more files to be included in the assembly. If you 
omit a file type for an input file, the system assumes .MAC. Output default file types are .LST for listing files and 
.OBJ for object files. 

To assemble multiple source files into a single object file, separate the files by plus (+) signs in the command line. 
Unless you specify otherwise, the system creates an object tile with the same name as the first input file and gives 
it an .OBJ file type. To assemble multiple files in independent assemblies, separate the files by commas (,) in the 
command line. This generates a corresponding object file for each set of input files. 

Language options are position dependent. That is, they have different meanings depending on where you place them 
in the command line. Options that qualify a command name apply across the entire command string. Options that 
follow a tile specification apply only to the file (or group of files separated by plus signs) that they follow in the 
command string. 

You can enter the MACRO command as one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. 
The MACRO command prompt is Files? for the input specification. The system prints on the terminal the number 
of errors MACRO detects during an assembly, as this printout shows: 

.MnCRO/CRGSSREFERENCE~ PRClGItPROG2/LIST/OEJECT 
ERRORS DETECTED: 0 

Chapter 10 and the PDP-I 1 MACRO Language Reference Manual contain more detailed information about using 
MACRO. The following sections describe the options you can use with the MACRO command. 

/ALLOCATE:size - Use this option with /LIST or /OBJECT to reserve space on the device for the output file. The 
argument, size, represents the number of blocks of space to allocate. The meaningful range for this value is from 1 
to 32767. A value of - 1 is a special case that creates the largest tile possible on the device. 

/CROSSREFERENCE: type[ . . . : type] - Use this option to generate a symbol cross-reference section in the listing. 
This information is useful for program maintenance and debugging. Note that the system does not generate a listing 
by default. You must also specify /LIST in the command line to get a cross-reference listing. The argument, type, 
represents a one-character code that indicates which sections of the cross-reference listing the assembler should in- 
clude. Table 4-10 summarizes the valid arguments and their meanings. 

/DISABLE:vaIue[ . . . : value] - Use this option to specify a MACRO .DSABL directive. See Section 6.2 of the 
PDP-I I MACRO Language Reference Manual for a description of the directive and a list of all legal values. Table 
4-l 1 summarizes the arguments and their meaning. 
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Table 4-10 Cross-reference Sections 

Argument Section Type 

S Userdefined symbols 

R Register symbols 

M Macro symbolic names 

P Permanent symbols (instructions, directives) 

C Control sections (.CSECT and .PSECT symbolic names) 

E Error codes 

no argument Equivalent to :S:M:E 

Enables or Disables Argument Default 

ABS disable 

AMA disable 

CDR disable 

FPT disable 

GBL disable 

LC disable 

LSB disable 

PNC enable 

REG enable 

/ENABLE:value[. . . :value] - Use this option to specify a MACRO .ENABL directive. See Section 6.2 of the 
PDP-11 MACRO Language Reference Manual for a description of the directive and a list of all legal values. Table 
4-11 summarizes the arguments and their meaning. 

Absolute binary output 

Assembles all absolute addresses as relative addresses 

Treats source columns 73 and greater as comments 

Floating point truncation 

Treats undefined symbols as globals 
Accepts lower case ASCII input 

Local symbol block 

Binary output 

Mnemonic definitions of registers 

Table 4-11 .DSABL and .ENABL Directive Summary 

/LIBRARY - This option identifies the file it qualifies as a library file; use it only after a macro library tile speci- 
fication in the command line. The MACRO assembler looks first to the library file or files you specify and then to 
the system library, SYSMAC.SML, to satisfy references (made with the .MCALL directive) from MACRO programs. 
In the example below, the command string includes two user libraries. 

When MACRO assembles file A, it looks first to the library, MYLIBl .MAC, and then to SYSMAC.SML to satisfy 
.MCALL references. When it assembles file B, MACRO searches MYLIB2.MAC, MYLIBl .MAC, and then 
SYSMAC.SML, in that order, to satisfy references. 

/LIST[ :filespec] - You must specify this option to produce a MACRO assembly listing. The /LIST option has dif- 
ferent meanings depending on where you place it in the command line. 

If you specify /LIST without a file specification in the list of options that immediately follows the command name, 
the MACRO assembler generates a listing that prints on the line printer. If you follow /LIST, with a device name, the 
system creates a listing file on that device. If the device is a file-structured device, the system stores the listing file on 
that device, assigning it the same name as the input file with a .LST file type. The following command produces a 
listing on the terminal. 
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.MACRO/L.IST:TT: A 

The next command creates a listing file called A.LST on RK3:. 

. MACRO/L. 1: ST : RI<3 : A 

If the /LIST option contains a name and file type to override the default of LST, the system generates a listing file 
with that name. The following command for example, assembles A.MAC and B.MAC together, producing files 
A.OBJ and FILE1 .OUT on device DK:. 

You cannot use a command like the next one. In this example, the second listing file would replace the first one and, 
therefore, cause an error. 

, MACFitO/LIST : FILE2 A Y R 

Another way to specify /LIST is to type it after the file specification to which it applies. To produce a listing file 
with the same name as a particular input file, you can use a command similar to this one: 

,MACR(l AtB/LIST:RKJ: 

The above command assembles AMAC and B.MAC, producing tiles DK:A.OBJ and RK3:B.LST. If you specify a 
file name on a /LIST option following a file specification in the command line, it has the same meaning as when it 
follows the command. The following two commands have the same results: 

,MACRCl A/LIST:E 

,MACRO/LIST:B A 

Both the above commands generate as output files A.OBJ and B.LST. 

Remember that file options apply only to the file (or group of files that are separated by plus signs) they follow in 
the command string. For example: 

+ MACRCI A/I...IST I E 

This command assembles A.MAC, producing A.OBJ and ALST. It also assembles B.MAC, producing B.OBJ. How- 
ever, it does not produce any listing file for the assembly of B.MAC. 

/OBJECT[ :fdespec] - Use this option to specify a file name or device for the object file. Because MACRO creates 
object files by default, the following two commands have the same meaning. 

,MACXO A 

. MACIi’O/OB,JECT A 

Both commands assemble A-MAC and produce A.OBJ as output. The /OBJECT option functions like the /LIST 
option; it can be either a command or a file qualifier. 

As a command option, /OBJECT applies across the entire command string. The following command, for example, 
assembles A.MAC and B.MAC separately, creating object files A.OBJ and B.OBJ on RKl : . 

,MACRO/OHJECT:RKl: ArH 
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Use /OBJECT as a file option to create an object file with a specific name or destination. The following command 
assembles A.MAC and B.MAC together, creating files B.LST and B.OBJ. 

,MACRO A+B/LIST/OHJECT 

/NOOBJECT - Use this option to suppress creation of an object file. As a command option, /NOOBJECT suppresses 
all object files; as a file option, it suppresses only the object file produced by the related input files. In this command, 
for example, the system assembles A.MAC and B.MAC together, producing files A.OBJ and BLST. It also assembles 
C.MAC and produces CLST, but does not produce C.OBJ. 

+ MACRO AtB/L.IST r C/NOOB,JECT/LIST 

/PASS: 1 - Use this option on a prefix macro file to process that file during pass-l of the assembly only. This option 
is useful when you assemble a source program together with a prefix file (one that contains only macro definitions), 
since these definitions do not need to be redefined in pass-2 of the assembly. The following command assembles a 
prefix file and a source file together, producing files PROGl .OBJ and PROGl .LST. 

,MACHO PREFIX.MAC/PASS:1tPROGi/LIST/O~JECT 

/SHOW:value - Use this option to specify any MACRO .LIST directive. Section 6.1 .l of the PDP-11 MACRO 
Language Reference Manual explains how to use these directives. Table 4-12 summarizes the valid arguments and 
their meaning. 

Table 4-12 .LIST and .NLIST Directive Summary 

Argument 

SEQ 
LOC 

BIN 

BEX 

SRC 

COM 

MD 

MC 

ME 

MEB 

CND 

LD 

TOC 

TTM 

SYM 

Default Default 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

nolist 

nolist 

list 

nolist 

list 

terminal mode 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

list 

nolist 

nolist 

list 

nolist 

list 

terminal mode 

list 

Controls listing of 

Source line sequence numbers 

Location counter 

Generated binary code 

Binary extensions 

Source code 

Comments 

Macro definitions, repeat range expansions 

Macro calls, repeat range expansions 

Macro expansions 

Macro expansion binary code 

Unsatisfied conditionals, .IF and .ENDC statements 

Listing directives with no arguments 

Table of Contents 

Listing output format 

Symbol table 

/NOSHOW:vaIue - Use this option to specify any MACRO .NLIST directive. Section 6.1 .l of the PDP-11 MACRO 
Language Reference Manual explains how to use these directives. Table 4-12 summarizes the valid arguments and 
their meaning. 
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The PRINT command lists the contents of one or more files on the line printer. 

(sp) filespecs 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespecs represents the file or files to be printed. You can explicitly specify 
up to six files as input to the PRINT command. The system prints the files in the order in which you specify them 
in the command line. You can also use wildcards in the file specification. In this case, the system lists the files in the 
order in which they occur in the directory of the device you specify. If you specify more than one file, separate the 
files by commas. If you omit the file type for a file specification, the system assumes .LST. You can specify the en- 
tire command on one line, or you can rely on the system to prompt you for information. The PRINT command 
prompt is Files?. Note that if the output device is an LPO5, you must terminate the file with a line feed, form feed, 
or carriage return. 

The following sections describe the PRINT command options and include command examples. 

/COPIES:n - Use this option to print more than one copy of the file. The meaningful range of values for the decimal 
argument, n, is from 2 to 32 (1 is the default). The following command, for example, prints three copies of the file 
REPORT.LST on the line printer. 

.PRINT/COPIES:3 REF’ORT 

/DELETE - Use this option to delete a file after it prints on the line printer. This option must appear following the 
command in the command line. The PRINT/DELETE operation does not ask you for confirmation before it executes. 
You must use /QUERY for this function. The following example prints a BASIC program on the line printer, then 
deletes it from DXl :. 

,F'RINT/DEl.-ETE DXi:PROGl,EAS 

/LOG - This option lists on the terminal the names of the files that are printed by the current command. Normally 
the system prints a log only if there is a wildcard in the file specification. If you specify /QUERY, the query messages 
replace the log, unless you specifically type /LOG/QUERY in the command line. The following example shows a 
PRINT command and the resulting loa. 

, I”‘RINT/LOG/LIEL.ETE REF’ORT 
F’i les coPies/deleted: 

DK : HEF’OR’T + LST Lo LF’ : 

/NOLOG - This option prevents a list of the files that were printed from typing out on the terminal. You can use 
this option to suppress the log when you use a wildcard in the file specification. 

/NEWFILES - Use this option in the command line if you need to print only those files that have the current date. 
The following example shows a convenient way to print all new files after a session at the computer. 
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/QUERY - If YOU use this option, the system requests confirmation from you before it performs the operation. 
/QUERY is particularly useful on operations that involve wildcards, when you may not be completely sure which 
fdes the system selected for an operation. Note that if you specify /QUERY in a PRINT command line that also 
contains a wildcard in the file specification, the confirmation messages that print on the terminal replace the log 
messages that would normally appear. You must respond to a query message by typing Y (or anything that begins 

with Y) and a carriage return to initiate execution of a particular operation. The system interprets any other response 
to mean NO; it does not perform the specific operation. The following example uses /QUERY. 

,F'RINT/C?UERY f.LST 
Files copied: 

DK:OUTFIL.LST to LP:? NO 
DK:REPORT,LST to LF’:? Y 
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The R command loads a memory image fde from the system device into memory and starts execution. 

I R @ filespec 

In the command syntax shown above, filespec represents the program to be executed. The default tile type is .SAV. 
The default device is SY: . The R command is similar to the RUN co mmand except that the file you specify in an R 
command string must be on the system device (SY:). Use the R command only with background jobs. The following 
command loads and executes MYPROC.SAV from device SY: . 

. R MYPROG 
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The REENTER co mmand starts the program at its reentry address (the start address minus two). 

REENTER 

The REENTER command accepts no options or arguments. REENTER does not clear or reset any memory areas. 
Use it to avoid reloading the same program for repetitive execution. You can use REENTER to return to a system 
program or to any program that allows for a REENTER after the program terminates. YOU can also use REENTER 
after you have used two CTRL/Cs to interrupt those programs. 

If you issue the REENTER command and it is not valid for a program, the message ?KMON-F-Illegal command 
prints. You must start that program with an R or RUN command. 

In the following example the directory program (DIR) lists the directory of DK: on the line printer. Two CTRL/Cs 
interrupt the listing and return to the monitor. REENTER starts DIR at its reentry address and DIR prompts for a 
line of input. 

.I? DIR 
*:.F’ : =rlK:*.* 
,. G 
-cz 
. 
+ REENTER 
* 

Note in the example above that using REENTER does not continue the directory listing where it was interrupted. 
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The REMOVE command removes a device from the system tables. 

REMOVE (sp) device1 , . . . device] 1 
In the command syntax shown above, device represents the device to remove from the system tables. The REMOVE 
command accepts no options. You can enter the REMOVE command on one line, or you can rely on the system to 
prompt you for information. The REMOVE command prompt is Device?. 

Using the REMOVE command does not change the monitor disk image; it only modifies the system tables of the 
monitor currently in core. This allows you to configure a special system for a single session at the computer without 
having to reconfigure to return to your standard device configuration. Bootstrapping the system device restores the 
original device configuration. To permanently REMOVE a device, include the REMOVE command in the standard 
system startup indirect command file. 

You cannot remove the following system devices: SY (the handler for the system device), BA (the BATCH handler), 
and TT (the terminal handler). You can use the INSTALL command to install a new device after using the REMOVE 
command to remove a device (thus creating a free device slot). 

The following command removes the line printer handler and the card reader handler from the system. Note that the 
colons (:) are optional. 

l liEMOVE 1-F’ :  I  C R :  

Use the SHOW DEVICES command to display on the terminal a list of devices that are currently available on your 
system. 
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The RENAME command assigns a new name to an existing file. 

I I 
RENAME /[NO1 LOG 

: I 

@ input-filespecs @ output-filespec 
/NEWFILES 
/QUERY 
/[NO] REPLACE 

/SETDATE 
/SYSTEM 

In the command syntax illustrated above, input-filespecs represents the files to be renamed, and output-fdespec rep- 
resents the new name. You can specify up to six input files, but only one output file. Note that the device specifica- 
tion must be the same for input and output; you cannot rename a file from one device to another. If a file exists with 
the same name and file type as the output file you specify, the system deletes the existing file unless you use the 
/NOREPLACE option to prevent this. 

The system has a special way of handling system (.SYS) files and files that cover bad blocks (.BAD) files. SO that YOU 

do not rename system files by accident when you use a wildcard in the file specification, the system requires you to 
use the /SYSTEM option when you need to rename system files. To rename a .BAD file, you must specify it by ex- 
plicitly giving its file name and file type. Since .BAD files cover bad blocks on a device, you usually do not need to 
rename or otherwise manipulate these files. 

The following sections describe the options you can use with the RENAME command. 

/LOG - This option lists on the terminal the files that were renamed by the current command. Normally, the system 
prints a log only if there is a wildcard in the file specification. If you specify /QUERY, the query messages replace 
the log (unless you specifically type /LOG/QUERY in the command line). 

This example demonstrates logging. 

,RENAMt: DXQ:A%%,MAC DXO:S.FOR 
Files renamed : 

DXO:ABC*MAC to DXO:ABC.FOR 
DXO:AAF,MAC to DXO:AAF.FOR 

/NOLOG - This option prevents a list of the files that are renamed from appearing on the terminal. 

/NEWFILES - Use this option in the command line if you want to rename only those files that have the current date. 
This is a convenient way to access all new files after a session at the computer. 

/QUERY - If you use this option, the system requests confirmation from you before it performs the operation. 
/QUERY is particularly useful on operations that involve wildcards, when you may not be completely sure which 
files the system selected for the operation. Note that if you specify /QUERY in a command line that also contains 
a wildcard in the file specification, the confirmation messages that print on the terminal replace the log messages 
that would normally appear. You must respond to a query message by typing Y (or anything that begins with Y) and 
a carriage return to initiate execution of a particular operation. The system interprets any other response to mean 
NO; it does not perform the specific operation. This example demonstrates querying. 

, R E N A M E / Q U E K Y  nxo: (F’IF’1. snu F’1:F’ l S A V )  

Filet; renaned: 
DXO:PIF’I ,SAU to DXO:PIP*SAu ? Y 
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/REPLACE.- This is the default mode of operation for the RENAME command. If a file exists with the same name 
as the fde you specify for output, the system deletes that duplicate file when it performs the rename operation. 

/NOREPLACE - This option prevents execution of the rename operation if a file with the same name as the output 
file you specify already exists on the same device. The following example uses /NOREPLACE. In this case, the out- 
put file already exists and no action occurs. 

,RENAME/NOREPLACE IlXO : TEST + SAU IIXO: DUP + SAV 
?PIP-W-OutPut file foundr no weration Performed DXO:TEST+SAU 

/SETDATE - This option causes the system to put the current date on all files it renames, unless the current system 
date is not set. Normally, the system preserves the existing file creation date when it renames a file. The following 
example renames files and changes their dates. 

,KENAME/SETDATE 11x0 : ( *. FOR t , OLD ) 
Files renamerj: 

DXO:AEC.FOR to DXO:AEC+OLD 
DXO:RAF,FOR to DXO:AAF.OLD 
DXO:MERGE,FOR to DXO:MERGE+OLD 

/SYSTEM - Use this option if you need to rename system (.SYS) files. If you omit this option, the system files are 
excluded from the rename operation and a message is printed on the terminal to remind you of this. This example 
renames MM.SYS to MX.SYS. 

.KENAME/SYSTEM DXO:MM+SYS IlXO:MX,SYS 
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The RESET command resets several background system tables and does a general clean-up of the background area. 

RESET 

The RESET command accepts no options or arguments. The RESET command causes the system to purge all open 
input/output channels, initialize the user program memory area, and unload any device handlers that were not ex- 
plicitly made resident with the LOAD command. It also disables CTRL/O, clears locations 40-53, and resets the 
KMON (keyboard monitor) stack pointer. Use RESET before you execute a program if a device or the monitor needs 
reinitialization, or when you need to discard the results of previously issued GET commands. The RESET command 
had no effect on the foreground job. The following example uses the RESET command before running a program. 

&ESET 
.I? MYF’ROG 
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The RESUME command continues execution of the foreground job at the point the SUSPEND command was issued. 

RESUME 

No arguments or options are permitted with the RESUME command. When you issue the RESUME command, the 
foreground job enters any completion routines that were scheduled while the job was suspended. Note that RESUME 
is valid only with the FB and XM monitors. The following command resumes execution of the foreground job that 
is currently suspended. 

You can also use the RESUME command to execute a foreground job that you start with FRUN using /P. 
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The RUN command loads a memory image file into memory and starts execution. 

RUN (sp) filespec (sp) input-list[ (sp) output-list] 

(sp) argument 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespec represents the program to execute. The system assumes a .SAV 
file type for the executable file, which can reside on any RT-11 block-replaceable device. The default device is DK: . 
The RUN command automatically loads the device handler for the device you specify if it is not already resident. 
This eliminates the need to explicitly load a device handler when you run an overlaid program from a device other 
than the system device. The RUN command executes only those programs that have been linked to run as back- 
ground jobs. You cannot use RUN on a virtual job that executes under the XM monitor. The following command, 
for example, executes MYPROGSAV, which is stored on device DXl :. 

.RlJN IlXi : MYF’ROG 

You can also specify in the RUN command an argument to pass to the program, or a list of input and output specifi- 
cations. This allows you to specify a line of input for a user program or for a system utility program (which accepts 
file specifications in the special syntax described in Chapter 6). The system automatically converts the input-list and 
the output-list you specify into a format that the CSI (Command String Interpreter) accepts. For example, to execute 
the directory program (DIR) and obtain a complete listing of the directory of DXl : on the printer, you can use the 
following command. 

,lilJN DIR rrxi:*.* LF:‘Z/E 
* 

This command has the same effect as the following lines. 

,RIJN DIR 
*LF:‘: /E..=DXi : * + * 
S”‘C 

l 

Note that when you use either an argument or an input-list and output-list with RUN, control returns to the monitor 
when the program completes. 
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The SAVE command writes memory areas in memory image format to the file and device that you specify. 

I SAVE @ filespec[ (sp) parameters] 

In the command syntax shown above, filespec represents the file to be saved on a block-replaceable device. If you do 
not specify a file type, the system uses SAV. The parameters represent memory locations to be saved. 

Parameters are of the form: 

address [-address(2)] [ ,address(3) [-address(n)] ] 

where 

address is an octal value representing a specific block of memory locations to be saved. If you 
specify more than one address, each address must be higher than the previous one. 

RT-11 transfers memory in 256-word blocks beginning on boundaries that are multiples 
of 256 (decimal). If the locations you specify make a block that is less than 256 words, 
the system saves additional words to make a 256-word block. 

The system saves memory from location 0 to the highest memory address specified by the parameter list or to the 
program high limit (location 50 in the system communication area). Initially, the system gives the start address and 
the JSW (Job Status Word) the default value 0 and sets the stack to 1000. If you want to change these or any of the 
following addresses, you can use the Deposit command to alter them and the SAVE command to save the correct 
areas. 

AREA LOCATION 

Start address 40 

Stack 42 

JSW 44 

USR address 46 

High address 50 

FilI characters 56 

If you change the values of the addresses, it is your responsibility to reset them to their default values. For more 
information concerning these addresses refer to the RT-11 Advanced l+ogrammer’s Guide. Note that the SAVE 
command does not write the overlay segments of programs; it saves only the root segment. 

The following command saves location 10000 through 11777 and 14000 through 14777. It stores the contents of 
these locations in the file FILE1 SAV on device DK: . 

.SAUE FILEi 10000-l.%000~l4000-.l4100 

The next example sets the reenter bit in the JSW and saves locations 1000 through 5777 in file PRAM.SAV on 
device SY:. 

.D 44=2000 

.SA’JE SY: F’RAM 1000-5777 
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The SET command changes device handler characteristics and certain system configuration parameters. 

SET (sp) physical-device-name (sp) condition 

item 

In the command syntax illustrated above, physical-device-name represents the device handler whose characteristics 
you need to modify. 

See Table 3-l for a list of the standard RT-11 permanent device names. The argument, item, represents a system 
parameter that you need to modify. The system items you can change include error handling (SET ERROR) and 
wildcard handling (SET WILDCARDS). Table 4-l 3 lists the devices and items you can modify as well as the valid 
conditions for these devices and items. If you set more than one condition for a device, separate the conditions by 
commas. With the exception of the SET TT, SET USR, and SET item commands, the SET command locates the file 
SY:device.SYS and permanently modifies it. The SET commands are valid for all three RT-11 monitors unless other- 
wise specified. They permanently modify the device handlers (except where noted); this means that the conditions 
remain set even across a reboot. For those SET commands that do not permanently modify the device handlers, the 
conditions return to the default setting after a reboot. To make these settings appear permanent, include the appro- 
priate SET commands in your system’s startup indirect command file (see Section 4.3.3). The command you enter 
must be completely valid for the modification to take place. If a handler is already loaded when you issue a SET 
command for it, you must unload the handler and install a fresh copy from the system device for the modification 
to have an effect on execution. Note that the colon (:) after each device name is optional. 

PDP-11 WORD 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

UNUSED (ALWAYS 0) 
ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE 

12 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
c 1 I I 

Figure 4-2 Format of a 12-bit Binary Number 

Device 
Or 

Item 

CR: 

CR: 

CR: 

CR: 

Condition 

CODE=n 

CRLF 

NOCRLF 

HANG 

Table 4-l 3 SET Device Conditions 

Action 

Modifies the card reader handler to use either the DEC 026 or DEC 029 
card codes. The argument, n, must be either 26 or 29. The default value 
is 29. 

Appends a carriage return/line feed combination to each card image. 
This is the normal mode. 

Transfers each card image without appending a carriage return/line feed 
combination. The default is CRLF. 

Waits for you to make a correction if the reader is not ready at the start 
of a transfer. This is the normal mode. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 4-13 (Cont .) SET Device Conditions 

Action 

Generates an immediate error if the device is not ready at the start of a 
transfer. The handler waits (regardless of how the condition is set) if the 
reader becomes not ready during a transfer (i.e., the input hopper is 
empty, but an end-of-file card has not been read). The default is HANG. 

Causes each card column to be stored as a 12-bit binary number, one 
column per word. The CODE option has no effect in IMAGE mode. 
Figure 4-2 illustrates the format of the 12-bit binary number. This format 
allows the system to read binary card images. It is especially useful if you 
use a special encoding of punch combinations. Mark-sense cards can be 
read in this mode. The default is NOIMAGE. 

Allows the normal translation (as specified by the CODE option) to take 
place. The system packs data one column per byte. It translates invalid 
punch combinations into the error character, ASCII backslash (\), which 
is octal code 134. This is the normal mode. 

Removes trailing blanks from each card that the system reads. You should 
not use TRIM and NOCRLF together because card boundaries become 
difficult to read. TRIM is the normal mode. 

Transfers a full 80 characters per card. The default is TRIM. 

Performs a read-after-write check for every record written. It retries if an 
output error occurs. If three retries fail, the system indicates an output 
error. The default is NORAW. 

Writes every record directly without reading it back for verification. This 
setting significantly increases transfer rates at the risk of increased error 
rates. This is the normal mode. 

Invokes the text editor EDIT with the keyboard monitor EDIT command. 
This is the normal mode. The system returns to this condition after a 
reboot. 

Invokes the text editor TECO with the keyboard monitor EDIT command. 
The default is EDIT. The system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

Causes indirect command files and keyboard monitor commands that 
perform multiple operations (such as EXECUTE, which combines 
assembling, linking, and running) to abort if errors or severe errors occur. 
An example of an error is an undefined symbol in an assembly. An example 
of a severe error is a device that is write-locked when the system attempts 
to write to it. If either condition occurs, the indirect command file or 
keyboard monitor command aborts the next time the monitor get control 
of the system. This is the normal setting. The system returns to this con- 
dition after a reboot. 
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Device 
Or 

Item 

CR: 

CR: 

CR: 

CR: 

CT: 

CT: 

EDIT 

EDIT 

ERROR 

Condition 

NOHANG 

IMAGE 

NOIMAGE 

TRIM 

NOTRIM 

RAW 

NORAW 

EDIT 

TECO 

ERROR 
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Table 4-13 (Cont.) SET Device Conditions 

Action 

Allows indirect command files and keyboard monitor commands to 
continue to execute even though they contain significant errors. Most 
monitor fatal errors still cause the indirect command file or keyboard 
monitor command to abort. See SET ERROR ERROR. SET ERROR 
ERROR is the default setting. The system returns to that condition 
after a reboot. 

Causes indirect command files and keyboard monitor commands to 
abort if severe errors occur. See SET ERROR ERROR. SET ERROR 
ERROR is the default setting. The system returns to that condition 
after a reboot. 

Causes indirect command files and keyboard monitor commands to 
abort if warnings, errors, or severe errors occur. See SET ERROR 
ERROR. SET ERROR ERROR is the default setting. The system 
returns to that condition after a reboot. 

Sends carriage returns to the printer. To allow overstriking on the 
printer, use this condition for any FORTRAN program that uses 
formatted input and output. Use CR also for any LSI 1 or LPO5 line 
printer to prevent loss of the last line in the buffer. This is the normal 
mode. 

Prevents the system from sending carriage returns to the printer. This 
setting produces a significant increase in printing speed on LPl 1 
printers. The line printer controller causes a line feed to perform the 
functions of a carriage return. The default is CR. 

Passes all characters, including nonprinting control characters, to the 
printer. Use this condition to pass the bell character to the LA1 80 
printing terminal. You can use this mode for LSI 1 line printers. (Other 
line printers print a space for a control character.) The default is 
NOCTRL. 

Ignores non-printing control characters. This is the normal mode. 

Issues a form feed before a request to print blocks 0. This is the normal 
mode. 

Turns off FORM0 mode. The default is FORMO. 

Waits for you to make a correction if the line printer is not ready or 
becomes not ready during printing. If you expect output from the line 
printer and the system does not respond or appears to be idle, check to 
see if the line printer is powered on and ready to print. This is the normal 
mode. 

(Continued on next page: 
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Device 
Or 

Item 

ERROR 

ERROR 

ERROR 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

Condition 

NONE 

SEVERE 

WARNING 

CR 

NOCR 

CTRL 

NOCTRL 

FORM0 

NOFORMO 

HANG 
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Table 4-13 (Cont.) SET Device Conditions 

Device 
Or 

Item 

LP: 

LP: 

LP: 

If: 

LP: 

LP: 

MM: 

MM: 

MM: 

MM: 

MT: 

Condition 

NOHANG 

Lc 

NOLC 

TAB 

NOTAB 

WIDTH=n 

DEFALT=9 

DENSE= [800 

ODDPAR 

NOODDPAR 

Action 

Generates an immediate error if the line printer is not ready. The default 
is NOHANG. 

Allows the system to send lower case characters to the printer. Use this 
condition if your printer has a lower case character set. The default is 
NOLC. 

Translates lower case characters to upper case before printing. This is 
the normal mode. 

Sends TAB characters to the LA180 line printer. The default is NOTAB. 

Does not send TAB characters to the line printer. This is the normal 
mode. 

Sets the line printer width to n, where n is an integer between 30 and 
255, inclusive. The system ignores any characters that print past column 
n. 

Returns to default settings for 9-track tape. The 9-track defaults are: 

DENSE=809 
ODDPAR 
NODUMP 

or 809 or 16001 
Sets density-for the 9-track tape handler. Do not alter the density setting 
within a volume. A density setting of 1600 bits per inch (BPI) auto- 
matically sets parity to odd. The valid density settings for 9-track tape 
are : 

800 BP1 
1600 BP1 

Sets parity to odd for 9-track tape. DIGITAL recommends this setting. 

Sets parity to even for 9-track tape. DIGITAL does not recommend 
this setting for normal operation, and provides it only for compatibility 
with other systems. 

DEFALT= [7 or 91 
Returns to default settings for 7- or 9-track tape. The 7-track defaults are: 

DENSE=807 
ODDPAR 
DUMP 

(Continued on next page) 
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Device 
or 
Item 

MT: 
(Cont.) 

MT: 

MT: 

MT: 

MT: 

T-l-: 

TT: 

TT: 

Table 4-13 (Cont.) SET Device Conditions 

Condition 

The 9-track defaults are: 

Action 

DENSE=809 
ODDPAR 
NODUMP 

DENSE=[200 or 556 or 807 or 800 or 8091 

DUMP 

ODDPAR 

NOODDPAR 

CONSOL=n 

CRLF 

NOCRLF 

Sets density for 7- or 9-track tape. 807 represents 800 BP1 for 7-track 
tape; 800 or 809 represents 800 BP1 for 9-track tape. Do not alter the 
density within a tape volume. You must set density to 807 for 7 track 
tape if you want dump mode. The valid density settings for 7 and 9 
track tape are : 

7-track: 200 BP1 
556 BP1 
800 BP1 
800 BP1 Dump 

9-track: 800 BP1 

Writes bytes to 7-track tape. You must also set density to 807. 

Sets parity to odd for 7- or 9-track tape. DIGITAL recommends this 
setting. 

Sets parity to even for 7- or 9-track tape. DIGITAL does not recommend 
this setting for normal operation, and provides it only for compatibility 
with other systems. 

Directs the system to use as the console terminal, the terminal whose 
logical unit number you specify. The default value is 0, which rep- 
resents the original console terminal. The terminal whose logical unit 
number you specify must not be currently attached by the foreground 
job. The system returns to this default after a reboot. 

Issues a carriage return/line feed combination on the console terminal 
whenever you attempt to type past the right margin. You can change 
the margin with the WIDTH command. This is the normal mode. This 
setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. The system returns to this con- 
dition after a reboot. 

Takes no special action at the right margin. This setting is not valid for 
the SJ monitor. The default is CRLF. The system returns to that con- 
dition after a reboot. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 4-13 (Cont.) SET Device Conditions 

Action 

Treats CTRL/B and CTRL/F as background and foreground program 
control characters and does not transmit them to your program. This 
is the normal mode. This setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. The 
system returns to this condition after a reboot. 

Causes CTRL/B and CTRL/F to have no special meaning. Issue SET TT 
NOFB to KMON, which runs as a background job, to disable all com- 
munication with the foreground job. To enable communication with the 
foreground job, issue the command SET ‘IT FB. This setting is not valid 
for the SJ monitor. The default is FB. The system returns to that condi- 
tion after a reboot. 

Indicates that the console terminal is capable of executing hardware 
form feeds. This setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. 

Simulates form feeds by generating eight line feeds. This setting is not 
valid for the SJ monitor. This is the normal mode. The system returns 
to this condition after a reboot. 

Enables the Hold Screen mode of operation for the VT50 terminal. The 
command has no effect on any other terminal, but it can cause a left 
square bracket ([) to print. This setting is valid for all monitors. This is 
the normal mode. The system returns to this condition after a reboot. 

Disables the Hold Screen mode of operation for the VT50 terminal. The 
command has no effect on any other terminal, but it can cause a back- 
slash (\) to print. This setting is valid for all monitors. The default is 
HOLD. The system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

Treats CTRL/S and CTRL/Q characters as terminal output hold and 
unhold flags and does not transmit them to your program. This setting 
is not valid for the SJ monitor. This is the normal mode. The system 
returns to this condition after a reboot. 

Causes CTRL/S and CTRL/Q to have no special meaning. This setting 
is not valid for the SJ monitor. The default is PAGE. The system returns 
to that condition after a reboot. 

Prevents the system from echoing lines from indirect files. The default 
is NOQUIET. The system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

Echoes lines from indirect files. This is the default mode. The system 
returns to this condition after a reboot. 

Echoes RUBOUT characters as backspace-space-backspace. Use this mode 
if your console terminal is a VT50, VTOS, VT52, VT55, VT61, or if GT 
ON is in effect. This setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. The default 
is NOSCOPE. The system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

4-l 10 (Continued on next page) 

Device 
Or 

Item 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

l-T: 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

TT: 

Condition 

FB 

NOFB 

FORM 

NOFORM 

HOLD 

NOHOLD 

PAGE 

NOPAGE 

QUIET 

NOQUIET 

SCOPE 
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Table 4-13 (Cont.) SET Device Conditions 

Device 
or 
Item 

‘IT: 

Condition 

NOSCOPE 

Action 

Echoes each RUBOUT character as a backslash followed by the character 
deleted. This is the normal mode. This setting is not valid for the SJ 
monitor. The system returns to this condition after a reboot. 

T-l-: TAB Indicates that the console terminal is capable of executing hardware tabs. 
This setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. The default is NQTAB. The 
system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

TT: NOTAB Simulates tab stops every eight positions. VT05 and VT50 terminals 
generally have hardware tabs. This setting is not valid for the SJ monitor. 
This is the normal mode. The system returns to this condition after a 
reboot. 

TT: WIDTH=n Sets the terminal width to n, where n is an integer between 30 and 255. 
The system initially sets the width to 72. This setting is not valid for the 
SJ monitor. (See SET TT CRLF.) The system returns to width 72 after 
a reboot. 

WILDCARDS EXPLICIT Causes the system to recognize file specifications exactly as you type 
them. If you omit a file name or a file type in a file specification the 
system does not automatically replace the missing item with an asterisk 
(*). Wildcards are described in Section 4.2. The default is IMPLICIT. 
The system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

WILDC ARDS IMPLICIT Causes the system to interpret missing fields in file specifications of 
certain commands as asterisks (*). Wildcards are described in Section 4.2 
of this manual. Table 4-2 shows how the system interprets commands 
that have missing fields. This is the normal mode. The system returns 
to this condition after a reboot. 

USR SWAP Allows the background job to place the USR in a swapping state. This 
setting is not valid for the XM monitor. This is the normal mode. The 
system returns to this condition after a reboot. 

USR NOSWAP Prevents the background job from placing the USR in a swapping state 
This setting is not valid for the XM monitor. The default is SWAP. The 
system returns to that condition after a reboot. 

The following examples illustrate the SET command. This command allows the system to send lower case characters 
to the printer: 

.SET LF’: LC 

The next command sets the system wildcard default to implicit. 

,SET WIL.‘lCARDS IMPLICIT 

AS a result of this command the system inserts an asterisk in place of a missing file name or file type in a file specifi- 
cation for certain commands. See Table 4-2 for a list of these commands. 
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The SHOW command prints at the terminal all the devices known to the system and any logical names assigned to 
these devices. 

I SHOW[ (sp) DEVICES] 1 
The devices the system lists are those known by the RT-11 monitor currently running in memory. This list reflects any 
additions or deletions you have made with the INSTALL and REMOVE commands. The final entry in the listing shows 
whether the USR is set to SWAP or NOSWAP. The listing also includes additional information about particular devices. 
The informational messages and their meanings are : 

09 
or =B 

Indicates that the device or unit is assigned to the background job. (For FB 
and XM monitors only.) 

(F) 
or =F 

Indicates that the device or unit is assigned to.the foreground job. (For FB 
and XM monitors only .) 

<FREE> Shows that the device slot is unused. You can use the INSTALL command 
to install a device into the free slot. Create a free slot by using the REMOVE 
command to remove a device. 

(LOADED) Shows that the handler for the device has been loaded into memory with the 
LOAD command. 

(RESIDENT) Indicates that the handler for the device is included in the resident monitor. 

=logical-device-name(l), 
logical-devlcename(2) . . . 
,logical-device-name(n) Shows that the device or unit has been assigned the indicated logical device 

names with the ASSIGN command. 

The following example was created under the FB monitor. It shows the status of all devices known to the system. 

. SHOW 
‘r ‘r (Resident) 
RK (Resident) 

RKO :z sy 
.::: F I‘ e @ 1::. 
.::: I-’ I’ (2 p ;:. 
XSX ( I...oaded 1 

DXO (B) 
.0X1 2z DI( 

D-f 
II ‘r (L..oisded=F 1 
CT 
I... F = OUT 
.::I F r’ (~2 e 1::. 
.::I F’ r (.zze 1::. 
EA 
EL 
NL 
.::I F r pi e ;:. 
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The listing shows first that TT and RK are resident in memory. The other device handlers known to the system are: 
DX, DT, MT, CT, LP, BA, EL, and NL. There are five free slots in the table. RKO: has the logical name SY: and DXl : 
has the logical name DK:. The logical name OUT: is assigned to LP:. The DX handler is loaded and device DXO: be- 
longs to the background job. The MT handler is loaded and belongs to the foreground job. The USR is set to SWAP. 
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The SQUEEZE command consolidates in a single area all unused blocks on the device you specify. 

In the command syntax illustrated above, device represents the disk or DECtape to be compressed. To perform a 
squeeze operation, the system moves all the files to the beginning of the device you specify, producing a single unused 
area after the group of files. The squeeze operation does not change the bootstrap blocks of a device. The system prints 
a confirmation message before it performs the squeeze operation. You must type Y followed by a carriage return to 
execute the command. 

The squeeze operation does not move files with .BAD file types. This feature prevents you from reusing bad blocks 
that occur on a disk. The system inserts files before and after .BAD files until the space between the last file it moved 
and the .BAD file is smaller than the next file to be moved. 

If you perform a squeeze operation on the system device, the system automatically reboots when the compress opera- 
tion completes. This reboot takes place in order to prevent system crashes that might occur when the monitor file is 
moved. 

/OUTPUT’:fIlespec - Use this option to transfer all the files from the input device to the output device in compressed 
format. This operation leaves the input device unchanged. The output device must be an initialized disk or DECtape. 
(Use the INITIALIZE command to do this.) Note that the system never queries you for confirmation before this opera- 
tion proceeds. If the output device is not initialized, the system prints an error message and does not execute the com- 
mand. The following example transfers all the files from RKO: to RKl : in compressed format, leaving RKO: unchanged. 

, St2UEEIZE/OIJTF’U’l’ : RKl : RKO : 

/QUERY - This option causes the system to print a confirmation message before it executes a squeeze operation. You 
must respond by typing a Y followed by a carriage return for execution to proceed. This is the default operation. 
/QUERY is meaningless with the /OUTPUT option. 

/NOQUERY - Use this option to suppress the confirmation message that prints before a squeeze operation executes. 
The following command compresses all the files on device DTI : and does not query. 
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The START command initiates execution of the program currently in memory (loaded with the GET command) at 
the address you specify. 

STARTi (sp) address] 

In the command syntax shown above, address is an even octal number representing any 1 b-bit address. If you omit the 
address or if you specify 0, the system uses the starting address that is in location 40. If the address you specify does 
not exist or is invalid for any reason, a trap to location 4 occurs and the monitor prints an error message. Note that 
this command is valid for background jobs only. The following command loads MYPROG.SAV into memory and be- 
gins execution. 

The next example loads MYF’ROGSAV and ODT.SAV into memory, and begins execution at ODT’s starting address. 

+ GET MYF’ROG 
. GET CIDT 
. START 

WIT Vol. 04 
* 
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The SUSPEND command stops execution of the foreground job. 

SUSPEND 

No arguments or options are accepted with this command. The SUSPEND command is not valid for the SJ monitor. 
The system permits foreground input and output that are already in progress to finish; however, it issues no new input 
or output requests and enters no completion routines (see the RT-I1 Advanced Programmer’s Guide for a detailed ex- 
planation of completion routines). You can continue execution of the job by typing the RESUME command. The 
following command suspends execution of the foreground job that is currently running. 
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Use the TIME command to set the time of day or to display the current time of day. 

TIME[ (sp) hh:mm:ssl 

In the command syntax shown above, hh represents hours (from 0 to 23); mm represents minutes (from 0 to 59) and 
ss represents seconds (from 0 to 59). The system keeps time on a 24-hour clock. 

To enter the time of day, specify the time in the format described above. You should do this as soon as you bootstrap 
the system. The following example enters the time, 11: 15:OO A.M. 

,TIME 11:15 

As this example shows, if you omit one of the arguments the system assumes 0. The system automatically resets the 
time each day at midnight. 

To display the current time of day, type the TIME command without an argument, as this example shows. 

,TIME 
i:1:l.5:01 

When the RT-11 system is installed, the clock rate is preset to 60 cycles. Consult the RT-11 System Generation Manual 
for information on setting the clock to a 50-cycle rate. 
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The TYPE command types (or prints) the contents of one or more fties on the terminal. 

(sp) filespecr 

In the command syntax illustrated above, filespecs represents the file or files to be typed. You can explicitly specify up 
to six files as input to the TYPE command. The system types the files in the order in which you specify them in the 
command line. You can also use wildcards in the file specification. In this case, the system types the files in the order 
in which they occur in the directory of the device you specify. If you specify more than one file, separate the fdes by 
commas. If you omit the file type for a file specification, the system assumes .LST. You can specify the entire com- 
mand on one line, or you can rely on rne system to prompt you for informarlon. The TYPE command prompt is 
Files?. 

The following sections describe the TYPE command options and include command examples. 

/COPIES:n - Use this option to type more than one copy of the file. The meaningful range of values for the decimal 
argument, n, is from 2 to 32 (1 is the default). The following command, for example, types three copies of the file 
REPORT.LST on the terminal. 

+ TYF’E/COF’I tl_‘s : 3 REPORT 

/DELETE - Use this option to delete a file after it is typed on the terminal. This option must appear following the 
command in the command line. The TYPE/DELETE operation does not ask you for confirmation before it executes. 
You must use /QUERY for this function. The following example types a BASIC program on the terminal, then deletes 
it from DXl : . 

+ TYF’E/DELETE 11x1 : F’ROGl + EtRS 

/LOG - This option prints on the terminal the names of the files that were typed by the current command. Normally, 
the system prints a log only if there is a wildcard in the file specification. If you specify /QUERY, the query message 
replaces the log, unless you specifically type /LOG/QUERY in the command line. The following example shows a 
TYPE command and the resulting log. 

. TYF’E/LOG OUTFIL ,LST 
Files cupiecl: 

Illi : OUTFIL.. + I...ST to TT : 

/NOLOG - This option prevents a list of the files that were typed from printing on the terminal. You can use this op- 
tion to suppress the log if you use a wildcard in the file specification. 

/NEWFILES - Use this option in the command line if you need to type only those files that have the current date. The 
following example shows a convenient way to type all new files after a session at the computer. 

,TYPE/NEWFILES *.LST 
Files CoPied: 

DK : REPORT. LST to TT: 
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/QUERY - If you use this option, the system requests confirmation from you before it performs the operation. 
/QUERY is particularly useful on operations that involve wildcards, when you may not be completely sure which 
files the system selected for an operation. Note that if you specify /QUERY in a TYPE command line that also con- 
tams a wildcard in the file specification, the confirmation messages that print on the terminal replace the log messages 
that would normally appear. You must respond to a query message by typing Y (or anything that begins with Y) and 
a carriage return to initiate execution of a particular operation. The system interprets any other response as NO and 
it does not perform the specific operation. 

+ TYPE/QUERY/1lELETE t . LST 
Files copied/deleted: 

IlK:OUTFIL+LST to TT:.? NO 
DK!REPORT+LST to TT:? Y 
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The UNLOAD command makes handlers that were previously loaded non-resident, thus freeing the memory space they 
occupied. 

UNLOAD (sp) device1 , . . . device] 

In the command syntax shown above, device represents the device handler to unload. 

UNLOAD clears ownership for all units of the device type you specify. A request to unload the system device handler 
clears ownership for any assigned units for that device, but the handler itself remains resident. After you issue the 
UNLOAD command, the system returns any memory it frees to a free memory list. The background,job eventually re- 
claims free memory. Note that if you interrupt an operation that involves magtapes or cassette, you must unload and 
then load (with the LOAD command) the appropriate device handler (MM, MT, or CT). 

The system does not accept an UNLOAD command while a foreground job is running if the foreground job owns any 
units of that device. This is because a handler that the foreground job needs might become nonresident. You can un- 
load a device while a foreground job is running if none of its units belong to the foreground job. 

A special function of this command is to remove a terminated foreground job and reclaim memory, since the system 
does not automatically return the space occupied by the foreground job to the free memory list. The next command 
unloads the foreground job and frees the memory it occupied. This command is valid only if the foreground job is not 
running. 

. UNLQAD RK : 

The following command clears ownership of all units of RK if RK: is the system device. 

The next command releases the line printer and DECtape handlers and frees the area they previously held. 
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PART III 

TEXT EDITING 

You use an editor to create and modify textual material. PART III describes the RT-11 text editor, EDIT, and ex- 
plains how to use it. 
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CHAPTER 5 

TEXT EDITOR 

The text editor (EDIT) is a program that creates or modifies ASCII source files for use as input to other system 
programs such as the MACRO assembler or the FORTRAN compiler. EDIT, which accepts commands you type at 
the terminal, reads ASCII files from any input device, makes specific changes, and writes on any output device. 
EDIT allows efficient use of VT1 1 or VS60 display hardware, if they are part of the system configuration. 

The editor considers a file to be divided into logical units called pages. A page of text is generally 50-60 lines long 
(delimited by form feed characters) and corresponds approximately to a physical page of a program listing. The 
editor reads one page of text at a time from the input file into its internal buffers where the page becomes available 
for editing. You can then use editing commands to: 

l Locate text to be changed 

0 Execute and verify the changes 

l List an edited page on the console terminal 

l Output a page of text to the output file. 

5.1 CALLING AND USING EDIT 
You can call the text editor when you are at monitor level. The syntax of the command is: 

(sp) filespec[/ALLOCATE:sizel 

/OUTPUT:fileopec[/ALLOCATE:size] 

I I 

See Section 4.4 for a description of the EDIT command and its options. 

5.2 MODES OF OPERATION 
Normally, the editor operates in either command mode or text mode. In command mode the editor interprets all 
input you type on the keyboard as commands to perform some operation. In text mode the editor interprets all 
typed input as text to replace, insert into, or append to the contents of the text buffer. 

Immediately after being loaded into memory and started, the editor is in command mode. EDIT prints an asterisk 
at the left margin of the console terminal page to indicate that it is ready to accept a command. Terminate all com- 
mands by pressing the ESCAPE key twice in succession. Execution of commands proceeds from left to right. Should 
EDIT encounter an error before it begins execution of a command string, it prints an error message followea oy an 
asterisk at the beginning of a new line, indicating that it is still in command mode and awaiting a legal command. 
EDIT does not execute the command in error or any succeeding command. You should retype the command 
correctly. 
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To enter text mode, type a command that must be followed by a text string. These commands insert, replace, ex- 
change, or otherwise manipulate text. When you type one of these commands, EDIT recognizes all succeeding 
characters as part of the text string until it encounters an ESCAPE character. The ESCAPE terminates the text 
string and causes the editor to reenter command mode. 

You can use a special editing mode, called immediate mode, whenever the VT-l 1 display hardware is running. 
Section 5.7.2 describes this mode. 

5.3 SPECIAL KEY COMMANDS 
Table 5-l lists the EDIT key commands. Type a control command by holding down the CTRL key while typing the 
appropriate character. 

Table 5-l EDIT Key Commands 

Key Explanation 

ESCAPE, 
ALTMODE, 
or SEL 

Echoes $. A single ESCAPE terminates a text string. A double ESCAPE (two 
consecutive ESCAPES) executes the command string. For example: 

*GMOU A Y I3-%-11:~$$ 

The first ESCAPE ($) terminates the text object (MOV A,B) of the Get command. 
The double ESCAPE ($$) terminates the Delete command and executes the enrrre 
command string. In this example, the character B will be deleted as a result of 
execution. 

CTRL/C Echoes at the terminal as ‘C. If EDIT encounters a CTRL/C as a command in 
command mode, it terminates execution and returns control to the monitor. You 
can restart the editor by typing R EDIT or REENTER in response to the monitor’s 
prompt. If EDIT encounters a CTRL/C in a text object, EDIT includes the CTRL/C 
in the text object, just like any other character. If the editor is executing a lengthy 
command and you want to stop EDIT, type two CTRL/C commands in succession. 
This will abort the command, generate the ?EDIT-F-COMMAND ABORTED error 
message, and return the editor to command mode. For example: 

* I-cAC”c!6$ 
f”CB$ 

In the first command, the three CTRL/C characters are part of the text object of 
the Insert command. EDIT treats them like any other character. In the second 
command string, the CTRL/C occurs at command level, and causes the editor to 
terminate. 

If no commands (other than CLOSE) are executed between the time you terminate 
the editor and the time you issue a REENTER command, the text buffer is preservec 
exactly as it was at program termination. However, only the text buffer is preserved. 
The input and output files are closed, and the save and macro buffers are reinitializec 

If you inadvertently terminate an editing session before the output file can be 
closed, you can often use the monitor CLOSE command to make permanent the 
portion of the output file that has already been written (see Section 4.4). You 
can then reenter the editor, open a new output file, and continue the editing 
session. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 5-l (Cont.) EDIT Key Commands 

Key Explanation 

CTRL/O Echoes “0 and a carriage return. Inhibits printing on the terminal until Completion 

of the current command string. Typing a second CTRLlO resumes output. 

CTRL/U Echoes “U and a carriage return. Deletes all the characters on the current terminal 
input line. (Equivalent to pressing the RUBOUT key until all the characters back 
to the beginning of the line are deleted.) 

RUBOUT 

DE;;TE 

Deletes a character from the current command line; echoes a backslash followed 
by the character deleted. Each succeeding RUBOUT you type deletes and echoes 
another character. An enclosing backslash prints when you type a key other than 
RUBOUT. This erasure is done from right to left. Since EDIT accepts multiple 
line commands, RUBOUT can delete past the carriage return/line feed combina- 
tion and delete characters on the previous line. You can use RUBOUT in both 
command and text modes. 

TAB Spaces to the next tab stop. Tab stops are positioned every eight spaces on the 
terminal; pressing the TAB key causes the carriage to advance to the next tab 
position. 

CTRL/X Echoes “X and a carriage return. CTRL/X causes the editor to ignore the entire 
command string you are currently entering. The editor prints a carriage return/line 
feed combination and an asterisk to indicate that you can enter another command. 
For example: 

* 1 A EC c 1:i 
EF’GH”‘X 
* 

A CTRL/U would cause only deletion of EFGH; CTRL/X erases the entire 
command. 

5.4 COMMAND STRUCTURE 
EDIT commands fall into eight general categories. Table 5-2 lists these categories and the commands they include. 

Table 5-2 EDIT Command Categories 

Category 

File open and close 

File input/output 

Commands Section 

Edit Backup 5.6.1.3 
Edit Read 5.6.1 .l 
Edit Write 5.6.1.2 
End File 5.6.1.4 

EXit 5.6.2.4 
Next 5.6.2.3 
Read 5.6.2.1 
Write 5.6.2.2 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 5-2 (Cont.) EDIT Command Categories 

Category Commands Section 

Immediate mode ESCAPE 5.7.2 
CTRL D 5.7.2 
CTRL G 5.7.2 
CTRL N 5.7.2 
CTRL V 5.7.2 
RUBOUT 5.7.2 

Pointer location Advance 5.6.3.3 
Beginning 5.6.3.1 
Jump 5.6.3.2 

Search Find 5.6.4.2 
Get 5.6.4.1 
Position 5.6.4.3 

Text listing List 5.6.5.1 
Verify 5.6.5.2 

Text modification Change 5.6.6.4 
Delete 5.6.6.2 
exchange 5.6.6.5 
Insert 5.6.6.1 
Kill 5.6.6.3 

Utility Edit Console 5.7.1 
Edit Display 5.7.1 
Edit Lower 5.6.7.6 
Edit Upper 5.6.7.6 
Edit Version 5.6.7.5 
Executive Macro 5.6.7.4 
Macro 5.6.7.3 
Save 5.6.7.1 
Unsave 5.6.7.2 

The general syntax for all the EDIT commands, with the exception of the immediate mode commands, is: 

[n] C [text] $ 

or 

bl C$ 

where 

n represents one of the legal arguments from Table 5-3. 

C represents a l- or 2-letter command. 

text represents a string of successive ASCII characters. 
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As a rule, commands are separated from one another by a single ESCAPE; however, if the command requires no text, 
the separating ESCAPE is not necessary. Commands are terminated by a single ESCAPE; typing a second ESCAPE 
begins execution. (You use ESCAPE differently when immediate mode is in effect; Section 5.7.2 details its use in 
this case.) 

The syntax of display editor commands is somewhat different from the normal editing command format, and is 
described in Section 5.7. 

5.4.1 Arguments 
An argument is positioned before a command letter. It specifies either the particular portion of text to be affected 
by the command or the number of times to perform the command. With some commands, this specification is 
implicit and no argument is needed; other editing commands require an argument. Table 5-3 lists the possible 
arguments and their meanings. 

Table 5-3 Command Arguments 

Argument 

I 

Meaning 

Stands for any integer in the range - 16383 to + 16383 and may, except where 
noted, be preceded by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign. If no sign precedes n, it is 
assumed to be a positive number. The absence of n implies a 1 (or - 1 if a minus 
sign precedes a command). n can represent the number of characters or lines 
forward or backward (+ or -) to move the pointer, or it can represent the 
number of times to execute the operation. 

Indicates the text between the beginning of the current line and the reference 
pointer (see Section 5.4.3). 

Refers to the text between the reference pointer and the end of the text in the 
buffer. 

Use only with the J, D, and C commands to represent-n, where n is equal to the 
length of the last text argument used. 

The roles of all arguments are explained more specifically in the following sections. 

5.4.2 Command Strings 
All EDIT command strings are terminated by two successive ESCAPE characters. Use spaces, carriage returns, and 
line feeds within a command string to increase command readability. EDIT ignores them unless they appear in a 
text string. Commands to insert text can contain text strings that are several lines long. Each line you enter is 
terminated by the carriage return key, which inserts both a carriage return and a line feed character into the text. 
The entire command is terminated by a double ESCAPE. 

You can string several commands together and execute them in sequence. For example: 

text object text object text object 

- e n 
*sGMoV PC, RO$-“2CRIl.$5KGCLR @R2$$ 

I 

1 

uv 

I 

I 

1 
second third fifth 

command command command 

first fourth 

command command 
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where 

B is the first command. 

GMOV PC ,RO is the second command (MOV PC,RO is the text object). 

-2CRl is the third command (Rl is the text object). 

5K is the fourth command. 

GCLR @R2 is the fifth command (CLR @R2 is the text object). 

$ separates the end of each text object from the following command. 

$$ executes the commands. 

Execution of a command string begins when you type the double ESCAPE and proceeds from left to right. Except 
when they are part of a text string, EDIT ignores spaces, carriage returns, line feeds, and single ESCAPES. For 
example : 

You can also type this command as: 

Execution of the two commands will be the same. 

5.4.3 The Current Location Pointer 
Most EDIT commands function with respect to a movable reference pointer that is normally located between the 
most recent character operated upon and the next character in the buffer. It is important to think of this pointer as 
being between two characters and never directly on a character. At the start of editing operations, the pointer 
precedes the first character in the buffer, although it is not displayed on the console terminal. At any given time 
during the editing procedure, think of the pointer as representing the current position of the editor in the text. The 
pointer moves during editing operations according to the type of editing operation being performed. Refer to text 
in the buffer as so many characters or lines preceding or following the pointer. 

5.4.4 Character- and Line-Oriented Command Properties 
Edit commands are either character-oriented or line-oriented: character-oriented commands affect a specified num- 
ber of characters preceding or following the pointer; line-oriented commands operate on entire lines of text. 

The argument of character-oriented commands specifies the number of characters in the buffer on which to operate. 
If n is unsigned (positive), the command operates in a forward direction. If n is preceded by a minus sign (negative), 
the command moves the reference pointer backwards. 0, (RET), and null characters, although not printed. 
are embedded in text lines, counted as characters in character-oriented commands, and treated as any other text 
characters. When you press the <RET) key, both a carriage return and a line feed character are inserted into the text. 
For example, assume the pointer is positioned as indicated in the following text (t represents the current position 
of the pointer): 

MOV #i%JECT,R2 ma+ 
CLR @R2(RET)@ 
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The EDIT command -25 moves the pointer back two characters to precede the carriage return character. 

MOV #VECT, R2+@@ 
CLR @R2 <RET)= 

The command 1 OJ advances the pointer forward by ten characters and places it between the @and (LF) characters 
at the end of the second line. Note that the tab character preceding @R2 is also counted as a single character. 

MOV #VECT,R2 aa 
CLR @R2 (RET),@ 

Finally, to place the pointer after the C in the first line, use a - 14J command. The J (Jump) command is explained 
in Section 5.6.3.2. 

MOV #VECT,R2(RET)a 
CLR @R2 +@a 

When you use line-oriented commands, the argument of the commands specifies the number of lines on which to 
operate. Because EDIT counts the line-terminating characters to determine the number of lines on which to operate\ 
an argument, n, does not affect the same number of lines forward (positive) as it affects backward (negative). For 
example, the argument - 1 applies to the line beginning with the first character following the second previous end- 
of-line and ending with the character preceding the pointer. The argument 1 in a line-oriented command, however, 
applies to the text beginning with the first character following the pointer and ending at the first end-of-line. Thus, 
if the pointer is at the center of the line, the argument - 1 affects one and one-half lines backwards from the pointer 
and the argument 1 affects one-half line beyond the pointer. 

For example, assume the buffer contains: 

MOV PC,Rl (RET)@ 
ADD +#DRIV- .,R~(RET)~ 
MOV #VECT,R2 (RET)= 
CLR @R2(RET)a 

The command to advance the pointer one line (1 A) causes the following change: 

MOV PC,Rl@(LF) 
+ADD #DRIV- .,Rl(RET)@ 
MOV #VECT,R2 (RET)a 
CLR @R2== 

The command 2A moves the pointer over two m (LF) combinations to precede the fourth line: 

MOV PC,Rl(RET)@ 
ADD #DRIV-.,Rl@m 
MOV #VECT,R2 <RET)a 

+CLR @R2@9(LF) 

Assume the buffer contains: 

MOV PC,Rl (RET) (LF) 
ADD #DRIV- .,Rl(RET) (LF) 
MOV #VECT ,R2 (RET) (LF) 
CLR @R2 ‘@(LF) 
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A command of - 1A moves the pointer back by one and one-half lines to precede the second line. 

MOV PC,Rlm(LF) 
+ADD #DRIV- .,Rl(RET)(LF) 
MOV #VECT,R2(R@ 
CLR @R2(RET)(LF) 

Now a command of - 1A moves the pointer back by only one line. 

+MOV PC,Rla(LF) 
ADD #DR~v- .,R~~(LF) 
MOV #VECT,R2(R (LF) 
CLR @R2(R@ 

5.4.5 Command Repetition 
You can execute portions of a command string more than once by enclosing the portion in angle brackets (<>) 
and preceding the left angle bracket with the number of iterations you desire. The syntax is: 

n<commanO 

For example: 

where 

C represents a command. 

n represents an iteration argument. 

Commands C 1 and C2 each execute once, then commands C3 and C4 execute n times. Finally, command C5 
executes once and the command line is finished. The iteration argument (n) must be a positive number (in the 
range 1 through 16,383) and, if you do not specify it, it is assumed to be 1. If the number is negative or too large, 
an error message prints. You can nest iteration brackets up to 20 levels. EDIT checks command lines to make 
certain the brackets are correctly used and match prior to execution. 

Essentially, enclosing a portion of a command string in iteration brackets and preceding it with an iteration argument 
(n) is equivalent to typing that portion of the string n times. For example: 

These two strings are equivalent. 

Similarly, the following two strings are equivalent: 

The following bracket structures are examples of legal usage: 

<<><<<><>>>> 
-c-c<>>><><> 
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The following bracket structures are examples of illegal combinations that will cause an error message since the 
brackets are not properly matched: 

><>< 
<<< >> 

During command repetition, execution proceeds from left to right until a right bracket is encountered. EDIT then 
returns to the last left bracket encountered, decreases the iteration counter, and executes the commands within the 
brackets. When the counter is decreased to 0, EDIT looks for the next iteration count to the left and repeats the 
same procedures. The overall effect is that EDIT works its way to the innermost brackets and then works its way 
back again. The most common use for iteration brackets is found in commands, such as Unsave (U), that do not 
accept repeat counts. For example: 

* 3 c: 1.1:::. 9; !ji 

Assume you want to read a file called SAMP (stored on device DK:), and you want to change the first four occur- 
rences of the instruction MOV #200,RO on each of the first five pages to MOV #244,R4. Enter the following com- 
mand line : 

The command line contains three sets of iteration loops (A,B,C) and executes as follows: 

Execution initially proceeds from left to right; EDIT opens the file SAMP for input and reads the first page into 
memory. EDIT moves the pointer to the beginning of the buffer and initiates a search for the character string 
MOV #200,RO. When it finds the string, EDIT positions the pointer at the end of the string, but the =J command 
moves the pointer back, so that it is positioned immediately preceding the string. At this point, execution has passed 
through each of the first two sets of iteration loops (A,B) once. The innermost loop (C) is next executed three 
times, changing the OS to 4s. Control now moves back to pick up the second iteration of loop B, and again moves 
from left to right. When loop C has executed three times, control again moves back to loop B. When loop B has 
executed a total of four times, control moves back to the second iteration of loop A, and so forth, until all iterations 
have been satisfied. 

5.5 MEMORYUSAGE 
The memory area used by the editor is divided into four logical buffers as follows: 
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MACRO BUFFER 

SAVE BUFFER 

High Memory 

FREE MEMORY 

COMMAND INPUT 

Low Memory 

TEXTBUFFER 

The text buffer contains the current page of text you are editing, and the command input buffer holds the command 
you are currently typing at the terminal. If a command you are currently entering is within ten characters of exceeding 
the space available in the command buffer, the following message prints on the terminal. 

If you can complete the command within ten characters, you can finish entering the command; otherwise you 
should press the ESCAPE key twice to execute that portion of the command line already completed. The message 
prints each time you enter a character in one of the last ten spaces. 

If you attempt to enter more than ten characters, EDIT prints the following message and aborts the command. 

This will never occur if you heed the preceding warning and terminate the command immediately. 

The save buffer contains text stored with the Save (S) command, and the macro buffer contains the command string 
macro entered with the Macro (M) command. (Both commands are explained in Section 5.6.7.) 

EDIT does not allocate space for the macro and save buffers until an M or S command executes. Once you enter an 
M or S command, a OM or OU (Unsave) command returns that space to the free area. 

The size of each buffer automatically expands and contracts to accommodate the text you are entering; if there is 
not enough space available to accommodate required expansion of any of the buffers, EDIT prints the error message: 

? E 11 I T .- F ..- T I-I c:i I..I .f .f :i c.‘ :i e I-I L 111 e m (2 r v 

5.6 EDITING COMMANDS 
This section describes the commands and procedures required to: 

l Read text from the input files to the buffer 

l Create a backup version of the file 

l List the contents of the buffer on the terminal 

l Move the reference pointer 
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l Lo,cate specific characters or strings of characters within the text buffer 

l Insert, relocate, or delete text in the buffer 

l Close the output file 

l Terminate the editing session. 

The following sections are arranged, in order, by category of command function, as illustrated in Table 5-2. 

5.6.1 File Open and Close Commands 
You can use file open and close commands to: 

l Open an existing file for input and prepare it for editing 

l Open a file for output of newly created or edited text 

l Open an existing file for editing and create a backup version of it 

0 Close an open output file. 

5.6.1.1 Edit Read - The &lit Read (ER) command opens an existing fde for input and prepares it for editing. 
Only one file can be open for input at a time. 

The syntax of the command is: 

ERdev:filnam.typ$ 

The string argument (dev:filnam.typ) is limited to 19 characters and specifies the file to be opened. If you do not 
specify a device, DK: is assumed. If a file is currently open for input, EDIT closes the file and opens the new one. 

Edit Read does not input a page of text nor does it affect the contents of the other user buffers. 

You can use Edit Read on a file that is already open to close that file for input and reposition EDIT at its beginning. 
The first Read command following any Edit Read command inputs the first page of the file. 

tERDTi : SAMI”. MAC$$ 

This command string, for example, opens the file SAMPMAC on device DTl : for input. 

NOTE 
If you enter EDIT with the monitor EDIT/INSPECT or 
EDIT/OUTPUT command, an Edit Read command is 
automatically performed on the file named in the EDIT 
command. 

5.6.1.2 Edit Write - The Edit Write (EW) command opens a file for output of newly created or edited text. 
However, no text is output and the contents of the buffers are not affected. Only one file can be open for output 
at a time. EDIT closes any output files currently open and preserves any edits made to the file. 

The syntax of the command is: 

EWdev:filnam.typ [n] $ 
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The string argument (dev:filnam.typ [n]) is limited to 19 characters and is the name you assign to the output file 
being opened. If you do not specify a device, DK: is assumed. [n] is an optional decimal number that represents 
the length of the file to be opened. Note that the square brackets [] are part of the argument, n. YOU must type 
them. If you do not specify [n] , the default size will be used. That is, the system will choose the larger of 1) one- 
half the largest available space, and 2) the second largest available space. If this is not adequate for the output file 
size, YOU must close this file and open another when this one becomes full. You should use the [n] construction 
whenever there is doubt as to whether enough space is available on the device for one output file. 

If a file with the same name already exists on the device, EDIT deletes the existing file when you type an Exit, 
End File, or another Edit Write command. EDIT prints the warning message: 

The following command, for example, opens for output the file FILE.BAS on device DK: and allocates 11 blocks 
of space for it. 

NOTE 
If you enter EDIT with the monitor EDIT/CREATE com- 
mand, an Edit Write command is automatically performed 
on the file named in the EDIT command. If you enter EDIT 
with the monitor EDIT/OUTPUT command, an Edit Write 
is automatically performed on the file named with the 
/OUTPUT option. 

5.6.1.3 Edit Backup - Use the Edit Backup (EB) command to open an existing file for editing and at the same 
time create a backup version of the file. EDIT closes any input and output fde currently opened. No text is read or 
written with this command. 

The syntax of the command is: 

EBdev:filnam.typ [n] $ 

The device designation, file name, and file type are limited to 19 characters. If you do not specify a device, DK: is 
assumed. [n] is optional and represents the length of the file to be opened; if you do not specify [n] , the default 
size will be used. That is, the system will choose the larger of 1) one-half the largest available space, and 2) the 
second largest available space. 

The file you indicate in the command line must already exist on the device you designate, since text will be read 
from this file as input. At the same time, EDIT opens an output tile under the same file name and file type. When 
the output file is closed, EDIT renames the original file (used as input) with the current tile name and a .BAK file 
type and deletes any previous file with this file name and a .BAK file type. EDIT closes the new output file and 
assigns it the name you specify in the EB command. This renaming of files takes place when an Exit, End File, or 
subsequent Edit Write or Edit Backup command executes. If you terminate the editing session with a CTRL/C 
command before the output file is closed, the new output file is not made permanent, and the renaming of the 
current version to .BAK does not take place. 

* EESY : EASI + MAC:$$ 

This command opens BASl .MAC on device SY:. When editing is complete, the old BASl .MAC becomes BASl .BAK, 
and the new file becomes BASl.MAC. EDIT deletes any previous version of BASl.BAK. 
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NOTE 
In EB, ER, and EW commands, leading spaces between 
the command and the file name are not permitted be- 
cause EDIT assumes the file name to be a text string. All 
dev:filnam.typ specifications for EB, ER, and EW com- 
mands conform to the RT-11 conventions for file naming 
and are identical to file names entered in command 
strings used with other system programs. 

If you enter EDIT with an unqualified monitor EDIT 
command, an Edit Backup command is automatically 
performed on the tile named in the EDIT command. 

5.6.1.4 End File - The End File (EF) command closes the current output file and makes it permanent. YOU can 
use the EF command to create an output file from a section of a large input tile or to close an output file that is 
full before you open another file. Modifiers are illegal with an EF command. Note that an implied EF command is 
included in EW and EB commands. 

The syntax of the command is: 

EF 

Table 5-4 illustrates the relationship between the file open and close commands and the buffers and files themselves. 

Command 

ERXXX$ 

Table 5-4 EDIT Commands and File Status 

Input File Text Buffer Output File 

Opens XXX for input; Unchanged Unchanged 
closes existing input file, 
if any 

EWXXX$ Unchanged Unchanged Opens XXX for output; closes existing 
output file, if any; performs .BAK re- 
naming if EB is in effect 

EBXXX$ Opens XXX for input; 
closes existing input file, 
if any 

Unchanged Opens a temporary file for output; 
closes existing output file, if any; 
performs .BAK renaming if EB is in 
effect 

EF$ Unchanged Unchanged Closes output file; performs .BAK 
renaming if EB is in effect 

EX$ Copies to output file Copies to 
output file 

Closes output file after copying 
complete; performs .BAK renaming 
if EB is in effect 
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5.6.2 File Input/Output Commands 
You use file input/output commands to: 

l Read text from an input file into the buffer 

l Copy lines of text from the buffer into an output file 

l Terminate the editing session. 

5.6.2.1 Read - Before you can edit text, you must read the input fiie into the buffer. The Read (R) command 
reads a page of text from the input file (previously specified in an ER or EB command) and appends it to the current 
contents, if any, of the text buffer. 

The command is: 

R 

No arguments are used with the R command. If text resides in the buffer prior to the R command, the pointer does 
not move; however, if no text resides in the buffer, the pointer is placed at the beginning of the buffer. EDIT trans- 
fers text to the buffer until one of the following conditions occurs: 

1. A form feed character, signifying the end of the page, is encountered. 
2. The text buffer is 500 characters from being full. (When this condition occurs, the Read command 

inputs up to the next carriage return/line feed combination, then returns to command mode. An 
asterisk prints as though the read were complete, but text will not have been fully input). 

3. An end-of-file is encountered, (the ?EDIT-F-END OF INPUT FILE message prints when all text in the 
file has been read into memory and no more input is available). 

The maximum number of characters that you can bring into memory with an R command depends on the system 
configuration and the memory requirements of other system components. EDIT prints an error message if the read 
exceeds the memory available or if no input is available. 

The following example edits a file using the EB and R commands. 

tEBSJKl.,EAS$$ 

This command opens SJKl .BAS on DK: and permits modification. 

*R/L$$ 
THIS IS PAGE ONE OF 
FILE S,Jlil ,E{AS, 

This command reads the first page of SJKI .BAS into the buffer. The pointer is placed at the beginning of the buffer. 
/L lists the contents of the buffer on the terminal beginning at the pointer and ending with the last character in the 
buffer. 

5.6.2.2 Write - The Write (nW) command copies lines of text from the text buffer to the output file (as specified 
in the EW or EB command). The contents of the buffer are not altered and the pointer is left unchanged (unless an 
output error occurs). 

NOTE 
EDIT uses a system of intermediate buffers to store output 
before it actually writes the data to an output file. The Write 
command logically writes to the file, but actual output to a 
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device does not occur until the intermediate buffer fills. 
When the editor closes a file (that is, after you issue an 
EF, EB, EX, or EW command), the editor writes from 
the buffer to the file and the file is complete. If the 
editor does not close a file (if you exit with CTRL/C and 
use the CLOSE command), it is possible that the output 
file will be missing the last 5 12 characters. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nW 

The argument you supply with the W command determines the lines of text to copy. Table 5-5 lists the arguments 
for the W command and their effect. 

Table 5-5 Write Command Arguments 

Argument 

n 

Meaning 

Writes n lines of text beginning at the pointer and ending with the nth end-of-line 
character to the output file. 

-n Writes n lines of text to the output file beginning with the first character on the -nth 
line and terminating at the pointer. 

0 Writes to the output file the current line up to the pointer. 

I Writes to the output file the text between the pointer and the end of the buffer. 

If the buffer is empty when the write executes, no characters are output. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the W command. 

*5W$$ 

This command writes the five lines of text following the pointer into the current output file. 

This command writes the two lines of text preceding the pointer into the current output file. 

This command writes the entire text buffer to the current output file. 

NOTE 
If an output file fills while a Write command is executing, 
EDIT prints the ?EDIT-F-OUTPUT FILE FULL message. 
In this case, EDIT positions the reference pointer after 
the last character it wrote successfully. You can then use 
the following recovery procedure: 

1. Close the current output file. (EF command) 
2. Open a new output file. (EW command) 
3. Delete the characters just written by using -nD or 

-nK, where n is any arbitrary number that exceeds the 
number of lines or characters in the buffer. 

4. Resume output. 
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5.6.2.3 Next - The Next (nN) command writes the contents of the text buffer to the output file, deletes the 
text from the buffer, and reads the next page of the input file into the buffer. The pointer is positioned at the 
beginning of the buffer. The syntax of the command is: 

nN 

If you specify the argument n with the Next command, the sequence is executed n times. 

If EDIT encounters the end of the input file when trying to execute an N command, it prints ?EDIT-F-END OF 
INPUT FILE to indicate that no further text remains in the input file. Since the contents of the buffer has already 
been transferred to the output file, the buffer is empty. 

Using the N command is a quick way to write edited text to the output file and set up the next page of text in the 
buffer. The N command functions as though it were a combination of the Write, Delete, Read, and Beginnir,g com- 
mands. (Delete is a text modifi&ion command, described in Section 5.6.6.2; the Beginning command is a pointer 
relocation command, described in Section 5.6.3.1.) Using the N command with an argument is a convenient way to 
set up text in the buffer, if you already know its page location. The N command operates in a forward direction 
only; therefore, you cannot specify negative arguments with an N command. 

In the following example, an N command copies an input file with more than one page of text to the output file. 

This command opens the file TEST.MAC on device DK: and creates a new file entitled TEST.MAC for output. 

* N/l..%% 
THIS IS F’ACX, ONE: OF 
F1L.E TEST+MfJC. 

This command reads the first page of the input file, TEST.MAC, into the buffer and lists the entire page on the 
terminal. 

* N/l.“%% 
?EDIT-F-End of .irlpt..tt f :i :I.(? 
* 

This command transfers the contents of the buffer to the output file, clears the buffer, and encounters the end of 
the fite. Because it cannot complete the N sequence, EDIT prints ?EDIT-F-END OF INPUT FILE on the terminal. 
The buffer is empty and the entire input file has been written to the output file. 

5.6.2.4 EXit - Type the Exit (EX) command to terminate an editing session. The Exit command does the 
following: 

0 Writes the text buffer to the output file 

l Transfers the remainder of the input file to the output fiie 

0 Closes all open files 

l Renames the backup file with a .BAK file type if an EB command is in effect 

l Returns control to the monitor. 
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The command is: 

EX 

No arguments are accepted. Essentially, Exit copies the remainder of the input file into the output file and returns 
to the monitor. Exit is legal only when there is an output file open. If an output file is not open and you want to 
terminate the editing session, return to the monitor with CTRL/C. 

NOTE 
You must issue an EF or EX command in order to make 
an output file permanent. If you use CTRL/C to return 
to the monitor without issuing an EF command, the cur- 
rent output file will not be saved. (You can, however, make 
permanent that portion of the text file that has already 
been written out by using the monitor CLOSE command.) 

An example of the contrasting uses of the EF and EX commands follows. Assume an input file, SAMPLE, contains 
several pages of text. The first and second pages of the file will be made into separate files called SAM1 and SAM:!, 
respectively; the remaining pages of text will then make up the file SAMPLE. This can be done using these commands: 

Note that the EF commands are not strictly necessary in this example since the EW command closes a currently 
open output file before opening another. 

5.6.3 Pointer Relocation Commands 
Pointer relocation commands allow you to change the current location of the reference pointer within the text buffer. 

5.6.3.1 Beginning - The Beginning (B) command moves the current location of the pointer to the beginning of 
the text buffer. 

The command is: 

B 

There are no arguments 

For example, assume the buffer contains: 

MOVB 5(Rl),@R2 
ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
CLR @?$2 
MOVB 6(Rl),@R2 

The B command moves the pointer to the beginning of the text buffer. 

IE$!b 
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The text buffer now looks like this: 

+MOVB 5(Rl),@R2 
ADD RI ,(R2)+ 
CLR @R2 
MOVB 6(Rl),@R2 

5.6.3.2 Jump - The Jump (nJ) command moves the pointer past the specified number of characters in the text 
buffer. The syntax of the command is: 

nJ 

Table 5-6 shows the arguments for the J command and their meanings. 

Argument 

(+or-)n 

0 

I 

= 

Table 5-6 Jump Command Arguments 

Meaning 

Moves the pointer (forward or backward) n characters. 

Moves the pointer to the beginning of the current line (equivalent to OA). 

Moves the pointer to the end of the text buffer (equivalent to /A). 

Moves the pointer backward n characters, where n equals the length of the last text 
argument used. 

Negative arguments move the pointer toward the beginning of the buffer; positive arguments move it toward the end. 
Jump treats carriage returns, line feeds, and form feed characters the same as any other character, counting one buffer 
position for each one. 

The following commands illustrate the use of the J command. 

This command moves the pointer ahead three characters. 

* -.. A) ..J il j $ 

This command moves the pointer back four characters. 

This command moves the pointer so that it immediately precedes the first occurrence of ABC in the buffer. 

5.6.3.3 Advance - The Advance (nA) command is similar to the Jump command except that it moves the pointer 
a specific number of lines (rather than single characters) and leaves it positioned at the beginning of the line. The 
syntax of the command is: 

nA 

Table 5-7 lists the arguments for the A command and their meanings. 
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0 

I 

Table 5-7 Advance Command Arguments 

Meaning 

Moves the pointer forward n lines and positions it at the beginning of the nth line. 

Moves the pointer backward past n carriage return/line feed combinations and positions 
it at the beginning of the -nth line. 

Moves the pointer to the beginning of the current line (equivalent to OJ). 

Moves the pointer to the end of the text buffer (equivalent to /J). 

Following are examples that use the A command. 

This command moves the pointer ahead three lines. 

Assume the buffer contains: 

CLR @R+2 

The following command moves the pointer to the beginning of the current line: 

fOA$$ 

Now the buffer looks like this: 

+CLR @R2 

5.6.4 Search Commands 
Use search commands to locate specific characters or strings of characters within the text buffer. 

NOTE 
Search commands always have positive arguments. They 
search ahead in the file. This means that you cannot search 
for a character string that has already been written to the 
output file. To do this, you must first close the currently 
open files (with EX) then edit the file that was just used 
for output (with EB). 

5.6.4.1 Get - The Get (nG) command is the basic search command in EDIT. It searches the current text buffer 
for the nth occurrence of a specific text string starting at the current location of the pointer. If you do not supply 
the argument n, EDIT searches for the first occurrence of the text object. The search terminates when EDIT either 
finds the nth occurrence or encounters the end of the buffer. If the search is successful, EDIT positions the pointer 
to follow the last character of the text object. EDIT notifies you of an unsuccessful search by printing ?EDIT-F- 
SEARCH FAILED. In this instance, EDIT positions the pointer after the last character in the buffer. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nGtext $ 

The argument (n) must be positive. If you omit it, EDIT assumes it to be 1. 
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The text string can be any length and must immediately follow the G command. EDIT makes the search on the 
portion of the text between the pointer and the end of the buffer. 

For example, assume the pointer is at the beginning of the buffer shown below. 

+MOV PC,Rl 
ADD #DRIV- .,Rl 
MOV #VECT,R2 
CLR @R2 
MOVB S(Rl),@R2 
ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
CLR @R2 
MOVB 6(Rl),@R2 

The following command searches for the first occurrence of the characters ADD following the pointer and places 
the pointer after the searched characters. 

Now the buffer looks like this: 

MOV PC,Rl 
ADD+ #DRIV- .,Rl 

The next command searches for the third occurrence of the characters @R2 following the pointer and leaves the 
pointer immediately following the text object. 

The buffer is changed to: 

ADD RI ,(R2)+ 
CLR @R2+ 

After successfully completing a search command, EDIT positions the pointer immediately following the text object. 
Using a search command in combination with =J places the pointer in front of the text object, as follows: 

This command combination places the pointer before TEST in the text buffer. 

5.6.4.2 Find - The Find (nF) command starts at the current pointer location and searches the entire input file 
for the nth occurrence of the text string. If EDIT does not find the nth occurrence of the text string in the current 
buffer, it automatically performs a Next command and continues the search on the new text in the buffer. When 
the search is successful, EDIT leaves the pointer immediately following the nth occurrence of the text string. If the 
search fails (i.e., EDIT detects the end-of-file for the input file and does not find the nth occurrence of the text 
string), EDIT prints ?EDIT-F-SEARCH FAILED. In this instance, EDIT positions the pointer at the beginning of an 
empty text buffer. When you use the F command, EDIT deletes the contents of the buffer after writing it to the 
output tile. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nFtext$ 
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The argument (n) must be positive. EDIT assumes it to be 1 if you do not supply another value. 

You can use an F command to copy all remaining text from the input file to the output file by specifying a non- 
existent text object. The Find command functions like a combination of the Get and Next commands. 

The following example uses the F command. 

I2FMOVE 6 (Ri 1 II t?,R?$% I” 

This command searches the entire input file for the second occurrence of the text string MOVB 6(Rl),@R2. 
EDIT places the pointer following the text string. EDIT writes the contents of each unsuccessfully searched buffer 
to the output file. 

5.6.4.3 Position - The Position (nP) command is identical to the find (F) command with one exception. The F 
command transfers the contents of the text buffer to the output file as each page is unsuccessfully searched, but the 
P command deletes the contents of the buffer after it is searched, without writing any text to the output file. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nPtext$ 

The argument (n) must be positive. If you omit it, EDIT assumes it to be 1. 

The nP command searches each page of the input file for the nth occurrence of the text object starting at the pointer 
and ending with the last character in the buffer. If EDIT finds the nth occurrence, it positions the pointer following 
the text .object, deletes all pages preceding the one containing the text object, and positions the page containing the 
text object in the buffer. 

If the search is unsuccessful, EDIT clears the buffer and does not transfer any text to the output file. EDIT positions 
the pointer at the beginning of an empty text buffer. 

The position command is a combination of the Get, Delete, and Read commands; it is most useful as a means of 
placing the pointer in the input file. For example, if your aim in the editing session is to create a new tile from the 
second half of the input file, a position search saves time. 

The following example uses the P command. 

tF’368 

This command searches the input file for the first occurrence of the text object, 3. EDIT positions the pointer after 
the text object. 

*OL$% 
x N F’ 1.1 ‘r F I 1” 1: I::’ n G 1:: 3 

The command lists on the terminal the current line up to the pointer. 

5.6.5 Text Listing Commands 

5.6.5.1 List - The List (nL) command prints at the terminal lines of text as they appear in the buffer. The syntax 
of the command is: 

nL 
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An argument preceding the L command indicates the portion of text to print. For example, the command, 2L, 
prints on the terminal the text beginning at the pointer and ending with the second end-of-line character. The 
pointer is not altered by the L command. Table 5-8 lists arguments and their effect upon the list command. 

Table 5-8 List Command Arguments 

Argument 

n 

Meaning 

Prints at the terminal n lines beginning at the pointer and ending with the nth 
end-of-line character. 

-n 

0 

Prints all characters beginning with the first character on the -nth line and terminating 
at the pointer. 

Prints the current line up to the pointer. Use this command to locate the pointer 
within a line. 

I Prints the text between the pointer and the end of the buffer. 

These examples illustrate the use of the L command. 

*- 2 I... % % 

This command prints all characters starting at the second preceding line and ending at the pointer. 

*41..$% 

This line prints all characters beginning at the pointer and terminating at the 4th carriage return/line feed combination. 

Assuming the pointer location is: 

MOVB 5(Rl),@R2 

mD+ Rl ,(R2)+ 

The following command prints the previous one and one-half lines up to the pointer: 

* . 3. I,_ J; ‘J; 

The terminal output looks like this: 

5.6.5.2 Verify - The Verify (V) command prints at the terminal the entire line in which the pointer is located. 
It provides a ready means of determining the location of the pointer after a search completes and before you give 
any editing commands. (The V command combines the two commands OLL.) You can also type the V command 
after an editing command to allow proofreading of the results. No arguments are allowed with the V command. 
The location of the pointer does not change. 

5.6.6 Text Modification Commands 
You can use the following commands to insert, relocate, and delete text in the text buffer. 
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5.6.6.1 Insert - The Insert (I) command is the basic command for inserting text. EDIT inserts the text you 
supply at the location of the pointer, then places the pointer after the last character of the new text. 

The syntax of the command is: 

Itext$ 

No arguments are allowed with the insert command, and the text string is limited only by the size of the text buffer 
and the space available. All characters except ESCAPE are legal in the text string. ESCAPE terminates the text string. 

NOTE 
If you forget to type the I command, the text will be 
executed as commands. 

EDIT automatically protects against overflowing the text buffer during an insert. If the I command is the first com- 
mand in a multiple command line, EDIT ensures that there will be enough space for the insert to be executed at 
least once. If repetition of the command exceeds the available memory, an error message prints. 

The following example illustrates the use of the I command. 

This command inserts the text at the current location of the pointer and leaves the pointer positioned after RO. 

DIGITAL recommends that you insert large amounts of text into the file in small sections rather than alI at once. 
This way, you are less vulnerable to loss of time and effort due to machine failure or human error. This is the rec- 
ommended technique for inserting large amounts of text: 

1. Open the file with the EB command 
2. Insert or edit a few pages of text 
3. Insert a unique text string (like ????) to mark your place 
4. Use the Exit command to preserve the work you have done so far 
5. Start again, using the F command to search for the unique string you used to mark your place 
6. Delete your marker and continue editing. 

By using this procedure, you reduce your loss (should there be a machine or human error) to the few pages of text 
on which you just worked. 

5.6.6.2 Delete - The Delete (nD) command is a character-oriented command that deletes n characters in the text 
buffer beginning at the current location of the pointer. The syntax of the command is: 

nD 

If you do not specify n, EDIT deletes the character immediately following the pointer. Upon completion of the D 
command, EDIT positions the pointer immediately before the first character following the deleted text. Table 5-9 
lists each argument for the D command and its effect. 
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Table 5-9 Delete Command Arguments 

Argument 

n 

Meaning 

Deletes n characters following the pointer. Places the pointer before the first 
character following the deleted text. 

-n Deletes n characters preceding the pointer. Places the pointer before the first character 
following the deleted text. 

0 Deletes the current line up to the pointer. The position of the pointer does not change 
(equivalent to OK). 

I Deletes the text between the pointer and the end of the buffer. Positions the pointer 
at the end of the buffer (equivalent to /K). 

= Deletes -n characters, where n equals the length of the last text argument used. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the D command. 

*-2D$$ 

This command deletes the two characters immediately preceding the pointer. 

tB$FMOU l”il$=L’~$$ 

This command string deletes the text string MOV Rl. (=D in combination with a search command deletes the 
indicated text string.) 

Assume the text buffer contains the following: 

ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
CLR @R2 

The following command deletes the current line up to the pointer: 

* OD$$ 

The buffer now contains: 

ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
+@R2 

5.6.6.3 Kill - The Kill (IX) command removes n lines of text (including the carriage return and line feed 
characters) from the page buffer, beginning at the pointer and ending with the nth end-of-line. The syntax of the 
command is: 

nK 

EDIT places the pointer at the beginning of the line following the deleted text. Table 5-10 describes each argument 
and its effect upon the Kill command. 
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Argument 

n 

=i 
-n 

0 

I 

Table S-10 Kill Command Arguments 

Meaning 

Removes the character string (including the carriage return/line feed combination) 
beginning at the pointer and ending at the nth end-of-line. 

Removes the character string beginning at the nth end-of-line preceding the pointer 
and ending at the pointer. Thus, if the pointer is at the center of a line, the modifier 
- 1 deletes one and one-half lines preceding it. 

Removes the current line up to the pointer (equivalent to OD). 

Removes the characters beginning at the pointer and ending with the last line in the 
text buffer (equivalent to ID). 

The following examples use the K command. 

This command deletes lines starting at the current location of the pointer and ending at the second carriage return/ 
line feed combination. 

Assume the text buffer contains the following: 

ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
CLR+ @R2 
MOVB 6(Rl),@R2 

This command removes the characters beginning at the pointer and ending with the last line in the text buffer: 

f/K$$ 

The buffer now contains: 

ADD Rl ,(R2)+ 
CLR+ 

Kill and Delete commands perform the same function, except that Kill is line-oriented and Delete is character-oriented. 

5.6.6.4 Change - The Change (nC) command changes a specific number of characters following the pointer. The 
syntax of the command is: 

nCtext 

A C command is equivalent to a Delete command followed by an Insert command. You must insert a text object 
following the nC command. Table 5-l 1 lists each argument and its effect upon the C command. 
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Table 5-l 1 Change Command Arguments 

Argument Meaning 

n 

-Il 

0 

I 

Replaces n characters following the pointer with the specified text. Places the pointer 
after the inserted text. 

Replaces n characters preceding the pointer with the specified text. Places the pointer 
after the inserted text. 

Replaces the current line up to the pointer with the specified text. Places the pointer 
after the inserted text (equivalent to OX). 

Replaces the text beginning at the pointer and ending with the last character in the 
buffer. Places the pointer after the inserted text (equivalent to IX). 

Replaces -n characters with the indicated text string, where n represents the length of 
the last text argument used. 

The size of the text is limited only by the size of the text buffer and the space available. All characters are legal 
except ESCAPE, which terminates the text string. 

If the C command is to be executed more than once (i.e., it is enclosed in angle brackets) and if there is enough 
space available for the command to be entered, it will be executed at least once (provided it appears first in the 
command string). If repetition of the command exceeds the available memory, an error message prints. 

The following examples use the C command. 

* 5CtuEc’r$Q, 

This command replaces the five characters to the right of the pointer with #VECT. 

Assume the text buffer contains the following: 

CLR @R2 
MOV+ S(Rl),@R2 

The next command replaces the current line up to the pointer with the specified text. 

The buffer now contains: 

CLR @R2 
ADDB+ S(Rl),@R2 

You can use =C with a Get command to replace a specific text string. Here is an example: 

t G F’ :[ 1:’ ‘j- ‘y’ : $ :=: (1 I- :[ ‘J 1:: : $ 

This command finds the occurrence of the text string FIFTY: and replaces it with the text string FIVE:. 
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5.6.6.5 exchange - The exchange (nX) command is similar to the change command except that it changes lines 
of text, instead of a specific number of characters. The syntax of the command is: 

nXtext 

The nX command is identical to an nK command followed by an Insert command. Table 5-12 lists each argument 
and its effect upon the exchange command. 

Argument 

n 

-n 

0 

I 

Table 5-l 2 exchange Command Arguments 

Meaning 

Replaces n lines including the carriage return and line feed characters following the 
pointer. Places the pointer after the inserted text. 

Replaces n lines including the carriage return and line feed characters preceding the 
pointer. Positions the pointer after the inserted text. 

Replaces the current line up to the pointer with the specified text. Positions the 
pointer after the inserted text (equivalent to OC). 

Replaces the text beginning at the pointer and ending with the last character in the 
buffer with the specified text (equivalent to /C). Positions the pointer after the 
inserted text. 

All characters are legal in the text string except ESCAPE, which terminates the text. 

If the X command is enclosed within angle brackets to allow more than one execution, and if there is enough memory 
space available for the X command to be entered, EDIT executes it at least once (provided it is first in the command 
string). If repetition of the command exceeds the available memory, an error message prints. 

The following example uses the X command. 

* 2XRDK:I R I il ( R 2 1 + 
CL.R @ R ':' n 
%% 
* 

This command exchanges the two lines to the right of the pointer with the text string. 

5.6.7 Utility Commands 
During the editing session, you can store text in external buffers and subsequently restore this text when you need 
it later on in the editing session. The following sections describe the commands that perform this function. 

5.6.7.1 Save - The Save (nS) command lets you store text in an external buffer called a save buffer (described 
previously in Section 5.5) and subsequently insert it in several places in the text. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nS 

The Save command copies n lines, beginning at the pointer, into the save buffer. The S command operates only in 
the forward direction; therefore, you cannot use a negative argument. The Save command destroys any previous 
contents of the save buffer; however, EDIT does not change the location of the pointer or the contents of the text 
buffer. 
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If you specify more characters than the save buffer can hold, EDIT prints ?EDIT-F-INSUFFICIENT MEMORY. 
None of the specified text is saved. 

For example, assume the text buffer contains the following assembly-language subroutine: 

; SUBROUTINE MSGTYP 
; WHEN CALLED, EXPECTS RO TO POINT TO AN 
; ASCII MESSAGE THAT ENDS IN A ZERO BYTE, 
; TYPES THAT MESSAGE ON THE USER TERMINAL 

MSGTYP: 

MLOOP: 

MDONE: 

TSTB W) 
BEQ MDONE 
TSTB @#177564 
BPL MLOOP 
MOVB (R0)+,@#177566 
BR MSGTYP 
RTS PC 

; DONE? 
; YES-RETURN 
; NO-IS TERMINAL READY? 
; NO-WAIT 
; YES PRINT CHARACTER 
; LOOP 
; RETURN 

The following command stores the entire subroutine in the save buffer (assuming the pointer is at the beginning of 
the buffer): 

You can insert the contents of the save buffer into a program whenever you choose by using the Unsave command. 

5.6.7.2 Unsave - The Unsave (U) command inserts the entire contents of the save buffer into the text buffer at 
the pointer and leaves the pointer positioned following the inserted text. You can use the U command to move 
blocks of text or to insert the same block of text in several places. Table 5-13 lists the U commands and their meanings. 

Table 5-13 U Command and Arguments 

Command Meaning 

U Inserts the contents of the save buffer into the text buffer. 

ou Clears the save buffer and reclaims the area for text. 

The only argument the U command accepts is 0. 

The contents of the save buffer are not destroyed by the Unsave command (only by the OU command) and can be 
unsaved as many times as desired. If the Unsave command causes an overflow of the text buffer, the ?EDIT-F- 
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY error message prints, and the command does not execute. 

For example: 

This command inserts the contents of the save buffer into the text buffer. 

5.6.7.3 Macro - The Macro (M) command inserts a command string into the EDIT macro buffer. Table 5-14 
lists the M commands and their meanings. 
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Table 5-14 M Command and Arguments 

Command Meaning 

M/command string/ Stores the command string in the macro buffer. 

OM or M// Clears the macro buffer and reclaims the area for text. 

The slash (/) represents the delimiter character. The delimiter is always the first character following the M command, 
and can be any character that does not appear in the macro command string itself. 

Starting with the character following the delimiter, EDIT places the macro command string characters into its inter- 
nal macro buffer until the delimiter is encountered again. At this point, EDIT returns to command mode. The macro 
command does not execute the macro string; it merely stores the command string so that the Execute Macro (EM) 
command can execute later. The Macro command does not affect the contents of the text or save buffers. 

All characters except the delimiter are legal macro command string characters, including single ESCAPES to terminate 
text commands. All commands, except the M and EM commands, are legal in a command string macro. 

In addition to using the OM command, you can type the M command immediately followed by two identical 
characters (assumed to be delimiters) and two ESCAPE characters to clear the macro buffer. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the M command. 

*M//s% 

This command clears the macro buffer. 

*M/GRO$--Cl.$/$$ 

This command stores a macro to change RO to Rl . 

NOTE 
Be careful to choose infrequently-used characters as 
macro delimiters; use of frequently-used characters can 
lead to inadvertent errors. For example: 

In this case, it was intended that the macro be GMOV 
RO$=CADD Rl$ but since the delimiter character (the 
character following the M) is a space, the space following 
MOV is used as the second delimiter, terminating the 
macro. EDIT then returns an error when it interprets the 
R as a Read command. 

5.6.7.4 Execute Macro - The Execute Macro (nEM) command executes the command string previously stored 
in the macro buffer by the M command. 

The syntax of the command is: 

nEM 
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The argument (n) must be positive. The macro is executed n times and returns control to the next command in the 
original command string. 

The following example uses the EM command. 

This command sequence executes the macro stored in the previous example. EDIT prints an error message when it 
reaches the end of the buffer. (This macro changes all occurrences of RO in the text buffer to Rl .) 

This command inserts MOV PC,Rl into the text buffer, then executes the command in the macro buffer twice 
before inserting CLR @R2 into the text buffer. 

5.6.7.5 Edit Version - The Edit Version (EV) command displays the version number of the editor in use on the 
console terminal. 

The command is: 

EV 

This example displays the running version of EDIT: 

I,EV$$ 
vo3. 36 
* 

5.6.7.6 Upper- and Lower-Case Commands - If you have an upper- and lower-case terminal as part of your 
hardware configuration, you can take advantage of the upper- and lower-case capability of this terminal. Two editing 
commands, EL and EU, permit this. 

When the editor is first started with the EDIT command, upper-case mode is assumed; all characters you type are 
automatically translated to upper case. To allow processing of both upper- and lower-case characters, enter the Edit 
Lower command. For example: 

The editor now accepts and echoes upper- and lower-case characters received from the keyboard and prints text on 
the terminal in upper and lower case. 

To return to upper-case mode, use the Edit Upper command: 

Control also reverts to upper-case mode upon exit from the editor (with EX or CTRL/C). 
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Note that when you issue an EL command, you can enter EDIT commands in either upper or lower case. Thus, the 
following two commands are equivalent: 

The editor automatically translates (internally) all commands to upper case independent of EL or EU. 

NOTE 
When you use EDIT in EL mode, make sure that text 
arguments you specify in search commands have the 
proper case. The command GTeXt$, for example, will 
not match TEXT, text, or any combination other than 
Text. 

5.7 THE DISPLAY EDlTOR 
In addition to all functions and commands mentioned thus far, the editor can use VT-l 1 and VS-60 display hardware 
that may be part of the system configuration (GT40, GT44, DECLAB 1 l/40, DECLAB 1 l/34). The most obvious 
feature is the ability to use the display screen rather than the console terminal for printing all terminal input and 
output. Another feature is that the top of the display screen functions like a window into the text buffer. When all 
the features of the display editor are in use, a 12 in. screen displays text as shown in Figure 5-I. 

10 PRECEDING 
LINES OF TEXT 

CURSOR 
(CURRENT LINE 

AND 9 
FOLLOWING 
LINES OF TEXT 

SEPARATION 
LINE - 

3 PRECEDING 
COMMAND LINE 

CURRENT 
COMMAND LINE 

WINDOW 
b INTO THE 

TEXT BUFFER 

Figure 5-l Display Editor Format, 12 in. Screen 
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The major advantage is that you can now see immediately where the pointer is. The pointer appears between characters 
on the screen as a blinking Lshaped cursor and you can see it easily. Remember that pressing the <RET) key causes both 
a carriage return and a line feed character to be inserted into the text. Note that if the pointer is placed between a 
carriage return and line feed, it appears in an inverted position at the beginning of the next line. 

In addition to displaying the current line (the line containing the cursor), the 15 lines of text preceding the current 
line and the 14 lines following it are also in view on a 17 in. screen. Each time you execute a command string (with a 
double ESCAPE), EDIT refreshes this portion of the screen so that it reflects the results of the commands you just 
performed. 

The lower section of the 17 in. screen contains eight lines of editing commands, The command line YOU are currently 
entering is last, preceded by the most recent command lines. A horizontal line of dashes separates this section from 
the text portion of the screen. As you enter new command lines, previous command lines scroll upward off the com- 
mand section so that only eight command lines are ever in view. 

A 12 in. screen displays 20 lines of text and 4 command lines. 

5.7.1 Using the Display Editor 
The display features of the editor are automatically invoked whenever the system scroller is in use (a monitor GT 
ON command is in effect) and you start the editor. However, if the system does not contain display hardware, the 
display features are not enabled. 

Providing that the system does contain display hardware and that you wish to employ the screen during the editing 
session, you can activate it in one of two ways, whether or not the display is in use. All editing commands and 
functions previously discussed in this chapter are valid for use. 

1. If the scroller is in use (the GT ON monitor command is in effect), EDIT recognizes this and automatically 
uses the screen for display of text and commands. However, it rearranges the scroller so that a window 
into the text buffer appears in the top two-thirds of the screen, while the bottom third displays command 
lines. This arrangement is shown in Figure 5-1. 

You can use the Edit Console command to return the scroller to its normal mode so that text and commands 
use the full screen, and the window is eliminated. 

The command is: 

EC 

This example uses the EC command: 

This command lists the second and third lines of the current buffer on the screen; there is no window 
into the text buffer at this point. 

EDIT ignores subsequent EC commands if the window into the text buffer is not being displayed. 

To recall the window, use the Edit Display command: 

ED 

The screen is again arranged as shown in Figure 5-1. 
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2. Assume the scroller is not is use (the GT ON command is not in effect). When you call EDIT with the 
.EDIT command, an asterisk appears on the console terminal. Use the ED command at this time to provide 
the window into the text buffer; however, commands continue to be echoed to the console terminal. 

When you use ED in this case, it must be the first command you issue; otherwise, it becomes an illegal 
command (since the memory used by the display buffer and code, amounting to over 600 words, is 
reclaimed as working space). You cannot use the display again until you load a fresh copy of EDIT. 

While the display of the text window is active, EDIT ignores ED commands. 

Typing the EC command clears the screen and returns all output to the console terminal. 

NOTE 
After an editing session that uses the ED command is over, 
clear the screen by typing the EC command or by returning 
to the monitor and using the monitor RESET command. 
Failure to do this may cause unpredictable results. 

5.7.2 Setting the Editor to Immediate Mode 
An additional mode is available in EDIT to provide easier and faster interaction during the editing session. This mode 
is called immediate mode and combines the most-used functions of the text and command modes - namely, reposi- 
tioning the pointer and deleting and inserting characters. 

You can only use immediate mode when the VT-1 1 display hardware is active and the editor is running. Enter it by 
typing two ESCAPES (only) in response to the command mode asterisk: 

19s 

The editor responds by echoing an exclamation point on the screen. 

! 

The exclamation character remains on the screen as long as control is in immediate mode. 

Once you enter immediate mode, you can use only the commands in Table 5-l 5. Any other commands or characters 
are treated as text to be inserted. None of these commands echoes, but the text appearing on the screen is constantly 
refreshed and updated during the editing process. 

To return control to the display editor’s normal command mode at any time while in immediate mode, type a single 
ESCAPE. The editor responds with an asterisk and you can proceed using all normal editing commands. (Immediate 
mode commands you type at this time will be accepted as command mode input characters.) To return control to the 
monitor while in immediate mode, type ESCAPE to return to command mode, then type CTRL/C followed by two 
ESCAPES. 

Table S-15 Immediate Mode Commands 

Command Meaning 

CTRL/N Advances the pointer (cursor) to the beginning of the next line (equivalent 
to A). 

CTRL/G Moves the pointer (cursor) to the beginning of the previous line (equivalent 
to -A). 
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Command 

CTRL/D 

CTRL/V 

RUBOUT or DELETE 

ESCAPE or ALTMODE 

Table 5-l 5 (Cont.) Immediate Mode Commands 

Meaning 

Moves the pointer (cursor) forward by one character (equivalent to J). 

Moves the pointer (cursor) back by one character (equivalent to -J). 

Deletes the character immediately preceding the pointer (cursor) (equivalent 
to-D). 

Single character returns control to command mode; double character directs 
control to immediate mode. 

Any character other than Inserts the character as text positioned immediately before the pointer 
those above (cursor) - equivalent to I. 

5.8 EDIT EXAMPLE 

. y” :I: N .I. T 1 A I... :I: z Iti: s T A c Ii 
; I::’ C) :I: p.J ‘r’ R 0 ‘r’ cj M Et: !3 !.:i A G Ef: 
; lx’ 1:; 11: jg ‘I’ 11: ‘1 
; 1;; ‘I’ (1) 1::’ 
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Calls the EDIT program and prints *, The input file is TEST1 .MAC; the output file is TEST2.MAC. Reads 
the first page of input into the buffer. 

Lists the buffer contents. 

Places the pointer at the beginning of the buffer. Advances the pointer one character (past the ;) and 
deletes the TEST. 

Positions the pointer after PROGRAM and verities the position by listing up to the pointer. 

Inserts text. Uses RUBOUT to correct typing error. 

Searches for -ASCII/ and changes IT WORKS to THE TEST PROGRAM WORKS. 

Types CTRL/X to cancel the P command. Searches for .BYTE 0 and verities the location of the pointer 
with the V command. 

Inserts text. Returns the pointer to the beginning of the buffer and lists the entire contents of the buffer. 

Closes the input and output files after copying the current text buffer as well as the rest of the input file 
into the output file. EDIT returns control to the monitor. 

5.9 EDIT ERROR CONDITIONS 
The editor prints an error message whenever a detectable error condition occurs. EDIT checks for three general types 
of error conditions: 1) syntax errors, 2) execution errors and, 3) macro execution errors. This section describes the 
error message form for each type of error condition. 

Before it executes any commands, EDIT first scans the entire command string for errors in command syntax, such 
as illegal arguments or an illegal combination of commands. If the editor finds an error of this type, it prints a 
message of this form: 

?EDIT-F-Message; no command(s) executed 

You should retype the command. 
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If a command string is syntactically correct, EDIT begins execution. Execution errors, such as buffer overflow or 
input and output errors, can still occur. In this case, EDIT prints a message of the form: 

?EDIT-F-Message 

EDIT executes all commands preceding the one in error. It does not execute the command in error or any commands 
that follow it. 

When an error occurs during execution of a macro, EDIT prints a message of the form: 

?EDIT-F-Message in macro; no command(s) executed 
or 
?EDIT-F-Message in macro 

Most errors are syntax errors. These are usually easy to correct before execution. 

The RT-11 System Message Manual contains a complete list of the EDIT error messages, along with recommended 
corrective action for each error. 
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PART IV 

UTILITY PROGRAMS 

The following chapters describe in detail the system programs available to you as an RT-I 1 user. You can take 
advantage of nearly all of the capabilities of the RT-11 system by using the keyboard monitor commands, which 
are described in Chapter 4. However, it is the system utility programs (and not the monitor itself) that actually 
perform many of the system’s functions. When you issue a monitor COPY command, for example, it is a system 
utility program (PIP, DIJP, or FILEX, in this case) that performs the copy operation. Part IV of this manual, Util- 
ity Programs, explains how to carry out utility operations, those not performed directly by the monitor, by run- 
ning a specific system utility program instead of using the keyboard monitor commands. It is not necessary to 
have an understanding of the material contained in Part IV in order to use the RT-11 system. However, the infor- 
mation in Part IV may be of interest to you if you have experience with a previous version of RT-11, or if you 
are a systems programmer and need to perform certain functions with the utility programs that are not available 
with the keyboard monitor commands. Note that the syntax the Command String Interpreter requires for input 
and output specifications is different from the syntax you use to issue a keyboard monitor command. Chapter 6, 
the Command String Interpreter, describes the general syntax of the specification string that the system utility 
programs accept, and explains certain conventions and restrictions. Read this chapter carefully before you use any 
of the system utility programs directly, and bear in mind that there are many differences between issuing a monitor 
command and running a utility program. Chapters 7 through 15 describe the system utility programs themselves. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMMAND STRING INTERPRETER 

The Command String Interpreter (CSI) is the part of the RT-11 system that accepts a line of ASCII input, usually 
from you at the console terminal, and interprets it as a string of input specifications, output specifications, and 
options for use by a system utility program. To call a utility program, respond to the dot (.) printed by the key- 
board monitor by typing R followed by a program name and a carriage return. This example shows how to call 
the directory program (DIR): 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk (*) at the left margin on the terminal, indicating that it is 
ready to accept a list of specifications and options. The following section describes the syntax of the specifica- 
tions and options you can enter. 

6.1 COMMAND STRING INTERPRETER SYNTAX 
Once you have started a system program, you must enter the appropriate information before any operation can 
be performed. You type a specification string in response to the prompting asterisk. The specifications are in the 
following general syntax: 

output-fdespecs/option=input-filespecs/option 

(A few system programs - EDIT and PATCH, for example - require you to enter this information slightly dif- 
ferently. Complete instructions are provided in the appropriate chapters.) 

In all cases, the syntax for output-filespec is: 

dev:fdnam.typ[n] , . . . dev:filnam.typ[n] 

The syntax for input-fdespec is: 

dev:filnam.typ , . . . dev:filnam.typ 

The syntax for /option is: 

/o:oval or /o:dval. 

where 

dev: represents either a logical device name or a physical device name, which is a 2- or 3- 
character name from Table 3-1. 

If you do not supply a device name, the system uses device DK:. DK:, or whatever 
device you specify for the first file in a list of input or output files, applies to all the 
flies in that input or output list, until you supply a different device name. For example: 

*DTl :FIRST.OBJ,LP:=TASK.l ,RKl :TASK.2,TASK.3 
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This command is interpreted as follows: 

*DTl :FIRST.OBJ,LP:=DK:TASK.I ,RKl :TASK.2,RKl :TASK.3 

File FIRST.OBJ is stored on device DTl:. File TASK.1 is-stored on default device DK:. 
Files TASK.2 and TASK.3 are stored on device RKl:. Notice that file TASK.1 is on de- 
vice DK:. It is the first file in the input file list and the system uses the default device 
DK:. Device DTl: applies only to the file on the output side of the command. 

tXnam.typ represents the name of a file (consisting of one to six alphanumeric characters followed 
optionally by a dot and a zero to three character file type). No spaces or tabs are allowed 
in the file name or file type. As many as three output and six input files are allowed. 

bl is an optional declaration of the number of blocks (n) you need for an output file; n is a 
decimal number (<65,535) enclosed in square brackets immediately following the output 
filnam.typ to which it applies. 

/o:oval or 
/o:dval. 

represents one or more options whose functions vary according to the program you are 
using (refer to the option table in the appropriate chapter); oval is either an octal number 
or one to three alphanumeric characters (the first of which must be alphabetic) that the 
program converts to Radix-SO characters; dval. is a decimal number followed by a decimal 
point. 

This manual uses the /o:oval construction throughout, except for the keyboard monitor 
commands, where all values are interpreted as decimal (unless indicated otherwise) and the 
decimal point after a value is not necessary. However, the /o:dval. format is always valid. 
Generally, these options and their associated values, if any, should follow the device and 
file name to which they apply. 

If the same option is to be repeated several times with different values (e.g., /L:MEB/L: 
TTM/L:CND) you can abbreviate the line as /L:MEB:TTM:CND. You can mix octal, 
Radix-50, and decimal values. 

If required, is a delimiter that separates the output and input fields. You can use the < 
sign in place of the = sign. You can omit the separator entirely if there are no output files. 

6.2 PROMPTING CHARACTERS 
Table 6-l summarizes the characters RT-11 prints either to indicate that the system is awaiting your response or 
to specify which job (foreground or background) is producing output. 

Table 6-l Prompting Characters 

Character 

* 

Explanation 

The keyboard monitor is waiting for a command. 

When the console terminal is being used as an input file, the uparrow (or circumflex) 
prompts you to enter information from the keyboard. Typing a CTRL/Z marks the 
end-of-file. 

. . ..:. The > character identifies (only if a foreground job is active) which job, foreground 
or background, is producing the output that currently appears on the console terminal. 
Each time output from the background job is to appear, B> prints first, followed by 
the output. If the foreground job is to print output, F> prints first. 

* The current system utility program is waiting for a line of specifications and options. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PERIPHERAL INTERCHANGE PROGRAM (PIP) 

The peripheral interchange program (PIP) is a file transfer and file maintenance utility program for RT-11. You 
can use PIP to transfer files between any of the RT-I 1 devices (listed in Table 3-1) and to merge, rename, and 
delete files. 

7.1 CALLING AND USING PIP 
To call PIP from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin of the terminal and waits for you to type 
a command string. If you type only a carriage return at this point, PIP prints its current version number and 
prompts you again for a command string. You can type CTRL/C to halt PIP and return control to the monitor 
when PIP is waiting for input from the console terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to abort PIP at any other 
time. To restart PIP, type R PIP or REENTER followed by a carriage return in response to the monitor’s dot. 
Chapter 6, Command String Interpreter, describes the general syntax of the command line that PIP accepts. You 
can type as many as six input file names, but only one output file name is allowed. You can put command op- 
tions at the end of the command string or type them after any file name in the string. Operations involving mag- 
tape are an exception to this rule because the /M option is device dependent, and has a different meaning when 
you specify it on the input or output side of a command line. Type any number of options in a command line, 
as long as only one operation (insertion, deletion, etc.) is represented. You can, however, combine copy and 
delete operations on one line. If you specify a command involving random access devices for which the output 
specification is the same as the input specification, PIP does not move any files. However, it can change the cre- 
ation dates on the files if you use /T, or it can rename the files if you use /R. 

Since PIP performs fde transfers for all RT-11 data formats (ASCII, object, and image), it does not assume file 
types for either input or output files. You must explicitly specify all file types, where file types are applicable. 

On random access devices, such as disks and DECtape, PIP operations retain a tile’s creation date. If the file’s 
creation date is 0, PIP gives it the current system date. However, in transfers to and from magtape and cassette, 
PIP always gives files the current system date. 

You can use all variations of the wildcard construction for the input file specifications in the PIP command line 
(Section 4.3 describes wildcard usage). Output file specifications cannot contain embedded wildcards. If you use 
any wild character in an input file specification, the corresponding output file name or file type must be an 
asterisk. The concatenate copy operation is an exception to this rule because n does not allow wildcards in the 
output specification. These two lines are examples of wildcard usage: 

*E.t=A%B.MAC 

The first command string is legal. The second generates an error message because the file name field of the input 
specification contains a wildcard and the output specification is not *. 

The following command, for example, deletes all files with the file type .BAK (regardless of their file names) from 
device DK:. 
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The next command renames all files with a .BAK file type (regardless of file names) so that these files now have 
a .TST file type (maintaining the same file names). 

tt.TST=t.BAK/R 

PIP performs operations on files in the order in which you specify them in the command string. However, if the 
specification contains a wildcard, PIP operates on the files in the order in which they appear in the device direc- 
tory. PIP ignores system files with the file type SYS unless you also use the /Y option. PIP prints the error mes- 
sage ?PIP-W-NO.SYS ACTION if you omit the /Y option on a command that would operate on .SYS files. 

PIP ignores all files with the file type .BAD unless you explicitly specify both the file name and file type in the 
command string. PIP does not print a warning message when it does not include .BAD files in an operation. Be- 
cause of the way PIP handles .BAD files, you cannot use a wildcard (*.BAD) to perform any operation on them. 

This example transfers all files, including system files, (regardless of file name or file type) from device DK: to 
device RKl:. It does not transfer .BAD files. 

7.2 PIP OPTIONS 
Certain options permit you to perform various operations with PIP. Table 7-1 summarizes the operations that PIP 
performs. If you do not specify an option, PIP assumes that the operation is a file transfer in image mode. The 
following sections are organized by function. Operations involving magtape and cassette are discussed first because 
these operations are treated uniquely by PIP. The other functions (copy, delete, rename, log, and query) are de- 
scribed next. Explanations of the options are arranged alphabetically in the discussions of the appropriate functions. 

Table 7-1 PIP Options 

Option 

/A 

Section 

7.2.2.2 

Explanation 

Copies files in ASCII mode, ignoring nulls and rubouts. It converts to 7.bit 
ASCII and treats CTRL/Z (32 octal) as the logical end-of-file on input (the 
default copy mode is image). 

/B 7.2.2.3 

/C 7.2.2.4 

Copies files in formatted binary mode (the default copy mode is image). 

Can be used with another option. It causes PIP to include only files with 
the current date in the specified operation. 

ID 7.2.3 Deletes input files from a specific device. Note that PIP does not automati- 
cally query before it performs the operation. If you combine /D with a 
copy operation, PIP performs the delete operation after the copy completes. 
This option is illegal in an input specification with magtape. 

/G 7.2.2.5 Ignores any input errors that occur during a file transfer and continues copy- 
ing. 

/K:n 7.2.2.6 

/M:n 7.2.1 

Makes n copies of the output files to LP:, TT:, or PC:. 

You can use /M:n when I/O transfers involve either cassette or magtape. 
(See Section 7.2.1, Operations Involving Magtape or Cassette.) 

(Continued on next pag 
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Table 7-l (Cont.) PIP Options 

Option Section 

IN 7.2.2.7 

Explanation 

Does not copy or rename a file if a file with the same name exists on the 
output device. This option protects you from accidentally deleting a file. 
This option is illegal for magtape and cassette in the output specification. 

/O 7.2.2.8 Deletes a file on the output device if you copy a file with the same name 
to that device. The delete operation occurs before the copy operation. 
This option is illegal for magtape and cassette in the output specification. 

IP 7.2.2.9 

IQ 7.2.6 

Copies or deletes all files except those you specify. 

Use only with another operation. The /Q option causes PIP to print the 
name of each file to be included in the operation you specify. You must 
respond with a Y to include a particular file. 

/R 7.2.4 Renames the file you specify. This operation is illegal for magtape and 
cassette. 

IS 7.2.2.10 

/T 7.2.2.11 

Copies files one block at a time. 

Puts the current date on all files you copy or rename, unless the current 
date is 0. This option is illegal for magtape and cassette; operations involv- 
ing those devices always use the current date. 

/U 7.2.2.12 Copies and concatenates all files you specify. 

IW 7.2.5 Prints on the terminal a log of copy, rename, and delete operations. 

/Y 7.2.2.13 Includes .SYS files in the operation you specify. You cannot modify or 
delete these files unless you use the /Y option. 

7.2.1 Operations Involving Magtape and Cassette 
PIP handles operations that involve magtape and cassette devices differently from operations that involve random 
access devices, such as disks and DECtape. That is because magtape and cassette are sequential access devices. 
This means that files are stored serially, one after another, on the device and that there is no directory at the 
beginning of each device that lists the files and gives their location. Because of the serial nature of tape, you 
can access only one file at a time on each device unit. Avoid commands that specify the same device unit number 
for both the input and output files - they are illegal. The /M:n option is designed to make operations that involve 
magtape and cassette more efficient. This option lets you specify different tape handling procedures for PIP to 
follow. The following sections outline the operations that involve magtape and cassette and describe the different 
procedures for using these devices that you can specify with the /M:n option. Remember that when you use the 
/M:n option, n is interpreted as an octal number. You must use n. (n followed by a decimal point) to represent 
a decimal number. 

7.2.1.1 Using Cassette - The cassette is an inexpensive auxiliary storage medium. Cassettes are typically used to 
store data such as text files or source programs. Clear plastic leader indicates the beginning-of-tape (BOT) and 
physical end-of-tape (EOT). A special sentinel file marks the end of current data and indicates where new 
data can begin. The /M:n option lets you position the tape a particular way, or rewind it, before beginning an 
operation. You can also use it to specify a special procedure for tape handling during cassette operations with PIP. 
The following operations are valid for use with cassettes: /A, /B, /C, /D, /G, /M, /P, IQ, /R, IS, /U, /W, and /Y. 
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These options are illegal with cassettes: /K, /N, /O, /R, and /T. If you omit the /M:n option in a cassette opera- 
tion, the cassette rewinds before each operation. Using /M:O has the same effect. The character n represents a 
count of the number of files from the present position on the cassette. Note that the /M:n option has a different 
meaning for cassette and magtape. Section 7.2.1.2 describes how to use /M:n with magtape. 

For cassette read (copy from tape) operations, the /M:n option initiates these procedures: 

1. If n is 0: 

The cassette rewinds and PIP searches for the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, or if 
you use a wildcard in the file specification, the cassette rewinds before PIP searches for each file. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 

PIP starts from the cassette’s present position and searches for the file you specify. If PIP does not find 
the file by the time it reaches the nth file from its starting position, it uses the nth file for the read 
operation. Note that if PIP’s starting position is not the beginning of the cassette, it is possible that PIP 
will not find the file you specify, even though it does exist on the tape. 

3. If n is a negative integer: 

The cassette rewinds, then PIP follows the procedure outlined in step 2 above. 

For cassette write (copy to tape) operations, the /M:n option initiates these procedures: 

1. If n is 0: 

The cassette rewinds and PIP writes the file you specify starting at the logical end-of-tape (LEOT) posi- 
tion. PIP automatically deletes any file it finds along the way that has the same name and file type as 
the file you specify. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 

PIP starts from the cassette’s present position and searches n files ahead, deleting along the way any file 
it finds that has the same name and file type as the file you specify. If it does not reach LEOT before it 
reaches the nth file from its starting position, it enters the file you specify over the nth file and deletes 
any files beyond it on the tape. If PIP reaches LEOT before it reaches the nth file, it writes the file you 
specify at the end-of-tape. 

3. If n is a negative integer: 

The cassette rewinds, then PIP follows the same procedure outlined in step 2 above. 

If you are copying a file to cassette and reach the physical end-of-tape before the copy completes, PIP automati- 
cally continues the file on another cassette. The cassette device handler prints the CTn: PUSH REWIND OR 
MOUNT NEW VOLUME message. If you want to halt the copy operation at this point, push the cassette rewind 
button. The tape rewinds, PIP prints an error message, and then PIP prompts you for a new command. However, 
if you want to continue the file on another cassette, remove the first cassette and put another initialized cassette 
in its place. The new cassette rewinds immediately. PIP then continues copying the file. The continued part of 
the file has the same tile name and file type as the first part of the file, but PIP adds 1 to its sequence number to 
show that it is a continued file. Make sure you have a supply of initialized cassettes handy for cassette copy opera- 
tions; you cannot interrupt the copy operation to initialize a cassette when PIP is waiting for a new volume. The 
following example shows a copy operation that fills one cassette and continues to another. 
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Filer; caPi&: 
RK:RKMNSJ.SYS to CTl:RKMNSJ,SyS 
CTl: F’USH REWIND OR MOUNT NEW UOLIJME: 
RK:RKMNFB.SYS ta CTl:RKMNFEeSYS 
RK : DT. SYS to CTX : DT + SYS 
RK:DF’.SYS to CT 1 : DP + SYS 
RI< : DX , SY s t0 cn : rrx. sy= . L 4 
R l-c: : R F e S Y S tr:, CT1 : RF. SYS 
RK : RK . SYS to CTi:RK,SYS 
RK:DM.SYS to CT1 :DM.SYS 
RK : DS + SYS to CT1 : DS. SY’i . . 
RK:TT,SYS to CT.1 : TT + > F Y s 
R I( : I... F:’ . S Y S tn CT1 :LF’+SYS 
RK:CR.SYS to CTl:CR.SYS 
RK : MT. SYS to CT1 :MT+SYS 
RK:MM,SYS to CTI :MM+SYS 
RK : NL . SY S to CT:1 : NL * SYS 
R K : I-’ C . S Y S t0 cT 1 : ~‘c , SYS 
RK : EL + SY S to , (‘T:l. : EL.. e SYS .I 
RK : cT + SY s ~,CI cT :I. : cT + SY S 
RK:EA+SYS tc:, (9T1:BA,SYS . .I 
k 

A directory listing of the second cassette shows that the first file, RKMNFBSYS, is continued from a previous 
tape. (The number of blocks in a cassette directory listing is not meaningful; it really represents the total of se- 
quence numbers in the directory.) 

+ rm:i’l:cTu~y CT 3. : 
1 5 ..- A p )- .... 7 7 

RKMNFI%, SYS 1 j. s.... A p T‘ .". 7 7 
IIF . SYS 0 11 5 ""A p I‘.-. 77 
l?F * SYS 0 1 5"..fjP r.".77 
X:1 M + s Y 8 0 j, 5.".(qp 7,.".77 
TT l S Y S  0 j, 5 . . ..A p T‘ .- 7 -7 
CR .SYS 0 I5--&)p T%""77 
MM . SYS 0 15--Ar r-77 
F’C . SYS 0 j. 5-c)p r-77 
C T . SY s 0 3.5”” A F r ..- 7 7 

18 F: i 1. c? 5 J, :I. l3 I ac I<. s 

I:1 T 
DX 
RIG 
ns 
LF 
MT 
NL 
E I... 
RA 

+ SYS 
+ 3 P ys 

,SYS 
l S Y S  

+ s Y  s 

, S Y S  

l SYS 
+ SYS 
.SYS 

(} :l,5.".fiPI'""77 
(1 11 A p r 5 ".. 7 7 
I:) j, 5 . . . . .... A p 7 7 r 
() 11 5 .... -.. np 7 7 r 
0 jJ"..AFS7'""77 
0 j. 5"" (q p 7 7 T'.." 
0 15"" f$p p-..77 
0 j, fj A $7, r 7 -.. .... 7 
0 15--Apr-77 

If you are reading a file from cassette that is continued on another volume, the cassette handler also prints the 
CTn: PUSHREWINDORMOUNTNEWVOLUME message when it reaches the end of the first tape. To abort 
the operation, push the cassette rewind button; PIP then issues an error message and prompts for a new command. 
To continue the read operation, remove the first cassette and mount the second one in its place. The second cas- 
sette rewinds immediately and PIP searches for a file with the correct name and sequence number. PIP 
repeats the new volume message if it does not find the correct file. The following example copies a file that is 
continued on a second cassette. 

*RK:l. : I, rk=cT:l. : RKMNFE l SYS/Y/W 
Files c:opied: 

CT1. : PUSH REWIND OR MOIJNT NEW VOLUME 
CT1 : RKMNFB + SYS t(:, F?K1 : RKMNFE + SYS 
* 
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If you type a double CTRL/C during any output operation to cassette, PIP does not write a sentinel file at the 
end of the tape. Consequently, you cannot transfer any more data to the cassette unless you follow one of these 
two recovery procedures: 

1. First, rewind the cassette. Then, transfer all good files from the interrupted cassette to another cassette 
and initialize the interrupted cassette as the following example shows. Use any arbitrarily large number 
for /M:n. 

tCTl:t,t=CTO:DMPX,MAC,EXAMP,FO~/M:lOOO 
*-c 
.R INJF 
fCTO:/Z/Y 
* 

2. Determine the sequential number of the file that was interrupted and use the /M:n construction to enter 
a replacement file (either a new file or a dummy) over the interrupted file. PIP writes the replacement 
file and a sentinel file (LEOT) after it. The following example assumes the bad file is the fourth file on 
the cassette. 

.ISIRECT(nRY CTO: 
19-APr-77 

DMFX *MAC 0 19-APr-77 MATCH .EAS 
EXAMF +FOR 0 19-APR--77 DUMMY .FIL 

4 Filesr 0 Blacks 

0 19-APr-77 
0 19-Apr-77 

A directory listing of the cassette shows three files and the replacement file. 

To copy multiple files to a cassette with a wildcard command, use the following: 

*CTn:*.*=dev:*.*/M:l 

Continue to mount new cassettes in response to the PUSH REWIND OR MOUNT NEW VOLUME message. Do 
not abort the process at any time (using two CTRL/Cs) since continuation files may not be completed and no 
sentinel file will be written on the cassette. 

To read multiple files from a cassette, use a command like the following one. Use any arbitrarily large number 
for /M:n. 

*dev:*.*=CTn:*.*/M:lOOO 

Whenever PIP detects a continued volume, the PUSH REWIND OR MOUNT NEW VOLUME message appears, 
until the entire file has been copied (assuming that you mount each sequential cassette in response to each 
occurrence of the message). When PIP copies the final section of a continued file, it returns to command level. 
To copy the remaining files on that cassette, reissue the command: 

*dev:*.*=CTn:*.*/M:lOOO 

Repeat the process as often as necessary to copy all files. Do not abort the process at any time (using two 
CTRL/Cs) since continuation files may not be completed. 
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7.2.1.2 Using Magtape - Magnetic tape is a convenient auxiliary storage medium for large amounts of data. Mag- 
tapes are often used as backup for disks. Reflective strips indicate the beginning and end of the tape. A special 
label (an EOFl or EOVl tape label) followed by two tape marks indicates the end of current data and indicates 
where new data can begin. The following PIP options are valid for use with magtape: /A, /B, /C, /G, /M, /P, IQ, 
/S, /U, /W, and /Y. These options axe illegal with magtape: /D, /I(, /N, /O, /R, and IT. The /M:n option lets you 
direct the tape operation; you can move the tape and perform an operation at the point you specify. The /M:n 
option can be different for the output and input side of the command line. Since the option applies to the device 
and not to the files, you can specify one /M:n option for the output file and one for the input files. The /M:n 
option has a different meaning for cassette and magtape. Section 7.2.1.1 describes how to use /M:n with cassette. 

Sometimes PIP begins an operation at the current position. To determine the current position, the magtape handler 
backspaces from its present position on the tape until it finds either an EOF indicator or the beginning of tape, 
whichever comes first. PIP then begins the operation with the Me immediately following the EOF or BOT. The 
magtape handler also has a special procedure for locating a file with sequence number n: 

1. If the file sequence number is greater than the current position, PIP searches the tape in the forward di- 
rection. 

2. If the file sequence number is more than one file before the current position, or if the file sequence 
number is less than five files from the beginning-of-tape (BOT), the tape rewinds before PIP begins its 
search. 

3. If the file sequence number is at the current position, or if it is one file past the current position, PIP 
searches the tape in the reverse direction. 

Whenever you fetch or load a new copy of the magtape handler, the tape position information is lost. The “new” 
handler searches backwards until it locates either BOT or a label from which it can learn the position of the tape. 
It then operates normally, according to steps 1, 2, and 3 described above. 

If you omit the /M:n option, the tape rewinds between each operation. Using /M:O has the same effect as omitting 
/M:n. When n is positive, it represents the file sequence number. When n is negative, it represents an instruction to 
the magtape handler. 

For magtape read (copy from tape) operations, the /M:n option initiates these procedures: 

1. IfnisO: 

The tape rewinds and PIP searches for the file you specify. If you specify more than one file, the tape 
rewinds before each search. If the fde specification contains a wildcard, the tape rewinds only once and 
then PIP copies all the appropriate files. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 

PIP goes to file sequence number n. If the file it finds there is the one you specify, PIP copies it, Other- 
wise, PIP prints the ?PIP-F-FILE NOT FOUND message. If you use a wildcard in the file specification 
PIP goes to file sequence number n and then begins to search for matching files. 

3. If n is -1: 

PIP starts the search at the current position. Note that if the current position is not the beginning of the 
tape, it is possible that PIP will not fmd the file you specify, even though it does exist on the tape. 

For magtape write (copy to tape) operations, the /M:n option initiates these procedures: 
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1. If n is 0: 

The tape rewinds before PIP copies each fde. PIP prints a warning message if it finds a file with the same 
name and Me type as the input file and does not perform the copy operation. 

2. If n is a positive integer: 

PIP goes to the file sequence number n and enters the file you specify. If PIP reaches LEOT before it 
finds file sequence number n, it prints the ?PIP-F-FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT FOUND message. 
If you specify more than one file or if you use a wildcard in the file specification, the tape does not re- 
wind before PIP writes each file, and PIP does not check for duplicate file names. 

3. If n is -1: 

PIP goes to the LEOT and enters the file you specify. It does not check for duplicate file names. 

4. If n is -2: 

The tape rewinds between each copy operation. PIP enters the file at LEOT or at the first occurrence of 
a duplicate file name. 

If PIP reaches the physical end-of-tape before it completes a copy operation, it cannot continue the file on another 
tape volume. Instead, it deletes the partial file by backspacing and writing a logical end-of-tape over the file’s 
header label. You must restart the operation and use another magtape. 

If you type two CTRL/Cs during any output operation to magtape, PIP does not write a logical end-of-tape at 
the end of the data. Consequently, you cannot transfer any more data to the tape unless you follow one of the 
two following recovery procedures. In addition, if the magtape handler was loaded (with the monitor LOAD com- 
mand), you must unload it before you can access the tape. 

1. Transfer all good files from the interrupted tape to another tape and initialize the interrupted tape in the 
following manner: 

*devl :*.*=devO:*.* 
Y 
.R DUP 
*devO:/Z/Y 

2. Determine the sequential number of the file that was interrupted and use the /M:n construction to enter 
a replacement file (either a new file or a dummy) over the interrupted file. PIP writes the replacement 
file and a good LEOT after it. The following example assumes the bad file is the fourth file on the tape: 

*devO:file.new=file.dum/M:4 

7.2.2 Copy Operations 
The following sections describe the types of copy operation that PIP can perform. PIP copies files in image, 
ASCII, and binary format. Other options let you change the date on the fdes, access .SYS files, combine files, and 
perform other similar operations. PIP automatically allocates the correct amount of space for new files in copy 
operations (except for concatenation). For block-replaceable devices, PIP stores the new file in the first empty 
space large enough to accommodate it. If an error occurs during a copy operation, PIP prints a warning message, 
stops the copy operation, and prompts you for another command. You cannot copy .BAD files unless you speci- 
fically type each file name and file type. 
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7.2.2.1 Image Mode - If you enter a command line without an option, PIP copies files onto the destination 
device in image mode. Note that you cannot reliably transfer memory image files to or from paper tape, or to 
the line printer or console terminal. PIP can image-copy ASCII and binary data but it does not do any of the data 
checking described in Sections 7.2.2.2 or 7.2.2.3. 

The following command makes a copy of the file named XYZ.SAV on device DK: and assigns it the name 
ABCSAV. (Both files exist on device DK: following the operation.) 

The next example copies from DK: all .MAC ffies whose names are three characters long and begin with A. PIP 
stores the resulting fdes on DXl:. 

JIIXl:f,t=A%%.MAC 

7.2.2.2 ASCII Mode (/A) - Use the /A option to copy files in 7-bit ASCII mode. PIP ignores nulls and 
rubouts in an ASCII mode file transfer. PIP treats CTRL/Z (32 octal) as logical end-of-file if it encounters that 
character in the input file. The following command copies F2.FOR from device DK: onto device DTl: in ASCII 
mode and assigns it the name Fl.FOR. 

7.2.2.3 Binary Mode (/B) - Use the /B option to transfer formatted binary files (such as .OBJ files produced 
by the assembler or the FORTRAN compiler and .LDA files produced by the linker). The following command, 
for example, transfers a formatted binary file from the paper-tape reader to device DK: and assigns it the name 
FILE.OBJ. 

fKll( : FILE, OH,J=:F’C : /E 

When performing formatted binary transfers, PIP verifies checksums and prints a warning if a checksum error 
occurs. If there is a checksum error and you did not use /C to ignore the error, PIP does not perform the copy 
operation. You cannot copy library files with the /B option; PIP prints the ?PIP-F-LIBRARY FILE NOT COPIED 
message. Copy them in image mode. 

7.2.2.4 The Newfiles Option (/C) - Use the /C option in the command line if you want to copy only those 
fdes with the current date. Specify /C only once in the command line. It applies to all the file specifications in 
the entire command. The following command copies (in ASCII mode) all files named ITEM1 .MAC that also have 
the current date. It also copies the file ITEM2.MAC, if it has the current date, from DK: to DT2:. It combines 
all these files under the name NN3.MAC. 

*(DT2 : NN3 + MRC=ITEM:L + MACO/C il l’TEM2. MAC/A/U 

The next command copies all files with the current date (except .SYS and .BAD files) from DK: to DXl :. This 
is an example of an efficient way to back up all new files after a session at the computer. 

*11x1 : * l *=*. t/C 

7.2.2.5 The Ignore Errors Option (/G) - Use the /G option to copy files, but ignore all input errors. This option 
forces a single-block transfer, which you can invoke at any other time with the /S option. Use the /G option if an 
input error occurred when you tried to perform a normal copy operation. The procedure can sometimes recover a 
file that is otherwise unreadable. If an error still occurs, PIP prints the ?PIP-W-INPUT ERROR message and continues 
the copy operation. The following command, for example, copies the file TOP.SAV in image mode from device DTl : 
to device DK: and assigns it the name ABC.SAV. 

1 n E c , s A v :::: D T :1 t ‘r (1 p , s fq u /’ (j 
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The next command copies files Fl .MAC and F2.MAC in ASCII mode from device DTl : to device DT2:. This 

command creates one file with the name COMB.MAC, and ignores any errors that occur during the operation. 

7.2.2.6 The Copies Option (/K:n) - The /K:n option directs PIP to generate n copies of the file you specify. 
The only legal output devices are the console terminal, the line printer, and paper-tape punch. Normally, each 
copy of the file begins at the top of a page; copies are separated by form feeds. 

*l...r : :=:FOO , I...ST./l( : “3 \ 

This command, for example, prints three copies of the listing file, FOOLST, on the line printer. 

7.2.2.7 Noreplace Option (/N) - The /N option prevents execution of a copy or rename operation if a file with 
the same name as the output file already exists on the output device. This option is illegal for magtape and 
cassette. The following example uses the /N option. 

The fiie named CT.SYS already exists on DXO:, and the copy operation does not proceed. 

7.2.2.8 The Predelete Option (/O) - The /O option deletes a file on the output device if you copy a file with 
the same name to that device. PIP deletes the file on the output device before the copy operation occurs. Normally, 
PIP deletes a file of the same name after the copy completes. This option is illegal for magtape and cassette. The 
following example uses the /O option. 

tHli:l : TEST 1 . MAC=XST:? : TEST. MAC/O 

If a file named TEST1 .MAC already exists on RKl :, PIP deletes it before copying TEST.MAC from DT2: to 
TEST1 .MAC on RKl :. 

7.2.2.9 The Exclude Option (/P) - The /P option directs PIP to transfer ail files except the ones you specify. 

$DTO : t . *=IIXl : t , MAC/P 

This command, for example, directs PIP to transfer all files from DXI: to DTO: except the .MAC files. 

7.2.2.10 The Single-block Transfer Option (/S) - The /S option directs PIP to copy files one block at a time. 
On some devices, this operation increases the chances of an error-free transfer. You can combine the /S option 
with other PIP copy options. For example: 

PIP performs this transfer one block at a time. 

7.2.2.11 The Setdate Option (IT) - This option causes PIP to put the current date on all files it transfers, 
unless the. current date is 0. Normally, PIP preserves the existing fde creation date on copy and rename operations. 
This option is invalid for operations involving magtape and cassette because PIP always uses the current date for 
tape files. The following command puts the current date on all the files stored on device DK:. 
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Note that the command shown above changes only the dates; PIP does not move or change the files in any other 
way. 

7.2.2.12 The Concatenate Option (/II) - To combine more than one fue into a single fne, use the /U option. 
This option is particularly useful to combine several object modules Into a single file for use by the linker or 
librarian. PIP does not accept wildcards on the output specification. The following examples use the /U option. 

*DK : AA + OE,J=DTl : BE, 0B.J 9 CC, OEC J 9 KtIl . OB J/U 

The command shown above transfers files BB.OBJ, CC.OBJ and DD.OBJ to device DK: as one file and assigns 
this file the name AA.OBJ. 

tDT3 : MERGE + MAC=X:IT~ : F IL.E2. MAC 9 FILE3 + MAC/A/U 

This command merges ASCII files FILE2.MAC and FILE3.MAC on DT2: into one ASCII file named MERGE.MAC 
on device DT3:. 

7.2.2.13 The System Files Option (/Y) - Use the /Y option if you need to perform an operation on system 
files (SYS). For example: 

It,t=DT3:t,t/G/Y 

This command copies to device DK:, in image mode, all files (including .SYS files) from device DT3:. Because of 
the /G option, PIP ignores any input errors. 

7.2.3 The Delete Operation (ID) 
Use the /D option to delete one or more files from the device you specify. Note that PIP does not automatically 
query you before it performs the operation; you must use IQ. Remember to use the /Y option to delete .SYS 
files. You cannot delete .BAD files unless you name each one specifically, including file name and file type. You 
can specify only six files in a delete operation unless you use wildcards. You must always indicate a file speciflca- 
tion in the command line. A delete command consisting only of a device name (dev:/D) is invalid. The delete 
option is also illegal for magtape. The following examples illustrate the delete operation. 

*FILE1 .SA’J/D 

The command shown above deletes FILE1 .SAV from device DK:. 

*DXl:*.*/D 
?PIP-W-No +SYS ection 
1 

The command shown above deletes all files from device DXl: except those with a .SYS or .BAD file type. If 
there is a file with a .SYS file type, PIP prints a warning message to remind you that this file has not been deleted. 

tt.MAC/D 

This command deletes all files with a .MAC file type from device DK:. 

7.2.4 The Rename Operation (/R) 
Use the /R option to rename a file you specify as input, giving it the name you specify in the output specification. 
You must supply an equal number of input’ and output ffies that reside on the same device. PIP prints an error 
message if the command specifications are not valid. Use the /Y option with /R if you rename .SYS files. You 
cannot use /R with magtape or cassette. 
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The rename command is particularly useful when a file on disk or DECtape contains bad blocks. By renaming 
the file, giving it a .BAD file type, you can ensure that the file permanently resides in that area of the device. 
Thus, the system makes no other attempts to use the bad area. Once you give a file a .BAD file type, you 
cannot move it during a compress operation. You cannot rename .BAD files unless you specifically indicate 
both the file name and file type. The following examples illustrate the rename operation. 

The command shown above renames FO.MAC to Fl .MAC on device DTl :. 

tDXl:OUT,SYS=DXl:CT,SYS/Y/R 

This command renames file CT.SYS to OUT.SYS. 

7.2.5 The Logging Operation (/W) 
When you use the /W option, PIP prints a list of all files copied, renamed, or deleted. The /W option is useful if 
you do not want to take the time to use the query mode (the /Q option, described in Section 7.2.6), but you do 
want a list of the files operated on by PIP. 

PIP prints the log for an operation on the terminal beneath the command line. This example shows logging with 
the delete operation. 

1DXl :  * l */n/w 

?F'IP-W-No +SYS actian 
Files deleted: 

DXl:TEST,MAC 
DXl:FIX463,SAU 
DXl:GRAPH+BAK 
DXl:DMPX.MAC 
DXl:MATCH.BAS 
DXl:EXAMP+FOR 
DXl:GRAPH,FQH 
DXl:GLOBAL+MAC 
DXl:PROSEC.MAC 
DXl:KE.MAC 
DXl:EXAMP.MAC 
* 

7.2.6 The Query Option c/Q) 
Use the /Q option with another PIP operation to list all files and to confirm individually which of these files 
should be processed. Typing a Y (or any string that begins with Y) followed by a carrige return causes the named 
file to be processed; typing anything else excludes the fde. The following example deletes files from DXl :. 

*DXl:*.*/D/Q 
Files deleted: 

DXl:FIX463,SAV? 
DXl:GRAPH.EAK 7 Y 
DXl:DMFX.MAC ? 
DXl:MATCH.RAS ? 
DXl:EXAMF.FOH ? 
DXl:GRAFH.FOR ? Y 
DXl:GLOEAL.MAC? Y 
DXl:FROSEC.MAC? Y 
DXl:KB.MAC ? 
DX1:EXAMF.MAf.Z ? 
* 
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CHAPTER 8 

DEVICE UTILITY PROGRAM @UP) 

The device utility program (DUP) is a device maintenance utility program you can use with the RT-11 system. 
DUP creates files on file-structured RT-11 devices (disks, DECtape, magtape, and cassette). It can also extend 
files on certain fde-structured devices (disks and DECtape), and it can compress, image copy, initialize, or boot 
RT-11 file-structured devices. DUP does not operate on non-file-structured devices (line printer, card reader, 
terminal, and paper tape). 

8.1 CALLING AND USING DUP 
To call DUP from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R DUP(RET) 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk (*) at the left margin of the terminal and waits for a command 
string. If you enter only a carriage return in response to the asterisk, DUP prints its current version number. You 
can type CTRL/C to halt DUP and return control to the monitor when DUP is waiting for input from the console 
terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to abort DUP at any other time. The /S, /T, and /C operations, however, 
lock out the CTRL/C command until the operation completes; these three operations cannot be interrupted with 
CTRL/C. To restart DUP, type R DUP or REENTER in response to the monitor’s dot. Chapter 6, Command 
String Interpreter, describes the general syntax of the command line that DUP accepts. DUP accepts only one input 
file specification and one output file specification in the command line. 

8.2 DUP OPTIONS 
Certain options are available for use with DUP. These options are divided into two categories: 1) Action and 2) 
Mode. Action options cause specific operations to occur. You can use these options alone or with valid mode 
options. Usually, you can specify only one action option at a time. Mode options modify action options. Table 
8-l illustrates whch mode options you can use with a particular action option. 

Table 8-l DUP Options and Categories 

Action r L 

Mode 

w,y 
w,y 
W,F,H 
w,y 
WAY 
w,y 
W 
W 
W,W,R,V,Y 

Note that /V can be either an action or a mode option, depending on how you use it. 

You can use DUP action options to create files, copy devices, scan for bad blocks, perform a bootstrap operation, 
and so on. You can use the DUP mode options to modify the action options, where necessary. The following 
sections describe the various DUP options and give examples of typical uses. Table 8-2 summarizes the options you 
can use with DUP. 
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Option 

IB 

/C:m[:n] 

8.2.11.4 

8.2.1 

IF 8.2.3 

/H 8.2.3 

/I[:rstart 
:rstop 
: wstart ] 

/K[:start 
[:~oPll 

8.2.2 

8.2.3 

/N:n 8.2.11.1 

/O 

/R[:RBT] 

8.2.4 Boots the device or file you specify. 

8.2.11.3 

IS 8.2.5 

/T:n 8.2.6 

/U 8.2.7 

/V[:VOL] 8.2.8, 
8.2.11.2 

Section 

Device Utility Program (DUP) 

Table 8-2 DUP Options 

Explanation 

Use with /Z to write files with the file type .BAD over any bad 
blocks DUP fmds on the disk to be initialized. 

Creates a file on the device you specify; m represents the starting 
block number (in octal) and n represents the size of the file in 
blocks. 

Use with the /K option to output the file name containing the bad 
block together with the relative block number of the bad block in 
the Me. 

Use with the /K option to read the bad block, write to the bad block, 
and then read it again. This operation does not destroy information 
already stored on the device. 

Copies the image of a disk to another disk or magtape or from mag- 
tape to disk. The arguments :rstart, :rstop, and :wstart represent 
block numbers. 

Scans a device for bad blocks and outputs the octal address of the 
logical bad blocks to the output device. The arguments :start and 
:stop represent block numbers. 

Use with /Z to set the number of directory segments you require if 
you do not want the default size; n is an integer in the range 1-37 
(octal). 

Use with /Z to scan the RK06 device for bad blocks and to create a 
replacement table on the disk for any bad blocks DUP finds. If you 
use :RBT, DUP retains the replacement table that is already on the 
disk and does not pre-scan the disk for bad blocks. 

Compresses a disk (or DECtape) onto itself or onto another disk (or 
DECtape); the output device, if any, must be initialized. 

Extends an existing file by the number of blocks you indicate by :n. 

Writes the bootstrap portion of the monitor file in blocks 0 and 2-5 
of the target device. 

Prints the user ID and owner name. Use it with /Z (as a mode option) 
to insert a user ID and owner name in block 1 of the initialized disk, 
or in the VOLl header block on magtape (not applicable for cassette). 
Using /V:VOL as an action option causes only the ID and owner name 
to be changed, and does not initialize the device (not applicable for 
cassette). 

(Continued on next pag 
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Table 8-2 (Cont.) DUP Options 

Option Section 

IW 8.2.9 

Explanation 

Use with any action option (but only one) to initiate an operation 
and then pause. This is useful on small, single-disk systems because 
it lets you replace the system device with another disk before per- 
forming an operation. 

IX 8.2.5 Use with /S to inhibit automatic booting of the system device when 
it is compressed. 

82.10 Use with /C, /I, /O, /S, /T, or /Z to inhibit the dev:/xxxx ARE YOU 
SURE? message and the FOREGROUND JOB LOADED, CONTINUE? 
message and ensure immediate execution of the operation. 

/Z [:nl 8.2.11 Initializes the directory of the device you specify. The size of the 
directory defaults to the standard RT-11 size; use :n to allocate 
extra directory words for each entry beyond the default. 

8.2.1 The Create Option (/C:m[ :n] ) 
The /C option creates a file with a specific name, location, and size on the block-replaceable device that you 
specify. This command is useful to recover files that have been deleted. The /C option only creates a directory en- 
try for the file. It does not store any data in the file. You must specify both the file name and file type of the file 
to be created. The syntax of the command is: 

filespec=/C:m[:n] 

where 

filespec represents the device, file name and file type of the file to be created. 

:m represents the numeric value, in octal, of the starting block of the file to be created. 

:n represents the size of the file in blocks. If you do not supply a value for n, DUP creates a 
l-block file. 

You can use the /C option to cover bad blocks on a disk by creating a file with a file type .BAD to cover the 
bad area. 

Use /C also to recover accidentally-deleted files. In this case, use DIR to obtain a listing of the device. Use the 
/E and the /Q options in DIR; obtain a separate listing with each one. DIR lists files, tentative files, empty areas, 
and the sizes of all areas. You can then assign a file name to the area that contains the data you lost. 

You can also use DUP to set aside a file on disk without performing any input or output operations on the file. 

When you use the /C option, make sure that the area in which the file is to be created is empty. If there are more 
blocks in the empty than the file you are creating needs, DUP attempts to put the extra blocks in empties that are 
contiguous to the file you are creating. If there is not enough room in contiguous empties, the error message 
?DUP-F-ILLEGAL CONTIGUOUS FILE prints and DUP does not create the file. The /C option checks for du- 
plicate tile names. If the file name you specify already exists on the device, DUP issues an error message and does 
not create a second file with the same name. 
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This is an example of a command that uses /C: 

tDKl:FILE,MnC=/C:140:j 

This command creates a fde named FILE.MAC consisting of blocks 140, 141, and 142 on device DKl :. 

8.2.2 The Image Copy Option (/I) 
The /I option copies block for block from one device to another. (This operation is not applicable for magtape 
or cassette.) If DUP encounters a bad block, it prints an error message. However, it retries the operation and 
performs the copy one block at a time. If only one error message prints, you can assume that the transfer com- 
pleted correctly. The /I option is often used to copy one disk to another without changing the file structure or 
location of files on the device. In this case, it is an added convenience that you do not have to copy a boot block 
to the device. You can also copy disks that are not in RT-11 format, if they have no bad blocks. 

Qualifiers to the /I option let you specify the blocks to be read from the input device; you can also specify a 
starting block number on the output device for the write operation. The syntax of the command is: 

output-device:=input-device:/I[:rstart :rstop:wstart] 

where 

:rstart represents the starting block number on the input device for the read operation, 

:rstop represents the ending block number on the input device for the read operation. 

: wstart represents the starting block number on the output device for the write operation. 

The command string must include an input and an output specification; there is no default device. If you need 
to specify a block number, you must supply all three block values. The /I operation does not copy to or from 
a device that has logical bad blocks. (Physical bad blocks can be logically replaced or covered, as Sections 
8.2.11.3 and 8.2.11.4 describe.) If one device is smaller than the other, DUP copies only the number of blocks 
of the smaller device. 

You can copy blocks between disk and magtape with /I. DUP stores the data on the tape, formatting it in 1K 
word blocks. It is possible to store only one disk image on a magtape, regardless of the size of the tape. 

The following examples use the /I option. The file name A is not significant; it is a dummy file name required 
by the Command String Interpreter. 

Rh'l :/COPY are tmu sure? 

The command shown above copies all blocks from DK: to RKl:. 

RKl:/CoPY are YOU r;ure?Y 

This command copies blocks O-500 from RKO: to RKl :, starting at block 501. 

8.2.3 The Bad Block Scan Option (/I() 
Sometimes devices (disks and DECtapes) are manufactured with bad blocks, or they develop bad blocks as a 
result of use and age. You can use the /K option to scan a device and locate bad blocks on it. DUP prints 
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the absolute block number of those blocks on the device that return hardware errors when DUP tries to read 
them. If you specify an output device (only TT: and LP: are valid), DUP prints the bad block report on that 
device. Remember that block numbers are octal and the first block on a device is block 0. If DUP finds no bad 
blocks, it prints only the header. A complete scan of a disk pack takes from one to several minutes depending 
on the size of the device. It does not destroy data that is stored on the device. 

DUP reads only one block at a time when it scans a disk for bad blocks. Errors can occur on a multi-block copy 
even if DUP does not detect any with /K. Copy the data to a scratch disk with the /I option to discover any 
other bad blocks. You should scan a device for bad blocks before using /S to compress the device; if a read error 
occurs during a compress operation, the device may become unuseable. 

You can scan selected portions of a device by specifying a beginning and ending block number. The syntax of 
this command is: 

[output-device:=]input-device:/K[:start[:stop] ] 

where 

:start represents the block number of the first block to be scanned. 

:stop represents the block number of the last block to be scanned. 

If you specify only a starting block number, DUP scans from the block you specify to the end of the device. 
You cannot specify an ending block number unless you also specify a starting block number. 

If the device to be scanned has files on it, you can use /F with the /K option to print the name of the file 
containing the bad block together with the relative block number within the file that is bad. 

You can use /H with /K to read the bad block, write to the bad block, and then read it again. If the block is 
still bad, DUP reports a HARD error. If the block recovers, DUP reports a SOFT error. This procedure does not 
destroy data already stored on the device. 

The following command line uses the /K option to scan the entire disk, RKl :. 

tRK1 :/K/F 
BAD BLOCKS FILENAME REL BLK TYPE 

6615 EMPTYl+TST 6547 HARD 
6645 EMPTY2,TST 6577 HARD 
7255 EMPTY3eTST 7207 HARD 

8.2.4 The Boot Option (/O) 
The /O option can perform two operations: 1) a hardware bootstrap of a specific device and 2) a bootstrap of a 
particular monitor file that does not affect the bootstrap blocks on the device. The command syntax for a device 
bootstrap is as follows: 

dev:/O 

This operation has the same results as a hardware bootstrap. Legal devices for the boot operation are DTO:, 
RKO:-RK7:, RF:, SY:, DK:, DPO:-DP7:, DXO:-DXI:, DMO:-DM7:, and DSO:-DS7:. 

Use the following syntax to boot the monitor you specify without changing the bootstrap on the device. 

dev: monitor-name/O 
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This makes it easy for you to switch from one monitor to another. Whether bootstrapping a specific monitor or 
a specific device, DUB checks to see if the bootstrap blocks are correctly formatted. If the boot operation you 
request is invalid for any reason, DUE prints an error message and waits for another command. 

When you reboot with the /O option, you do not have to reenter the date and time of day with the monitor 
DATE and TIME commands. However, the clock does lose a few seconds during the reboot. 

The following command reboots the RT-11 system under the single-job monitor: 

tRKO:RKMNSJ,SYS/O 

R’T- 1 :I S..J UO3,Ol 

Notice in this command that the device you specify must be the same device type as the first two characters of 
the monitor file indicate. Because of this restriction on the monitor-name bootstrap operation, the following 
command is illegal: 

Y R I C O  :  I IXMNF I3 l S Y S / O  

However, the next command is a valid one: 

8.2.5 The Squeeze Option (/S) 
Use the /S option to compress a device (disk or DECtape) onto itself or onto another disk or DECtape. To do 
this, DUB moves all the files to the beginning of the device, producing a single, unused area after the group of 
files. The squeeze operation does not change the bootstrap blocks of a device. The output device you specify, 
if any, must be an initialized device. If you specify an output device, DUE does not query you for confirmation 
before it performs the operation. If you do not specify an output device, DUE prints the ARE YOU SURE? 
message and waits for your response before proceeding. You must type Y followed by a carriage return to execute 
the command. Since it is critical to perform an error-free squeeze operation, be sure to scan a device (with /K) 
before you use IS. 

The /S option does not move files with .BAD file types. This feature prevents you from reusing bad blocks that 
occur on a disk. You can rename files containing bad blocks, giving them a .BAD file type, and DUP then leaves 
them in place when you execute a /S. DUE inserts files before and after .BAD files until the space between the 
last file it moved and the .BAD file is smaller than the next file to be moved. If an error occurs during a squeeze 
operation, DUB continues the operation, performing it one block at a time. If only one error message prints, you 
can assume that the operation completed correctly. 

The syntax of the command is: 

[output-device=] input-device/S 

Do not use /S on the system device (SY:) when a foreground job is loaded. A ?DUP-F-CANNOT WRITE SY: 
WHILE FJOB LOADED error message results if you attempt this and DUP ignores the /S operation. You must 
unload the foreground job before using the /S option. 

NOTE 
If you perform a compress operation on the system device, 
the system automatically reboots when the compress op- 
eration is completed. This operation takes place in order 
to prevent system crashes that can occur when the 
monitor file is moved. 
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You can use /X with /S to suppress the automatic reboot and leave DUE running. However, you should use /X 
only if you are certain that the monitor file will not move. Even then, you should reboot the system when 
the squeeze operation completes if the device handlers have moved. If you specify the /X option but for some 
reason the USR cannot be made resident, DUP reboots the system anyway. If you use /X and the system is 
not rebooted, the ?DUP-W-REBOOT message prints. This is a warning message; it is for your information only. 

The following examples use the /S command: 

R’T-1 iS,.J uo3.oi 

The command shown above compresses the fdes on the system device and reboots the system when the compress 
operation completes. 

* I:1 .r 1 : A :::: [I I.2 ; / !i; 

This command transfers all the files from device DT2: to device DTl:, leaving DT2: unchanged. The file name 
A is not significant; it is a dummy file name required by the Command String Interpreter. 

8.2.6 The Extend Option (/T:n) 
Use the /T option to extend the size of a file. The syntax of the command is: 

filespec/T:n 

where 

filespec represents the device, file name, and file type of the file to be extended. 

n represents the number of blocks to add to the file. 

You can extend a file in this manner only if it is followed by an unused area at least n blocks long. Any blocks 
not required by the extend operation remain in the unused area. 

The following example uses the /T option: 

*l-It ‘r 1. : z Y z * ‘T’S ‘I’/’ I- : :I. 00 

This command assigns 100 more blocks to the file named ZYZ.TST on device DTl:. 

8.2.7 The Bootstrap Copy Option (/U) 
In order to use a disk as a system device, you must copy a bootstrap onto the disk. To do this, first make sure 
that the appropriate monitor file is stored on the disk. For a diskette system, for example, you could use the 
foreground/background monitor file called DXMNFB.SYS. If you copy the monitor tile onto the diskette from 
another device, be careful not to rename it. DUE recognizes only standard RT-11 monitor file names in the 
bootstrap copy operation. Use the /U option to copy the bootstrap portion of the monitor file into absolute 
blocks 0 and 2-5 of the device. You can then use the /O option to boot the device. 

To copy a bootstrap for the single-job monitor on RKl :, for example, use the following procedure: 
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1. Obtain a formatted disk. (Most disks and DECtapes are formatted by the manufacturer. However, the 
RT-11 System Generation Manual does outline the procedure for re-formatting an RR05 disk.) 

2. Initialize the .disk with /Z. 

3. Copy files onto the disk. 

4. Copy the monitor onto the disk. 

5. Copy the monitor bootstrap onto the disk with /U. 

The following example shows how to initialize a diskette, copy files to it, and write a bootstrap onto the diskette: 

tnx 1 : /Z/Y 

The command shown above (step 2 of the procedure described above) initializes the diskette. 

tnx1 : A=DXO : /s 

This command, which combines steps 3 and 4, squeezes all the files from DXO: onto DXl:. 

*DXl:A=DXl:DXMNFE+SYS/U 

The last command (step 5) writes the bootstrap for the diskette foreground/background monitor onto the boot- 
strap blocks (blocks 0 and 2-5) of DXl :. The file name A is not significant; it is a dummy file name required 
by the Command String Interpreter. 

8.2.8 The Volume ID Option (/V[ :VOL]) 
You can use the /V option as an action option to print the volume ID of a device or to change the volume ID 
without initializing the device. The syntax of the command is: 

device:/V[:VOL] 

where 

device : is the device whose volume ID you want to display or change. 

If you specify only /V, the volume ID and owner name of the device you specify print out on the console ter- 
minal. If you specify /V:VOL, DUP assumes you need to change the volume ID and owner name. DUP prompts 
you for a volume ID: 

UOL ID? 

Respond with a volume ID that is up to 12 characters long for a block-replaceable device, or up to 6 characters 
long for magtape. Terminate your response with a carriage return. DUP then prompts for an owner name: 

OWNER NAME’? 

Respond with an owner name that is up to 12 characters long for a block-replaceable device, or up to 10 charac- 
ters long for magtape. Terminate your response with a carriage return. DUP ignores characters you type beyond 
the legal length. The /V:VOL command changes only the volume ID and owner name; it does not initialize the 
device. Section 8.2.11.2 describes how to use /V with the /Z option to initialize a device and write volume iden- 
tification on it. 
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DUP stores the volume ID and owner name information in block 1 of a disk. The volume ID is stored in words 
236-241 (decimal), the owner name is stored in words 242-247, and the format type, which is always RTllA, 
is stored in words 248-253. The remainder of block 1 (words O-235 and 254-255) is reserved for the system to 
use. If you are initializing a magnetic tape, DUP stores the volume identification information in the VOLl header 
block of the magtape. The volume ID is stored in bytes 5-10 and the owner name is stored in bytes 41-50. The 
first byte of the header block is byte 1; DUP stores VOLl information up to byte 80. 

The following example uses the /V:VOL option: 

UOL ID? VOUCHERS 

OWNER NAME? PAYABLES 

This command writes a new volume ID and owner name on device RKl:. 

8.2.9 The Small, Single-disk System Option (/W) 
The /W option is useful for small (8K), single-disk systems. It is a mode option that you can use with any of the 
action options. However, you can perform only one operation at a time. The /W option initiates execution of a 
command, but then pauses and prints the message CONTINUE?. At this time you can remove the system disk and 
mount the disk on which you actually want the operation to take place. When the new disk is loaded, type a Y 
followed by a carriage return to execute the operation. When the operation completes (except the /O operation, 
which boots the system), the “CONTINUE?” message again prints. Replace the system device and type a Y fol- 
lowed by a carriage return. The asterisk (*) prompt prints and DUP waits for you to enter another command. 
The following example uses the /W option: 

*(Isx1 :/K/F/w 
CONTINUE?Y 
BAD BLOCKS TYF’E I=ILENAME REL BLK 
CONTINUE’?Y 
* 

This command directs DUP to scan the disk for bad blocks. During the first pause, the system disk is removed 
and another disk is mounted. A Y is typed and the scan operation executes. During the second pause, the system 
disk is replaced and another Y is typed. DUP prompts for another command. 

NOTE 
It is not necessary to use the /W option to change disks 
if the USR can be made resident with the SET USR 
NOSWAP command. In this case you can change disks 
when the asterisk (*) prompt prints. Type and execute 
the command with the new disk in place. Replace the 
system disk when the next prompt prints. 

There is one exception to the general usage of/W. You cannot use the /U option to write a bootstrap on another 
disk if you have a single-disk system with only 8K words of memory. Follow this procedure to write a bootstrap 
on another disk: 

1. Make the USR resident: 

. s E.. ‘1” us R N 0 s w A I::’ 
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2. Call the MDUP program (a program similar to DUP, but smaller): 

3. Change disks when MDUP prompts with an asterisk (*), as shown in step 2. 

The new disk must already have the monitor file stored on it. Then enter the /U command to copy the 
bootstrap, as this example shows: 

When MDUP prints another asterisk, replace the system disk and type CTRL/C to return to the monitor. 

8.2.10 The Noquery Option (/Y) 
Use the /Y option to suppress the query messages that some commands print. The following options normally 
print the FOREGROUND JOB LOADED, CONTINUE? message if a foreground job is loaded when you issue one 
of these DUP commands: /C, /I, /O, IS, /T, and /Z. You must respond to the query message by typing Y followed 
by a carriage return for the operation to proceed. Some other options (/C, /I, /O, /S, /V, and /Z) print the ARE 
YOU SURE? message and wait for your response. If a foreground job is loaded and you specify one of these op- 
tions, DUP combines the two query messages into one message and waits for your response. You can suppress alI 
these messages and the pause associated with them by specifying /Y in the command string. 

8.2.11 The Directory Initialization Option (/Z[ :n]) 
You must initialize a device before you can store files on it. Use the /Z option to clear and initialize the directory 
of an RT-11 directory-structured device. The /Z operation must always be the first operation you perform on a 
new device after you receive it, formatted, from a manufacturer. After you use /Z, there are no files in the direc- 
tory. 

The syntax of the command is as follows: 

device:jZ [:n] 

In this command, the optional argument, n, is an octal number (greater than or equal to 1) indicating the change 
in size of each directory entry on a directory-structured device. The size of the directory determines the number 
of files that can be stored on a device. The system allows a maximum of 72 files per directory segment, and 31 
directory segments per device. Each segment uses two blocks of available disk space. If you do not specify n, each 
entry is seven words long (for file name, creation date, and file length information). When extra words are allocated, 
the number of entries per directory segment decreases. The formula for determining the number of entries per 
directory segment is: 

.5-7/((# of extra words) t7) 

For example, if you use /Z:l, you can make 63 entries per segment. RT-11 does not normally support non-standard 
directory formats. DIGITAL does not recommend altering the directory format. The number of directory segments 
in the directory defaults to the decimal value shown in Table 8-3 for the specified device. 
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Table 8-3 Default Directory Sizes 

Size (decimal) of 
Device Directory in Segments 

RKO5 16 
DT 4 
RF 4 
DS 4 
DP 31 
DX 4 
RK06 31 

8.2.11.1 Changing Directory Segments (/N:n) - If you do not want the default size of the device, use /N 
with /Z to set the number of directory segments for entries in the directory. The syntax of the command is as 
follows: 

/N:n 

In this command, n represents the number of directory segments; n is an integer in the range l-31. 

The following example initializes the directory on device RKl: and allocates six directory segments. 

8.2.11.2 Storing Volume ID (/V) - When you initialize a disk or magtape, DUP stores a default device ID 
of RTllA in block 1 of the device. You can use the /V option with /Z to insert a user ID and owner name in 
block 1 of the device. For example, the following command initializes device RKl : and prompts you for a 
volume ID and owner name. Section 8.2.8 illustrates these prompts and shows how to respond to them. 

* RI< Il. : / z ./ v 

v 0 I... I D ? v [:I I.1 c I-I 1:: R !!i 

C)WNER NAME:‘? F’AYAEl...li:S 

8.2.11.3 Replacing Bad Blocks (/R[ :RET] ) - Y ou can use the /R option with /Z if the device being initialized 
is an RK06. If DUP finds any bad blocks, it builds a replacement table of good blocks for them. The replacement 
table is stored in words O-63 of block 1. (/R supports up to 32 bad blocks.) The RK06 then appears to have no 
bad blocks. Files that span the bad block use a replacement block instead of the bad block. The replacement 
blocks are located in the last cylinder of the disk. Speed of input and output operations decreases only when the 
replacement blocks for bad blocks are accessed. You can avoid this overhead by using the /B option (see Section 
8.2.11.4) and not using bad block replacement. If DUP finds any bad blocks in a non-replaceable part of the disk, 
DUP reports that the disk is bad. When you initialize a device and want to retain the bad block replacement table 
that was created by a previous /R command, use /R:RET. The /R:RET option makes it easy to reinitialize an 
RK06 without rescanning it. After a disk is initialized with the /Z/R option combination, a scan of the disk with 
/K should reveal no bad blocks. If DUP finds a bad block during the /Z/R operation that is in blocks 0 through 
5, it reports that the disk is not usable. If DUP finds a bad block that is not already marked on the disk as such, 
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it prints the ?DUP-W-UNMARKED BAD BLOCK message. This disk is not usable and must be reformatted by 
the manufacturer. If DUF finds bad blocks in the device directory, it prints a warning message. Bad blocks in 
the directory can cause considerable overhead and slow system performance on ENTER, LOOKUP, and CLOSE 
operations. 

8.2.11.4 Covering Bad Blocks (/B) - To scan the disk for bad blocks and write files over them, use the /B 
option with /Z. For every bad block DUE encounters on the device, it creates a file called FILE.BAD to cover 
it. After the disk is initialized and the scan completed, the directory consists only of file FILE.BAD entries that 
cover the bad blocks. If DIP finds a bad block in the boot block or the directory, it prints an error message and 
the disk is not usable. 

/R and /B are mutually exclusive options. You can use one or the other, but not both. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE DIRECTORY PROGRAM (DIR) 

The directory program (DIR) performs a wide range of directory listing operations. It can list directory information 
about a specific device, such as the number of files stored on the device, their names, and their creation dates. DIR 
can list details about certain files, too, including their names, their file types, and their size in blocks. DIR can also 
print a device directory summary, and it can organize its listings in several ways, such as alphabetically or chrono- 
logically. 

9.1 CALLING AND USING DIR 
To call DIR from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R DIR= 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin of the terminal and waits for you to enter a 
command string. If you enter only a carriage return in response to the asterisk, DIR prints its current version mrm- 
ber. You can type CTRIJC to halt DIR and return control to the monitor when DIR is waiting for input from the 
console terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to abort DIR at any other time. To restart DIR, type R DIR or 
REENTER in response to the monitor’s dot. Chapter 6, Command String Interpreter, describes the general syntax 
of the command line that DIR accepts. Unless otherwise indicated, numeric arguments are interpreted as octal. 
Remember to put a decimal point after a decimal number to distinguish it from an octal number. Some of the DIR 
options accept a date as an argument in the command line. The syntax for specifying the date is: 

dd.:mmm:yy. 

where 

dd. represents the day (a decimal integer in the range l-3 1). 

mmm represents the month (the first three characters of the name of the month). 

YY* represents the year (a decimal integer in the range 73-99). 

You can specify only one input device and one output device, but you can specify up to six file names on the input 
device. The default device for output is the terminal. The default file type for an output file is .DIR. The default 
device for input is DK: . If you omit the input specification completely, DIR uses DK: *.*. If you do not supply an 
option, DIR performs the /L operation. Note that wildcards are valid with DIR for the input specification only. 

Directory listings normally print on the terminal in two columns. Read the entries across the columns, moving from 
left to right, one row at a time. Directory listings that are sorted, however, are an exception to this. (Sorted direc- 
tories are produced by /A, /R, and IS.) Read these listings by reading the left column from top to bottom, then 
reading the right column from top to bottom. 

9.2 DIR OPTIONS 
You can perform many different directory operations by specifying options in the DIR command line. Table 9-l 
summarizes the operations these options permit you to perform with DIR. The following sections describe the 
various DIR options and give examples that use the options. The sections are arranged alphabetically by option. 
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Table 9-l DIR Options 

Option Section 

IA 9.2.1 

/B 9.2.2 

/C:n 9.2.3 

Explanation 

Lists the directory of the device you specify in alphabetical order by file 
name and type (this is the same as /S:NAM). 

Lists the directory of the device you specify, including file names and 
types, creation dates, starting block number in decimal, and the number 
of blocks in each file. For magtape, the starting block number is the file 
sequence number. 

Lists the directory in n columnsi n is an integer in the range l-9. The 
default value is two columns for normal listings and five columns for 
abbreviated listings. 

/D[:date] 9.2.4 

/E 9.2.5 

IF 9.2.6 

IC 9.2.7 

/J[:date] 9.2.8 

/K[:date] 9.2.9 

IL 9.2.10 

IM 9.2.11 

/N 9.2.12 

/O 9.2.13 

IP 9.2.14 

IQ 9.2.15 

IR 9.2.16 

/S[:=l 9.2.17 

Includes in the directory listing only those files with the date you specify. 
If you do not supply a date, DIR uses the system’s current date. 

Lists the device directory including unused spaces and their sizes, An 
empty space on a cassette directory represents a deleted file. 

Prints in five columns a short directory (file names and types only) of the 
device you specify. 

Lists the file you specify and all files that follow it in the directory. This 
option does not list any files that precede the tile you specify. 

Prints a directory of the files created on or after the date you specify. If 
you do not supply a date, DIR uses the system’s current date. 

Prints a directory of files created before the date you specify. If you do 
not supply a date, DIR uses the system’s current date. 

Lists the directory of the device you specify, including the number of 
files, their dates, and the number of blocks each file occupies. (This is the 
default operation.) 

Lists a directory of unused areas of the device you specify. 

Lists a summary of the device directory. 

Similar to /L but lists the sizes and block numbers of the files in octal. 

Prints a directory of the device you specify, excluding the files you list. 

Lists a directory of the device you specify, listing the file names and types, 
sizes, creation dates and starting block numbers of tiles that have been 
deleted and whose file name information has not been destroyed. 

Lists the files in the reverse order of the sort specified with /A or /S. 

Lists the directory of the device you specify in the order you specify; 
xxx indicates the order in which DIR sorts the listing (xxx can be DAT, 
NAM, POS, SIZ, or TYP). 
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9.2.1 The Alphabetical Option (/A) 
The /A option lists the directory of the device you specify in alphabetical order by file name and type. It has the 
same effect as the /S:NAM option. The following example lists the directory of device DXO: in alphabetical order 
on the terminal. 

*1:1x0 : /A 
13--AF’r.-77 

B I I? + SAW I6 15.-Mar-.77 LF + SYS 
DT l S Y S  2 o:l..-Mar.-77 MACRO .SAU 
DlJP . snv I.7 04-mMar-77 F-IF’ l snv 

DXMNSJ l S Y S  5’1 O:I.-Mar-77 SYSMAC. MAC 
EDIT + snu 2% O%--Mar.-77 T T . s Y s 
I...:INK l S A U  

2 5 () j. . . M ;) r . . . . 7 7 
1 I. F i 1. e !S , 2 6 5 13 1 0 t:: Ii $5 
2 1 5 F’ r e e P :I. cf c: k. $9 

2 ()l....fqpj~--77 
46 OIL-.Mar--77 
l6 l.6-Mar-77 
27 :lB-F~eb-77 

2 ():L-Mar-77 

9.2.2 The Block Number Option (/B) 
The /B option prints a directory of the device you specify and includes the starting block number in decimal of all 
the files listed. The following example lists the directory of device DXO:, including the starting block numbers of 
files. 

9.2.3 The Columns Option (/C:n) 
The /C[:n] option lists the directory in the number of columns you specify. The argument, n, represents an integer 
in the range I-9. If you do not use the /C:n option, DIR lists the directory in two columns for normal listings and 
five columns for abbreviated listings. The following command, for example, lists on the terminal the directory of 
device DXl : in one column. 

9.2.4 The Date Option (/D[ date]) 
The /D[:date] option includes in the directory listing only those files with the date you specify. The default date is 
the system’s current date. For example, the following command lists on the terminal all the files that were created 
on 1 March 1977. 
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9.2.5 The Entire Option (/E) 
The /E option lists the entire directory including the unused areas and their sizes in blocks (decimal). The following 
example lists on the terminal the entire directory of device DXl :, including unused areas. 

*DX:I. : /lz 
0 3 -’ Ma !:S ‘..’ 7 7 

D I Ii . S A ‘v’ 11, (l) () 8 . . &) p r . 7 7 D I! F:’ 4 s AU 1, .;7 1 3 -- fi I”’ y. . . . . “2 7 
ABC . MAC 4 1 cjl . . . (q y:, r . . 7 7 &) (q 1:: . MAC 2 11, ‘3 .... A p I’ .... 7 7 
I”’ I F , SAV 1 6) 11 4 .... (q F’ p “.. 7 7 C 0 M E ~ f<AV 4 11, y .- A F, T‘ .... 7 7 
MERGE + FOR 6 2 4 .-. A p T’ .... 7 7 .::: [J 14 [.i :; iii: D :::. 4 :I. 5 

7 F i :L e 5 , 6 5 EC l t:) c 14. s 
4 15 1:’ 7‘ e e h I 0 C! k. 5 

9.2.6 The Fast Option (/F) 
The /F option lists only file names and file types, omitting file lengths and associated dates. For example, the fol- 
lowing command lists on the terminal only file names and types from device DTO: . 

*II T 0 : / F 
~3”..~}~ r-.77 

DMPX + MAC MATCH . ERS EXAMF’ . I-‘ClR GRAPH . FOR SF’OOL” . MAC 
GLOBAL.. + MAC F’liOSE~C + MAC I< E + MAC EXAMF’ . MAC FIX4hJ.SAV 
GRAF’H l E A K  DTMNSJ.SYS 

12 Files9 167 Elocks 
3 9 7 F r E! e b 1. c) c: k. :ij 

9.2.7 The Begin Option (/C) 
The /G option lists the directory of the device you specify, beginning with the file you specify and including all the 
files that follow it in the directory. Usually, the disk you are using as a system device contains a number of files that 
the operating system needs. These files include .SYS monitor files, SAV utility program files, and various .OBJ, 
.MAC, and .BAT files. They are generally grouped together and usually list at the beginning of a normal device 
directory. Files that you create and use, such as source files and text files, are also grouped together and follow the 
operating system files in the directory. If you specify the name of the last system file with the /G in the command 
line, DIR prints a directory of only those files that you created and stored on the device. The following command, 
for example, lists the last system file (CT.SYS) and all the user files that follow it. 

*11X0 : CT, SYS/G 
1%bar-77 

C T .SYS y; 0 (3 ..^ ,g p r . . 7 7 

I-’ R 0 G , IEiAS 3 1 5 ‘.- A P r .... 7 7 
MATCH . BAS 3 l.5..-nr r-77 
GRAF’H l FOR 2 15-Arr-77 
F’ROSEC. MAC 2 1 5 ..- fCj p r .-. 7 7 
IEXAMF’ + MAC: 4 1%APr-77 
GRAF’H . BAK 18 28-,.18n-77 

1 3 F Ii. 1 e 5 ), 97 B 1. oc lz. 5 
199 Fr\ee b1ac:k.s 

‘TEXT . TST 
DMPX . MAC 
EXAMF’ l FOR 

GI.mOBAL.. + MAC 
IKE . MAC 
FIX4h3,SAU 
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9.2.8 The Since Option (J[:date]) 
The /J [ :date] option lists a directory of all files stored on the device you specify that were created on or after the 
date you supply. The default date is the system’s current date. The following command lists on the terminal all 
files on device DTO: that were created on or after 28 January 77. 

9.2.9 The Before Option (/K[ :date]) 
The /K[:date] option prints a directory of files created before the date you specify. The default date is the system’s 
current date. The following command lists on the terminal all files stored on device DXl : that were created before 
15 March 1977. 

*IlX~.:/I~::l.5.:MRli:‘7~7. 
13-Arr-77 

FOHTRA,SAU 1.9 1 2(3--F&p77 EASIC l SAU 51 m-Fe&Y”77 
2 Filer;r 242 ltsIu(::ks 
38 Free bluck.!; 

9.2.10 The Listing Option (IL) 
The /L option lists the directory of the device you specify. The listing contains the current date, all files and their 
associated creation dates, the number of blocks used by each file, total free blocks on the device (if disk or DECtape), 
the number of files listed, and the total number of blocks used by the files. File lengths, number of blocks and num- 
ber of files are indicated as decimal values. For example, the following command lists on the line printer the directory 
for device DTl : . 

*L.F’ : =DXI :/t.. 

The line printer output looks like this: 

03~MAY-77 
DIR ,SAV 16 de-APR-77 DUP ,SAV 17 13.APR-77 
ABC .MAC 4 190APR.77 AAF , MAC 2 19-APF(-77 
PIP ,SAV 16 149APA- RERCF’ ,FOR 6 24.APF-77 

6 PILES, 61 BLOCKS 
419 FREE BLOCKS 

9.2.11 The Unused Areas Option (/M) 
The /M option prints only a directory of unused areas and their size on the device you specify. For example, the 
following command lists on the terminal all the unused areas on device DK: . 

*/Pi 
03-Maw-77 

.::: I.JNlJ!jE:~i :::. 23. .::: 1JNUSEIl :::. 295 

.::: UN U S E 11 :::. 16 x: [JNUSED :::. 594 
0 Fileslr 0 Elo(::k.!5 
926 Free blocks 
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9.2.12 The Summary Option (/N) 
The /N option prints a summary of the device directory. The following command lists on the terminal the summary 
of the directory for device DK: . 

d/N 
13-fbr-77 

72 Filer; in sednrerlC 1 

72 Files in seti~ceriL 3 

12 Files i1-1 se:%wer~k 4 

228 Files7 4141 Eloc:lz.~; 
621 Free bloc!lis 

9.2.13 The Octal Option (/O) 
The /O option is similar to the /L option, but lists the sizes and starting block numbers (if you use /B) of the files 
in octal. If the device you specify is a magnetic tape or cassette, DIR prints the sequence number in octal. For 
example, the following command lists on the terminal the directory of device DXO:, with sizes in octal. 

*IlXO:/O 
13-fbr-7’7 oc!t,C%l 

1lXMNS.J. SYS 13 3 0 1 .... PI a r ‘- 7 7 
1-P . SYS 2 Ol-Mar-77 
EDIT . SAV 2 5 0 I .... M t3 r ..- 7 7 
DIJF’ . SAV 21 04-Mi3 r-77 
PIP e SAV 20 16-Mar-77 
SYSMAC.MAC 33 1l8--Feh--77 

11 Files? 411 Bl~7~k.s 
327 Free blocks 

‘r ‘I +SYS 
0 T + SYS 
LINK + snv 
D I R + snv 
MACriO . s&Iv 

2 ()l--Mar--77 
2 0 l.-. M B r .... 7 7 

31 Ol-Mi3r-77 
20 :L 5-.Mis r-77 
56 O~.....M~jy...~77 

9.2.14 The Exclude Option (/P) 
The /F’ option lists a directory of all files on a specific device, excluding those that you list. You can specify up to 
six file specifications. 

*DXl:*.SAV/F 
03-Ma,r-77 

ABC . MAC 4 19-Apr.-77 AAF .MAC 2 19”..Ap ys....77 
MERGE . FOR 6 24-Ar-r-77 

3 Filesir l;I E1ock.s 
419 Free b1.oc:k.s 

This command lists on the terminal all files on device DXI : except .SAV files. 

9.2.15 The Deleted Option (IQ) 
The /Q option lists a directory of the device you specify, listing the file names, types, sizes, creation dates, and 
starting block numbers in decimal of files that have been deleted but whose file name information has not been 
destroyed. The file names that print represent either tentative files or files that have been deleted. This can be 
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useful in recovering files that have been accidentally deleted. Once you identify the tile name and location, you can 
use DUP to rename the area. See Section 8.2.1 for this procedure. 

* 11 1 s K . Jj :[ F\’ :::: / (3 

This command creates a file called DISK.DIR on device DK: that contains directory information about unused areas 
from device DK: . 

Use the monitor TYPE command to read the file: 

9.2.16 The Reverse Option (/R) 
The /R option lists a directory in the reverse order of the sort you specify with the /A or /S option. 

trixo : 1s : m’r/Fir 
1 3 . . A p r .-. 7 7 

F’IF + SAV lb 16”-Mar--77 
n 1 t7 t SAV 1 6 1 5 . . . M i3 r .-. 7 7 
rw . SAV 1.7 04”-Mar-77 
DT . SYS 2 OI--Mar.-77 
DXMNSJ.SYS 91 Ol--Mar-.77 
EDIT * SAV 21 Ox--Mar--77 

1 i FiXeslr 265 Blot:ks 
215 Free t.3loc:k.s 

This command lists on the terminal the directory of device DXO: in reverse chronological order. 

9.2.17 The Sort Option (/S[ :xxx] ) 
The P[:xxx] option sorts the directory of the specified device according to a 3-character code you specify with 
xxx. Table 9-2 summarizes the codes and their functions. 

Table 9-2 Sort Codes 

Code 

DAT 

NAM 

POS 

SIZ 

TYP 

Explanation 

Sorts the directory chronologically by creation date. Files that have the same date are sorted 
alphabetically by file name and file type. 

Sorts the directory alphabetically by file name. Files that have the same file name are sorted 
alphabetically by file type (this has the same effect as the /A option). 

Lists the files in order by their position on the device. This is the same as using /S with no code. 

Sorts the directory based on file size in blocks. Files that are the same size are sorted alphabeti- 
cally by file name and file type. 

Sorts the directory alphabetically by file type. Files that have the same tile type are sorted 
alphabetically by file name. 
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The following examples illustrate the /S option. 

*llxo : /!.i : J3n-r 
1 3 ..I A p y. ^_ 7 7 

SYSMAC + MAC 27 3.n . . ~p}~..-77 
D T . SYS 2 () ‘j. . . . . M .-. ;c r 7 ‘7 
DXMNSJ t SYS 9 3. 0 :I. .... M iis r .... 7 7 
I_ I:1 I T *SAY 21 ()l....M;3r....77 
I... I N Iii + SRV 2 !“j 0 1, M iil r 7 ;Y .I. 
I... F’ , s YS ‘J 0 :L M i3 r 7 7 . . . 

3. 1 1::’ :i. :I. e 5 Y 2 6 5 B :I. Cl c! k. !j 
2 1 5 I:- r c? e b 1 0 c: I.:. 5 

*DXO:/S:NAM 
1 3 .... A p y‘ . . . . 7 7 
D I R l s A  v 11 6 j, 5 .  .  .  .  M ; )  r  .  7 ; Y  

D  I -  .  s Y  s 2 0 1 ..- M is r . . . . 7 7 
II II F . snv :L 7 0 4 ..- M ;;J r . 7 7 
DXMNSJ + SYS (j’ 1 0 :L . M ~3 r 7 7 
1: II :I: T , {j A 1”’ 2 :I. 0 :L .... M a r ‘.- 7 7 
I... I N K l S A V  2 5 0 :I, . . M i3 r . 7 ‘7 

3. :I. I- :i. 1 e 5; Y 2 6 5 E :I. C) C! Ii $5 
2 1 5 F: r e e b :I, cl t:: I<. 5 

*(Dxo : /s : F’cls 
1 ;.J ..- A Fs r .“. 7 7 

DXMN8J + SYS Y 1 0 3. ...’ M a I‘ ‘- 7 7 
‘T-T + SYS 2 0 ‘J. .I M i3 r .-. 7 7 
I... F . SYS 2 0 :L .I. M 3 r . . . . 7 ‘7 

D T * SYS 2 ()I.-Map-77 

If 11 I T + SAV 2 1 0 1 .-. Ma r .-. 7 7 
I-INli . snv 2 !L; 0 1 .... M ~3 r .... 7 7 

1 1 I- Ii. l e 5 Y 2 6 5 B :1 0 (2 Il. 5 
2 3. 5 F r e e 13 :I. c) c: I.:. 15 

*:DXO : /S : TYF 
1 3 ..- A p r 17 7 

EiYSMAC + MAC: 2 7 ‘j, (3 . . . . Jr: e b .“. 7 7 
B :I: I? * SAV 1 6 3. 5 ..- M is r .... 7 7 
WSUP * SAV 117 ()4....Mar 77 
1:: D I T l S A V  2 :L () :L ..- M ;J r . 7 7 
I-INK + SAL’ 25 ():~,..-M~r.-77 
MACRO . SAV 46 01--Mar-.77 

1 I F: j. 1. e 5; Y 26 5 E :I, C)c!k. 5 
2 1 I:.:i Fr r e cz h :I. (3 c: I.:. c’i 

*Ip~.~SZ,S;% \_ .. ., % 
D T . !j Y s 2 () :L . M ;;g r .-. 7 7 
I-. F , S y !j 2 () :L ..- M 2) r .- JY 7 
TT . SYS 2 0 11. . M B r . . 7 7 

II I R + snv :L 0 ‘J, 5 . M ~3 r .-. 7 7 
I-’ I F , S A IJ 3. 6 3. 6 .... M a r ..t. 7 7 
D u F . SAL’ 11 7 () 4 ..- M 2% r 7 7 

3. 3. I-’ :i :t @ 5 I, 2 6 5 N l [3 C! It. 5 
2 3. 5 1:: r e c b I cl c: k. 5 

I... F , SYS 
MAC:RC) . SAV 
F’ I F- * s A v 
SY!;MAC t MAI: 
TT * SYS 

x:1 1.1 I::’ l snv 

x:1 I  R  t  S  ,Cl tJ 

F’ 1: 1::’ e SAY 
MAC:RCl . SAV 
SYSMAC.MAC: 

2 () 1 ..- M pi r .-. 7 7 
4h ():L--M;;,r-.77 
:Lh 16..-Mar,-.77 
2 7 11. (3 F.-e b 7 7 

2 0 11, . . M 2% r . . 7 7 

j, 7 ()4..-M<z r-77 
:jJ, 15--Mar-77 
1 6 1 0 .... M ii; r ..- 7 7 
4 6 0 :I. .-. M i3 r .‘.. 7 7 
27 1 (IJ-.r.Yeb . 77 

:Lb 3.6”-Mar---77 
2 0 1, .... M i3 r .“. 7 7 

Y:L Ol-.Mar~...77 

2 1 0 :I. .- M a r .-. 7 7 
25 ()l....Mar . . . 77 
2 7 1 8 .... 1:: (LJ )j .... 7 7 
4 (j ,‘J 1 M i3 r . . 7 7 
91 ()l--Mi~r--77 
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CHAPTER 10 

MACRO-11 PROGRAM ASSEMBLY 

This chapter describes how to assemble MACRO-l 1 programs under the RT-11 operating system, assuming that you 
have written those programs according to the rules stated in the PDP-1 I MACRO-l 1 Language Reference Manual, 
used associated debugging tools and the linker (see Chapter 1 I), and understand the RT-11 operating system. 

The MACRO-l 1 assembler operates in two distinct phases, or passes. Chapter 1 of the PDP-I1 MACRO-11 Language 
Reference Manual contains a detailed description of the two-pass assembler action. 

The assembly output includes any or all of the following items: 

1. A binary object file - the machine-readable logical equivalent of the MACRO-l 1 assembly language source 
code 

2. A listing of the source input file 
3. A cross-reference file listing 
4. A table of contents listing 
5. A symbol table listing 

To use the MACRO-l 1 assembler correctly under RT-11 control, you should understand how to: 

1. Initiate and terminate the MACRO-l 1 assembler (including how to format command strings to specify files 
MACRO-l 1 uses during assembly) 

2. Assign temporary work fdes to non-default devices, if necessary 
3. Use tile specification options to override tile control directives in the source program 
4. Use the small version of MACRO-l 1 for PDP-11 systems with 8K memory, if necessary 
5. Interpret error messages 

The following sections describe these topics. 

10.1 INITIATING THE MACRO-l 1 ASSEMBLER 
To call the MACRO-l 1 assembler from the system device, respond to the system prompt (a dot printed by the key- 
board monitor) by typing: 

When the assembler responds with an asterisk (*), it is ready to accept command string input. (You can also call the 
assembler using the keyboard monitor MACRO command; see Chapter 4 for a description of this command.) 

The assembler now expects a command string consisting of the following items, in sequence 

1. Output file specifications 
2. An equal sign 
3. Input file specifications 

Format this command string as follows (punctuation is required where shown): 

dev:obj,dev:list,dev:cref/s:arg=dev:sourcei, . . . ,dev:sourcen/s:arg a 
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where 

dev 

obj 

list 

cref 

/s:arg 

sourcei 

is any legal RT-11 device for output; any file-structured device for input 

is the file specification of the binary object file that the assembly process produces; the dev for this 
file should not be TT or LF” 

is the file specification of the assembly and symbol listing that the assembly process produces 

is the file specification of the CREF temporary cross-reference file that the assembly process pro- 
duces. (Omission of device:cref does not preclude a cross-reference listing, however.) 

is a set of file specification options and arguments. Section 10.2 describes these options and associ- 
ated arguments. Before that section, they are omitted from examples. 

Each sourcei is a file specification for an ASCII MACRO-l 1 source tile or MACRO library file. 
These files contain the MACRO language programs that you need to assemble. You can specify as 
many as six source files. 

The following command string calls for an assembly that uses one source file plus the system MACRO library to pro- 
duce an object file BINF.OBJ and a listing. The listing goes directly to the line printer. 

S I:I Ii : E I N I:- + Cl B ,.J 9 I... 1::’ : :::: D I( : !; R C: , MAC: 

All output file specifications are optional. The system does not produce an output file unless the command string 
contains a specification for that file. 

The system determines the file type of an output file specification by its position in the command string, as deter- 
mined by the number of commas in the string. For example, to produce only a listing, and no object file, you must 
include an empty object specification. 

To omit the object file, you must begin the command string with a comma. The following command produces a 
listing, including cross-reference tables, but not binary object files. 

S Y 1-F : /C=:(source file specification) 

Notice that you need not include a comma after the final output file specification in the command string. 

Table 10-l lists the default values for each file specification. 

10.2 TERMINATING THE MACRO-l 1 ASSEMBLER 
If you have typed R MACRO and received the asterisk prompt but have not yet entered the command string, you 
can terminate MACRO-l 1 control by typing CTRL/C once. After you have completed the command string (thus 
beginning an assembly) you can halt the assembly process at any time by typing CTRL/C twice. This returns control 
to the system monitor, and a system monitor dot prompt appears on the terminal. 

To restart the assembly process, type R MACRO in response to the system monitor prompt. You can also restart 
using the REENTER command in most cases; however, the RT-11 system does not accept the REENTER command 
if the assembler is producing a cross-reference listing when you halt the assembly. 
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Table 10-l Default File Specification Values 

Default Default File Default File 
File Device Name Type 

Object DK: Must specify .OBJ 

Listing Same as for object file Must specify .LST 

Cref DK: Must specify .TMP 

First source DK: Must specify .MAC 

Additional source Same as for preceding source file Must specify .MAC 

System MACRO System device SY: SYSMAC .SML 
Library 

User MACRO DK: if first file, otherwise same as Must specify .MAC 
Library for preceding source file 

10.3 TEMPORARY WORK FILE 
Some assemblies need more symbol table space than available memory can contain. When this occurs the system 
automatically creates a temporary work file called WRK.TMP to provide extended symbol table space. 

The default device for WRK.TMP is DK. To cause the system to assign a different device, enter the following command: 

.ASEi:I:GN dev: WI- 

The dev parameter is the logical name of a file-structured device. The system assigns WRK.TMP to this device. 

10.4 FILE SPECIFICATION OPTIONS 
At assembly time you may need to override certain MACRO directives appearing in the source programs. You may 
also need to direct MACRO-l 1 on the handling of certain files during assembly. You can satisfy these needs by in- 
cluding special options in the MACRO-l 1 command string in addition to the file specifications. Table 10-2 lists the 
options and describes generally the effect of each. 

The general format of the MACRO-l 1 command string is repeated below for your convenience: 

dev:obj,dev:list,dev:cref/s:arg=dev:sourcel, . . . ,dev:sourcen/s:arg 

Table IO-2 File Specification Options 

Option Usage 

/L:arg Listing control, overrides source program directive .LIST 

/N: arg Listing control, overrides source program directive .NLIST 

/E:arg Object We function enabling, overrides source program directive .ENABL 

/D:arg Object file function disabling, overrides source program directive .DSABL 

/M Indicates input file is MACRO library file 

/C:arg Control contents of cross-reference listing 

/P:arg Specifies whether input source file is to be assembled during pass 1 or pass 2 
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The /M and /P options affect only the particular source file specification to which they are directly appended in the 
command string. 

Other options are unaffected by their placement in the command string. The /L option, for example, affects the 
listing file, regardless of where you place it in the command string. 

The following subsections describe in detail how to use the several file specification options. 

10.4.1 Listing Control Options 
Two options, /L:arg and /N:arg, pertain to listing control. By specifying these options with a set of selected argu- 
ments (see Table 1 O-3) you can control the content and format of assembly listings. You can override at assembly 
time the arguments of .LIST and .NLIST directives in the source program. 

Figure 10-l shows an assembly listing of a small program. This listing shows the more important listing features. It 
labels each feature with the mnemonic ASCII argument that determines its appearance on the listing; the argument 
SEQ, for instance, controls the appearance of the source line sequence numbers. 

Specifying the /N option with no argument causes the system to list only the symbol table, the table of contents, 
and error messages. 

Specifying the /L option with no arguments causes the system to ignore .LIST and .NLIST directives that have no 
arguments. 

The following example lists binary code throughout the assembly using the 132-column line printer format, and 
suppresses the symbol table listing. 

* I Y l...F’ : // _._ + 1 ’ (4 1::: 1: / N : !; ‘f Idi :::: 1::’ 11: I,,, lif: 

Table 10-3 Valid Arguments for /L and /N Options 

Argument Default Controls Listing of 

SEQ list Source line sequence number 

LOC list Address location counter 

BIN list Generated binary code 

BEX list Binary extensions 

SRC list Source code 

COM list Comment 

MD list Macro definitions, repeat range expansion 

MC list Macro calls, repeat range expansion 

ME no list Macro expansions 

MEB no list Macro expansion binary code 

CND list Unsatisfied conditionals, .TF and .ENDC statements 

LD no list List control directives with no arguments 

TOC list Table of Contents 

TTM no list 132-column line printer format when not specified, terminal mode when specified 

SYM list Symbol table 
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10.4.2 Function Control Options 
Two options, /E:arg and /D:arg allow you to enable or disable functions at assembly time, and thus influence the 
form and content of the binary object file. These functions can override ENABL and DSABL directives in the source 
program. 

Table 104 summarizes the acceptable /E and /D function arguments, their normal default status, and the functions 
they control. See Section 5.5.2 for further details of the functions. 

Table 10-4 Valid Arguments for /E and /D Options 

Argument 

ABS 

AMA 

CDR 

CRF 

Disable 

Disable 

Disable 

Enable 

AlIows absolute binary output 

Assembles all absolute addresses as relative addresses 

Treats all source information beyond column 72 as commentary 

Allows cross-reference listing. Disabling this function inhibits CREF 
output if option /C is active 

FPT Truncates floating point values (instead of rounding) 

GBL Treats undefined symbols as globals 

LC Allows lower case ASCII source input 

LSB Allows local symbol block 

PNC Allows binary output 

REG Allows mnemonic definitions of registers 

For example, if you type the following commands the system assembles a file while treating columns 73 through 
80 of each source card as commentary. 

Disable 

Disable 

Disable 

Disable 

Enable 

Enable 

Default Mode Function 

Because MACRO-I 1 is a two-pass assembler, you cannot read the cards directly from the card reader or other non- 
file structured device. You must use PIP (or the keyboard monitor COPY command) to transfer input to a file- 
structured device before beginning the assembly. 

Use either the function control or listing control option and arguments at assembly time to override corresponding 
listing or function control directives in the source program. For example, assume that the source program contains 
the following sequence: 

e iv I... :/I s T M 1:’ 14 . . . . 

- (MACRO references) 

. I... 1 Ei T ME: B 
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In this example, you disable the listing of macro expansion binary code for some portion of the code and subse- 
quently resume MEB listing. However, if you indicate /L:MEB in the assembly command string, the system ignores 
both the .NLIST MEB and the .LIST MEB directives. This enables MEB listing throughout the program. 

10.4.3 Macro Library File Designation Option 
The /M option is meaningful only if appended to a source file specification. It has no arguments, and it designates 
its associated source file as a macro library. 

If the command string does not include the standard system macro library SYSMACSML, the system automatically 
includes it as the last source file in the command string. 

When the assembler encounters an .MCALL directive in the source code, it searches macro libraries according to 
their order of appearance in the command string. When it locates a macro record whose name matches that given in 
the .MCALL, it assembles the macro as indicated by that definition. Thus if two or more macro libraries contain 
definitions of the same macro name, the macro library that appears leftmost in the command string takes precedence. 

Consider the following command string: 

* (output file specification)::::ALIB + MAC/MY EcL.UB + MRC/M Y XI%: 

Assume that each of the two macro libraries, ALIB and BLIB, contain a macro called .BIG, but with different deiini- 
tions. Then, if source file XIZ contains a macro call .MCALL .BIG, the system includes the definition of .BIG in the 
program as it appears in the macro library ALIB. 

Moreover, if macro library ALIB contains a definition of a macro called READ, that definition of .READ overrides 
the standard .READ macro definition in SYSMAC.SML. 

10.4.4 Cross-Reference (CREF) Table Generation Option 
A cross-reference (CREF) table lists all or a subset of the symbols in a source program, identifying the statements that 
define and use symbols. 

10.4.4.1 Obtaining a Cross-Reference Table - To obtain a CREF table you must include the /C:arg option in the 
command string. Usually you include the /C:arg option with the assembly listing file specification. You can in fact 
place it anywhere in the command string. 

If the command string does not include a cref file specification, the system automatically generates a temporary 
file on device DK: . If you need to have a device other than DK: contain the temporary cref file, you must include the 
dev:cref field in the command string. 

If the listing device is magtape or cassette, load the handler for that device before issuing the command string, using 
the monitor LOAD command (described in Chapter 4). 

A complete CREF listing contains the following six sections: 

1. A cross reference of program symbols; that is, labels used in the program and symbols followed by a - 
operator. 

2. A cross reference of register equate symbols; that is, symbols defined in the program by the construct: 

symbol-n 

with O>n>7. 

Normally, these symbols include RO, Rl, R2, R3, R4, R5, SP, and PC. 
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3. A cross reference of MACRO symbols; that is, those symbols defined by .MACRO and .MCALL directives. 
4. A cross reference of permanent symbols, that is, all operation mnemonics and assembler directives. 
5. A cross reference of program sections. These symbols include the names you specify as operands of .CSECT 

or .PSECT directives. 
6. A cross reference of errors. The system groups and lists all flagged errors from the assembly by error type. 

You can include any or all of these six sections on the cross-reference listing by specifying the appropriate arguments 
with the /C option. These arguments are listed and described in Table 10-S. 

Argument 

S 

R 

M 

P 

C 

E 

Table 10-S /C Option Arguments 

CREF Section 

User defined symbols 

Register symbols 

MACRO symbolic names 

Permanent symbols including instructions and directives 

Control and program sections 

Error code grouping 

NOTE 
Specifying /C with no arguments is equivalent to specifying 
/C:S:M:E. That special case excepted, you must explicitly 
request each CREF section by including its arguments. No 
cross-reference tile occurs if the /C option is not specified, 
even if the command string includes a CUFF file specification. 

10.4.4.2 Handling Cross-Reference Table Files - When you request a cross-reference listing by means of the /C 
option, you cause the system to generate a temporary file, DK:CREF.TMP. 

If device DK: is write-locked or if it contains insufficient free space for the temporary file, you can allocate another 
device for the file. To allocate another device, specify a third output file in the command string; that is, include a 
dev:cref specification. (You must still include the /C option to control the form and content of the listing. The 
dev:cref specification is ignored if the /C option is not also present in the command string.) 

The system then uses the dev:cref file instead of DK:CREF.TMP and deletes it automatically after producing the 
CREF listing. 

The following command string causes the system to use RK2:TEMP.TMP as the temporary CREF file. 

Another way to assign an alternative device for the CREF.TMP file is to enter the following command prior to 
entering R MACRO: 

This method is preferred if you intend to do several assemblies, as it relieves you from having to include the dev:cref 
specification in each command string. If you enter the ASSIGN dev: CF command, and later include a cref specifica- 
tion in a command string, the specification in the command string prevails for that assembly only. 
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The system lists requested cross-reference tables following the MACRO assembly listing. Each table begins on a new 
page. (Figure 10-2 combines the tables to save space, however.) 

The system prints symbols and also symbol values, - rontrol sections, and error codes, if applicable, beginning at the 
left margin of the page. References to each symbol are listed on the same line, left-to-right across the page. The sys- 
tem lists references in the form p-l ; where p is the page in which the symbol, control section, or error code appears, 
and 1 is the line number on the page. 

A number sign (#) next to a reference indicates a symbol definition. An asterisk (*) next to a reference indicates a 
destructive reference - that is, an operation that alters the contents of the addressed location. 

10.4.5 Assembly Pass Option 
The /P:arg option is meaningful only if appended to a source input file specification. You must specify either of two 
arguments with it: 1 or 2. 

The specification /P: 1 calls for assembly of the file during pass 1 only. Some files consist entirely of code that is com- 
pletely assembled at the end of pass 1. By specifying /P: 1 for these files, you can cause MACRO-l 1 to skip processing 
of these files through pass 2. In some cases this procedure can save considerable assembly time. 

The specification /P:2 calls for assembly of the file during pass 2 only. (NOTE: Situations where the /P:2 option 
can be meaningfully employed are unusual.) 

10.5 MACRO-l 1 8K VERSION 
A subset version of MACRO-l 1, with file name MACgK.SAV, is available for systems with 8K words of memory - 
that is, systems with insufficient memory to support operation of the full MACRO-l 1 assembler. 

The full assembler (MACRO) requires approximately 10K words of memory, or must be operating on at least a 12K 
system using the single-job (SJ) monitor. 

The subset version (MAC8K) requires approximately 6K words of memory, or must be operating on an 8K system 
using the baseline SJ monitor. 

The subset version differs from the full assembler as follows: 

1. All handlers must be resident (that is, loaded) before you call MAC8K. 
2. The full assembler prints the input command string at the end of the listing; the subset version does not. 
3. The subset version does not recognize the following items: 

a. The operation codes exclusive to PDP-1 l/45 and PDP-1 l/70 
b. The Commercial Instruction Set (US) 
c. The FLT2 and FLT4 floating point directives 

4. The system device is the only available file medium under MAC8K. 
5. The subset version does not support the cross-reference file and ignores attempts to obtain such a listing. 
6. Assembly times of the subset version are noticeably longer. 
7. The subset version operates only under control of the baseline single-job monitor (see the RT-II System 

Generation Manual). 

10.6 MACRO-l 1 ERROR CODES 
The MACRO-l 1 system prints diagnostic error codes as the first character of a source line on which the assembler 
detects an error. This error code identifies the type of error; for example, a code of M indicates a multiple definition 
of a label. Table 10-6 shows the error codes that might appear on an assembly listing. For detailed information on 
error code interpretation and debugging, see the MACRO-II Language Reference Manual. 
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.MAIN, r4CpO Vo3,ab b.JUN.77 00:@3:57 VACk. S-1 
CROSS REFLRENCE TABLE (CRE.F V@l-k+5 1 

.CLO84 l-6 

.TTYIY l-9 
ANSWER l-18* 1’281 
BUFFER 1-E l-14 l-21$ 
LF 1+11 t-l! 
STARr 1..9b l-16 1-22 
SUBRl l-6 l-t5 
suL)a2 l-b l-17 

,MAIN, YACRO V@),@a b-JUN-77 W:v3157 PACL r-1 
CPOSS wEEERENCE TABLE (CPFF Vfil-cl5 1 

PC l-15. 1-17. 
R0 1-1-Z l-11 l-t0 
R2 1-9e 1 -lt-• l-131 
R3 l-10, 

.MAlN. YACRO V@3,a0 6-JUN-77 d(illa3157 I’AGt. M-l 
CPOSS REFERLdCE T48Z.E (CPEP V:‘l-MS 1 

,EXTT l-21 l-19 
,TTYlN 1-28 
CALL l-l* 1-15 1-l 7 

,MATN, MACRO VE3,BB 6-JUN.77 dR1”3157 YALE P-1 
CROSS REFEPENCE TABLE (CREF VBl-OS) 

,BLKB 
,RLCW 
,CSECT 
,ENI) 
,HACPO 
,PCrkLL 

BCS 
BNC: 
CLRB 
CHPP 
EMT 
JSR 
MOV 
Move 

l-21 
l-i!;1 
1-7 
l-72 
l-3 
l-2 
l-16 
l-12 
l-13 
l-11 
l-19 
l-15 l-17 
1 -a I-14 t-10 
l-1@ 

,MAIN, MACRO Ve3.02, 6.JUN.77 ldC:e3:57 PAGE. C-l 
CPOSS REFCHENCZ T4PLE (CPLF V@l-05 1 

d-d 
A&S, d-d 

hOG l-7 

.MAIN. HACPO Vt3,dF 6-JUN-77 id(?lP3:57 PAGE F-1 
CPOSS REFERENCE TABLE (CREF- Vml-rs 1 

Pi 
1-b 1-9 t-12 
l-6 1-P i-12 1-15 1’17 

Figure IO-2 Cross-Reference Table 
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Table 10-6 MACRO-l 1 Error Codes 

Error Code 

A 

B 

D 

Meaning 

Addressing or relocation error. This occurs when an instruction operand has an invalid 
address, or when the definition of a local symbol occurs more than 128 words from the 
beginning of a local symbol block. 

Boundary error. The current setting of the location counter would cause the assembly 
of instruction or word data at an odd memory address. The system increments the 
location counter by 1 to correct this. 

Reference to multiple-definition symbol. The program refers to a non-local label that is 
defined more than once. 

E 

I 

L 

M 

N 

0 

P 

Q 

No END directive. The assembler has reached the end of a source file and found no END 
directive. The system generates .END and continues. 

Illegal character detected. The assembler has encountered in the source file a character 
that is not included in the language character set. The system replaces each illegal charac- 
ter with a ? on the assembly listing and proceeds as if the illegal character were not 
present. 

Link buffer overflow. The assembler has encountered an input line greater than 132 char- 
acters. In terminal mode the system ignores additional characters. 

Multiple definition of a label. The source program is attempting to define a label equiva- 
lent in the first six characters to a label defined previously. 

Decimal point missing from decimal number. A number containing the digit 8 or 9 lacks 
a decimal point. 

Op-code error. A directive appears in an inappropriate context. 

Phase error. The definition or value of a label differs from one pass to another, or a local 
symbol occurs more than once in a local symbol block. 

Questionable syntax. This can have any of several causes, as follows: 

1. There are missing arguments. 
2. The instruction scan is not complete. 
3. A line feed or form feed does not immediately follow a carriage return. 

Register-type error. The source program attempts an invalid reference to a register. 

Truncation error. A number generates more than 16 significant bits, or an expression 
generates more than 8 significant bits while a .BYTE directive is active. 

Undefined symbol. A symbol not defined elsewhere in the program appears as a factor 
in an expression. The assembler assigns the undefmed symbol a constant zero value. 

Incompatible instruction (warning). The instruction is not defined for all PDP-11 hard- 
ware configurations. 
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CHAPTER 11 

LINKER (LINK) 

The RT-11 linker (LINK) converts object modules produced by an RT-11 supported language translator into a for- 
mat suitable for loading and execution. If you have no previous experience with the linker, read Chapter 12 of the 
Introduction to RT-II for an introductory-level description of the linking process. You can separately assemble a 
main program and each of its subroutines without assigning an absolute load address at assembly time. The linker 
processes the object modules of the main program and subroutines to: 

l Relocate each object module and assign absolute addresses 

l Link the modules by correlating global symbols that are defined in one module and referenced in another 

l Create the initial control block for the linked program that the GET, R, RUN, and FRUN commands use 

l Create an overlay structure if specified and include the necessary run-time overlay handlers and tables 

l Search libraries you specify to locate unresolved globals 

l Automatically search a default system library to locate any remaining unresolved globals 

l Produce a load map showing the layout of the load module 

l Produce a symbol definition file. 

The RT-11 linker requires two passes over the input modules. During the first pass it constructs the symbol table, 
including all program section names and global symbols in the input modules. After it processes all non-library fties, 
the linker scans the library files to resolve undefined globals. It links only those modules that are required into the 
root segment (that part of the program that is never overlaid). During the final pass, the linker reads the object 
modules, performs most of the functions listed above, and produces a load module (which is in memory image 
format for background jobs or for jobs that run in the single-job environment, relocatable format for foreground 
jobs, and formatted binary for use with the Absolute Loader). 

The linker runs in a minimal RT-11 system of 8K words of memory; the linker uses any additional memory to 
facilitate efficient linking and to extend the size of the symbol table. The linker accepts input from any random- 
access device on the system; there must be at least one random-access device (disk or DECtape) for memory image 
or relocatable format output. 

11 .l CALLING AND USING THE LINKER 
To call the RT-11 linker from the system device, respond to the dot printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R LINK <RET) 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin on the console terminal when it is ready to 
accept a command line. If you enter only a carriage return at this point, the linker prints its current version number. 

Type two CTRL/Cs to halt the linker at any time (or a single CTRL/C to halt the linker when it is waiting for con- 
sole terminal input) and return control to the monitor. To restart the linker, type R LINK or REENTER in response 
to the monitor’s dot. 
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The first command string you enter in response to the linker’s prompt has this syntax: 

[binout-fnespec] , [mapout-fiespec] , [stbout-fiespec] = obj-filespec [/option . . .] [, . . . obj-filespec [/option . . ,] ] 

where 

binout-filespec represents the device, name and file type to be assigned to the linker’s output load mod- 
ule file. 

mapout-filespec represents the device, file name and file type of the load map output file. 

stbout-fiespec represents the device, fde name and file type of the symbol definition file. 

obj-fiespec represents an object module (that can be a library file) to be linked. 

/option is one of the options from Table 11-2. 

In each fiespec above, the device should be a random access device, with these exceptions: the output device for the 
load map file can be any RT-11 device, as can the output device for an .LDA fde if you use the /L option. If you do 
not specify a device, the linker uses default device DK:. Note that the linker load map contains lower case characters. 
Use the SET LP LC command to enable lower case printing if your printer has lower case characters. 

If you do not specify an output fde, the linker assumes that you do not desire the associated output. For example, 
if you do not specify the load module and load map (by using a comma in place of each file specification) the linker 
prints only error messages, if any occur. 

Table 11-l shows the default values for each specification. 

Table 1 l-l Linker Defaults 

Load Module 

Map Output 

Symbol Definition Output 

‘Object Module 

Device 

DK: 

Same as load module 

DK: or same as previous 
output device 

DK: or same as previous 
object module 

File Name 

none 

none 

none 

none OBJ 

File Type 

SAV, REL(/R), LDA(/L) 

MAE 

STB 

If you make a syntax error in a command string, the system prints an error message. You can then type a new com- 
mand string following the asterisk. Similarly, if you specify a nonexistent file, a warning error occurs; control returns 
to the Command String Interpreter, an asterisk prints and you can enter a new command string. 

11.2 OPTIONS SUMMARY 
Table 11-2 lists the options associated with the linker. You must precede the letter representing each option by the 
slash character. Options must appear on the line indicated if you continue the input on more than one line, but you 
can position them anywhere on the line. (Section 11.8 provides a more detailed explanation of each option.) 
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Table 11-2 Linker Options 

Option Name Command Line 

/B:n first 

Section 

11.8.1 

Explanation 

Changes the bottom address of a program to n (illegal 
for foreground links). 

IC any but last 11.8.2 Continues input specification on another command line 
(you can use /C also with /O; do not use /C with the /I 
option). 

/En 

IF 

first 11.8.3 

first 11.8.4 

Extends a particular program section to a specific value. 

Instructs the linker to use the default FORTRAN library, 
FORLIB.OBJ; this option is provided only for compati- 
bility with previous versions of RT-11. 

/H:n first 11.8.5 Specifies the top (highest) address to be used by the 
relocatable code in the load module. 

II first 11.8.6 Extracts the global symbols you specify (and their 
associated object modules) from the library and links 
them into the load module. 

/K:n first 11.8.7 Inserts the value you specify (the valid range for n is 
from 1 to 28) into word 56 of block 0 of the image file; 
this option is provided only for compatibility with the 
RSTS operating system. 

IL first 11.8.8 Produces a formatted binary output file (illegal for fore- 
ground links). 

Fr or 
/M:n 

fust 11.8.9 Causes the linker to prompt you for a global symbol that 
represents the stack address, or sets the stack address to 
the value n. 

/O:n any but 

the first 
11.8.10 Indicates that the program is an overlay structure; n 

specifies the overlay region to which the module is 
assigned. 

jP:n first 11.8.11 Changes the default amount of space the linker uses for 
a library routines list. 

lN:nl first 11.8.12 Produces output in relocatable format and can indicate 
stack size for a foreground job. 

IS first 11.8.13 Makes the maximum amount of space in memory avail- 
able for the linker’s symbol table. (You only need to use 
this option when a particular link stream causes a symbol 
table overflow.) 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 1 l-2 (Cont .) Linker Options 

Option Name Command Line Section Explanation 

/T or 
/T:n 

/U:n 

I W 

IX 

/Y:n 

/Z:n first 11.8.19 Sets unused locations in the load module to the value n. 

II first 
and last 

11.8.20 Allows you to specify command string input on additional 
lines. Do not use this option with /C. 

first 

first 

first 

first 

11.8.14 

11.8.15 

11.8.16 

11.8.17 

11.8.18 

Causes the linker to prompt you for a global symbol 
that represents the transfer address, or sets the transfer 
address to the value n. 

Rounds up the section you specify so that the size of 
the root segment is a whole number multiple of the 
value you supply (n must be a power of 2). 

Directs the linker to produce a wide load map listing. 

Does not output the bitmap if the code is below 400; 
this option is provided only for compatibility with the 
RSTS operating system. 

Starts a specific program section on a particular address 
boundary. 

11.3 MEMORY ALLOCATION 
The linker allocates the physical memory and address space that the load module requires. The area of memory that 
the linker allocates for a load module contains the following elements: 

0 a system communication area 

l hardware vectors 

l a stack 

l a set of named areas called program sections (p-sections). 

Section 11 S.2 describes the system communication area. 

The stack is an area that a program can use for temporary storage and subroutine linkage. General register 6, the 
stack pointer (SP), references the stack. 

The system communication area, the hardware vectors, and the stack areas are all part of the load module area 
called the absolute section. The absolute section is often called the ASECT because it is the assembler directive 
ASECT that allows information to be stored there. This section appears in the load map with the name .ABS. and 
is always the first section in the listing. The absolute section (ASECT) normally ends at address 1000 (octal). 

A program section is an area of the load module that contains code and/or data; you can reference it by name. The 
set of attributes associated with each p-section controls the allocation and placement of the section within the load 
module. 
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A p-section is the basic unit of memory for a program. It is composed of the following elements: 

l a name by which it can be referenced 

l a set of attributes that defines its contents, mode of access, allocation, and placement in memory 

l a length that determines how much storage is reserved for the p-section. 

You create p-sections by using the COMMON statement in FORTRAN, or the .PSECT (or .CSECT) directive in 
MACRO. You can use the PSECT (or .CSECT) directive to attach attributes to the section. Note that the attributes 
that follow the p-section name are not part of the name; only the name itself distinguishes one p-section from 
another. You should make sure, then, that p-sections of the same name that you want to link together also have 
the same attribute list. Do this because the linker uses the first appearance of the PSECT and its attributes through- 
out the operation. If the linker encounters p-sections with the same name that have different attributes, it prints a 
warning message. 

The linker collects from the input modules scattered references to a p-section and combines them in a single area of 
the load module. The attributes, which are listed in Table 11-3, control the way the linker collects and places this 
unit of storage. - 

Table 1 l-3 P-section Attributes 

Attribute 

access-code’ 

Value 

RW 

RO 

Explanation 

Read/Write - data can be read from, and written into, the p-section. 

Read Only - data can be read from, but cannot be written into, the 
p-section. 

type-code D 

I 

Data - the p-section contains data, 

Instruction - the p-section contains either instructions, or data and 
instructions. 

scope-code GBL Global - the p-section name is recognized across overlay segment 
boundaries. The linker allocates storage for the p-section from 
references outside the overlay segment. 

LCL Local - the p-section name is recognized only within each individual 
overlay segment. The linker allocates storage for the p-section from 
references within the overlay segment only. 

reloccode REL Relocatable - the base address of the p-section is relocated relative 
to the virtual base address of the program. 

ABS Absolute - the base address of the p-section is not relocated. It is 
always 0. 

allot-code CON Concatenate - all allocations to a given p-section name are concaten- 
ated. The total allocation is the sum of the individual allocations. 

OVR 

‘Not used by the linker. 

Overlay - all allocations to a given p-section name overlay each other. 
The total allocation is the length of the longest individual allocation. 
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The scope-code and type-code are meaningful only when you define an overlay structure for the program. In an 
overlaid program, a global section is known throughout the entire program, Object modules contribute to only one 
global section of the same name. If two or more segments contribute to a global section, then the linker allocates 
that global section in the root segment of the program. In contrast to global sections, local sections are only known 
within a particular program segment. Because of this, several local sections of the same name can appear in different 
segments. Thus, several object modules contributing to a local section do so only within each segment. An example 
of a global section is named COMMON in FORTRAN. An example of a local section is the default blank section 
for each macro routine. 

The allot-code determines the starting address and length of memory allocated by modules that reference a common 
p-section. If the allot-code indicates that such a p-section is to be overlaid, the linker places the allocations from each 
module starting at the same location in memory. It determines the total size from the length of the longest reference 
to the p-section. The last input module that stores information in a particular location determines which values the 
linker stores in the indicated locations of the load module. If the alIoc-code indicates that a p-section is to be con- 
catenated, the linker places the allocations from the modules one after the other in the load module; it determines 
the total allocation from the sum of the lengths of the contributions. 

The allocation of memory for a p-section always begins on a word boundary. If the p-section has the D (data) and 
CON (concatenate) attributes, all storage that subsequent modules contribute is appended to the last byte of the 
previous allocation. This occurs whether or not that byte is on a word boundary. For a p-section with the I 
(instruction) and CON attributes, however, all storage that subsequent modules contribute begins at the nearest 
following word boundary. 

The .CSECT directive of MACRO is converted internally by both MACRO and the linker to an equivalent .PSECT 
with fured attributes. An unnamed CSECT (blank section) is the same as a blank PSECT with the following attri- 
butes: RW, I, LCL, REL, and CON. 

A named CSECT is equivalent to a named PSECT with these attributes: RW, I, GBL, REL, and OVR. Table 114 
shows these sections and their attributes. 

The names assigned to p-sections are not considered to be global symbols; you cannot reference them as such. For 
example : 

MOV PPNAMEIHO 

This statement, where PNAME is the name of a section, is illegal and generates the Undefined global error message 
if no global symbol of PNAME exists. A symbol can be the same for both a p-section name and a global symbol. 
The linker treats them separately. 

The linker determines the memory allocation of p-sections by the order of occurrence of the p-sections in the input 
modules. The absolute section ( . ABS.) always comes first, followed by the blank section of the input file (if one 
exists) and the named section. If there is more than one named section, the named sections appear in the same order 
in which they occur in the input files. For example, the FORTRAN compiler arranges the p-sections in the main 
program module so that the USR can swap over pure code in low memory rather than over data required by the 
function making the USR call. 

Table 114 Section Attributes 

CSECT 
CSECT name 
ASECT 
COMMON/name/ 

access-code type-code scope-code reloccode alloccode 

RW I LCL REL CON 
RW I GBL REL OVR 
RW I GBL ABS OVR 
RW D GBL REL OVR 
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11.4 GLOBAL SYMBOLS 
Global symbols provide the link, or communication, between object modules. You create global symbols with the 
.GLOBL or .ENABL GBL assembler directive (or with double colon, 11, or double equal sign, ==). If the global 
symbol is defined in an object module (as a label using 1: or by direct assignment using ==), other object modules 
can reference it. If the global symbol is not defined in the object module, it is an external symbol and is assumed 
to be defined in some other object module. If a global symbol is used as a label in a routine, it is often called an 
entry point. That is, it is an entry point to that subroutine. 

As the linker reads the object modules it keeps track of all global symbol definitions and references. It then modifies 
the instructions and data that reference the global symbols. The linker always prints undefined globals on the con- 
sole terminal after pass-l. If you request a load map on the terminal, they appear at the end of the load map. 

Table 1 l-5 shows how the linker resolves global references when it creates the load module. 

Table 1 l-5 Global Reference Resolution 

Module 
Name 

IN1 

IN2 

IN3 

Global 
Definition 

Bl 
B2 

A 
Bl 

Global 
Reference 

B2 

Bl 

In processing the first module, INl, the linker finds definitions for Bl and B2, and references to A, Ll, Cl, and 
XXX. Because no definition currently exists for these references, the linker defers the resolution of these global 
symbols. In processing the next module, IN2, the linker finds a definition for A that resolves the previous reference, 
and a reference to B2 that can be immediately resolved. 

When all the object modules have been processed, the linker has three unresolved global references remaining: C 1, 
Ll, and XXX. A search of the default system library resolves XXX. The global symbols Cl and Ll remain unresolved 
and are, therefore, listed as undefined global symbols. 

The relocatable global symbol, Bl, is defined twice and is listed on the terminal as a multiply defined global symbol. 
The linker uses the first definition of a multiply defined symbol. An absolute global symbol can be defined more 
than once without being listed as multiply defined as long as each occurrence of the symbol has the same value. 

11.5 INPUT AND OUTPUT 
Linker input and output is in the form of modules; the linker uses one or more input modules to produce a single 
output (load) module. 

11.5.1 Object Modules 
Object fries, consisting of one or more object modules, are the input to the linker (the linker ignores files that are 
not object modules). Object modules are created by an appropriate language translator. The module name item 
declares the name of the object module. The first six Radix-SO characters of the .TITLE assembler directive are 
used as the name of the object module. These six characters must be Radix-50 characters (the linker ignores any 
characters beyond the sixth character). The linker prints the first module name it encounters in the input file 
stream (normally the main routine of the program) on the second line of the map following .TITLE. It ignores 
additional module names. The linker reads each object module twice. During the first pass it reads each object 
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module to construct a symbol table and to assign absolute values to the program section names and global symbols. 
The linker uses the library files to resolve undefined globals. It places their associated object modules in the root. 
On the second and final pass, the linker reads the object modules, links and relocates the modules and outputs the 
load module. 

11 S.2 Load Module 
The primary output of the linker is a load module that you can run under RT-11. The linker creates as a load module 
a memory image file (SAV) for use under a single-job system or the background job. If you need to execute a pro- 
gram in the foreground, use the /R option to produce a relocatable format (REL) foreground load module. The 
linker can produce an absolute load module (LDA) if you need to load the module with the Absolute Loader. 

The load module for a memory image file is arranged as follows: 

Root Segment Overlay Segments 
(optional) 

For a relocatable image file the load modules are arranged as follows: 

Root Segment Overlay Segments Relocation information for root and 
(optional) overlay segments 

The first 256-word block of the root segment (main program) contains the memory usage bit map and the locations 
the linker uses to pass program control parameters. The memory usage bit map outlines the blocks of memory the 
load module uses; it is located in locations 360 through 377. 

The control parameters are located in locations 40 through 50. They contain the following information when the 
module is loaded: 

Address Information 

40 Start address of program 
42 Initial setting of SP (stack pointer) 
44 Job status word (overlay bit set by LINK) 
46 USR swap address (0 implies normal location) 
50 Highest memory address in program (high limit) 

The linker stores default values in locations 40,42, and 50, unless you use options to specify otherwise. The /T 
option affects location 40, for example, and /M affects location 42. You can also use the .ASECT directive to 
change the defaults. The overlay bit is located in the job status word. LINK automatically sets this bit if the program 
is overlaid. Otherwise, the linker initially sets location 44 to 0. Location 46 also contains zero unless you specify 
another value by using the .ASECT directive. 

For a foreground link, the following additional parameters contain information: 

Address Information 

14, 16 
20,22 
34,36 
52 
54 
56 
60 
62 

(XM only) BPT trap 
(KM only) IOT trap 
TRAP vector 
Size of root segment in bytes 
Stack size in bytes (value with /R or default 128) 
Size of overlay region in bytes 
Identification that file is in relocatable (REL) format 
Relative block number for start of relocation information 
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You can assign initial values to memory locations O-476 (which include the interrupt vectors and system communica- 
tion area) by using an .ASECT assembler directive. They appear in block 0 of the load module, but there are restric- 
tions on the use of ASECTs in this region. You should not perform ASECTs of location 54 or of locations 360-377 
because the memory usage map is passed in those locations. In addition, for foreground links, ASECTs of words 
52-62 are not permitted because additional parameters are passed to the FRUN command in those locations. 

YOU cm set with an .ASECT any location that is not restricted, but be careful if you change the system communica- 
tion area. The program itself must initialize restricted areas, such as the region 360-377. There are no restrictions on 
ASECTs if the output format is LDA. 

Locations in the region 0476 might not be loaded at execution time even though your program uses an ASECT to 
initialize them. For background programs, this is because the R, RUN, and GET commands do not load addresses 
that are protected by the monitor’s memory protection map. For foreground programs, the FRUN command loads 
only locations 14-22 and 34-50. It ignores all other ASECTs. To initialize a location at run time, use the .PROTECT 
programmed request. If it is successful, follow it by a MOV instruction. 

11 S.3 Load Map 
If you request, the linker produces a load map following the completion of the initial pass. This map, shown in 
Figure 11-1, diagrams the layout of memory for the load module. 

The load map lists each program section that is included in the linking process. The line for a section includes the 
name and low address of the section and its size in bytes. The rest of the line lists the program section attributes, 
as shown in Table 11-3. The remaining columns contain the global symbols found in the section and their values. 

The map begins with the version of the linker, followed by the date and time the program was linked. The second 
line lists the file name of the program, its title (which is determined by the first module name record in the input 
file), and the first identification record found. The absolute section is always shown first, followed by any non- 
relocatable symbols. The modules located in the root segment of the load module list next, followed by those 
modules that were assigned to overlays in order by their region number (see Section 11.6). Any undefined global 
symbols then list. The map ends with the transfer address (start address) and high limit or relocatable code in both 
octal bytes and decimal words. 

NOTE 
The load map does not reflect the absolute addresses for 
a REL file that you create to run as a foreground job; you 
must add the base relocation address determined at FRUN 
time to obtain the absolute addresses. The linker assumes 
a base address of 1000. 

For example, assume the FRUN command is used to run the program CARL: 

. FRUN C:ARL/F 
Loaded at I.27276 

The /P option causes FRUN to print the load address, which is 127276 in this example. To calculate the actual loca- 
tion in memory of any global in the program, first subtract 1000 from that global’s value. (The value 1000 represents 
the base address assigned by the linker. This offset is not used at load time.) Then add the result to the load address 
determined with /P. The final result represents the absolute location of the global. For example, the absolute loca- 
tion of TIME (see Figure 11-l) is 127302 (1004-100Dt127276=127302). 
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VT-11 LJNK V.,3,&1 1,oa-l Yap Fri (439June77 16:@3:@7 
CARL ,PEL Title: I1F MOSP Ident: Vfll ,P? 

sect ion Addr si zc Global Value Global value Global Value 

Transfer address = IPdld36, tiiqn limit = till@36 = 2319, words 

Figure 11-l Load Map 

11 S.4 Library Files 
The RT-11 linker can automatically search libraries. Libraries consist of library files, which are specially formatted 
files produced by the librarian program (described in Chapter 12) that contain one or more object modules. The 
object modules provide routines and functions to aid you in meeting specific programming needs. (For example, 
FORTRAN has a set of modules containing all necessary computational functions - SQRT, SIN, COS, etc.). You 
can use the librarian to create and update libraries. Then you can easily access routines that you use repeatedly or 
routines that different programs use. Selected modules from the appropriate library file are linked as needed with 
your program to produce one load module. Libraries are further described in Section 11.7 and in Chapter 12. 

NOTE 
Library files that you combine with the monitor COPY 
command or with the PIP /U or /B option are illegal as 
input to both the linker and the librarian. 

11.6 USING OVERLAYS 
The ability of RT-11 to use overlays gives you virtually unlimited memory space for an assembly language or 
FORTRAN program. A program using overlays can be much larger than would normally fit in the available memory 
space, since portions of the program (called overlay segments) reside on a backup storage device (disk or DECtape). 

The RT-11 overlay scheme is a strict multi-region arrangement; it is not tree-structured. Figure 11-3 diagrams this 
scheme. The overlay system that you construct from your completed program is composed of a root segment that 
is always memory resident, the current memory-resident overlay segments, and the overlay segments stored on the 
backup storage device. The root segment is a required part of every overlay program and contains the transfer 
address, stack space, impure variables, data, and variables needed by many different segments; it must, therefore, 
never be overlaid. There is a distinct memory area for each overlay region. The overlay segments are brought into 
memory as they are needed. A segment consists of a set of modules and program sections. Segments that overlay 
each other must be logically independent; that is, the components of one segment cannot reference the components 
of another segment with which it shares address space. In addition to being concerned with the logical independence 
of the overlay segments, you should also consider the general flow of control within the program. Programs execute 
most efficiently when the system spends only a small amount of execution time (less than 10 percent) overlaying 
program segments. Figure 11-2 shows a diagram of an overlay scheme. Some examples of overlaid programs are the 
linker and the FORTRAN compiler. 

Overlay segments that share both the same physical memory location and address space form a region. You specify 
overlay regions to the linker with the /O option as described in Section 11.8.7. The linker calculates the size of any 
region to be the size of the largest segment within that region. Thus, to reduce the size of a program (that is, the 
amount of memory it needs), you should first concentrate on reducing the size of the largest segment in each region. 
The linker creates the overlay regions and edits the program to produce the desired overlays at run-time. Figure 11-3 
shows a listing of a diagram of memory showing a link with an overlay structure. Figure 114 shows the run-time 
overlay handler. 
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A=A/C 

B/O: l/C 

c/o: 1 /c 
D/O : 2/C 

E/O: 2 

ADDRESS 

0 

1000 

,  
I  

= Root 

= Segment 1 

= Segment 2 
= Segment 3 

= Segment 4 

Region 2 

= Region 1 

Region 1 

= Region 2 
Root 

Figure 11-2 Overlay Scheme 

SYSTEM AREA 

OVERLAY HANDLER AND TABLES 

(INCLUDED BY LINKER) 

ROOT SEGMENT OF PROGRAM 

(ROOT, math package, and some system dependent routines) 

SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION WORD 

I I 

OVERLAY REGION 1 

execute edit 

overlay overlay 

file I/O 

overlay 

DATE/TIME 
error message 

conversion 
overlay 

overlay 

SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION WORD 

, 
, 

OVERLAY REGION 2 

optional functions, initialization code, user area 

MONITOR 

Figure 11-3 Memory Diagram Showing BASIC Link with Overlay Regions 
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,SBTTL SOVRH THE RUN-TIME OVERLAY HANDLER 
#‘THE FOLLOWING CODE Is INCLUDED IN THE USER’s PROGRAM BY THE 
ftxNKm WHENEVER OVERLAYS ARE REQUESTED BY THE ~SEP. 
jTHE RUN-TIME OvERLAy HANDLER IS CALLED BY A DUMMY 
lSUAROUTINE OF THE FOLLOWING FORM: 

I JSR R5, BOVRH FCALL TO COMMON CODE 
t , HDRD <OVERLAY I> t# OF DESIRED SEGMENT 
1 ,wDRD <ENTRY ADnR> ;ACTUAL CORE ADDR 

IONE DUMMY ROrJTINE OF THE ABOVE FORM IS STORED IN THE RESIDENT PORTION 
1OF THE USER’S PROGRAM FOR EACH ENTRY POINT TO AN OVERLAY SEGMENT, 
JALL REFERENCES TO THE ENTRY POINT ARE MODIFIED BY THE LINKER TO INSTEAD 
IBE REFERENCES TO THE APPROPRIATE DUMMY ROUTINE, EACH OVERLAY SEGMENT 
11s CALLED INTO CORE AS A UNIT AND MUST BE CONTIGUOUS IN CORE, AN 
jDVFRLAY SEGMENT MAY HAVE ANY NUMBER OF ENTRY POINTS, TO THE LIMITS 
IOF CORE REMORA, ONLY ONE SEGhFNT AT A TIME MAY OCCUPY AN OVERLAY REGION, 

,ENABL LSB 
$OVTABol~aa+$O~RHE-$OVRH 

SOVPH: MOV 
MOV 
MOV 

1s: 
8 MOV 

BP 
MOV 

$OvPHA$ ADD 
MO\ 
CHP 
PEG 
, READN 
BCS 

2s: MOV 
YOJ 
MOV 
MOV 
IiTS 

3s: MOV 
MOV 

SHROOT: ,NORD 
MOV 

SHDVLY: ,WORD 
48: CLR 

CMP 
BLO 
BR 

5-S: EMT 
,BYTE 

SOVRHE: 
,DSbBL LSB 

kH? -(SP1 
Rl ,-(SP) 
R?,-(SP) 

(PS)+,H@ ;PICK UP OVERLAY NUMBER 
3s JFIRST CALL ONLaY + l * 
Rrl,Rl 
IIOVTAB-fj,Rt JCALC TABLE AbDR 
(RI )*rR2 ;GEr CORE ADDp OF OVERLAY kEGTON 
Rr), ‘=R2 ;YS OVERLAY ALREADY RESIDENT? 
2s 8 YES, BRAIJCH TO IT 
l?,R2,(Rl)+,(Pl)+ ;READ FROM OVERLAY FILE 
55 
(SP)+,R2 ; RESTORE uSER’S PEGS 
(sFl+,Rl 
(SP)+rRP 
@RS I R5 ;GET ENTRY ADDRESS 
R5 #ENTER UvERLAy RDuTfNE AND 

JRESTORE IJSER’S hs 

Xl25ddrlS 
(PC)+,Rl 
id 
(PC)+,RZ 
YI 
(PIIt 
RIP p2 
46 
1s 

376 
Cir 373 

;RESTOHE SNITCH INSTH (POV [Rs)+rRB) 
~sTA~T ADDR FOR CLEAR OPERATIflN 
JHIGh ADDR OF ROOT SEGMENT 
; COUNT 
;HIGH LIMTT OF QVERLAYS 
;CLEAR ALL OVERLAY REGIONS 

;AND RETURN Tb CALL IN PPOGRESS 

;SYsTEM EPROR l@ (OVERLAY I/O) 

#OVERLAY SEGMENT ?ABLE FOLLDIS: 
1 SOVTABa .WOPD <CORE ADDR>r<RELATlVE BLC>,<LNORD COUNT> 
;THREF WORDS PER ENTRY, ONE ENTRY PER OVERLAY SFGVEN?, 

;ALSO, THERE TS ONE dORD PRFFIXED TO EACH OVEFLAY REGION 
JTHAT IDENTIFIEs THE SEGMENT CURRENT&Y RESIDENT IN THAT REGION, 

Figure 1 l-4 The Run-Time Overlay Handler 
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You do not need a special code or function call to use overlays. Observe the following rules when you reference 
parts of your program that might be overlaid. 

1. You must make calls or jumps to overlay segments directly to global symbols defined in an instruction 
p-section (entry points). For example, if ENTER is a global symbol in an overlay segment, the first com- 
mand is valid, but the second is illegal: 

JMP ENTER 
JMP ENTERt6 

2. You can use globals defined in an instruction p-section (entry points) of an overlay segment only for 
transfer of control and not for referencing data within an overlay section. The assembler and linker can- 
not detect a violation of this rule so they issue no error. However, such a violation can cause the program 
to use incorrect data. If you reference these global symbols outside of their defining segment, the linker 
resolves them by using dummy subroutines of four words each in the overlay handler. If such a reference 
occurs, it is indicated on the load map by a “@” following the symbol. 

3. The linker directly resolves global symbols that you define in a data p-section. It is your program’s respon- 
sibility to load the data into memory before referencing a global symbol defined in a data section. One 
way to load the data section of an overlay segment is to call an entry point in that segment. This loads 
the segment if it is not already resident in memory. 

4. When you make calls to overlays, the entire return path must be in memory. Observing the following 
rules accomplishes this: 

a. You can make calls (with expected return) from an overlay segment only to entries in the same 
segment, the root segment, or an overlay segment with a greater region number. 

b. Calls you make to entries in the same region as the call must be entirely within the same segment, 
not within another segment in the same region. 

c. You can make jumps (with no expected return) from an overlay segment to any entry in the program. 
However, jumps should not reference an overlay region whose number is lower than the region from 
which the last unreturned call was made (for example, if a call was made from region 3, then no 
jumps should reference regions 1,2 or 3 until the call has returned). 

d. You can call subroutines in the root segment from overlay segments; in turn, they can call entries 
from the same overlay segment that called them, or from the root segment, or from another overlay 
segment with a greater region number. Such subroutines are considered to be part of the overlay 
segment that called them. 

5. You cannot use a p-section (SSECT or .CSECT) name to pass control to an overlay. It does not load the 
appropriate segment into memory. (For example, JSR PC,OVSEC is illegal if you use OVSEC as a section 
name in an overlay.) As stated in 1, above, you must use a global symbol to pass control from one segment 
to the next. If OVSEC is not a global symbol, the system flags it as an undefined global. 

6. Your program cannot use channel 17 (octal) because overlays are read on that channel. 
7. You cannot place object modules that are automatically acquired from a library file into overlays. The 

linker always places those modules in the root segment. However, you can extract modules from a library 
by using the librarian utility program (see Chapter 12) and then explicitly include them in any segment. 

8. You cannot specify library files on the same command line as an overlay. Specify them before you enter 
any overlay lines. 

9. YOU must specify overlay regions in ascending order. They are read-only. Unlike USR swapping, an overlay 
handler does not save the segment it is overlaying. Any tables, variables, or instructions that are modified 
within a given overlay segment are reinitialized to their original values in the SAV or REL file if that 

I segment has been overlaid by another segment. You should place any variables or tables whose values must 
be maintained across overlays in the root segment. 

10. ASECTs at location 1000 or above in an overlay foreground link are illegal; the error message 
?LINK-F-Illegal ASECT prints and the link aborts. 

11. A global program section that is referenced in more than one segment has its memory allocation in the 
root segment. This permits common access across the different segments. See Section 11.3. 
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Note the following information when you write FORTRAN overlays: 

1. When you divide a FORTRAN program into a root segment and overlay regions (and subsequently divide 
each overlay region into overlay segments), you should carefully consider routine placement. Remember 
that it is illegal to call a routine located in a different overlay segment in the same overlay region, or an 
overlay region with a lower numeric value (as specified by the linker overlay option, /O:n) from the calling 
routine. Divide each overlay region into overlay segments that never need to be resident simultaneously. 
For example, if segments A and B are assigned to region X, they cannot call each other because they occupy 
the same locations in memory. 

2. Place the FORTRAN main program unit in the root segment. 
3. In an overlay environment, subroutine calls and function subprogram references can refer only to one of 

the following: 
a. a FORTRAN library routine (such as ASSIGN, DCOS) 
b. a FORTRAN or assembly language routine contained in the root segment 
c, a FORTRAN or assembly language routine contained in the same overlay segment as the calling 

routine 
d. a FORTRAN or assembly language routine contained in a segment whose region number is greater 

than that of the calling routine. 
4. In an overlay environment, you must place the COMMON blocks so that they are resident when you 

reference them. Blank COMMON is always resident because it is always placed in the root segment. You 
must place all named COMMON either in the root segment or in the segment whose region number is 
lowest of all the segments that reference the COMMON block. A named COMMON block cannot be 
referenced by two different segments in the same region unless the COMMON block appears in a segment 
of a lower region number. The linker automatically places a COMMON block into the root segment if it is 
referenced by the FORTRAN main program or by a subprogram that is located in the root segment. Other- 
wise, the linker places a COMMON block in the first segment encountered in the linker command string 
that references that COMMON block. 

5. All COMMON blocks that are initialized with DATA statements must be similarly initialized in the segment 
in which they are placed. 

Refer to the RT-ll/RSTS/E FORTRANIV User’s Guide for more details. 

The ASECT never takes part in overlaying in any way. It is part of the root and is always resident. 

The aforementioned sets of rules apply only to communications among the various modules that make up a program. 
Internally, each module must only observe standard programming rules for the PDP-11 (as described in the PDP-11 
Processor Handbook and in ihe MACRO-11 Language Reference Manual). 

Note that the condition codes set by your program are not preserved on the call across overlay segment boundaries. 
You can still use the C-bit for error returns. 

The linker provides overlay services by including a small resident overlay handler in the same file with your program 
to be used at program run time. The linker inserts this overlay handler plus some tables into your program beginning 
at the bottom address. The linker moves your program up in memory by an appropriate amount to make room for 
the overlay handler and tables, if necessary. 

11.7 USING LIBRARIES 
You specify libraries in a command string in the same way you specify normal modules; you can include them any- 
where in the command string, except in overlay lines. If a global symbol is undefined at the time the linker encounters 
the library in the input stream, and if a module is included in the library that contains that global definition, then the 
linker pulls that module from the library and links it into the load image. Only the modules needed to resolve refer- 
ences are pulled from the library; unreferenced modules are not linked. 
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NOTE 
Modules in one library can call modules from another 
library; however, the libraries must appear in the com- 
mand string in the order in which they are called. For 
example, assume module X in library ALIB calls Y from 
the BLIB library. To correctly resolve all globals, the 
order of ALIB and BLIB should appear in the command 
line as: 

Module B is the root. It calls X from ALIB and brings X 
into the root. X in turn calls Y which is brought from 
BLIB into the root. 

The linker selectively relocates and links object modules from specific user libraries that were built by the librarian. 
Figure 11-5 diagrams this general process. During pass-l the linker processes the input files in the order in which 
they appear in the input command line. If the linker encounters a library file during pass-l, it makes note of the 
library in an internal save status block, and then proceeds to the next file. The linker processes only non-library 
files during the initial phase of pass-l. In the final phase of pass-l the linker processes only library files. This is when 
it resolves the undefined globals that were referenced by the non-library ftles. 

The linker processes library files in the order in which they appear in the input command line. The default system 
library (SYSLIB.OBJ) is always last. The processing steps are as follows: 

1. If there are any undefined globals, the linker proceeds to step 2. Otherwise, it skips to step 5. 
2. The linker reads as much of the library directory as the input buffer can hold. 
3. The linker then searches the entire list of undefined globals for a match with the library directory. It places 

any globals that match in an internal library module list. If more of the library directory remains to be read, 
the linker proceeds to step 2. 

4. The linker now processes the modules from the library that are associated with the matching undefined 
globals. If this processing results in new undefined globals that can be resolved by the current library, the 
linker goes back to step 2. 

5. The linker closes the current library and processes the next library file, starting with step 1. 

This search method allows modules to appear in any order in the library. You can specify any number of libraries 
in a link and they can be positioned anywhere, with the exception of forward references between libraries. The 
default system library, SYSLIB.OBJ, is the last library file the linker searches to resolve any remaining undefined 
globals. 

Some languages, such as FORTRAN, have an Object Time System (OTS) that the linker takes from a library and 
includes in the final module. The most efficient way to accomplish this is to include these OTS routines (such as 
NHD, OTSCOM, and V2NS for FORTRAN) in SYSLIB.OBJ. 

Libraries are input to the linker in the same way as other input files. Here is a sample LINK command string: 

*TASKOl. 9LP:=MAIN9MEASUR 

This causes program MAIN.OBJ to be read from DK: as the first input file. Any undefined symbols generated by 
program MAIN.OBJ should be satisfied by the library file MEASUR.OBJ specified in the second input file. The 
linker tries to satisfy any remaining undefined globals from the default library, SYSLIB.OBJ. The load module, 
TASK01 .SAV, is stored on DK: and a load map prints on the line printer. 
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EXIT PASS 
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Figure 1 l-5 Library Searches 
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11.8 OPTION DESCRIPTIONS 
The options summarized in Table 11-2 are described in detail below. 

11.8.1 Bottom Address Option (/B:n) 
The /B:n option supplies the lowest address to be used by the relocatable code in the load module. The argument, 
n, is a 6-digit unsigned octal number that defines the bottom address of the program being linked. If you do not 
supply a value for n, the linker prints: 

?LINK-F-/B No Vl3~1Jt.Z 

Retype the command, supplying an even octal value. 

When you do not specify /B, the linker positions the load module so that the lowest address is location 1000 (octal). 
If the ASECT size is greater than 1000, the size of ASECT is used. 

If you supply more than one /B option during the creation of a load module, the linker uses the first /B option 
specification. /B is illegal when you are linking to a high address (/H). /B is also illegal with foreground links. These 
modules are always linked to a bottom address of 1000 (octal). 

NOTE 
The bottom value must be an unsigned even octal num- 
ber. If the value is odd, the ?LINK-F-/B odd value error 
message prints. Reenter the command string specifying 
an unsigned even octal number as the argument to the 
/B option. 

The following command causes the relocatable code from the input file to be linked starting at location 500 (octal). 

tOUTF’IJT Y 1-F’ : =l:NI”‘IJT/lC-c : 500 

11.8.2 Continue Option (IC) or (//) 
The continue option (/C) lets you type additional lines of command string input. Use the /C option at the end of 
the current line and repeat it on subsequent command lines as often as necessary to specify all the input modules 
in your program. Do not enter a /C option on the last line of input. 

The following command indicates that input is to be continued on the next line; the linker prints an asterisk. 

4~0 UT PUT 9 L. F’ : ::= I N F 1.1 ‘T’ / (1 
* 

An alternate way to enter additional lines of input is to use the // option on the first line. The linker continues to 
accept lines of input until it encounters another // option, which can be either on a line with input file specifica- 
tions, or on a line by itself. The advantage of using the /I option instead of the /C option is that you do not have 
to type the // option on each continuation line. This example shows how the linker itself is linked: 

~l-INI~9LINI\;‘:-l-.INIIG/E:7GO/W// 
*L.N1~ou1 /o : :1 
*LNI<C;SX:l/Cl : :t 
*l...NKt4DI:i’/C1 : .1. 
tLNKMAF’/CI : 1. 
*LNIKSAu/Cl: :i. 
SLNKEM/Cl : :L 
*K// 
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You cannot use the /C option and the // option together in a link command sequence. That is, if you use // on the 
first line, you must use // to terminate input on the last line. If you use /C on the first line, use /C on all lines but 
the last. 

11.8.3 Extend Program Section Option (/E:n) 
The /E:n option allows you to extend a program section to a specific value. Type the /E:n option at the end of the 
first command line. After you have typed all input command lines, the linker prompts with: 

Extend section? 

Respond with the name of the program section to be extended. The resultant program section size is equal to or 
greater than the value you specify depending upon the space the object code actually requires. Note that you can 
extend only one section. 

The following example extends section CODE to 100 (octal) blocks. 

11.8.4 Default FORTRAN Library Option (/F) 
By indicating the /F option in the command line, you can link the FORTRAN library (FORLIB.OBJ on the system 
device SY:) with the other object modules you specify. You do not need to specify FORLIB explicitly. For example: 

The object module AB.OBJ from DK: and the FORTRAN library SY:FORLIB.OBJ are linked together to form a 
load module called FILE.SAV. 

The linker automatically searches a default system library, SY:SYSLIB.OBJ. The library normally includes the 
modules that compose FORLIB. The /F option is provided only for compatibility with other versions of RT-11. 
You should not have to use IF. 

11.8.5 Highest Address Option (/H:n) 
The /H:n option allows you to specify the top (highest) address to be used by the relocatable code in the load module. 
The argument, n, represents an unsigned even octal number. If you do not specify n, the linker prints: 

?LINK-F-/H I-IO vtt3llJE’ 

Retype the command, supplying an even octal number to be used as the value. 

If you specify an odd value, the linker responds with: 

PLINK-F-/H odd ViZ?llJe 

Retype the command, supplying an even octal number. 

If the value is not large enough to accommodate the relocatable code, the linker prints: 

?LINK-F-/H value too low 

Relink the program with a larger value. 

The /H option cannot be used with the /R or /Y or /B options. 
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NOTE 
Be careful when you use the /H option. Most RT-11 pro- 
grams use the free memory above the relocatable code as 
a dynamic working area for I/O buffers, device handlers, 
symbol tables, etc. The size of this area differs on different 
memory configurations. Programs linked to a specific high 
address might not run in a system with less physical mem- 
ory because there is less free memory. 

11.8.6 Include Option (/I) 
The /I option lets you take global symbols from any library and include them in the linking process even when they 
are not needed to resolve globals. This provides a method for forcing modules that are not called by other modules 
to be loaded from the library. When you specify the /I option, the linker prints: 

Reply with the list of global symbols to be included in the load module: type a carriage return to enter each symbol 
in the list. A carriage return alone terminates the list of symbols. 

The following example includes the global $SHORT in the load module: 

*SCCA=WKl. : SCCWI 
Librarcj search? $SHCIRT 
Librarr search? 

11 X.7 Memory Size Option (/K:n) 
The /K:n option lets you insert a value into word 56 of block 0 of the image file. The argument, n, represents the 
number of 1K blocks of memory required by the program; n is an integer in the range l-28. You cannot use the /K 
option with the /R option. The /K:n option is provided mainly for compatibility with the RSTS operating system. 
You should not need to use it with RT-11. 

11.8.8 LDA Format Option (/L) 
The /L option produces an output file in LDA format instead of memory image format. The LDA format file can 
be output to any device including those that are not block-replaceable, such as paper tape or cassette. It is useful 
for files that are to be loaded with the Absolute Loader. The default file type .LDA is assigned when you use the /L 
option. You cannot use the /L option with the overlay option (/O) or the foreground link option (IR). The following 
example links files IN and IN2 on device DK: and outputs an LDA format file OUT.LDA to the cassette and a load 
map to the line printer. 

tCT:OUTyL.P:::::INv INZ?/l... 

11.8.9 Modify Stack Address Option (/M[ :n]) 
The stack address, location 42, is the address that contains the initial value for the stack pointer. The /M option lets 
you specify the stack address. The argument, n, is an even, unsigned 6-digit octal number that defines the stack ad- 
dress. After all input lines have been typed, the linker prints the following message if you have not specified a value 
for n: 

In this case, specify the global symbol whose value is the stack address. You cannot specify a number. If you specify 
a nonexistent symbol, an error message prints and the stack address is set to the system default (1000 for SAV files) 
or to the bottom address if you used /B. If the program’s absolute section extends beyond location 1000, the default 
stack space starts after the largest .ASECT contribution. 
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Direct assignment (with .ASECT) of the stack address within the program takes precedence over assignment with 
the /Iv! option. The statements to do this in a MACRO program are as follows: 

.ASECT 

. -42 

. WORD INITSP i 1NTT:tAL STACK SYMBOL VALUE 
+ PSECT i RETIJRN TO F’RE’JIOUS SECTION 

The following examule modifies the stack address. 

tQUTF’lJT:-INF:‘lJ’T/M 
Stack. srmhol? HEG 

11.8.10 Overlay Option (/O:n) 
The /O option segments the load module so that the entire program is not memory resident at one time. This lets 
you execute programs that are larger than the available memory, The argument, n, is an unsigned octal number (up 
to six digits in length) specifying the overlay region to which the module is assigned. The /O option must follow (on 
the same line) the specification of the object modules to which it applies, and only one overlay region can be specified 
on a command line. Overlay regions cannot be specified on the first command line; that is reserved for the root seg- 
ment. You must use /C or // for continuation. 

You specify co-resident overlay routines (a group of subroutines that occupy the overlay region and segment at 
the same time) as follows: 

All modules that the linker encounters until the next /O option will be co-resident overlay routines. If you specify, 
at a later time, the /O option with the same value you used previously (same overlay region), then the linker opens 
up the corresponding overlay area for a new group of subroutines. The new group of subroutines occupy the same 
locations in memory as the first group, but not at the same time. For example, if subroutines in object modules R 
and S are to be in memory together, but are never needed at the same time as T, then the following commands to 
the linker make R and S occupy the same memory as T (but at different times): 

*~MAIc~~ y t..P: :-:rm:)~r/c 
*I3 9 s/o: 1/c: 
*T/O: l 

The example shown above can also be written as follows: 

lkk~INIrLP:::::ROO'T/I= 
*f/0:1/C 
II s/c 
Hi T/C) : 1 

The following example establishes two overlay regions. 

tOUTF’UT 9 L.F’: =INF:‘lJT// 
*OR JR/O : 1 
itcOE.JE/U : 1 
*OBJC/O : 2 
t 0 E J 111 / t.1 ’ ? 
*I;’ . *r’ 1 l-20 
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You must specify overlays in ascending order by region number. For example: 

SA=A/C 
*B/O: Y./c 
*c/o: Y./c: 
*II/o: Y./C 
*E 9 F/O : 3/r 
*G/O:2 - 

d 

The following overlay specification is illegal since the overlay regions are not given in ascending numerical order (an 
error message prints in each case): 

tx :::: 1.. I B R 0 / / 
*LIERY./o::L 
fL TERT/O : 0 . . L 
?LINK+-W-/O itiriurerj 
9// 

In the above example, the overlay option immediately preceding the error message is ignored. 

11.8.11 Library List Size Option (/P:n) 
The /P:n option lets you change the amount of space allocated for the library routine list. Normally, the default 
value allows enough space for your needs. It reserves space for approximately 256 unique library routines, which is 
the equivalent of specifying /P:256. (decimal) or /P:400 (octal). 

The error message ?LINK-F-Library list overflow, increase size with /P indicates that you need to allocate more 
space for the library routine list, You must relink the program that makes use of the library routines. Use the 
/P:n option and supply a value for n that is greater than 256. 

You can use the /P:n option to correct for symbol table overflow. Specify a value for n that is less than 256. This 
reduces the space used for the library routine list and increases the space allocated for the symbol table. If the value 
you choose is too small, the ?LINK-F-Library list overflow, increase size with /P message prints. In the following 
command, the amount of space for the library routine list is increased to 300 (decimal). 

11.8.12 REL Format Option(/R[:n]) 
The /R[:n] option produces an output file in REL format for use as a foregound job with the FB or XM monitor. 
You cannot use REL files with the SJ monitor. The /R option assigns the default file type REL to the output file. 
The optional argument, n, represents the amount of stack space to allocate for the foreground job. The default value 
is 128. (decimal) bytes of stack space. If you also use the /M option, the value or global symbol associated with it 
overrides the /R value. 

The following command links files FILEI.OBJ and NEXT.OBJ and stores the output on DT2: as FILEOREL. It 
also prints a load map on the line printer. 

tDT2: FILE:(:) 9 LI”‘: =F’ILlii::l: Y NE:XT/R: 200 

You cannot use the /B, /H, and /L options with /R since a foreground REL job has a temporary bottom address of 
1000 and is always relocated by FRUN. An error message prints if you attempt this. The /K option is also illegal 
with /R. 
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11.8.13 Symbol Table Option (IS) 
The /S option instructs the linker to allow the largest possible memory area for its symbol table at the expense of 
input and output buffer space, which makes the linking process slower. You should use the /S option only if an 
attempt to link a program failed because of symbol table overflow. Often, use of/S allows the program to link. 

11.8.14 Transfer Address Option (/T[ :n]) 
The transfer address is the address at which a program starts when you initiate execution with an R, RUN, or FRUN 
command. It prints on the last line of the load map. The /T option lets you specify the start address of the load 
module. The argument, n, is a six-digit unsigned octal number that defines the transfer address. If you do not specify 
n, the following message prints: 

In this case, specify the global symbol whose value is the transfer address of the load module. Terminate your 
response with a carriage return. You cannot specify a number in answer to this message. If you specify a nonexistent 
symbol, an error message prints and the transfer address is set to 1 so that the program traps immediately if you 
attempt to execute it. If the transfer address you specify is odd, the program does not start after loading and control 
returns to the monitor. 

Direct assignment (.ASECT) of the transfer address within the program takes precedence over assignment with the 
/T option. The transfer address assigned with a /T has precedence over that assigned with an .END assembly directive. 
To assign the transfer address within a MACRO program, use statements similar to these: 

. ASECT 

. =40 

. WORD START1 iSYMBOL VALUE FOR TRANSFER ADDRESS 
,PSECT iRETIJFV4 TO F’REUIOIJS SECTION 

STARTl: . 

START2: 
or 

; SECONDARY STARTING ADIN?ESS 

. END START2 

The following example links the files LIBRO.OBJ and ODT.OBJ together and starts execution at ODT’s transfer 
address. 

tLEV2ODT I L.E{RODT=LIERO,ODT/T/W// 
tLI:EcRi/O::L 
f L I E I? 2 / 0 : 1. 
$L.I EiR3/0 : 1. 
*i...IBR4/0 : :I. 
* I... I Et r4 5 /Cl : 1. 
tLE~REM/Cl: h'/ 
Transfer s!:,mt?ol '? cl 4 CIUT 
* 
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11 A15 Round Up Option (/U:n) 
The /U:n option rounds up the section you specify so that the size of the root segment is a whole number multiple 
of the value you supply. The argument, n, must be a power of 2. When you specify the /U:n option, the linker 
prompts: 

Reply with the name of the program section to be rounded, The program section must be in the root segment. 
Note that you can round only one program section. The following example rounds up section CHAR. 

N.1~007 Y 7-T : =I...l<OO7/IJ : 200 
Raurid section'? CHAR 

If the program section you specify cannot be found, the linker prints ?LINK-W-Round section not found. The 
linking process continues with no rounding. 

11.8.16 Map Width Option (/W) 
The /W option directs the linker to produce a wide load map listing. If you do not specify the /W option, the listing 
is wide enough for three GLOBAL VALUE columns (normal for paper with 80 columns). If you use the /W com- 
mand, the listing is six columns wide, which is ideal for a 132 column page. 

11.8.17 Bit Map Inhibit Option (/X) 
The /X option instructs the linker not to output the bit map if code is below 400. This option is provided only for 
compatibility with the RSTS operating system. The bit map is stored in locations 360-377 in block 0 of the load 
module. The linker normally stores the program memory usage bits in these eight words. Each bit represents one 
256-word block of memory. This information is used by the R, RUN and GET commands when loading the program; 
therefore, use care when you use this option. 

11.8.18 Boundary Option (/Y:n) 
The /Y:n option starts a specific program section on a particular address boundary. The linker generates a whole 
number multiple of n, the value you specify, for the starting address of the program section. The argument, n, must 
be a power of 2. The linker extends the size of the previous program section to accommodate the new starting ad- 
dress. When you have entered all the input lines, the linker prompts: 

Respond with the name of the program section whose starting address you are modifying. Terminate your response 
with a carriage return. Note that you can specify only one program section for this option. If the program section 
you specify cannot be found, the linker prints ?LINK-W-Boundary section not found. The linking process continues. 

The RT-11 monitors have internal 2-block overlays. The first overlay segment, OVLYO, must start on a disk block 
boundary: 

IRKMi4S.J + SYS=l?KI3TS,J II RTI XS,J, RliTJ3S.J v liIC/‘Y : :I.000 
Eoi..mdi3r~ Sect,:im’? OUI.“Y 0 

11.8.19 Zero Option (/Z:n) 
The /Z:n option fills unused locations in the load module and places a specific value in these locations. The argument, 
n, represents the value to be placed in the unused locations. This option can be useful in eliminating random results 
that occur when the program references uninitialized memory by mistake. The system automatically zeroes unused 
locations. Use the /Z:n option only when you want to store a value other than zero in unused locations. 
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11.9 LINKER PROMPTS 
Some of the linker operations prompt for more information, such as the names of specific global symbols or sections. 
The linker issues the prompt after you have entered all the input specifications, but before the actual linking begins. 
Table 11-6 shows the sequence in which the prompts occur. 

Table 11-6 Linker Prompting Sequence 

Prompt Option 

Transfer symbol? IT 

Stack symbol? /M 

Extend section? /E:n 

Boundary section? /Y:n 

Round section? /U:n 

Library search? /I 

The library search prompt is last because it can accept more than one symbol and is terminated by a carriage return 
on a line by itself. 

Note that if the command lines are in an indirect file and the linker encounters an end-of-file before the prompting 
information has been supplied, it prints the prompt messages on the terminal. 

The following example shows how the linker prompts for information when you combine options. 

*L.1~001~:=1...~00l/~/M/E: 100/Y :400/U: 20/T 
Trans;Ter symbol? 0 + (3DT 
Stack rjr~abol? ST3 
E:.:tenrj sectiurl? CHAR 
&3~Jl”1&3l’!3 sect ion? CCIDE 
Raurd sect i ors? STKSF: 
Librsw search? ~StiClRT 
Librarr search’? 
* 
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CHAPTER 12 

LIBRARIAN (LIBR) 

The librarian utility program (LIBR) lets you create, update, modify, list, and maintain object library files. It also 
lets you create macro library files to use with the V03 MACRO-l 1 assembler. 

A library file is a direct access file (a file that has a directory) that contains one or more modules of the same module 
type. The librarian organizes the library files so that the linker and MACRO-l 1 assembler can access them rapidly. 
Each library contains a library header, library directory (or global symbol or macro name table), and one or more 
object modules or macro definitions. The object modules in a library file can be routines that are repeatedly used 
in a program, routines that are used by more than one program, or routines that are related and simply gathered 
together for convenience. The contents of the library file are determined by your needs. An example of a typical 
object library file is the default system library that the linker uses, SYSLIB.OBJ. An example of a macro library file 
is SYSMAC.SML, which MACRO uses automatically to process programmed requests. 

You access object modules in a library file from another program by making calls or references to their global 
symbols; you then link the object modules with the program that uses them, producing a single load module (see 
Chapter 11). 

Consult the RT-II Software Support Manual for more information on the internal data structure of a library file. 
However, that information is not necessary for your understanding of this chapter. 

12.1 CALLING AND USING LIBR 
To call the RT-11 librarian from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by 
typing: 

R LIBR <RET) 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin on the console terminal when it is ready to 
accept a command line. Chapter 6, Command String Interpreter, describes the general syntax of the command line 
LIBR accepts. 

Type two CTRL/Cs to halt the librarian at any time (or a single CTRL/C to halt the librarian when it is waiting for 
console terminal input) and return control to the monitor. To restart the librarian, type R LIBR or REENTER in 
response to the monitor’s dot. 

Section 12.2 explains how to use the librarian to create and maintain object libraries; Section 12.3 describes how to 
create macro libraries. 

Specify the LIBR command string in the following general format: 

library-fiespec [n] ,list-filespec [n] =input-fdespecs/options 

where 

library-filespec [n] represents the library file to be created or updated. The optional argument, n, 
represents the number of blocks to allocate for the output file. 
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list-filespec [n] represents a listing file for the library’s contents. The optional argument, n, represents 
the number of blocks to allocate for the listing file. 

input-filespec represents the input object modules (you can specify up to six input fries); it can also 
represent a library file to be updated. 

option represents an option from Table 12-1. 

You specify devices and file names in the standard RT-11 command string syntax, with default file types assigned 
as follows: 

File File Type 

list file: .LST 
library file: .OBJ 
input files: .OBJ 

If you do not specify a device, the default device (DK:) is assumed. 

Each input file consists of one or more object modules and is stored on a given device under a specific fne name and 
file type. Once you insert an object module into a library file you no longer reference the module by the name of the 
file of which it was a part; instead, you reference it by its individual module name. You assign this module name with 
the assembler with either a .TITLE statement in the assembly source program, or with the default name .MAIN. upon 
absence of a .TITLE statement or the subprogram name for FORTRAN routines. Thus, for example, the input file 
FORT.OBJ c;m exist on DT2: and can contain an object module called ABC. Once you insert the module into a 
library file, reference only ABC (not FORT.OBJ). 

The input files normally do not contain main programs but rather subprograms, functions, and subroutines. The 
library file must never contain a FORTRAN “BLOCK DATA” subprogram; there is no undefined global symbol to 
cause the linker to load it automatically. 

12.2 OPTION COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS FOR OBJECT LIBRARIES 
You maintain object library files by using option commands. Functions that you can perform include object module 
deletion, insertion and replacement, library fde creation, and listing of an object library file’s contents. 

Table 12-l summarizes the options available for you to use with RT-11 LIBR for object libraries. The following 
sections, which are arranged alphabetically by option, describe the options in greater detail. 

Table 12-1 LIBR Object Options 

Option 

/C 

Command Line Section 

any but last 12.2.1 

Meaning 

Command continuation; allows you to type the input 
specification on more than one line. 

ID 

IE 

first 12.2.4 

first 12.2.5 

Delete; deletes modules that you specify from a library fne. 

Extract; extracts a module from a library and stores it in an 
.OBJ fne. 

/G first 12.2,6 Global deletion; deletes global symbols that you specify 
from the library directory. 

/N first 12.2.7 Names; includes the module names in the directory. 
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Table 12-1 (Cont.) LIBR Object Options 

Option Command Line Section 

P first 12.2.8 

Meaning 

P-section names; includes the program section names in the 
directory. 

/R first 12.2.9 Replace; replaces modules in a library file. This option must 
follow the file specification to which it applies. 

/U first 12.2.10 Update; inserts and replaces modules in a library file. This 
option must follow the file specification to which it applies. 

/W 

II 

first 

first and last 

12.2.11 

12.2.1 

Indicates wide format for the listing file. 

Command continuation; allows you to type the input 
specification on more than one line. 

There is no option to indicate module insertion. If you do not specify an option, the librarian automatically inserts 
modules into the library file. 

12.2.1 Command Continuation Options (/C and //) 
You must use a continuation option whenever there is not enough room to enter a command string on one line. The 
maximum number of input files that you can enter on one line is six; you can use the /C option or the // option to 
enter more. Type the /C option at the end of the current line and repeat it at the end of subsequent command lines 
as often as necessary, so long as memory is available; if you exceed memory, an error message prints. Each continua- 
tion line after the first command line can contain only input file specifications (and no other options). Do not specify 
a /C option on the last line of input. If you use the // option, type it at the end of the first input line and again at the 
end of the last input line. 

The following example creates a library file on the default device (DK:) under the file name ALIB.OBJ; it also creates 
a listing of the library file’s contents as LIBLST.LST (also on the default device). The file names of the input modules 
are MAIN.OBJ, TEST.OBJ, FXN.OBJ, and TRACK.OBJ, all from DTl:. 

tAl...:I:E Y L_I:EI...~‘T’::~I:I’~I :MAl:Nr TEi:!;T,F:‘XN/C 
SD’T’I : TRACK 

The next example creates a library file on the default device (DK:) under the name BLIB.OBJ. It does not produce 
a listing. Input files are MAIN.OBJ from the default device, TEST.OBJ from RKI :, FXN.OBJ from RKO:, and 
TRACK.OBJ from DTl :. 

Another way of writing this command line is: 

SE I... :I: F :::: i”! A :I: N Y I3 Ii 1 : ‘I’ Ef: s 7’ f I.7 K 0 : F’ x N /’ / 
t II ‘I’ I. : ‘l- R A c: Ii 
*// 
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12.2.2 Creating a Library File 
To create a library file, specify a file name on the output side of a command line. 

The following example creates a new library called NEWLIB.OBJ on the default device (DK:). The modules that 
make up this library file are in the files FIRST.OBJ and SECOND.OBJ, both on the default device. 

12.2.3 Inserting Modules into a Library 
Whenever you specify an input file without specifying an associated option, the librarian inserts the modules in the 
file into the library file you name on the output side of the command string. You can specify any number of input 
files. If you include section names (if you use /P) in the global symbol table and if you attempt to insert a file that 
contains a global symbol or PSECT (or CSECT) having the same name as a global symbol or PSECT already existing 
in the library file, the librarian prints a warning message. The librarian does, however, update the library file, ignore 
the global symbol or section name in error, and return control to the CSI. You can then enter another command 
string. 

Although you can insert object modules that exist under the same name (as assigned by the .TITLE statement), this 
practice is not recommended because of the difficulty and ambiguity involved when you need to update these modules 
(Sections 12.2.2.9 and 12.2.2.10 describe replacing and updating). 

NOTE 
The librarian performs module insertion, replacement, 
deletion, merge, and update concurrently with creating 
the library Me. Therefore, you must indicate the library 
file to which the operation is directed on both the input 
and output sides of the command line, since effectively 
the librarian creates a “new” output library file each 
time it performs one of those operations. You must 
specify the library file first in the input field. 

The following command line inserts the modules included in the files FA.OBJ, FB.OBJ, and FC.OBJ on DTl : into a 
library file named DXYNEW.OBJ on the default device. The resulting library also includes the contents of library 
DXY.OBJ. 

The next command line inserts the modules contained in files THIRD.OBJ and FOURTI-LOBJ into the library 
NEWLIB.OBJ. 

YN E;: w I... I IE! y 1.. :i: s ‘r :::: N EI w I._ :I: n y ‘r i-1 I ii X:I y v (3 IJ R ‘r 14 

Note that the resulting library contains the original library plus some new modules. Note also that the resulting 
library replaces the original library because the same name was used in this example for the input and output library. 

12.2.4 Delete Option (/D) 
The /D option deletes modules and all their associated global symbols from the library. 

When you use the /D option, the librarian prompts: 

M 0 cl 6.l I. e I-I ii3 ITI8 ‘? 

Respond with the name of the module to be deleted followed by a carriage return; continue until you have entered 
all modules to be deleted. Type a carriage return immediately after the Module name? message to terminate input 
and initiate execution of the command line. 
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The following example deletes the modules SGN and TAN from the library file TRAP.OBJ on DT3:. 

*Kl’T’z : ‘~RAF:‘::::I:IT~: TRAF:‘/D 
Moclr-lle rs~ille? !%N 
Mudule nsme? TRN 
Mudule rr;3me? 

The next example deletes the module FIRST from the library LIBFIL.OBJ; all modules in the file ABC.OBJ replace 
old modules of the same name in the library; it also inserts the modules in the file DEF.OBJ into the library. 

In the following example, the librarian deletes two modules of the same name from the library file LIBFIL.OBJ. 

*l._1:EF:II...~::I.“IEFIL/D 
Mo~IJI.~ rime? X 
M,du 1 E) nane? X 
Mo&.tle name? 

12.2.5 Extract Option (/E) 
The /E option allows you to extract an object module from a library file and place it in an .OBJ file. 

When you specify the /E option, the librarian prints: 

G 1. C) b i3 1. ? 

Respond with the name of the object module to be extracted. If you specify a global name, the librarian extracts 
the entire module of which that global is a part. 

You cannot use the /E option on the same command line with any other option. 

The following example extracts the ATAN routine from the FORTRAN library, SYSLIB.OBJ, and stores it in a file 
called ATAN.OBJ on DXl:. 

* II x 3. : A T A N :-‘ 5; Y s I... I E /Ii.. 
G.lob;-31’? ATAN 
G 1 (3 b i3 1 ‘P 

The next example extracts the $PRINT routine from SYSLIB.OBJ and stores it on DMl : as PRINT.OBJ. 

*x:1 M :I. : 1::’ R I N T ::= s Y s I... I B / t: 
G 1 0 b a 1. 7 Q F’ I? :I: N ‘1 
G :I. C) kl a I 5, 

The extract option is particularly useful if you need to use a routine in only one overlay segment. Normally, all 
modules that the linker acquires automatically from a library go into the root segment. To circumvent this, you can 
extract a routine with /E, then link it into an overlay segment instead of into the root segment. 

12.2.6 Delete Global Option (/G) 
The /G option lets you delete a specific global symbol from a library file’s directory. 

When you use the /G option, the librarian prints: 
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r; I 0 k? i3 1. ‘i’ 

Respond with the name of the global symbol to be deleted followed by a carriage return; continue until you have 
entered all globals to be deleted. Type a carriage return immediately after the Global? message to terminate input 
and initiate execution of the command line. 

The following command instructs the librarian to delete the global symbols NAMEA and NAMEB from the directory 
found in the library file ROLL.OBJ on DK:. 

*~FtC)I._I...:~F7OL.I.“/(~ 
0 I. C) b i3 I ‘7 N n M Ii: A 
i3:Loh;3:l.? NRMEE 
G I. (D I.3 a :1 ‘I’ 

The librarian deletes globals only from the directory (and not from the library itself). Whenever you update a library 
file all globals that you previously deleted are restored unless you use the /G option again to delete them. This feature 
lets you recover if you inadvertently delete the wrong global. 

12.2.7 Include Module Names Option (IN) 
The librarian does not include module names in the directory unless you use the /N option on the first line of the 
command. The linker loads modules from libraries based on undefined globals, not on module names. The linker 
also provides equivalent functions by using global symbols and not module names. Normally, then, it is a waste of 
space and a performance compromise to include module names in the directory. 

If you do not include module names in the directory, the MODULE column of the directory listing is blank unless 
the module requires a continuation line to print all its globals. A plus (t) sign in the MODULE column indicates 
continued lines. The /N option is useful mainly when you create a temporary library in order to obtain a directory 
listing. 

If the library does not have module names in its directory, you must create a new library to include the module 
names. The following example illustrates how to do this. It creates a temporary new library from the current library 
(by specifying the null device for output) and lists its directory on the terminal. The current library OLDLIB remains 
unchanged. 

s 14 I... : ‘T’ E M F !J 7’ ‘r : :::: 0 I... XI I... :I: E / I4 
ii ‘T -.. :I. I I.- I E R A R :I: A N u 0 3 , 0 0 TUE: Oi3-.MAY--77 20: 31: 41 
TEMF TUE: O:z-.MAY -7’7’ 20 : ;36 : 40 

MODULE GL.0EclL.S GLOEALS GLuBnLS 

I Fi’l4n50 1 RAD5() 
JMUL. J M 1.1 I... 
LEN I... E N 
SUESTF? wkwr~ 
JASIII ,J 14 X:1 II 
,JCMI” JCMF 

RASl50 

12.2.8 Include P-section Names Option (/P) 
The librarian does not include program section names in the directory unless you use the /P option on the first line 
of the command. The linker does not use section names to load routines from libraries; including the names can de- 
crease linker performance. Including program section names also causes a conflict in the library directory and sub- 
sequent searches, since the librarian treats section names and global symbols identically. 

This option is provided for compatibility with RT-1 lV2C. DIGITAL recommends that you avoid using it with 
RT-1 lVO3. 
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12.2.9 Replace Option UR) 
Use the /R option to replace modules in a library ftie. The /R option replaces existing modules in the library file YOU 
specify as output with the modules of the same names contained in the file(s) you specify as input. In the command 
string, enter the input library file before the files used in the replacement operation. 

If an old module does not exist under the same name as an input module, or if you specify the /R option on a library 
file, the librarian prints an error message preceded by the module name, and ignores the replace command. /R must 
follow each input file name containing modules for replacement. 

The following command line indicates that the modules in the file INB.OBJ are to replace existing modules of the 
same names in the library file TFIL.OBJ. The object modules in the files INA.OBJ and INC.OBJ are to be added to 
TFIL. All files are to be stored on the default device DK:. 

*TFII...:=‘T’F:‘:EI...v:I:NAv INB/lit INC 

The same operation occurs in the next command as in the preceding example, except that this updated library file 
is assigned the new name XFIL. 

*xI:~:cI...=TF’IL~ Y INAY INB/(l’r INC 

12.2.10 Update Option (/U) 
The /U option lets you update a library file by combining the insert and replace functions. If the object modules 
that compose an input file in the command line already exist in the library file, the librarian replaces the old modules 
in the library file with the new modules in the input file. If the object modules do not already exist in the library 
file, the librarian inserts those modules into the library. (Note that some of the error messages that might occur with 
separate insert and replace functions do not print when you use the update function.) /U must follow each input 
file that contains modules to be updated. Specify the input library file before the input files in the command line. 

The following command line instructs the librarian to update the library file BALIB.OBJ on the default device. First 
the modules in FOLT.OBJ and BART.OBJ replace old modules of the same names in the library file, or if none al- 
ready exist under the same names, the modules are inserted, The modules from the fde TAL.OBJ are then inserted; 
an error message prints if the name of the module in TAL.OBJ already exists. 

xICSAI...IE::~~~AI-:L’;CS il FOI...T/U F TAL.. I EART/U 

In the next example, there are two object modules of the same name (X) in both Z and XLIB; these are first deleted 
from XLIB. This ensures that both the modules called X in file Z are correctly placed into the library. Globals SEC 1 
and SEC2 are also deleted from the directory but automatically return the next time the library XLIB.OBJ is updated. 

12.2.11 Wide Option (/W) 
The /W option gives you a wider listing if you request a listing file. The wider listing has six GLOBAL columns in- 
stead of three, as in the normal listing. This is useful if you list the directory on a line printer or a terminal that has 
132 columns. 
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12.2.12 Listing the Directory of a Library File 
You can request a listing of the contents of a library file (the global symbol table) by indicating both the library file 
and a list file in the command line. Since a library file is not being created or updated, you do not need to indicate 
the file name on the output side of the command line; however, you must use a comma to designate a null output 
library file. 

The command syntax is as follows: 

*,LP:=library-fiespec 

or 

*,list-filespec=library-filespec 

where 

library-filespec represents the existing library file. 

LP: indicates that the listing is to be sent directly to the line printer (or terminal, if 
you use TT:). 

list-fdespec represents a list file of the library file’s contents. 

The following command outputs to DT2: as LISTLST, a listing of the contents of the library file LIBFIL.OBJ on 
the default device. 

* Y II T 2 : 1.. I S T ::= L. I Es F I L. 

The next command sends to the line printer a listing of all modules in the library file FLIB.OBJ, which is stored on 
the default device. 

* Y L. F’ : :::: F 1” 1 I3 

Here is a sample section of a large directory listing: 

*y7’7’:= s Y s L I 13 
RT-11 LIBRARIAN UO3,OO TUE 03-MAY-77 21:Ol:Ol 
SYSLIB TUE 03-MAY-77 20:59:47 

MODULE GLOEALS GL0EM.S GLOBALS 

DC03 
GCO$ 
DIC4IS 
DIC$SS 
6wrms 
em$ss 
sim~s 

EC09 
RCI$ 
DIC$MS 
$DIUC 
fwwtas 
surwts 
SlJCl3SS 

FCO$ 

DIC$F’S 
$DVC 
fvmws 
sumas 
f6fm 

The first line of the listing file shows the version of the librarian that was used and the current date and time. The 
second line prints the library file name and the date and time the library was created. Module names are not included 
in this example. Each line in the rest of the listing shows only the globals that appear in a particular module. If a 
module contains more global symbol names than can print on one line, a new line will be started with a plus (t) sign 
in column 1 to indicate continuation. 
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12.2.13 Merging Library Files 
You can merge two or more library files under one file name by specifying in a single command line all the library 
files to be merged. The librarian does not delete the individual library files following the merge unless the output 
file name is identical to one of the input file names. 

The command syntax is as follows: 

*library-filespec=input-filespecs 

where 

library-fdespec represents the library file that will contain all the merged files. (If a library file 
already exists under this name, you must also indicate it in the input side of the 
command line so that it is included in the merge). 

input-fiespec represents a library file to be merged. 

Thus, the following command combines library files MAIN.OBJ, TRIG.OBJ, STP.OBJ, and BAC.OBJ under the 
existing library file name MAIN.OBJ; all files are on the default device DK:. Note that this replaces the old contents 
of MAIN.OBJ. 

The next command creates a library file named FORT.OBJ and merges existing library files A.OBJ, B.OBJ, and 
C.OBJ under the file name FORT.OBJ. 

NOTE 
Library files that you combine using PIP are illegal as 
input to both the librarian and the linker. 

12.2.14 Combining Library Option Functions 
You can request two or more library functions in the same command line, with the exception of the /E option, which 
cannot be specified on the same command line with any other option. The librarian performs functions (and issues 
appropriate prompts) in the following order: 

1. ICorI/ 
2. /D 
3. /G 
4. /u 
5. /R 
6. Insertions 
7. Listing 

Here is an example that combines options: 

LF:’ I I”. Ef: Y I... I-’ : = I::’ :I: 1.. Ii.: / 11 Y M (3 D X Y M 0 11 Y / Fi’ 
M 0 d I..1 :I. e ri <a WI e ?’ XYZ 
M (3 cl 1-1 :I. e t-1 es I:I e ‘? n 
M c) d (..I :I. e f-1 a ni e 7 
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The librarian performs the functions in this example in order, as follows: 

1. Deletes modules XYZ and A from the library file FILE.OBJ. 
2. Replaces any duplicate of the modules in the file MODY.OBJ. 
3. Inserts the modules in the file MODX.OBJ. 
4. Lists the directory of FILE.OBJ on the line printer. 

12.3 OPTION COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS FOR MACRO LIBRARIES 
The librarian lets you create macro libraries. A macro library works with the V03 MACRO-l 1 assembler to reduce 
macro search time. 

The MACRO directive produces the entries in the library directory (macro names). LIBR does not maintain a direc- 
tory listing file for macro libraries; you can print the ASCII input file to list the macros in the library. 

The default input and output file type for macro files is .IvIAC. 

Be careful not to give the library file the same name as one of the input files. This deletes the input file when the 
library is created. 

Table 12-2 summarizes the options you can use with macro libraries. The options are explained in detail in the 
following two sections. 

Table 12-2 LIBR Macro Options 

Options I Command Line I Section I Meaning 

IC 

Fr [:nl 

II 

any but last 12.3.1 

first 12.3.2 

first and last 12.3.1 

Command continuation; allows you to type the input 
specification on more than one line. 

Macro; creates a macro library from the ASCII input file 
containing MACRO directives. 

Command continuation; allows you to type the input 
specification on more than one line. 

12.3.1 Command Continuation Options (/C or //) 
These options are the same for macro libraries as for object libraries. See Section 12.2.1. 

12.3.2 Macro Option (/M[ :n]) 
The /M [:n] option creates a macro library file from an ASCII input file that contains .MACRO directives. The op- 
tional argument, n, determines the amount of space to allocate for the macro name directory. Remember that n is 
interpreted as an octal number; you must follow n by a decimal point (n.) to indicate a decimal number. Each 64 
macros occupy one block of library directory space. The default value for n is 128, enough space for 128 macros, 
which will use 2 blocks for the macro name table. 

The command syntax is as follows: 

*library-fiespec=input-filespec/M [:n] 

where 

library-filespec represents the macro library to be created. 
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input-filespec represents the ASCII input file that contains .MACRO definitions. 

/M [:nl is the macro option. 

The continuation options (/C or //) are the only options you can use with the macro option. 

The following example creates the rvacro library SYSMAC.SML from the ASCII input file SYSMAC.MAC. Both 
files are on device DK:. 

*k!j ‘r’ !; i’j fi (:I , 5; Ml.- :::: !.; y :j M R (1; ,‘M 
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CHAPTER 13 

DUMP 

DUMP is the RT-11 program that prints on the console or lineprinter, or writes to a file all or any part of a file 
in octal words, octal bytes, ASCII characters, and/or Radix-SO characters. DUMP is particularly useful for examin- 
ing directories and files that contain binary data. 

13.1 CALLING AND USING DUMP 
To call the DUMP program from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by 
typing: 

R DUMP@ 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin on the console terminal when it is ready to 
accept a command line. If you respond to the asterisk by typing only a carriage return, DUMP prints its current 
version number. 

You can type CTRL/C to halt DUMP and return control to the monitor when DUMP is waiting for input from 
the console terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to abort DUMP at any other time. To restart DUMP, type 
R DUMP or REENTER and a carriage return in response to the monitor’s dot. Chapter 6, Command String 
Interpreter, describes the general syntax of the command line that DUMP accepts. If you do not specify an out- 
put file, the listing prints on the line printer. If you do not specify a file type for an output file, the system uses 
.DMP. 

13.2 DUMP OPTIONS 
Table 13-1 summarizes the options that are valid for DUMP. 

option 

B 

/E:n 

/G 

IN 

/O:n 

/S:n 

IT 

m 

IX 

Table 13-1 DUMP Options 

Explanation 

Outputs octal bytes. 

Ends output at block number n, where n is an octal block number. 

Ignores input errors. 

Suppresses ASCII output. 

Outputs only block number n, where n is an octal block number. With the /O option, you 
can dump only one block for each command line. 

Starts output with block number n, where n is an octal block number. For random access 
devices, n cannot be greater than the number of blocks in the file. 

Defines a tape as non-RT-11 file-structured. 

Outputs octal words (the default mode). 

Outputs Radix-50 characters. 
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ASCII characters are always dumped unless you type /N. 

If you specify an input file name, the block numbers (n) you supply are relative to the beginning of that file. If 
you do not specify a file name; that is, if you are dumping a device, the block numbers are the absolute (physical) 
block numbers on that device. Remember that the first block of any file or device is block 0. 

DUMP handles operations that involve magtape and cassette differently from operations involving random access 
devices. 

If you dump an RT-11 file-structured tape and specify only a device name in the input specification, DUMP reads 
only as far as the logical end-of-tape, Logical end-of-tape is indicated by an end-of-file label followed by two tape 
marks. For non-file-structured tape, logical end-of-tape is indicated by two consecutive tape marks. If you dump a 
cassette and specify only the device name in the input specification, the results are unpredictable. For magtape 
dumps, tape mark messages appear in the output listing as DUMP encounters them on the tape. 

If you use /S:n with magtape, n can be any positive value. However, an error can occur if n is greater than the 
number of blocks written on the tape. For example, if a tape has 100 written blocks and n is 110, an error can 
occur if DUMP accesses past the 100th block. If you specify /E:n, DUMP reads the tape from its starting position 
(block 0, unless you specify otherwise) to block number n or to logical end-of-tape, whichever comes first. 

13.3 EXAMPLES 
This section includes sample DUMP commands and the listings they produce. 

The following command string directs DUMP to print in octal words information contained in block 1 of the file 
DMPX.SAV stored on device DK:. 

$IIlMI-‘X t SAV/O : 1 

DMPX,SAV/oal 
BLOCK NUMRER vooul 
OOV/ 012700 000030 000261 006101 106100 110024 012700 000206 +@...l,A.~...@ . ..* 
020/ 006301 001403 106100 103774 000766 000207 052140 023364 .A,.,B,\,V,,,BTT&* 
0401 022030 021424 015326 n23747 000000 023747 006766 021401 *.S.XV.G...G'J..~. 
060/ 050500 062745 177400 177001 051042 040505 020104 042515 l @OEF...-“REA U ME* 
1001 021041 OOOVOO 000377 000001 000376 OolOoo 000400 177777 *!" ...... -,.,,,.,* 
120/ voooov 000000 00000n 000000 V00000 000000 000000 000000 * ................ . 
1401 000000 0000vn U00000 000000 000000 OOVOOO 000v00 000000 * ................. 
160/ VVOooo OoOovcl vvVv00 VoOooV oooOoo 00oooo 000000 000000 * ................ * 
2001 oooono 000000 novnov 000000 oor)ooo 000000 000000 ononoo * ................. 
2201 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 * ................ . 
2401 000000 00000~ ovvoov ouuooo 0000oo oooooo vvooo0 OovOOo * ................. 
2601 OOOvOO OOOvov oOn000 vOOOO0 oooOv0 oooo00 OOOOVO 000000 * ................ l 

3001 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 + ................ + 
3201 VOOOOO 000000 'JovvvO oovOoo ovoovo oovooo ooooo0 OvOOOO * ................ . 
3401 000000 00000’) 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 l ................ * 

3601 OOVooo OvoVuO ooooov OuOooo oooovv oooooo oooooo Vovooo * ................. 
4001 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 * ................ 4b 
420/ OVOOoO 000000 oovooo 000000 oOoOV0 OonoOO 000000 000000 * ................ . 
4401 000000 ooor)oo 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 ovooov * ................ * 
460/ 000000 OVOVvf~ VOOOVV OVOVOO 000000 OOOVOO OOVVOO 000000 * ................ 0 
soot 000000 000000 000000 ooooov 000000 000000 000000 000000 + ................ . 
5201 OOOvov 000000 oovooo Ooooov 00oVov oooo~o ovovov 000000 it ................ * 
5401 000000 voooov 000000 000000 000000 oooono 000000 000000 * ................ . 
5601 OVOOoo OOoooo vvoo00 oooooo 0000oo oooooo ooovoo oooooo l ................ . 
6001 OOOVOO OOOOoO 000000 000000 000000 do0000 OOvOOO OOOVOO * ................ l 

6201 000000 000000 ovooov 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 * ................ . 
640t OOOOVO OOOdVo oooooo ooOooV 0000oo Oooooo VooVvO OooOvo * ................ . 
6601 000000 000000 OVOOOO OOOOVO 0000OV ooOooo OOOOOO OnvOOO * ................ . 
7oot 000000 000000 nvOOO0 000000 000000 0V0000 000000 000000 * ................ . 
720t 000000 000000 000000 000000 V00000 VOOVOO 000000 000000 * ................. 
74ot VOOOOV OOVOVO OVVV~V OVOOQO 000000 OVOOVO 000000 000000 * ................ * 
760t 000000 0000~0 OOVOU(~ On0000 OOOVVO OoVoVO OOOOvO VOOOOO * ................ + 
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In the printout above, the heading shows which block of the file follows. The numbers in the leftmost column 
indicate the byte offset from the beginning of the block. Remember that these are all octal values and that there 
are two bytes per word. The octal words that were dumped appear in the next eight columns. The rightmost 
column contains the ASCII equivalent of each octal word. DUMP substitutes a dot (.) for non-printing codes, 
such as those for control characters. 

The next command dumps block 1 of file PIP.SAV. The /N option suppresses ASCII output. 

tF’IF’.SA’J/N/O: 1 

PIP,SAV/N/O;l 
BtOCF NUMBER OOoOl 
0001 100101 000000 f~OOOO0 000002 060001 100102 000b00 000000 
020/ 000001 000002 100103 000000 000000 000000 000000 000104 
040/ OOOoon 177352 002000 000004 100107 000000 000000 000000 
0601 000000 100113 000000 000000 006002 000020 100115 OOOOOO 
loo/ 000000 002000 000040 100116 000000 On0000 000500 000200 
120/ 100117 000000 000000 OGO300 000400 lOOl20 000000 000000 
1401 OO2000 001000 100121 000000 0OOOOO 000000 000000 000122 
160/ 000000 177602 001164 002000 100123 oOf~oO0 OOQOOO 000000 
2001 000000 100124 900000 000000 000000 ooooO0 100125 OOOOOU 
2201 OOOouO 000020 004000 100127 000000 000000 000000 000000 
240/ 100130 000000 uOuoO0 000000 000000 100131 000000 000000 
260/ 000000 000000 000000 100115 000000 OnooOO 002600 000100 
3001 OO400@ 000001 !J00000 000100 000000 000OOO 000000 000000 
320/ OOOooo 000000 000000 000000 000000 ooooOO 000000 000000 
340/ 000000 0000nu (~00000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
360/ 000000 OOOOuo uuuOO0 000000 000000 oOnoO0 000000 000000 
4001 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
420/ 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
4401 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
4601 000000 OOoOuO 000000 OUOOOO 000000 000000 000000 000000 
5001 0@0000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
5201 QOOOOO @OOOOO uOOOO0 000000 000000 oooOO0 000000 000000 
5401 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 ounono 000000 
56o/ 000000 uOoOoo @OOnou OoOooO oooOo0 ooooO0 000000 oooOOo 
600/ QOOooO OOOuoo OOOonO 000000 000000 ooo(~OO ooooOO oooooo 
6201 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
6401 000000 oooooo uuoo00 oooooo 000000 oonooo ooooo0 000000 
660/ 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
700/ 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
7201 000000 OOOOOO 000000 OOOOOO 000000 000000 OOOOOO 000000 
7401 000000 000000 000000 000000 003054 002543 002510 002562 
7601 002314 002407 002426 002342 002446 002614 002676 002177 

The following command dumps block 1 of SYSMAC.MAC in octal bytes. ASCII equivalents appear underneath 
each byte. 

*SYSMAC,MAC/H/O:l 

SYSMAC.MAC/B/Otl 
BLOCK NUMBER OOOOl 
o@@/ 040 124 117 040 124 110 105 123 105 040 114 111 103 105 116 123 

T a T H E S E L IC E N S 
0201 105 040 124 105 122 115 123 056 040 124 111 124 114 105 040 124 

E T E R M s 
;27 

T I T L E T 
0401 117 040 101 116 104 040 117 116 105 122 123 110 111 120 040 

0 A N D 0 W N E. R S H I P 
0601 117 106 040 124 110 105 040 015 012 073 040 123 117 106 124 127 

0 P T H E S 0 F T C 
1001 101 122 105 040 123 110 101 ;14 ;14 A40 101 124 040 101 114 114 

A R E S H A L L A T A L L 
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l2o/ 040 124 111 115 105 123 040 122 105 115 101 111 116 040 111 116 
7 I M E S R E M A I N I 

1401 040 104 111 101 111 124 101 114 056 ol5 012 073 015 012 073 ;4O 
D I G I T 4 L 

1601 124 110 105 040 111 116 106 111 i22 ;lS ;Ol 124 ill il7 :l6 040 
T H E I U F 0 P M A T I‘0 U 

2001 ill 116 040 125 110 111 123 040 123 111 106 124 121 101 122 105 
N T H I S S 0 F T W A R E 

220/ 040 111 123 040 123 125 102 112 105 103 124 040 124 117 015 012 
I s S U 8 J L C T T 0 

2401 073 040 103 110 101 116 107 105 040 121 111 124 110 111 i25 i24 

:4O 
C H A U G E W I T H 0 II T 

260/ 116 117 124 ill 103 105 040 101 116 104 040 123 110 117 125 
N 0 T X C E A N D S H 0 U 

3001 114 104 040 116 117 124 040 102 105 040 103 117 116 123 124 122 
L D 

:,5 
cl T 8 E C 0 N S T R 

320/ 125 105 104 012 013 040 101 123 040 101 040 103 111 115 115 

:ll !24 :15 iO5 il6 :24 040 ;02 :31 040 
A c 0 M H 

3401 104 ill 107 ill 124 lOl 
I T Y E N T B Y D I G I T A 

3601 114 040 105 121 125 111 120 115 105 ll6 124 040 103 117 122 120 
L E Q U I P M t N T C 0 R P 

4001 111 122 101 124 111 117 116 056 015 012 073 OlS 012 013 040 104 
0 R A T IO N D 

4201 111 101 111 124 101 114 040 iOl i23 i23 :25 il5 iOS :23 040 116 
I G I f A L A S S U U E S b 

4401 All 040 ;22 105 123 120 117 116 123 111 102 111 114 ill 124 131 
E S P 0 N S I B I L I T Y 

4601 040 106 117 122 040 124 110 105 040 125 123 105 015 012 013 040 
F 0 R r H E u s E 

5001 117 122 040 122 105 114 ii1 101 102 iii 114 iti i24 i3i A4o ill 
0 R R E L I A 6 I L 1 T Y 0 

5201 106 040 111 124 123 040 123 117 106 124 121 101 122 105 040 111 
F I T S S 0 F T W A R E 0 

5401 116 040 105 121 125 111 120 115 105 116 124 015 012 073 040 121 
U E 0 II I P Y E N T 

5601 110 ill 103 110 040 111 123 040 116 111 124 ;40 i23 :25 120 :2O 
H I C H J s N 0 T s u P P 

6001 114 111 105 104 040 102 131 040 104 111 101 111 124 101 114 056 
L I E D B Y D I G I T A L 

6201 015 012 013 015 012 013 040 105 106 054 112 104 054 114 120 ;54 

io2 io3 :54 io4 i26 :54 103 
E F 
122 054 ;io 

J 0 L P 
6401 112 015 112 014 056 ;15 

B c D V c R J P 
6601 lb1 103 ;22 111 040 k6 OS6 126 ;6l :56 056 ;lS ;l2 ;56 ;lS 103 

A C R 0 
056 1;56 656 

v 1 M c 
100/ 101 114 ii4 011 103 115 ;60 ;54 &6 ;56 ;56 103 115 

A L L 
656 656 iO3 ;l5 

c M 0 
;56 ;56 

c 
;03 il5 063 

v 
l20/ 061 OS4 056 062 054 056 054 

1 
;)56 ;56 iO3 

C 
i15 064 :54 :56 ;56 fi56 iO3 ii5 

H 
1401 056 :65 054 :56 ;56 

i5b i0, i15 
c M 4 c M 5 

1601 066 015 012 ;56 ;56 ;56 i26 061 675 061 ;56 k ;l2 
. M 6 .., ..V I= 1,. . 

The last example shows block 6 (the directory) of device RKO:. The output is in octal words with Radix-50 equiva- 
lents below each word. 

$RKO:/N/X/O:6 

RKO:/N/X/O:ci 
BLOCK NUMBER 00006 
0001 000020 000004 000004 000000 000046 002OOo 011105 055202 

P D D PKH NSJ 
0201 075213 000130 OOOO15 010405 0O:OOO O&O5 054162 015213 

SYS BH M 0.7 YX RKM NFB SYS 
0401 o;;l41 00;015 ;1;405 002000 911105 055515 014213 000150 

. YX RUM NXM SYS BX 
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060/ 000015 010405 002000 015425 055202 015273 000132 000015 
H B.7 YX DMH NSJ SYS RJ 

lOO/ ii;405 

0;2000 

O;;OOO ;;;42” ;;;162 075273 000143 000015 01i405 
SYS BS M 8.7 

l20/ 015425 055515 075273 000152 000015 010405 002000 
YX DMM 44 x !.I SYS BZ n 7 YX 

1401 016315 055202 075273 000130 000015 O&i405 0;2000 016315 
DXM NSJ SYS BH M 8.7 YX DXH 

160/ ;;;162 W;“‘” 0;;141 000015 010405 002000 016315 055515 
M 0.7 YX DXM NXM 

2001 075273 000141 000015 010405 002000 016055 055202 075273 
SYS BQ M B.1 YX QTM NSJ SYS 

220/ 000130 000015 010405 fir)2000 016055 054162 075273 000141 
BH 

240/ 000015 01:406 
B 7 
062600 Ott055 %5l5 ;::273 ii:150 0::015 

M B.7 YX DTM NXM SYS BX M 
260/ 010405 002000 Olb005 055202 075273 000130 000015 010465 

B.7 YX DSM NSJ SYS BH M 8.7 
300/ 002000 016005 054162 075273 000141 000015 010405 002000 

YX DSM NP’B SYS HQ B 7 YX 
3201 016005 055515 075273 000150 000015 01i405 062000 015615 

DSF( NXM SYS BX M 8.7 YX DPM 
340/ 055202 075273 000130 000015 010405 002000 015615 054162 

NSJ SYS Bh )a 8.7 YX OPM NPB 
3601 ;;;273 0;;141 000019 010405 002000 015615 055515 075273 

M 9.7 YX DPM NXM sys 
4001 000150 000015 010405 002000 070575 055202 075273 000130 

BX R 7 YX RFM SYS HH 
4201 000015 01:405 Oi2000 070515 054162 is:213 000141 000015 

H 8.7 YX RFM NFB SYS 
4401 010405 002000 070515 055515 075273 000150 0::015 01i405 

8.7 YX RFM NXY SYS BX M 8.7 
4601 002000 071105 056573 07S273 000123 000015 0104@5 Uo2000 

XX RUM h8K SYS BC 0.7 YX 
500/ 016315 056513 075273 000123 000015 01:405 002000 Olb040 

DXM N8K SYS BC H 8.7 YX DT 
5201 000000 075273 000002 000015 010405 002000 015600 00000o 

SYS D M 9.7 YX QP 
5401 075273 000002 000015 010405 002000 016300 000000 075273 

SYS t) M 8.7 YX SYS 
5601 000003 000015 010405 002000 070560 ;:OOoO 075273 000002 

C M Be7 YX RF SYS 
6001 00;015 ;1;405 

0;)2000 

O~;OOO 071010 000000 015273 000002 OOiO15 
RK 0 M 

6201 010405 015410 000000 075273 ii:004 000015 01U405 
8.7 YX DM SYS D M 0.7 

6401 002000 015770 OO(rOO0 075273 000002 000015 010405 002UOO 
YX DS SYS 8.7 YX 

6601 100040 000000 075273 000002 OOiOl5 Ol0H405 002000 046600 
TT SYS B M H.7 YX LP 

700/ 000000 075273 000002 000015 010405 002000 012620 000000 
SYS 6 

720/ 075273 000003 000015 01!405 :i:OOO 0:;!40 ::OOOO 075273 
SYS 

0O:OlS 01i405 :&OO 
YX 

&oOO 
SYS 

7401 000010 051510 075273 000011 
H M 8.7 YX ux SYS I 

7601 000015 010405 002000 054540 000000 075273 000002 000015 
M 8.7 YX NL subs B Ir4 
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CHAPTER 14 

FILEX 

The file exchange program (FILEX) is a general file transfer program that converts tiles from one format to another 
so that you can use them with various operating systems. You can initiate transfers between any block-replaceable 
RT-11 directory-structured device and any device listed in Table 14-I. 

Table 14-1 Legal FILEX Devices 

Device 

PDP-11 
DOS/BATCH 
DECtape 

Valid as Valid as 
Input output 

X X 

DOS/BATCH 
Disk 

X 

RSTS 
DECtape 

X 

DECsystem-10 
DECtape 

X 

Interchange 
Diskette 

X X 

FILEX does not support magtape or cassette in any operation. 

Section 4.2 of this manual describes how to use wildcards. You can use wildcards in the FILEX command string. 
However, you can not use embedded wildcards in any rile name or file type. For example, the following line repre- 
sents a valid file specification. 

The next line is an illegal file specification for FILEX. 

fT%!:T . MAC: 

14.1 FILE FORMATS 
FILEX can transfer files created by four different operating systems: RT-11, DECsystem-10, universal interchange 
format (IBM) and DOS/BATCH (PDP-11 Disk Operating System). You can use the following three data formats in 
a transfer: ASCII, image, and packed image. ASCII files conform to the American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange in which each character is represented by a ‘I-bit code. In ASCII mode, FILEX deletes null and rubout 
characters, as well as parity bits. 
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Because the file structure and data formats for each system vary, options are needed in the command line to indicate 
the file structures and the data formats involved in the transfer. These options are discussed in Section 14.3. FILEX 
assumes that all devices are RT-11 structured. You can use options from Table 14-2 to indicate otherwise. 

14.2 CALLING AND USING FILEX 
To call FILEX from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R FILEX (RET) 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin of the terminal and waits for you to enter a 
command. If you enter only a carriage return at this point, the current version number of FILEX prints on the 
terminal. 

Type two CTRL/Cs to halt FILEX at any time (or a single CTRL/C to halt FILEX when it is waiting for console 
terminal input) and return control to the monitor. To restart FILEX, type R FILEX or REENTER in response to 
the monitor’s dot. 

14.3 FILEX OPTIONS 
Table 14-2 lists the options that initiate various FILEX operations. The table is divided into three sections: transfer 
options, operation options and file structure options. Transfer options direct FILEX to copy data in a certain mode. 
The three transfer modes are: ASCII, image, and packed image. Operation options perform another function in 
addition to the data transfer. These additional functions include deleting files, producing directory listings and 
zeroing device directories. File structure options indicate the formats of devices that are involved in a transfer. These 
formats are DOS/BATCH or RSTS, DECsystem-10, and interchange. FILEX accepts one transfer option and one 
operation option in a single command. You can specify one device option for each file involved in the transfer. The 
device options (IS, /T, and /II) must appear following the device and file name to which they apply; other options 
can appear anywhere in the command line. These options are explained in more detail in the following sections. 

14.3.1 Transferring Files Between RT-11 and DOS/BATCH (or RSTS) 
You can transfer files between block-replaceable devices used by RT-11 and the PDP-I 1 DOS/BATCH system. Input 
from DOS/BATCH can be either disk or DECtape. You can use both linked and contiguous files. 

If the input device is a DOS/BATCH disk, you should specify a DOS/BATCH user identification code (WC). The 
UIC is of the form [nnnpnn] , where nnn represents an octal integer less than or equal to 377. The first part of the 
code represents a user-group number; the second is the individual user number. The initial default value is [ 1 ,l] . 
The UIC you supply will be the default for all future transfers. If you do not specify a UIC, FILEX will use the 
current default UIC. Note that the square brackets [ ] are part of the UIC; you must type them if you specify a 
UIC. 

Output to DOS/BATCH is limited to DECtape only. You do not need a UIC in a command line when you are 
accessing only DECtape. Individual users do not “own” tiles on DECtape under DOS. However, no error occurs if 
you do use a UIC. DECtape used under the RSTS system is legal as both input and output, since its format is identi- 
cal to DOS/BATCH DECtape. You can use any valid RT-11 file storage device for either input or output in the 
transfer. The RT-I 1 device DK: is assumed if you do not indicate a device. 

An RT-11 DECtape.can hold more information than a DOS/BATCH or RSTS DECtape. Be careful when you copy 
files from a full RT-11 tape to a DOS DECtape. Some information might not transfer. In this case, an error message 
prints and the transfer does not complete. 

When a transfer from an RT-11 device to a DOS DECtape occurs, the block size of the tile can increase. However, 
if the file is later transferred back to an RT-11 device, the block size does not decrease. 
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Table 14-2 FILEX Options 

I Transfer Options Explanation I 

/A Indicates a character-by-character ASCII transfer in which FILEX deletes rubouts 
and nulls. If you use /U with /A, FILEX ignores all sector boundaries on the diskette. 
If you use /T with /A, FILEX assumes that each PDP-10 36-bit word contains five 
7-bit ASCII bytes. If you use /U with /A, FILEX assumes that records are to be 
terminated by a line feed, vertical tab, or form feed. The transfer terminates when a 
CTRL/Z is encountered. (This feature is included for compatibility with RSTS.) 
FILEX does not transfer the CTRL/Z. 

/I Performs an image mode transfer. If the input is DOS/BATCH, RSTS, interchange 
diskette, or RT-11, the transfer is word-for-word. If the input is from DECsystem-10, 
/I indicates that the file resembles a file created on DECsystem-10 by MACYI 1, 
MACXl 1, or LNKXl 1 with the /I option. In this case, each PDP-10 36-bit word will 
contain one PDP-11 8bit byte in its low-order bits. If input or output is an inter- 
change diskette, FILEX reads and writes four diskette sectors for each RT-11 block. 

/P Performs a packed image mode transfer. If the input is DOS/BATCH, RSTS, or 
RT-11, the transfer is word-for-word. If the input is from DECsystem-10, /P indicates 
that the file resembles a file created on DECsystem-10 by MACYI 1, MACXl 1, or 
LNKXl 1 with the /P option. In this case, each PDP-10 36-bit word will contain 
four PDP-11 8-bit bytes aligned on bits 0,8,18, and 26. This is the default mode. 
If the input is interchange diskette, the data is assumed to be EBCDIC. If the output 
is interchange diskette, FILEX writes the data as EBCDIC. 

Operation Options 

/D 

Explanation 

Deletes the file you specify from the device directory. This option is valid only for 
DOS/BATCH, RSTS DECtape, and interchange diskette. 

Produces a brief listing of the device directory on the terminal. It lists only file names 
and file types. 

/L Produces a complete listing of the device directory on the console terminal, including 
file names, block lengths, and creation dates. 

/Y Suppresses the dev:/ZERO ARE YOU SURE? message. 

IZ Zeroes the directory of the device you specify in the proper format. This option is 
valid only for DOS/BATCH, RSTS DECtape, and interchange diskette. 

File Structure Options Explanation 

IS Indicates that the device is a legal DOS/BATCH or RSTS block-replaceable device. 

/T Indicates that the device is a legal DECsystem-10 DECtape. 

/U[:n.] Indicates that the device is an interchange diskette; n. represents the length of each 
output record, in characters; n. is a decimal integer in the range l-128. The default 
value is 80; n. is not valid with an input file specification, or with /A or /I. 
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To transfer a file from a legal DOS/BATCH block-replaceable device or RSTS DECtape to a legal RT-11 device, use 
this command syntax: 

*output-fllespec=input-fllespec/S[/option] 

where 

output-filespec represents any valid RT-11 device, file name, and file type (if the device is not 
tile structured, you can omit the file name and tile type). 

input-filespec represents the DOS/BATCH or RSTS device, UIC, file name and file type to be 
transferred. See Table 14-1 for a list of valid devices. 

is the option from Table 14-2 that designates a DOS/BATCH or RSTS block- 
replaceable device. This option must be included in the command line. 

/option is one of the three transfer options from Table 14-2. 

To transfer files from an RT-11 storage device to a DOS/BATCH or RSTS DECtape, use this command syntax: 

*DTn:output-filename/S [/option] =input-filespec 

where 

DTn:output-filename represents the file name and file type of the file to be created, as well as the 
DOS/BATCH or RSTS DECtape on which to store the file. 

input-filespec represents the device, file name, and file type of the RT-11 tile to be transferred. 

IS is the option from Table 14-2 that designates a DOS/BATCH or RSTS DECtape. 
This option must be included in the command line. 

/option is one of the three transfer options from Table 14-2. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the /S option. 

The following command instructs FILEX to transfer a tile called SORT.ABC from the RT-11 default device DK: to 
a DOS/BATCH or RSTS format DECtape on unit DT2. The transfer is done in image mode. 

tDT2 : SURT . AE~C/S=SOKT . AEC/I 

The next command allows a file to be transferred from DOS/BATCH (or RSTS) DECtape to the papertape punch 
under RT-I 1. The transfer is done in ASCII mode. 

II::‘C:=IIT~:F-I:I.~ +TYF’/S/n 

The next command causes the file MACRI .MAC from the DOS/BATCH disk on unit 1, which is stored under the 
UIC [ 1,2] , to be transferred to the RT-11 device DK:. [ 1,2] becomes the default UIC for any further DOS/BATCH 
operations. 
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14.3.2 Transferring Files Between RT-11 and Interchange Diskette 
You can transfer files between block-replaceable devices used by RT-11 and interchange format (proposed ANSI 
format) diskettes. Files are transferred in one of the following three formats: ASCII, image, and packed image 
(EBCDIC) mode. 

A universal diskette consists of 77 tracks (some of which are reserved), each containing 26 sectors numbered from 
1 to 26. A sector contains one record of 128 or fewer characters. A record must begin on a sector boundary on an 
interchange diskette in packed image mode. There must be only one record per sector. If a record does not fill 
a sector, the remainder is filled with blanks. Since packed image (EBCDIC) mode is inefficient and wastes space, 
it is only recommended to read or write diskettes that must be compatible with IBM 3741 format. 

Image mode provides an exact copy of a file. Nulls, rubouts, and parity are preserved in a transfer. ASCII and image 
mode perform similar functions; however, for most operations, you should probably use ASCII. Use image mode to 
transfer data when the parity bit or nulls are significant (i.e., when you are not transferring ASCII data). 

Packed image (EBCDIC) mode is generally compatible with IBM 3741 format. (FILEX does not support error 
mapping of bad sectors and multi-volume files.) Packed image (EBCDIC) is the default mode, so you must use one 
of the options from Table 14-2 to specify ASCII or image mode. All records of a file must be the same size. You 
indicate this with the /U:n. option. 

NOTE 
File types are not normally recognized in interchange format; 
instead, a single 8-character file name is used. However, in 
order to provide uniformity throughout RT-11, FILEX has 
been designed to accept a 6-character file name with a 2- 
character file type. If you transfer a file from RT-11 to in- 
terchange diskette, any 3-character file type is truncated 
to two characters. 

To transfer files from RT-11 format to interchange format, use this command syntax: 

*output-filespec/U[:n.] [/option] =input-filespec 

output-filespec represents the device, file name, and file type of the interchange file to be created. 

/U[:n.] is the option from Table 14-2 that designates an interchange diskette. This option 
must be included in the command line; n. represents the length of each output record, 
in characters; 1 < n < 128 (default is 80). 

/option is one of the three transfer options from Table 14-2. 

input-fdespec represents the device, file name, and tile type of the RT-11 tile to be transferred. 

To transfer files from interchange diskette to RT-11 format, use this command syntax: 

*output-filespec=input-filespec/U [/option] 
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where 

output-filespec represents the device, file name, and tile type of the RT-I 1 file to be created. 

input-filespec represents the device, file name, and file type of the interchange file to be 
transferred. 

/U is the option from Table 14-2 that designates an interchange diskette. This option 
must be included in the command line. 

/option is one of the three transfer options from Table 14-2. 

The following command transfers the file JVAN.CAT from RT-I 1 RKO5 unit 2 to the diskette on unit 1. The 
transfer is done in exact image mode (indicated by /I), ignoring all sector boundaries. 

The next command instructs FILEX to transfer the file BENMAR.FRM from the RT-11 disk unit 2 to the diskette 
on unit 0, and rename it KENJOSJO. The /U option indicates that the format is to be changed from ASCII to the 
interchange format. There will be one record per sector of 128 or fewer characters. If there are fewer than 128 char- 
acters, the remainder of the sector will be filled with spaces. 

The next command transfers the file TYPE.SET from RT-11 diskette unit 0 to the interchange diskette on unit 2. 
The exchange converts ASCII to interchange format putting a maximum of 7 (indicated by :7.) characters into each 
sector until the entire record has been transferred. Records in excess of seven characters will be broken up and placed 
in succeeding sectors on the diskette. New records always begin on a sector boundary; carriage returns and line feeds 
are discarded. However, if you use /A or /I, FILEX ignores boundary limits and preserves carriage returns and line 
feeds. 

File TYPESET before transfer: 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 

File TYPE.SET after transfer: 

ABCDEFG - (spaces up to 128 characters) Sector 1 
HIJKLMN - (spaces up to 128 characters) Sector 2 

The next command copies file IVAN.CA from the interchange diskette on unit 1 to the RT-11 line printer, treating 
the input as ASCII characters. Note that once a record has been divided into sectors, it cannot be transferred back to 
its original large size. 

*l..F’ : =nx 1 : :c VAN. Cn/U/n 

14.3.3 Transferring Files to RT-11 from DECsystem-10 
Files can not be transferred to RT-11 devices from a DECsystem-10 DECtape when a foreground job is running. This 
restriction is due to the fact that when FILEX reads DECsystem-10 files, it accesses the DECtape control registers 
directly instead of using the RT-11 DECtape control handler. Output can be to any valid RT-11 device. DECsystem-10 
DECtape is the only valid input device. To transfer tiles from DECsystem-10 format to RT-11 format, use this 
command syntax: 
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*output-fdespec=input-filespec/T[/option] 

where 

output-filespec represents any valid RT-11 device, file name, and tile type (if the device is not file- 
structured, you can omit the file name and file type). 

input-filespec represents the DECtape unit, file name, and file type of the DECsystem-IO file to be 
transferred. 

/T is the option from Table 14-2 that signifies a DECsystem-10 DECtape. When you use 
/T, and especially when you also use /A, the system clock loses time. Examine the 
time and reset it if necessary with the TIME command. 

/option is one of the three transfer options from Table 14-2. 

You can not convert RT-11 files to DECsystem-10 format directly. However, there is a two-step procedure for doing 
this. First, run RT-11 FILEX and convert the files to DOS formatted DECtape. Then run DECsystem-IO FILEX to 
read the DOS DECtape. 

The following command converts the ASCII file STAND.LIS from DECsystem-10 ASCII format to RT-11 ASCII 
format and stores it under RT-11 on DECtape 2 as STAND.LIS. 

tDT2:S'TAND,L_IS:~:DT1 :STAND + L.IS/T/A 

Transfers from DECsystem-10 DECtape to RT-I 1 DECtape can cause an <UNUSED> block to appear after the 
file on the RT-11 device. This is a result of the method by which RT-11 handles the increased amount of information 
on a DECsystem-10 DECtape. 

The next command indicates that all files on DECsystem-IO DECtape 0 with the file type .LIS are to be transferred 
to the RT-11 system device using the same tile name and a file type of .NEW. The /P option is the assumed transfer 
mode. 

*s Y : * + N ii:: w :::: I:I ‘r 0 : * . t_ I s / ‘T 

14.3.4 Listing Directories 
You can list a directory of any of the block-replaceable devices used in a FILEX transfer. The directory listing prints 
on the console terminal. The command syntax is: 

*devlce:/L/option 

where 

device represents the block-replaceable device. These are the valid device types: 

DOS/BATCH, RSTS DTn: or any disk 

DECsystem- 10 DTn: 

interchange diskette DXn: 

is the listing option from Table 14-2. You can substitute /F if you want a brief listing 
of file names only. 
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/option is /S, /T, c /U[:n.] . These are the valid format and option combinations: 

DOS/BATCH, RSTS IS 

DECsystem-10 /T 

interchange diskette /U 

The following example shows the complete disk directory for UlC [ 1,7] of the device RKl :. The letter C following 
the file size on a DOS/BATCH or RSTS directory listing indicates that the tile is a contiguous file. 

* R K I : / 1.. / s II: :I. Y 7 7 
ERDE * SYS I 22- JUL..--74 
MONLIB l c I  I ” .  I. 75c: :j:j-- JUL-74 
DUli l F’AL 45 24--Jul...-74 
VERIFY . LDA 671: 22-,JUL..--74 
CILUS l LDA 3Y 22-JUL-74 

The next command lists all files with the file type .PAL that are stored on DECtape unit 1. 

*nl-3. : *, F’4L/L/S 

The next command produces a brief directory listing of the interchange diskette on unit 0, giving file names only. 

IDXQ: ill/F 

The following command lists all files on DECsystem-10 formatted DECtape unit 1, regardless of file name or fde 
type; a brief directory is requested (/F) in which only file names print. 

14.3.5 Deleting Files From DOS/BATCH (RSTS) DECtapes and Interchange Diskettes 
Use FILEX to delete files from DOS/BATCH and RSTS formatted DECtapes, and from interchange diskettes. 

To delete files, use this command syntax: 

*filespec/D/option 

where 

filespec represents the device, file name and file type of the file to be deleted. 

/D is the delete option from Table 14-2. 

/option can be either IS, for DOS/BATCH and RSTS block-replaceable devices, or /U, for 
interchange diskettes. 

The following command deletes all files with the file type .PAL on DECtape unit 0. 

The next command deletes the file TABLE.OBJ from the DECtape on unit 2. 
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The next command deletes all files with an RN file type from the interchange diskette on unit 0. 

You can also use FILEX to initialize the directories of DOS/BATCH and RSTS DECtapes, and interchange diskettes. 
Use this command syntax: 

*device :/Z/option [/Y] 

where 

device represents the DOS/BATCH or RSTS DECtape, or the interchange diskette to be 
zeroed. 

IZ is the zero option from Table 14-2. 

/option can be either /S, for DOS/BATCH and RSTS DECtapes, or /U, for interchange diskettes. 

IY inhibits the FILEX verification message. 

The following command directs FILEX to initialize the directory of the interchange diskette on unit 0. 

fDX0 : /z/u 
IIXQ: /Ze rc) are ~01~ sure’? 

Respond with a Y for initialization to begin. Any other response aborts the command. 

The next command initializes the DECtape on unit 1 in DOS/BATCH (RSTS) format. Note that by using the /Y 
option you suppress the verification message. 

*IIT 1: /Z/S/Y 

NOTE 
An initialized universal diskette’s directory has a single file 
entry, DATA, that reserves the entire diskette. You must 
delete this file before you can write any new tiles on this 
diskette. This arrangement is necessary for IBM compatibility. 
Do this by using the following command: 

*DXO:DATA/D/U 
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CHAPTER 15 

SOURCE COMPARE (SRCCOM) 

The RT-11 source compare program (SRCCOM) compares two ASCII files and lists the differences between them. 
SRCCOM can either print the results or store them in a fue. SRCCOM is particularly useful when you need to 
compare two similar versions of a source program. A file comparison listing highlights the changes made to a pro- 
gram during an editing session. 

15.1 CALLING AND USING SRCCOM 
To call SRCCOM from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R SRCCOM <RET) 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin of the terminal and waits for you to enter a 
command string. If you respond to the asterisk by entering only a carriage return, SRCCOM prints its current ver- 
sion number. The syntax of the command is: 

[output-filespec=] input-filespecl ,input-fiespec2 [/option . . . ] 

where 

output-fnespec represents the destination device or file for the listing of differences. 

input-filespecl represents the first file to be compared. 

input-fiespec2 represents the second file to be compared. 

option is one of the options from Table 15-l. 

The console terminal is the default output device. The default file type for input files is .MAC. SRCCOM assigns 
.DIF as the default file type for output files. 

You can type CTRL/C to halt SRCCOM and return control to the monitor when SRCCOM is waiting for input 
from the console terminal. You must type two CTRL/Cs to abort SRCCOM at any other time. To restart SRCCOM, 
type R SRCCOM or REENTER and a carriage return in response to the monitor’s dot. 

SRCCOM examines the two source files line by line, looking for groups of lines that match. When SRCCOM finds 
a mismatch, it lists the lines from each file that are different. SRCCOM continues to list the differences until a 
specific number of lines from the first file match the second file. The specific number of lines that constitutes a 
match is a variable that you can set with the /L:n option. 

15.2 SRCCOM OPTIONS 
Table 15-1 summarizes the operations you can perform with SRCCOM. You can place these options anywhere in 
the command string, but it is conventional to place them at the end of the command line. 
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Table 15-1 SRCCOM Options 

Option 

D 

IC 

/H 

/L:n 

IS 

Explanation 

Compares blank lines; normally, SRCCOM ignores blank lines. 

Ignores comments (all text on a line preceded by a semicolon) and spacing (spaces and tabs). 
A line consisting entirely of a comment is still included in the line count. 

Includes form feeds in the output listing; SRCCOM normally compares form feeds, but does 
not include them in the output listing. 

Types on the console terminal a list of options available; this is the “help” text. 

Specifies the number of lines that determines a match; n is an octal integer in the range 
l-310. The default value for n is 3. 

Ignores spaces and tabs. 

15.3 SRCCOM OUTPUT FORMAT 
This section describes the SRCCOM output listing format and explains how to interpret it. 

15.3.1 Sample Text 
It will be helpful first to look at a sample text file, DEMO.BAK: 

HERE ‘S A EclTTI..Ei: ANI:I AN I-IClNE!IiT I:-ii:r EN11 ! 
wt4A’1’ WRr3 YE: w:I:!:‘,H F-CIFZ MAIR 9 MAN? 

WHA KENS 9 E E F cl I:i’ Iii: l-l :f 5 I... :I: I-’ Ifi: MA Y E ND Y 
w H A T I-l :r s !li H A M 1:: PI A Y E Ii!: CI ’ c: i? Ii E: I, PI A N ‘P 

THEN CAT C: I-I T l-l E: M Cl M 1.; N T S A S ‘I’ I-I Iii: Y I::’ I... Y y 
AND IJ SE ‘I‘I-I E: M AS Y Iii: CI1J C; ti T I PI AN Z ‘.. .... 

EEL.. I EVE ME: Y I-1 fi F:’ p :I: N if: !3 8 11: :; :; I... y y 
AN 11 C Cl M E.: S N Cl I” A Y WI-I Hf: N S CI I J C; !4 T Y MA N t 

. . . ,. :;; (1: (1) ‘1’ ‘r 11 !;; 1.j c; Q N(; 

This file contains two typing errors. In the fourth line of the song, “shame” should be “share”. In the seventh 
line, “sly” should be “shy”. Here is a file called DEMO.TXT that has the correct text: 

F’ s 1.. 1: 2 
H E: R E:: ’ S A I3 Cl ‘T’ T I... I, A IN D AN I-l Cl N Ef: S T F:’ li I E b! D ! 

W t-l A T WA II Y I!: W :E t’; H 1:: CI R MA :lI R 9 PI A id ? 
WHA li’E:NSr E Ii!: I- (:I I4 Ei: t-l ‘I: !j I... .I: 1:: Ii! M A ‘f I_: N :I 9 

WHA‘r I-ITS SHARE: MAY El!!: Cl’ !::AI:;:lii:Y PiAN? 
‘r ti E b4 c: n ‘r c I-I .r t.1 E: M 0 M iii: N T :fi A s ‘r l-l Ii: Y 1:: I... ‘ i ’ Y 

AN 11 IJ S Ei: T I-I E: M A !; Y li_ Cl IJ ii I-i T 9 M A 14 : ‘... ..- 

B E I... I E v EL M 1: 9 H A 1::’ 1::’ :I: N 1% s s 1: s !I; I-I ‘, y 
A i-4 D C Cl M I!: :; N c) ‘T’ 13 Y WI-I Ei: N !; Cl iJ (3 ti T y MA P4 c 
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15.3.2 Sample Output Listing 
SRCCOM lists the differences between the two files. The example below compares the original file, DEMO.BAK, 
to its edited version, DEMO.TXT: 

tDEMO.BAKrDEMO,TXT/L.:~. 
1)l F I I., E 1. 
Ii?)1 F I I... E 2 

111 WHAT HIS SHAME MAY E{E 0’ CARE9 MAN? 

2:*x 
THEN CATCH THE MQMENTS AS THEY FLY, 

211 WHAT HIS SHAF#: MAY BE 0’ CAliE: Y MAN’? 
2) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY F’L.Yir 
********** 
111 EEL.IEUE ME J, HAPPINESS I!3 SLY I 
1) ANKI COMES NOT AY WHEN SC7IJGHT Y MAN. 
**** 
2 1 1 EEL:1 EVE ME II HAF’F’INE:SS IS SHY Y 

2) Al411 COMES NUT AY WHE:N !liI:lIJGti’T’ Y MAN + 
********** 

XFILES ARE DIFFEREi:N’T 

SRCCOM always prints the first line of each file as identification: 

1 1 1. F’ 11 1 ̂ I:.- .., 1 
211 F:’ 1 1 [I’ ‘:> n.. 

The numbers at the left margin have the form n)m, where n represents the source file (either 1 or 2) and m repre- 
sents the page of that file on which the specific line is located. 

SRCCOM next prints a blank line and then lists the differences between the two files. The /L:n option was used 
in this example to set to 1 the number of lines that must agree to constitute a match. 

The first three lines of the song are the same in both files, so they do not appear in the listing. The fourth line 
contains the first discrepancy. SRCCOM prints the fourth line from the first file, followed by the next matching 
line as a reference. 

111 WHAT l-l IS SHAME: MAY EE 0 CARlii:p MAN?’ 
1. ) T l-l E: N CAT C I-1 7’ HE: M 0 ME M ‘T’ !I; AS ‘I’ I-l E: Y 1:: I... Y 9 
**** 

The four asterisks terminate the differences section from the first file. 

SRCCOM then prints the fourth line from the second file, again followed by the next matching line as a reference: 

2)l WHAT HI::; SHARE!: MAY FE 0’ C:f$l?l!i: :j MAN? 
c, 1 L. ‘T i-1 E: N c A ‘r c ti T I-I E: M 0 M ii: f4 ‘r S AS T ti tz Y 11: I... Y y 
********** 

The ten asterisks terminate the listing for a particular difference section. 

SRCCOM scans the remaining lines in the files in the same manner. When it reaches the end of each file, it prints 
the %FILES ARE DIFFERENT message on the terminal. 
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The second example is slightly different. The default value for the /L:n option sets to 3 the number of lines that 
must agree to constitute a match. The output listing is directed to the file DIFF.TXT on device DK:. 

%FIL.EZS ARE ISIFFE:RENT 

The monitor TYPE command lists the information contained in the output file: 

+ TYF’E DTFF .TXT 

111 FILE1 
211 FILE2 

111 WHAT HIS SHAME: MRY BE 0’ CARE:r MAN? 
1) THEN CATCH THE MOMENTS AS THEY FL.Yr 
1) ANI2 USE THEM AS YE OUGHT y MAN : ..--- 
I 1 I3 EL. I E U E: M Ei: Y HA I-’ F’ I N Iii: S S X tii Ei I” Y Y 
1) AN11 COMES NOT RY WHEN :j.OUGtiT Y MAN + 
1) 
1) .... .... s c 0 7’ ‘r 3: s I-I s (:I N (3 
1) 
**** 
21.1 WHAT HIS SHARE MAY FE: 0’ CARE: Y MAE!‘? 
2) n-in4 cnn3i .rtiE mmfus ns n-w n...Yy 
2) AND USE: THEM AS YE: CllJGHT Y MAN :---- 
2 ) E E I-. I E: V E!: ME Y HA F:’ F’ :I: N Ei: S S I S S H Y Y 

2) ANIl CC)Mlf:!j NOT AY WHEN !;[31J(3HTr MAN+ 
2) 
2 1 ‘.” ‘.” !fi c 0 ‘r 7’ I s l-l s 0 N G 
2) 
********** 

As in the first example, SRCCOM prints the first line of each file: 

1 1 l F I I” E 1 
2)l F: 1 1 . . . 1::’ *._ 3 

The first three lines of each file are identical and, therefore, constitute a match. Again, the fourth lines differ. 
SRCCOM prints the fourth line of the first file, followed by the next matching line: 

1 1 3. WHAT HIS SHAME: MAY El: 0’ CAREi: Y MAN’! 
Il. 1 ‘r I-l E N C A T C l-l ‘i’ H 1.:: M Cl M 1.i: N T s n s ‘r I-i Ei: Y I:’ I... Y Y 

However, SRCCOM did not find a match (three identical lines) before it encountered the next difference. So, the 
second matching line prints, followed by the next differing line from the first file: 

1) AN I:I U :j I:: T l-i Ef: PI R !3 Y Ifi: I:1 IJ (3 l-l T Y MA 14 : ‘... .-. 
1) EE:I.- I EVE ME Y 1-I A 1::’ 1::. 11: N Ii_ :‘fi cr; :[ !j s 1”. y ,, 

Again, the next matching line prints: 
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The /B option to include blank lines in the comparison was not used in this example. Thus, SRCCOM recognizes 
only one more line before the end of file. Since the two identical lines do not constitute a match (three are needed) 
SRCCOM prints the last line as part of the difference section for the first file: 

II.1 
I. 1 
11 
**** 

.- ..- s; c: (:I ‘1” ‘r :I :; I-1 s 0 tq (3 

In a similar manner, SRCCOM prints a differences section for the second file, ending the listing with the %FILES 
ARE DIFFERENT message. 

NOTE 
Regardless of the output specification, the differences 
message always prints on the terminal. If you compare 
two files that are identical and specify a file for the 
output listing, the message NO DIFFERENCES EN- 
COUNTERED prints on the terminal and SRCCOM 
does not create an output file. 
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PART V 

ALTERING ASSEMBLED PROGRAMS 

This part of the manual consists of the following three chapters: ODT, PATCH, and PAT. The three programs that 
these chapters describe can help you debug programs and make changes to programs that are already assembled. 

Chapter 16 describes the on-line debugging technique (ODT). This program aids you in debugging assembly 
language programs. With ODT, you can control your program’s execution, examine locations in memory and alter 
their contents, and search the object program for specific words. 

Chapter 17 describes the PATCH utility program. PATCH can make code modifications to any RT-11 file. YOU use 
PATCH to examine and then change words or bytes in a file. PATCH’s checksum feature is particularly useful when 
you are making a correction or improvement to an existing executable program; it verities that the changes you 
make are correct. 

Chapter 18 describes the object module patching utility (PAT). This program allows you to patch, or update, code 
in a relocatable binary object module. PAT accepts a file containing corrections or additional instructions and 
applies these corrections and additions to the original object module. 
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CHAPTER 16 

ON-LINE DEBUGGING TECHNIQUE (ODT) 

RT-11 on-line debugging technique (ODT) is a program (supplied with the system) that aids in debugging assembly 
language programs. From your terminal, you direct the execution of your program with ODT. ODT performs the 
following tasks: 

0 Prints the contents of any location for examination or alteration 

0 Runs all or any portion of an object program using the breakpoint feature 

0 Searches the object program for specific bit patterns 

l Searches the object program for words that reference a specific word 

l Calculates offsets for relative addresses 

l Fills a single word, block of words, byte or block of bytes with a designated value. 

Make sure you have an assembly listing and a link map available for the program you want to debug with ODT. You 
can make minor corrections to the program on line during the debugging session, and you can then execute the pro- 
gram under the control of ODT to verify the corrections. If you need to make major changes, such as adding a 
missing subroutine, note them on the assembly listing and incorporate them in a new assembly. 

16.1 CALLING AND USING ODT 
ODT is supplied as a relocatable object module. You can link ODT with your program (using the RT-11 linker) for 
an absolute area in memory and load it with your program. When you link ODT with your program, it is a good idea 
to link ODT low in memory relative to the program. If you link ODT high in memory, you must be sure that the 
buffer space for your program is contained within program bounds. Otherwise, if your program uses dynamic buff- 
ering, program execution can destroy ODT in memory. Figure 16-1 shows possible relationships between ODT and 
the program MYPROG in memory. 

HIGH MEMORY r 

LOW h 40RY 

MYPROG 
and its 
buffers 

ODT 

1 

I MYPROG 

I ODl 

L L) / 

Recommended 

ODT 

MYPROG 
and its 
buffers 

I MYPROG 
I I 

MYPROG 
I 

I I I I 

- v 
Also Correct Not Recommended 

Figure 16-l Linking ODT with a Program 
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Once loaded in memory with your program, ODT has three legal start or restart addresses. Use the lowest (O.ODT) 
for normal entry, retaining the current breakpoi 1s. The next (O.ODT+2) is a restart address that clears all break- 
points and reinitializes ODT, thus saving the general registers and clearing the relocation registers. Use the last 
address (O.ODT+4) to reenter ODT. A reenter saves the processor status and general registers, and removes the 
breakpoint instructions from your program. ODT prints the bad entry (BE) error message. Breakpoints that were 
set are reset by the next ;G command. (;P is illegal after a BE message.) The ;G and ;P commands run a program; 
they are explained in Section 16.3.7. 

The system uses as an absolute address the address of the entry point O.ODT shown in the linker load map. 

NOTE 
If you link ODT with an overlay-structured tile, it should 
reside in the root segment so that it will always be in mem- 
ory. Remove all breakpoints from the current overlay 
segment before execution proceeds to another overlay 
segment. A breakpoint inserted in an overlay is destroyed 
if it is overlaid during program execution. 

The following examples show how to link and load ODT and how to restart ODT. 

1. This example links ODT low in memory relative to MYPROG, creating the executable module 
MYPROG.SAV. Running MYPROG causes ODT to start automatically. 

!3 (t! C: k :i. i:) i-1 Adcir !; /i E (G> ii I. (3 b a I. u i3 I IJ e G3.ob;sl. v i3 I. c.1 @ (3 I. Cl b i3 I. v ii) I u e 

2. This example links MYPROG low in memory relative to ODT and specifies O.ODT as the transfer address. 
Running MYPROG causes ODT to start automatically. The advantage to this method is that MYPROG is 
loaded at its normal execution-time address. 
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3. This example is similar to Example 2 above, except that execution does not automatically begin with ODT. 
When you start the program (MYF’ROC in this case) you must specify the address of O.ODT as shown in 
the link map. 

+ I... 1: N I\;’ / M n I::* : ‘r ‘r t MYF:‘l?ClG Y fmr 
I? 1 “” I 1. I 1’ N I< . . . u03*01 Load MaP Man 09..-Mar-.77 1. f3 : 55 : 03 
M Y F’ I? cl c; + tii n u T :i .t 1 e : DEMCISF I dEwIt : x01 , Ol 

4. This example links ODT with a bottom address of 4000, then loads ODTSAV and MWROGSAV into 
memory. As in Example 3 above, when you start the program, you must specify the address of O.ODT 
as shown in the link map. 

5. You can restart ODT by specifying O.ODT+2 as the start address. This reinitializes ODT and clears all 
breakpoints. 
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* 

6. You can reenter ODT by specifying O.ODTt4 as the start address. 

If ODT is awaiting a command, a CTRL/C from the keyboard calls the RT-11 keyboard monitor. The monitor 
responds with “C on the terminal and awaits a command. (You can use the monitor REENTER command to 
reenter ODT only if your program has set the reenter bit and ODT is linked high in memory relative to the program; 
otherwise, ODT is reentered at address O.ODTt4 as shown in Example 6 in Section 16.1.) 

If you type CTRL/U during a search printout, the search terminates and ODT prints an asterisk. 

16.2 RELOCATION 
When the assembler produces a relocatable object module, the base address of the module is assumed to be location 
000000. The addresses of all program locations, as shown in the assembly listing, are relative to this base address. 
After you link the module, many of the values and all of the addresses in the program are incremented by a constant 
whose value is the actual absolute base address of the module after it has been relocated. This constant is called the 
relocation bias for the module. Since a linked program can contain several relocated modules, each with its own re- 
location bias, and since, in the process of debugging, these biases have to be subtracted from absolute addresses 
continually in order to relate relocated code to assembly listings, RT-I 1 ODT provides automatic relocation. 

The basis of automatic relocation is the eight relocation registers, numbered 0 through 7. You can set them to the 
values of the relocation biases at different times during debugging. Obtain relocation biases by consulting the link 
map. Once you set a relocation register, ODT uses it to relate relative addresses to absolute addresses. For more in- 
formation on the exact nature of the relocation process, consult Chapter 11, Linker. 

ODT evaluates a relocatable expression as a 16-bit (6-digit octal) number. You can type an expression in any one of 
the three forms presented in Table 16-1. In this table, the symbol n stands for an integer in the range 0 to 7 inclusive, 
and the symbol k stands for an octal number up to six digits long, with a maximum value of 177777. If you type 
more than six digits, ODT takes the last six digits typed, truncated to the low-order 16 bits. k can be preceded by 
a minus sign, in which case its value is the two’s complement of the number typed. For example: 

k (number typed) Values 

1 000001 
-1 177777 
400 ooo400 
- 177730 000050 
1234567 034567 

Section 16.3.13 describes the relocation register commands in greater detail. 
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Table 16-l Forms of Relocatable Expressions (r) 

Form Expression Value of r 

A) k The value of k. 

B) n,k The value of k plus the contents of relocation register n. (If the n part 
of this expression is greater than 7, ODT uses only the last octal digit 
of n.) 

c> C or Whenever you type the letter C, ODT replaces C with the contents of a 
C,k or special register called the constant register. (This value has the same role 
n,C or as the k or n that it replaces. The constant register is designated by the 
cc symbol $C and can be set to any value, as indicated below.) 

16.3 COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS 
When ODT starts (as explained in Section 16.1) it indicates readiness to accept commands by printing an asterisk on 
the left margin of the terminal page. You can issue most of the ODT commands in response to the asterisk. You can 
examine a word and change it; you can run the object program in its entirety or in segments; you can search memory 
for specific words or references to them. The discussion below explains these features. 

16.3.1 Printout Formats 
Normally, when ODT prints addresses, it attempts to print them in relative form (Form B in Table 16-1). ODT looks 
for the relocation register whose value is closest to, but less than or equal to, the address to be printed. It then repre- 
sents the address relative to the contents of the relocation register. However, if no relocation register fits the require- 
ment, the address prints in absolute form. Since the relocation registers are initialized to - 1 (the highest number), 
the addresses initially print in absolute form. If you change the contents of any relocation register, it can then, 
depending on the command, qualify for relative form. 

For example, suppose relocation registers 1 and 2 contain 1000 and 1004 respectively, and all other relocation 
registers contain numbers much higher. In this case, the following sequence might occur (the slash command causes 
the contents of the location to be printed; the line feed command, LF, accesses the next sequential location): 

9 :I. 0 0 0 i 1. I:\’ sets relocation register 1 to 1000 
81.74i2R sets relocation register 2 to 1004 
67?4/000000 <LF) opens location 774 
0 0 0 7 7 6 / 0 0 7 6 6 5 Gl opens location 776 
:I. Y i)OOI)I:jO /OOOOOO (LF) opens absolute location 1000 
I Y i~i)0002 /OOO(i!)O (LF) opens absolute location 1002 
‘5 Y 0000f3!j /OOOOOO L. opens absolute location 1004 

The printout format is controlled by the format register, $F. Normally, this register contains 0, in which case ODT 
prints addresses relatively whenever possible. You can open $F and change its contents to a non-zero value, however. 
In that case, all addresses print in absolute form (see Section 16.3.4, Accessing Internal Registers). 

16.3.2 Opening, Changing, and Closing Locations 
An open location is one whose contents ODT prints for examination, making those contents available for change. In 
a closed location, the contents are no longer available for change. Several commands are used for opening and closing 
locations. 

Any command (except for the slash and backslash commands) that opens a location when another location is already 
open causes the currently open location to be closed. You can change the contents of an open location by typing 
the new contents followed by a single character command which requires no argument (i.e., LF, h, NT, t, @, >, 
9 
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16.3.2.1 The Slash (/) - One way to open a location is to type its address followed by a slash. For example: 

W.OOO/Ol.2746 

This command opens location 1000 for examination and makes it ready to be changed. 

If you do not want to change the contents of an open location, press the RETURN key to close the location. ODT 
prints an asterisk and waits for another command. However, to change the word, simply type the new contents 
before giving a command to close the location. For example: 

*1000/012746 OI2345 (RET) 
* 

This command inserts the new value, 012345, in location 1000 and closes the location. ODT prints another asterisk 
indicating its readiness to accept another command. 

Used alone, the slash reopens the last location opened. For example: 

This command opens location 1000, changes its address to 002340, and then closes the location. ODT prints an 
asterisk, indicating its readiness to accept another command. The / character reopens the last location opened and 
verifies its value. 

Remember that opening a location while another is open automatically closes the currently open location before 
opening the new location. 

Also note that if you specify an odd-num’bered address with a slash, ODT opens the location as a byte and subse- 
quently behaves as if you had typed a backslash (see the following paragraph). 

16.3.2.2 The Backslash (\) - In addition to operating on words, ODT operates on bytes. Typing the address of 
the byte followed by a backslash character opens the byte. (On the LT33 or LT35 terminal, type \ by pressing the 
SHIFT key while typing the L key.) This causes ODT to print the byte value at the specified address, to interpret 
the value as ASCII code, and to print the corresponding character, if possible, on the terminal. (ODT prints a ? when 
it cannot interpret the ASCII value as a printable character.) 

*:t. 0 0 :I. ‘\ 3. 0 1 :::: n 

A backslash typed alone reopens the last open byte. If a word was previously open, the backslash reopens its even 
byte : 

*(:I. 0 0 2 / 0 0 0 0 0 4 ‘; 0 0 4 :::: ‘i’ 

16.3.2.3 The LINE FEED Key (LF) - If you type the LINE FEED key when a location is open, ODT closes the 
open location and opens the next sequential location: 

Nxooo/ 00234ocjEJ 
0 0 I 0 0 ‘1’ 4.. i 0 1. 2 7 4 0 

In this example, the LINE FEED causes ClDT to print the address of the next location along with its contents and to 
wait for further instructions. After the above operation, location 1000 is closed and 1002 is opened. You can modify 
the open location by typing the new contents. 

If a byte location is open, typing a line feed opens the next byte location. 
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16.3.2.4 The Circumflex or Up-Arrow (“) - If you type the circumflex (or up-arrow) when a location is open 
(circumflex is produced on an LT33 or LT35 by typing SHIFT/N), ODT closes the open location and opens the 
previous location. To continue from the example above : 

so 0 :I. 0 0 2 / 0 :I. 2 7 4 0 r’ 
001000 /00’:“340 A.. \. 

This command closes location 1002 and opens location 1000. You can modify the open location by typing the new 
contents. 

If the opened location is a byte, the circumflex opens the previous byte. 

16.3.2.5 The Underline or Back-Arrow (+) - If you type the underline, or back-arrow, (use SHIFT/O on an LT33 
or LT35 terminal) to an open word, ODT interprets the contents of the currently open word as an address indexed 
by the I ‘ogram counter (PC) and opens the addressed location: 

*:I. 006/000006 
00101.6 /000405 

Notice in this example that the open location, 1006, is indexed by the PC as if it were the operand of an instruction 
with addressing mode 67 (PC relative mode). 

You can make a modification to the opened location before you type a line feed, circumflex, or underline. Also, the 
new contents of the location will be used for address calculations using the underline command. For example: 

*(100/000222 1101 modifies to 4 and opens next location 
0001.02 /000:1.1 I 6”’ modifies to 6 and opens previous location 
000100 /000004 200..- changes to 200 and opens location indexed 
000’30’~ /1’7’345c’, %. I” . . . . . . by PC 

16.3.2.6 Open the Addressed Location (@) - You can use the at (@) symbol (SHIFT/P on the LT33 or LT35 
terminal) to optionally modify a location, close it, and then use its contents as the address of the location to open 
next. For example: 

*:1006/001.044 @ 
001044 /000500 

opens location 1044 next 

*1006/001044 2:1.00(;, modifies to 2100 and opens location 
002100 /000167 2100 

16.3.2.7 Relative Branch Offset (>) - The right-angle bracket, >, optionally modifies a location, closes it, and 
then uses its low-order byte as a relative branch offset to the next word to be opened. For example: 

* 3. 0 . ‘3 ‘2 . . . , ’ 0 0 0 4 0 7 3 0 I. :::. modifies to 301 and interprets as a 
000636 /ooooio relative branch 

Note that 301 is a negative offset (-77). ODT doubles the offset before it adds it to the PC; therefore, 
1034+(- 176)=636. 

16.3.2.8 Return to Previous Sequence (<) - The left-angle bracket, <, lets you optionally modify a location, 
close it, and then open the next location of the previous sequence that was interrupted by an underline, @, or right- 
angle bracket command. Note that underline, @, or right-angle bracket causes a sequence change to the open word. 
If a sequence change has not occurred, the left-angle bracket simply opens the next location as a LINE FEED does. 
This command operates on both words and bytes. 
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* 1032/Q00407 3 0 4. :::, > causes a sequence change 
000636 /oooo 1.0 .::: returns to original sequence 
00:1034 /ooIl.o4o c! @ causes a sequence change 
00x040 /000405 \005 2:: x: < now operates on byte 
Q()jJ35 \()()2 zzy .::: < acts like (LF) 
0010;36 \004 =? 

16.3.3 Accessing General Registers O-7 
Open the program’s general registers O-7 with a command in the following format: 

The symbol n is an integer in the range O-7 that represents the desired register. When you open these registers, you 
can examine them or change their contents by typing in new data as with any addressable location. For example: 

1!1;0/000033 (RET) 
* 

examines register 0 then closes it 

*$4/000474 464@ opens register 4, changes its contents 
* to 000464, then closes the register 

The example above can be verified by typing a slash in response to ODT’s asterisk: 

*/0004h4 

You can use the LINE FEED, circumflex, underline or @ command when a register is open. 

16.3.4 Accessing Internal Registers 
The program’s status register contains the condition codes of the most recent operational results and the interrupt 
priority level of the object program. Open it by typing $S. For example: 

*$s./ooo31 1. 

$S represents the address of the status register. In response to $S in the example above, ODT prints the 16-bit word, 
of which only the low-order eight bits are meaningful. Bits O-3 indicate whether a carry, overflow, zero, or negative 
(in that order) has resulted, and bits 5-7 indicate the interrupt priority level (in the range O-7) of the object program. 
(Refer to the PDP-II Processor Handbook for the status register format.) 

You can also use the $ to open certain other internal locations listed in Table 16-2. 

Register Section 

$B 16.3.6 

$M 16.3.9 

$P 16.3.15 

$S 16.3.4 

Table 16-2 Internal Registers 

Function 

Location of the first word of the breakpoint table 

Mask location for specifying which bits are to be examined during a 
bit pattern search 

Location defining the operating priority of ODT 

Location containing the condition codes (bits O-3) and interrupt 
priority level (bits 5-7) 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table 16-2 (Cont.) Internal Registers 

Register Section 

$C 16.3.10 

$R 16.3.13 

Function 

Location of the constant register 

Location of relocation register 0, the base of the relocation register 
table 

SF 16.3.1 Location of the format register 

16.3.5 Radix-50 Mode (X) 
Many PDP-11 system programs employ the Radix-50 mode of packing certain ASCII characters three to a word. 
You can use Radix-50 mode by specifying the MACRO .RADSO directive. ODT provides a method for examining 
and changing memory words packed in this way with the X command. 

When you open a word and type the X command, ODT converts the contents of the opened word to its 3-character 
Radix-50 equivalent and prints these characters on the terminal. You can then type one of the responses from 
Table 16-3. 

Response 

RETURN key ((RET)) 

LINE FEED key (@) 

Circumflex (^) 

Any three characters 
whose octal code is 040 
(space) or greater 

Table 16-3 Radix-50 Terminators 

Effect 

Closes the currently open location 

Closes the currently open location and opens the next one in sequence 

Closes the currently open location and opens the previous one in 
sequence 

Converts the three characters into packed Radix-50 format. Legal 
Radix-50 characters for this response are: 

; 
Space 
0 through 9 
A through Z 

If you type any other characters, the resulting binary number is unspecified (that is, no error message prints and the 
result is unpredictable). You must type exactly three characters before ODT resumes its normal mode of operation. 
After you type the third character, the resulting binary number is available to be stored in the opened location. Do 
this by closing the location in any one of the ways listed in Table 16-3. For example: 

NOTE 
After ODT converts the three characters to binary, the 
binary number can be interpreted in one of many dif- 
ferent ways, depending on the command that follows. 
For example: 

*:i.234./065:337 X=PliQ X:I:‘T/O:L37#4 
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Since the Radix-50 equivalent of XIT is 113574, the 
final slash in the example causes ODT to open location 
113574 if it is a legal address. 

16.3.6 Breakpoints 
The breakpoint feature helps you monitor the progress of program execution. You can set a breakpoint at any 
instruction that is not referenced by the program for data. When a breakpoint is set, ODT replaces the contents of 
the breakpoint location with a BPT trap instruction so that program execution is suspended when a breakpoint is 
encountered. Then the original contents of the breakpoint location are restored, and ODT regains control. 

With ODT, you can set up to eight breakpoints, numbered 0 through 7, at any one time. Set a breakpoint by typing 
the address of the desired location of the breakpoint followed by ;B. Thus, r;B sets the next available breakpoint at 
location r. (If all eight breakpoints have been set, ODT ignores the r;B command.) You can set or change specific 
breakpoints with the r;nB command, where n is the number of the breakpoint. For example: 

d 1.020 i B sets breakpoint 0 
*.lQJOiE sets breakpoint 1 
d .I 040 i B sets breakpoint 2 
tlo’3”;:LE \ L resets breakpoint 1 
* 

The ;B command removes all breakpoints. Use the ;nB command to remove only one of the breakpoints, where n 
is the number of the breakpoint. For example: 

* i 2Ei 
* 

removes the third breakpoint 

ODT keeps a table of breakpoints; you can access that table. The $B/command opens the location containing the 
address of breakpoint 0. The next seven locations contain the addresses of the other breakpoints in order. You can 
sequentially open them by using the LINE FEED key. For example: 

In this example, breakpoint 0 is set to 1020, breakpoint 1 is set to 1032, breakpoint 5 is set to 1046, and breakpoint 
6 is set to 1066. The other breakpoints are not set. 

Note that a repeat count in a proceed command (;P) refers only to the breakpoint that ODT most recently encoun- 
tered. Execution of other breakpoints is determined by their own repeat counts. 

16.3.7 Running the Program (r;G and r;P) 
ODT controls program execution. There are two commands for running the program: r;G and r;P. The r;G command 
starts execution (go) and r;P continues (proceed) execution after halting at a breakpoint. For example: 
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This command starts execution at location 1000. The program runs until it encounters a breakpoint or until it 
completes. If it gets caught in an infinite loop, it must be either restarted or reentered as explained in Section 16.1. 

Upon execution of either the r;G or r;P command, the general registers O-6 are set to the values in the locations 
specified as $O-$6. The processor status register is set to the value in the location specified as $S. 

When ODT encounters a breakpoint, execution stops and ODT prints Bn; (where n is the breakpoint number), fol- 
lowed by the address of the breakpoint. You can then examine locations for expected data. For example: 

sets breakpoint 3 at location 1010 
starts execution at location 1000 
stops execution at location 1010 

To continue program execution from the breakpoint, type ;P in response to ODT’s last prompt (*). 

When you set a breakpoint in a loop, you can allow the program to execute a certain number of times through the 
loop before ODT recognizes the breakpoint. Set a proceed count by using the k;P command. This command specifies 
the number of times the breakpoint is to be encountered before ODT suspends program execution (on the kth en- 
counter). The count, k, refers only to the numbered breakpoint that most recently occurred. You can specify a 
different proceed count for the breakpoint when it is encountered. Thus: 

halts execution at breakpoint 3 
resets breakpoint 3 at location 1026 
sets proceed count to 4 and 
continues execution; the program loops 
through the breakpoint three times and halts on 
the fourth occurrence of the breakpoint 

Following the table of breakpoints (as explained in Section 16.3.6) is a table of proceed command repeat counts 
for each breakpoint, You can inspect these repeat counts by typing $B/ and nine line feeds. The repeat count for 
breakpoint 0 prints (the first seven line feeds causes the table of breakpoints to be printed; the eighth types the single 
instruction mode, explained in the next section, and the ninth line feed begins the table of proceed command repeat 
counts). The repeat counts for breakpoints 1 through 7 and the repeat count for the single-instruction trap follow in 
sequence. ODT initializes a proceed count to 0 before you assign it a value. After the command has been executed, 
it is set to - 1. Opening any one of these repeat counts provides an alternative way of changing the count. Once the 
location is open, you can modify its contents in the usual manner by typing the new contents followed by the 
RETURN key. For example: 

. 
nnnnnn / 0 0 I. 0 3 6 (LF) address of breakpoint 7 
nnnnnn /006630 0 single instruction address 
nnnnnn /000000 s I:.:j(LF) count for breakpoint 0; changes to 15 
nnnnnn /oooooo (LF) count for breakpoint 1 
+ 

nnnnnn i 0 0 0 0 0 0 (LF) count for breakpoint 7 
nnnnnn /nnnnnn repeat count for single instruction mode 

Both the address indicated as the single instruction address and the repeat count for single instruction mode are ex- 
plained in the following section. 
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16.3.8 Single Instruction Mode 
With this mode, you specify the number of instructions to be executed before ODT suspends the program run. The 
proceed command, instead of specifying a repeat count for a breakpoint encounter, specifies the number of succeeding 
instructions to be executed. Note that breakpoints are disabled in single instruction mode. Table 16-4 lists the single 
instruction mode commands. 

Command 

PS 

Table 164 Single Instruction Mode Commands 

Explanation 

Enables single instruction mode. (n can be any digit and serves only to distinguish 
this form from the form S). Breakpoints are disabled. 

n;P Proceeds with program run for the next n instructions before reentering ODT. 
(If n is missing, it is assumed to be 1.) Trapping instructions and associated trap 
handlers can affect the proceed repeat count (see Section 16.4.2). 

;s Disables single instruction mode. 

When the repeat count for single instruction mode is exhausted and the program suspends execution, ODT prints: 

EH i nnnnnn 

where nnnnnn is the address of the next instruction to be executed. The $B breakpoint table contains this address 
following that of breakpoint 7. However, unlike the table entries for breakpoints O-7, direct modification has no 
effect. 

Similarly, following the repeat count for breakpoint 7 is the repeat count for single instruction mode. You can 
modify this table entry directly. This is an alternative way of setting the single-instruction mode repeat count. In 
such a case, ;P implies the argument set in the $B repeat count table rather than an assumed 1. 

16.3.9 Searches 
With ODT, you can search all or any specific portion of memory for any bit pattern or for references to a particular 
location. 

16.3.9.1 Word Search (r;W) - Before initiating a word search, you must specify the mask and search limits. 
The location represented by $M specifies the mask of the search. $M/ opens the mask register. The next two sequen- 
tial locations (opened by LINE FEEDS) contain the lower and upper limits of the search. ODT examines in the 
search all bits set to 1 in the mask; it ignores other bits. 

You must then give the search object and the initiating command, using the r;W command, where r is the search 
object. When ODT finds a match, (i.e., each bit set to 1 in the search object is set to 1 in the word ODT searches 
over the mask range) the matching word prints. For example: 

tests high-order eight bits 
sets low address limit 
sets high address limit 
initiates word search 
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In the above example, nmmnn is an address internal to ODT; this location varies and is meaningful only for reference 
purposes. In the first line above, the slash was used to open $M, which now contains 177400; the LINE FEEDS open 
the next two sequential locations, which now contain the upper and lower limits of the search. 

In the search process, ODT performs an exclusive OR (XOR) with the word currently being examined and the search 
object; the result is ANDed to the mask. If this result is 0, a match has been found and ODT reports it on the termi- 
nal. Note that if the mask is 0, all locations within the limits print. This provides a convenient method for dumping 
all memory locations within given limits using ODT. 

Typing CTRL/U during a search printout terminates the search. 

16.3.9.2 Effective Address Search (r;E) - ODT provides a search for words that reference a specific location. 
Open the mask register only to gain access to the low and high limit registers. After specifying the search limits (as 
explained for the word search), type the command r;E (where r is the effective address) to initiate the search. 

Words that are an absolute address (argument r itself), a relative address offset, or a relative branch to the effective 
address print after their addresses. For example: 

opens mask register only to gain 
access to search limits 

initiates search 
relative branch 
relative branch 
initiates a new search 
relative address offset 
absolute address 

Give particular attention to the reported effective address references. A word can have the specified bit pattern of 
an effective address without actually being used as one. ODT reports all possible references whether they are actually 
used or not. 

Typing CTRL/U during a search printout terminates the search. 

16.3.10 The Constant Register (r;C) 
It is often desirable to convert a relocatable address into its value after relocation or to convert a number into its 
two’s complement, and then to store the converted value in one or more places in a program. Use the constant 
register to perform this and other useful functions. 

Typing r;C evaluates the relocatable expression to its 6-d@ octal value, prints the value on the terminal, and stores 
it in the constant register. Invoke the contents of the constant register in subsequent relocatable expressions by 
typing the letter C. Examples follow: 

#c-- .q *3 3 2 ; c: 2:: :I. 7 3 :< 4 6 places the two’s complement of 4432 in the 
constant register 

~(66;‘:i2../(!6270:1. CI(RET) stores the contents of the constant register 
in location 6632 

# :I. (i 0 0 c :I. I? sets relocation register 1 to 1000 

#I ‘I. y .<q 2 7 2 ; c :::: (j () y.; 7 7 2 reprints relative location 4272 as an 
absolute location and stores it in the 
constant register 
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16.3.11 Memory Block Initialization (;F and ;I) 
Use the constant register with the commands ;F and ;I to set a block of memory to a specific value. While the most 
common value required is 0, other possibilities are +I, - 1, ASCII space, etc. 

When you type the command ;F, ODT stores the contents of the constant register in successive memory words 
starting at the memory word address you specify in the lower search limit and ending with the address you specify 
in the upper search limit. 

Typing the command ;I stores the low-order eight bits in the constant register in successive bytes of memory 
starting at the byte address you specify in the lower search limit and ending with the byte address you specify in the 
upper search limit. 

For example, assume relocation register 1 contains 7000,2 contains 10000, and 3 contains 15000. The following 
sequence sets word locations 7000-7776 to 0, and byte locations 10000-14777 to ASCII spaces: 

t ~bM/‘0~?0000 0 
opens the mask register to gain 
access to search limits 

nnnnnn /oooooo I Y 0 0 sets the lower limit to 7000 
nnnnnn /O(!O(jOO 2 Y --:! (LF) sets the upper limit to 7776 
* 0; (::~~oooooli sets the constant register to zero 
;* ; 1:” sets locations 7000-7776 to zero 

sets the lower limit to 10000 
sets the upper limit to 14777 
sets the constant register to 40 
(space) 
sets the byte locations 10000-14777 
to the value in the low-order 8 
bits of the constant register 

16.3.12 Calculating Offsets (r;O) 
Relative addressing and branching involve the use of an offset. An offset is the number of words or bytes forward 
or backward from the current location to the effective address. During the debugging session it is sometimes neces- 
sary to change a relative address or branch reference by replacing one instruction offset with another. ODT calcu- 
lates the offsets in response to the r;O command, 

The command r;O causes ODT to print the 16-bit and g-bit offsets from the currently open location to address r. 
For example: 

This command opens location 346, calculates and prints the offsets from location 346 to location 414, changes the 
contents of location 346 to 22 (the g-bit offset), and verifies the contents of location 346. 

The g-bit offset prints only if it is in the range - 128(decimal) to 127(decimal) and the 16-bit offset is even, as was 
the case above. In the next example, the offset of a relative branch is calculated and modified so that it branches to 
itself. 

Note that the modified low-order byte 377 must be combined with the unmodified high-order byte. 
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16.3.13 Relocation Register Commands 
The use of the relocation registers is described briefly in Section 16.2. At the beginning of a debugging session, it is 
desirable to preset the registers to the relocation biases of those relocatable modules that will be receiving the most 
attention. Do this by typing the relocation bias, followed by a semicolon and the specification of relocation registers, 
as follows: 

r;nR 

The symbol r can be any relocatable expression, and n is an integer in the range O-7. If you omit n, it is assumed to 
be 0. For example: 

# :I. (j () 0 ; 5 13 puts 1000 into relocation register 5 
$ ::.:j y :I. () () ; :j 1; adds 100 to the contents 
:k of relocation register 5 

Once a relocation register is defined, you can use it to reference relocatable values. For example: 

# 2 !j () Cj ; :I. 17 puts 2000 into relocation register 1 
* :I. !j 2 I 7 6 ./o 0 2 4 (5 6 examines the contents of location 4176 
;J! 11. 9 3 ‘? 11. 2 ; Q Ii sets a breakpoint at location 57 12 

Sometimes programs can be relocated to an address below the one at which they were assembled. This could occur 
with PIC code (position independent code), which is moved without using the linker. In this case, the appropriate 
relocation bias would be the two’s complement of the actual downward displacement. One method for easily evalu- 
ating the bias and putting it in the relocation register is illustrated in the following example. 

Assume a program was assembled at location 5000 and was moved to location 1000. Then the following sequence 
enters the two’s complement of 4000 in relocation register 1. 

Relocation registers are initialized to - 1 so that unwanted relocation registers never enter into the selection process 
when ODT searches for the most appropriate register. 

To set a relocation register to - 1, type ;nR. To set all relocation registers to - 1, type ;R. 

ODT maintains a table of relocation registers, beginning at the address specified by $R. Opening $R ($R/) opens 
relocation register 0. Successively typing a LINE FEED opens the other relocation registers in sequence. When a 
relocation register is opened in this way, you can modify it as you would any other memory location. 

16.3.14 The Relocation Calculators, nR and n! 
When a location has been opened, it is often desirable to relate the relocated address and the contents of the location 
back to their relocatable values. To calculate the relocatable address of the opened location relative to a particular 
relocation bias, type: 

n. I 

The symbol n specifies the relocation register. This calculator works with opened bytes and words. If you omit n, the 
relocation register whose contents are closest to, but less than or equal to, the opened location is selected automati- 
cally by ODT. In the following example, assume that these conditions are fulfilled by relocation register 3, which 
contains 2000. Use the following command to find the most likely module that a given opened byte is in: 
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To calculate the difference between the contents of the opened location and a relocation register, type: 

nR 

The symbol n represents the relocation register. If you omit n, ODT selects the relocation register whose contents 
are closest to but less than or equal to the contents of the opened location. For example, assume the relocation bias 
stored in relocation register 1 is 7000: 

The value 2032 is the content of 1,500, relative to the base 7000. The next example shows the use of both reloca- 
tion calculators. 

If relocation register 1 contains 1000, and relocation register 2 contains 2000, use the following command to cal- 
culate the relocatable addresses of location 3000 and its contents relative to 1000 and 2000: 

16.3.15 ODT Priority Level, $P 
$P represents a location in ODT that contains the interrupt (or processor) priority level at which ODT operates. If 
$P contains the value 377, ODT operates at the priority level of the processor at the time ODT is entered. Otherwise, 
$P can contain a value between 0 and 7 corresponding to the fured priority at which ODT operates. 

To set ODT to the desired priority level, open $P. ODT prints the present contents, which you can then change: 

Z!I;F’:‘OOOO!>8 4 (RET) lowers the priority to allow interrupts 
I# from the terminal 

If you do not change $P, its value is seven. 

You must set ODT’s priority to 0 if you are using ODT in an FB environment while another job is running. 

ODT does not always service breakpoints that are set in routines that run at different priority levels. For example, 
a program running at a low priority can use a device service routine that operates at a higher priority level. If you 
set $P low, ODT waits for terminal input at a low priority. If an interrupt occurs from a high priority routine, the 
breakpoints in the high priority routine are not recognized since they were removed when the earlier breakpoint 
occurred. That is, interrupts that are set at a priority higher than the one at which ODT is running are serviced, but 
any breakpoints are not recognized. To avoid this problem, set breakpoints at one priority level at a time. That is, 
set breakpoints within an interrupt service routine, but not at mainline code level. For a more complete discussion 
of how the PDP-11 handles priority and interrupts, refer to the processor handbook for your particular machine. 
ODT disables all breakpoints in the program whenever it gains control. Breakpoints are enabled when ;P and ;G 
commands are executed. For example: 

:#! !r; 1::’ f 0 () () (j 7 5 

$ :I. (j 0 (j ; E 

t:)(j(j(); E 
;6: .I. 1:j () (j ; (-j 

I3 (11 ; 0 0 :I. 0 0 0 
Y I an interrupt occurs and is serviced 

If a higher level interrupt occurs while ODT is waiting for input, the interrupt is serviced, and no breakpoints are 
recognized. 
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16.3.16 ASCII Input and Output (r;nA) 
Inspect and change ASCII text by using a command of this syntax: 

r;nA 

The symbol r represents a relocatable expression, and n is a character count. If you omit n, it is assumed to be 1. 
ODT does not check the magnitude of n. ODT prints n characters starting at location r, followed by a carriage 
return/line feed combination. Table 16-5 lists responses and their effect. 

Response Effect 

RETURN key (<RET)) ODT outputs a carriage return/line feed combination followed by an 
asterisk and waits for another command. 

LINE FEED key (a) 

Up to n characters of text 

Table 16-S ASCII Terminators 

ODT opens the byte following the last byte output. 

ODT inserts the text into memory, starting at location r. If you type 
fewer than n characters, terminate the command by typing CTRL/U. 
This causes a carriage return/line feed/asterisk combination to print. 
However, if you type exactly n characters, ODT responds with a 
carriage return/line feed combination, the address of the next available 
byte, and then a carriage return/line feed/asterisk combination. 

1 6.4 PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS 
Information in this section is not necessary for the efficient use of ODT. However, it does provide a better under- 
standing of how ODT performs some of its functions. In certain difficult debugging situations, this understanding 
is necessary. 

16.4.1 Using ODT with Foreground/Background Jobs 
It is possible to use ODT to debug programs written as either background or foreground jobs. ODT does not debug 
virtual tasks that use extended memory. In the background or under the single-job monitor, you can link ODT with 
the program as described in Example 1 in Section 16.1. To debug a program in the foreground area, DIGITAL recom- 
mends that you run ODT in the background while the program to be debugged is in the foreground. The sequence of 
commands to do this is as follows: 

loads the foreground program 
the first address of the job prints 
runs ODT in the background 
and sets a relocation register 
to the start of the job 

clears the format register to enable 
proper address printing 
sets a breakpoint 

t 0 ; t:; starts the keyboard monitor again 

starts the foreground job 

The copy of ODT you use must be linked low enough so that it fits in memory along with the foreground job. 
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NOTE 
Since ODT uses its own terminal handler, it cannot be 
used with the display hardware. If CT ON is in effect, 
ODT ignores it and directs its input and output only to 
the console terminal. 

If you use ODT in a foreground/background environment while another job is running, set ODT’s priority bit to 0 
as follows: 

*qi 1::’ / () (5 () (5 (> 7 () (RET) 

This puts ODT into the wait state at level 0, not at level 7. If you leave ODT’s priority at 7, all interrupts (including 
clock) are locked out while ODT is waiting for terminal input. 

16.4.2 Functional Organization 
The internal organization of ODT is almost totally modularized into independent subroutines. The internal structure 
consists of three major functions: command decoding, command execution, and utility routines. 

The command decoder interprets the individual commands, checks for command errors, saves input parameters for 
use in command execution, and sends control to the appropriate command execution routine. 

The command execution routines take parameters saved by the command decoder and use the utility routines to 
execute the specified command. Command execution routines either return to the command decoder or transfer 
control to your program. 

The utility routines are common routines such as SAVE-RESTORE and I/O. They are used by both the command 
decoder and the command executers. 

16.4.3 Breakpoints 
The function of a breakpoint is to give control to ODT whenever a program tries to execute the instruction at the 
selected address. Upon encountering a breakpoint, you can use all of the ODT commands to examine and modify 
the program. 

When a breakpoint is executed, ODT removes all the breakpoint instructions from the code so that you can examine 
and alter the locations. ODT then types a message on the terminal in the form Bn;r, where r is the breakpoint address 
and n is the breakpoint number. ODT automatically restores the breakpoints when execution resumes. 

There is a major restriction in the use of breakpoints: the program must not reference the word where a breakpoint 
was set since ODT altered the word. You should also avoid setting a breakpoint at the location of any instruction 
that clears the T-bit. For example: 

NOTE 
Instructions that cause or return from traps (e.g., EMT, 
RTI) are likely to clear the T-bit, since a new word from 
the trap vector or the stack is loaded into the status 
register. 

A breakpoint occurs when a trace trap instruction (placed in your program by ODT) is executed. When a breakpoint 
occurs, ODT operates according to the following algorithm: 

1. Sets processor priority to 7 (automatically set by trap instruction). 
2. Saves registers and sets up stack. 
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3. If internal T-bit trap flag is set, goes to step 13. 
4. Removes breakpoints. 
5. Resets processor priority to ODT’s priority or user’s priority. 
6. Makes sure a breakpoint or single-instruction mode caused the interrupt. 
7. If the breakpoint did not cause the interrupt, goes to step 15. 
8. Decrements repeat count. 
9. Goes to step 18 if non-zero; otherwise resets count to 1. 

10. Saves terminal status. 
11. Types message about the breakpoint or single-instruction mode interrupt. 
12. Goes to command decoder. 
13. Clears T-bit in stack and internal T-bit flag. 
14. Jumps to the go processor. 
15. Saves terminal status. 
16. Types BE (bad entry) followed by the address. 
17. Clears the T-bit, if set, in the user status and proceeds to the command decoder. 
18. Goes to the proceed processor, bypassing the TT restore routine. 

Note that steps l-5 inclusive take approximately 100 microseconds. Interrupts are not permitted at this time, since 
ODT is running at priority level 7. 

ODT processes a proceed (;P) command according to the following algorithm: 

1. Checks the proceed for legality. 
2. Sets the processor priority to 7. 
3. Sets the T-bit flags (internal and user status). 
4. Restores the user registers, status, and program counter. 
5. Returns control to the user. 
6. When the T-bit trap occurs, executes steps 1,2,3, 13, and 14 of the breakpoint sequence, restores break- 

points, and resumes normal program execution. 

When a breakpoint is placed on an IOT, EMT, TRAP, or any instruction causing a trap, ODT follows this algorithm: 

1. When the breakpoint occurs as described above, enters ODT. 
2. When ;P is typed, sets the T-bit and executes the IOT, EMT, TRAP, or other trapping instruction. 
3. Pushes the current PC and status (with the T-bit included) on the stack. 
4. Obtains the new PC and status (no T-bit set) from the respective trap vector. 
5. Executes the whole trap service routine without any breakpoints. 
6. When an RTI is executed, restores the saved PC and PS (including the T-bit). Executes the instruction 

following the trap-causing instruction. If this instruction is not another trap-causing instruction, the 
T-bit trap occurs; reinserts the breakpoints in the user program, or decrements the single-instruction 
mode repeat count. If the following instruction is a trap-causing instruction, repeats this sequence 
starting at step 3. 

NOTE 
Exit from the trap handler must be by means of the RTI 
instruction. Otherwise, the T-bit is lost. ODT cannot regain 
control since the breakpoints have not yet been reinserted. 

Note that the ;P command is illegal if a breakpoint has not occurred (ODT responds with ?). ;P is legal, however, 
after any trace trap entry. 

The internal breakpoint status words have the following format: 
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1. The first eight words contain the breakpoint addresses for breakpoints O-7. (The ninth word contains the 
address of the next instruction to be executed in single-instruction mode.) 

2. The next eight words contain the respective repeat counts. (The following word contains the repeat count 
for single-instruction mode.) 

YOU can change these words at will, either by using the breakpoint commands or by directly manipulating $B. 

When program runaway occurs (that is, when the program is no longer under ODT control, perhaps executing an 
unexpected part of the program where you did not place a breakpoint) give control to ODT by pressing the HALT 
key to stop the computer and then restarting ODT (see Section 16.1). ODT prints an asterisk, indicating that it is 
ready to accept a command. 

If the program you are debugging uses the console terminal for input or output, the program can interact with ODT 
to cause an error since ODT uses the console terminal as well. This interactive error does not occur when you run 
the program without ODT. 

Note the following rules concerning the ODT break routine: 

1. If the console terminal interrupt is enabled upon entry to the ODT break routine, and no output interrupt 
is pending when ODT is entered, ODT generates an unexpected interrupt when returning control to the 
program. 

2. If the interrupt of the console terminal reader (the keyboard) is enabled upon entry to the ODT break 
routine, and the program is expecting to receive an interrupt to input a character, both the expected 
interrupt and the character are lost. 

3. If the console terminal reader (keyboard) has just read a character into the reader data buffer when the 
ODT break routine is entered, the expected character in the reader data buffer is lost. 

16.4.4 Searches 
The word search lets you search for bit patterns in specified sections of memory. Using the $M/ command, specify 
a mask, a lower search limit ($M+2), and an upper search limit ($Mt4). Specify the search object in the search com- 
mand itself. 

The word search compares selected bits (where 1s appear in the mask) in the word and search object. If all of the 
selected bits are equal, the unmasked word prints. 

The search algorithm is as follows: 

1. Fetches a word at the current address. 
2. XORs (exclusive OR) the word and search object. 
3. ANDs the result of step 2 with the mask. 
4. If the result of step 3 is 0, types the address of the unmasked word and its contents; otherwise, proceeds 

to step 5. 
5. Adds 2 to the current address. If the current address is greater than the upper limit, types * and returns 

to the command decoder; otherwise, goes to step 1. 

Note that if the mask is 0, ODT prints every word between the limits, since a match occurs every time (i.e., the 
result of step 3 is always 0). 

In the effective address search, ODT interprets every word in the search range as an instruction that is interrogated 
for a possible direct relationship to the search object. The mask register is opened only to gain access to the search 
limit registers. 

The algorithm for the effective address search is as follows ((X) denotes contents of X, and K denotes the search 
object): 
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1. Fetches a word at the current address X. 
2. If (X)=K [direct reference] , prints contents and goes to step 5. 
3. If (X)tXt2=K [indexed by PC] , prints contents and goes to step 5. 
4. If(X) is a relative branch to K, prints contents. 
5. Adds 2 to the current address. If the current address is greater than the upper limit, performs a carriage 

return/line feed combination and returns to the command decoder; otherwise, goes to step 1. 

16.4.5 Terminal Interrupt 
Upon entering the TT SAVE routine, ODT follows these steps: 

1. Saves the LSR status register (TKS). 
2. Clears interrupt enable and maintenance bits in the TKS. 
3. Saves the TT status register (TPS). 
4. Clears interrupt enable and maintenance bits in the TPS. 

To restore the TT: 

1. Wait for completion of any I/O from ODT. 
2. Restore the TKS. 
3. Restore the TPS. 

NOTES 
1. If the TT printer interrupt is enabled upon entry to the 

ODT break routine, the following can occur: 

a. If no output interrupt is pending when ODT 
is entered, an additional interrupt always occurs 
when ODT returns control to the user. 

b. If an output interrupt is pending upon entry, 
the expected interrupt occurs when the user 
regains control. 

2. If the TT reader (keyboard) is busy or done, the expected 
character in the reader data buffer is lost. 

3. If the TT reader (keyboard) interrupt is enabled upon 
entry to the ODT break routine, and a character is 
pending, the interrupt (as well as the character) is lost. 

16.5 ERROR DETECTION 
ODT detects two types of error: illegal or unrecognizable command and bad breakpoint entry. ODT does not check 
for the legality of an address when you command it to open a location for examination or modification. Thus the 
command: 

references nonexistent memory, thereby causing a trap through the vector at location 4. If the program you are de- 
bugging with ODT has requested traps through location 4 with the .TRPSET EMT, the program receives control at 
its TRPSET address. 

Typing something other than a legal command causes ODT to ignore the command and to print: 

(echoes illegal command) ‘I’ 
?i( 
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and to wait for another command. Therefore, to cause ODT to ignore a command just typed, type any illegal 
character (such as 9 or RUBOUT) and the command will be treated as an error and ignored. 

ODT suspends program execution whenever it encounters a breakpoint (that is, traps to its breakpoint routine). If 
the breakpoint routine is entered and no known breakpoint caused the entry, ODT prints: 

and waits for another command, BEnnnnnn denotes bad entry from location nnnnm~. A bad entry may be caused 
by an illegal trace trap instruction, by a T-bit set in the status register, or by a jump to some random location within 
ODT. 
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CHAPTER 17 

PATCH 

You can use the PATCH utility program to make code modifications to any RT-11 file (see Table 3-2 in this manual 
for a complete list of RT-I 1 file types). You use PATCH to interrogate and then to change words or bytes in the 
file. 

It is always a good idea to create a backup version of the file you want to patch, because PATCH makes changes 
directly to the fde as you work. 

17.1 CALLING AND USING PATCH 
To call PATCH from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R PATCH <RET) 

PATCH then prints: 

FILE NAME .-*- 
* 

You should enter the name of the file you want to patch according to this general syntax: 

filespec[/option . . .] 

where: 

filespec represents the device, file name, and file type of the file you want to patch. 

/option is one of the options listed in Table 17-1. 

If you do not specify a file type, PATCH assumes a SAV file type. 

17.1.1 PATCH Options 
Table 17-1 summarizes the options that are valid for PATCH at this point in the opening command. 

Table 17-1 PATCH Options 

Option 

/A 

/M 

IO 
K 
ID 

Meaning 

Use with a device specification with or without a tile specification. Use without a file specification to 
repair damaged RT-I 1 directories on directory-structured devices or to patch the bootstrap on disk 
block 0. Use with a file specification when the file is a source file or has a file type other than .SAV. 

Use if the file is an RT-I I monitor file. 

Use if the tile is an overlay-structured file. 

Requires you to enter a checksum. If you make no modifications, PATCH ignores the /C option. 

Use if you do not know the checksum for a particular patch. PATCH prints the checksum for that 
patch. If you make no modifications, PATCH ignores the /D option. 
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Note that you must enter the complete file specification and accompanying options at this point; they are not legal 
at any other time. If you enter a carriage return instead of a file specification, however, PATCH prints its current 
running version number. It then repeats the prompt for a file specification. 

After you enter the file specification, PATCH prints another asterisk and waits for commands. 

17.1.2 Checksum 
The checksum option helps you verify your work. It lets you compare the patch that you make to another patch 
that is known to be correct. The checksum does not tell you specifically where your error is, but it does tell you 
that an inconsistency exists. 

PATCH can maintain a running total of the value of each command, argument, and character you enter. This totd 
is called the checksum for the patch. 

For example, if you receive from DIGITAL a patch to improve your system’s performance, the patch contains a 
checksum value. You should use the /C option in the first PATCH command line, then make the modifications 
to your tile exactly as shown in the DIGITAL patch. When you exit, PATCH asks you tar a checksum. Enter 
the value from the DIGITAL patch. If the checksum you enter and the checksum that PATCH generated when 
you made your modifications do not match, PATCH prints the ?PATCH-W-CHECKSUM ERROR message. You 
then know that you made an error in patching your file, and that you need to try again. 

17.2 PATCH COMMANDS 
Table 17-2 summarizes the PATCH commands. Upper case characters represent PATCH commands; lower case 
characters represent octal values or ASCII characters. The following sections describe the commands in detail. 
Section 17.3 provides examples that use PATCH. 

17.2.1 Patching a New File (F) 
The F command causes PATCH to request you to enter a checksum, or it prints the required checksum (depending 
upon the options you specify). It also causes PATCH to close the currently open tile and to print an asterisk indi- 
cating its readiness to accept another command string. No checksum dialogue is invoked if you have not previously 
specified checksum options (with /D or /C). 

17.2.2 Exiting from Patch (E) 
The E command causes PATCH to close the currently open file after printing the checksum dialogue according 
to the options you specify and return control to the RT-11 monitor. As with the F command, the checksum 
dialogue is by-passed if you have not specified checksum options. 

17.2.3 Examining and Changing Locations in the File 
For a non-overlay file, you can open a word address (as with ODT) by typing: 

[relocation register,] offset/ 

PATCH types the contents of the location and waits for you to enter either a new location contents or another 
command. 

For an overlay fne, the format is: 

[segment number: ] [relocation register,] offset/ 

Segment number represents the overlay segment number as it is printed on the lmk map for the fde. If you omit 
the segment number, PATCH assumes the root segment. If you make an error in a command strmg while patching 
an overlaid program, you can use CTRL/U to cancel the command. However, PATCH assumes the entire line is 
incorrect and preserves only the previously set relocation registers. PATCH preserves the segment number only 
across the h and <LF) commands. 
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Command 

vpR 17.2.8 

x;B 17.2.7 

r&d 17.2.3 

r,o\ 17.2.3 

s:r,o/ 17.2.3 

s:r,o\ 

69 

0 

n 17.2.3 

@ 17.2.3 

F 17.2.1 

E 17.2.2 

x:0 17.2.5 

& 17.2.6 

A 17.2.4 

X 

C(x [xl 1 

P(=x) 17.2.4 

Section 

17.2.3 

17.2.3 

17.2.3 

17.2.4 Prints the contents of the opened word as an unpacked Radix-50 word. 

17.2.4 Resets the contents of the opened word or byte to the ASCII value 
you type (if a byte is open, you must type one character; if a word is 
open, you must type two characters). 

Resets the contents of the currently opened word to the packed Radix-50 
value of the three ASCII characters you type (you must type three 

I characters). 

Table 17-2 PATCH Commands 

Explanation 

Sets relocation register n to value v. 

Sets the bottom address of the overlay file to the value x. 

Opens the word location indicated by the contents of relocation 
register r plus offset 0. 

Opens the byte location indicated by the contents of relocation 
register r plus offset 0. 

Opens the word location indicated by the contents of relocation 
register r plus offset 0 in overlay segment s. 

Opens the byte location indicated by the contents of relocation 
register r plus offset 0 in overlay segment s. 

Closes the currently open word or byte. 

Closes the currently open word or byte and opens the next sequen- 
tial word or byte. 

Closes the currently open word or byte and opens the previous word 
or byte. 

Closes the currently open word and opens the word it addresses. 

Closes the file currently open and requests a new file specification. 

Closes the file currently open and returns control to RT-11 monitor. 

Indicates that a value in the overlay handler or its tables is being 
modified to the value x and that the overlay structure must be re- 
initialized. A value of 0 is illegal and generates an error message. 

Indicates that PATCH should add the contents of all subsequently 
opened locations to the checksum, until it encounters another & 
symbol. 

Prints the contents of the opened word or byte as ASCII characters 
(if a byte is open, one character prints; if a word is open, two charac- 
ters print). 
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Similarly, you can open a byte address in a file. The format for non-overlay files is: 

[relocation register,] offset\ 

The format for overlay files is: 

[segment number:] [relocation register,] offset\ 

Once a location has been opened, you can optionally type in the new contents in the format: 

[relocation register,] octal value 

Follow this line by one of the control characters from Table 17-3. 

Table 17-3 PATCH Control Characters 

Character 

(RET) 

Function 

Closes the current location by changing contents to the new contents 
(if any) and awaits additional control input. 

<LF) Closes the current location by changing its content to the new contents 
(if any) and opens the next sequential word or byte. 

A 
Closes the current location by changing its contents to the new contents 
(if any) and opens the previous word or byte. 

@ Closes the current word location and opens the word it addresses (in 
the same segment if it is an overlay file). 

17.2.4 Translating and Indirectly Modifying Locations with a File 
After opening a location within a file, you can translate the contents into ASCII characters or into the equivalent 
of a Radix-50 packed word. 

1 

J 

To obtain the ASCII equivalent of the opened location, type the following command after PATCH prints the 
contents in octal. 

A 

PATCH then translates the word or byte into two (or one, if a byte is opened) ASCII characters. In this example, 
a byte is opened: 

*ir100\ 102 A I B(LF) 

PATCH prints only the printable ASCII characters in the opened word or byte (all non-printing characters, such 
as ASCII codes O-37, are represented by the ? character). In this example, a word is opened: 

*iv lOQ/ 302 A :-: EC ? (LF) 

In the next example, a word is opened, and both ASCII characters are printable: 

fl9 :too/ 33502 A = I37@ 
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In these examples, one or both of the characters cannot be printed: 

X09 400/ 466 A - 6?@ 

* :t Y 202/ 55001 f-j =: '?Z (LF) 

1616/ 401 fq -' ?'?(RET) 

To unpack a Radix-SO word as three ASCII characters, type the following command after PATCH prints the con- 
tents of the opened word. 

X 

PATCH then unpacks the opened word and prints three ASCII characters. 

Note that you must open a word and not a byte. 

If the word you open contains an illegal Radix-SO word, PATCH prints ???. If the translated character is not print- 
able, PATCH prints ? in place of it. 

Neither the A command nor the X command alters the contents of the open location; however, PATCH updates 
the checksum to reflect the fact that you have entered a new command. 

You can specify the A and X commands in any order on the same command line without altering the contents 
of the open location. For example, 

After examining the location with the A or X command, you can change the location if you wish. For example, 

If the same location is reopened, the following change appears: 

You can change the contents of a location to the ASCII code of the value you specify by using the C command. 
You can use the P command to change a word to the packed Radix-50 word of the three characters you specify. 
This example changes an open byte to the ASCII code for the letter Z: 

tll.9 1.15\ 101 c tz>a 

Note that PATCH prints the parentheses itself; you type only the character Z. 

When reopened, that byte contains the ASCII code for Z: 

* :I. 9 115\ I.32 

Similarly, PATCH inserts the ASCII code for two ASCII characters into the low order and high order bytes, 
respectively, of one word. This example changes an open word to the ASCII code for AZ: 

tO,lOl.i6/ I.03523 c (AZ) - 
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If reopened, the location contains the ASCII code for AZ: 

*Or10:Ll.6/ 55101 A = AZ 

You can examine the same location in more conventional ways, as this example shows: 

IOY 10:116\ lOi@ 
Or 10:117\ Il.32 

Similarly, you can use the P command to change the contents of an open word to the Radix-SO packed word 
equivalent of the three ASCII characters you specify. This example changes the Radix-50 word equivalent of SAV 
to REL: 

52: 1. Y 400/ 73376 :.: “” SRU F’ (HErI.. )@ 

17.2.5 Setting Values in the Overlay Handler Tables of a Program 
Use the ;O command to effect any changes to the overlay handler tables in an overlaid program. For example, 

*616/ 1043 1 ? 00 i 0 
t 

This command line increases the size of the referenced overlay region by 35(8) words or .58(10) bytes, to allow 
room for a patch. The value being modified is a value associated with the overlay handler tables, or a value required 
by the overlay handler for proper overlay structure initialization. The overlay structure is reinitialized and you can 
enter commands to modify the new region on the next line. A value of 0 is not permitted with the ;O command. 
If you omit the preceding argument, or use 0, an error message prints on the terminal. 

17.2.6 Including the Old Contents Into the Checksum 
Sometimes it is important that the present contents of the locations being changed have known specific values. 
This is the case when DIGITAL publishes system patches. The & command is designed to aid in implementing 
system patches. It automatically includes the old contents of an open location into the checksum. This command 
is a simple switch. The first occurrence of the & turns the switch on, the second turns it off. While the switch 
is on, the old contents of every location you open and close properly become part of the checksum. To use the 
& command, type: 

Patch then prints a carriage return-line feed sequence and another * indicating its readiness to accept another 
command. This switch is then enabled. 

If you type the command on a line where a location is currently open, PATCH closes the location and resets the 
switch. PATCH then nrompts with an asterisk indicating that it is ready to accept additional commands. 

17.2.7 Setting the Bottom Address 
To patch an overlay file, PATCH must know the bottom address at which the program was linked, if it is different 
from the initial stack pointer. This is the case if the program sets location 42 in an .ASECT. To set the bottom 
address, type: 

bottom address;B 

You must issue the B command before you open any locations in an overlay for modification. 
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17.2.8 Setting Relocation Registers 
You set the relocation registers O-7 (as with ODT) with the R command. The R command has the syntax: 

relocation value;relocation registerR 

Be careful when you type this command string. If you inadvertently substitute a comma (,) for the semicolon (;) 
in the R command, PATCH does not generate an error message. However, it does not set the value you specify 
in the relocation register. 

Once you set one of the eight relocation registers, the expression: 

relocation register,octal number 

in a command string will have the value: 

relocation value t octal number 

17.3 PATCH EXAMPLES 
This section consists of two patch examples: one example for a non-overlaid file, and one example for an overlaid 
file. In each case, the steps that are taken to assemble, link, and patch the files are clearly illustrated. 

The following command assembles the MACRO program PROMPT.MAC: 

, MACRO/L.. IST F’ROEfF’T 
E:RROl?S DETli..CTED: 0 

The following listing is produced on the line printer as a result of the assembly. It consists of two parts: 1) the 
assembly listing of the source program and 2) the symbol table listing. 

PROMPT.*IAC 

2 
3 
4 noon00 
5 
6 OUFOOU 
7 nIlnon 
E oono1!l 
9 noon14 

In r)r)oo20 
11 nnn022 
12 non026 
13 oOPo3n 
14 no0034 
15 000040 
16 OnnO 
11 00005n 
1R 100052 
19 nOOO6rJ 
20 00’)ObZ 
21 nl?n064 
22 
23 

PRO*F’T.“rAC 
SYMBOL TABIeE 

MACUO '403.0~ 5-MAY-11 16154830 PAGE 1 

.TIILE PROYPT,NAC 
, WALL .PYIIJT, .EXIT 
.YCALL .TTYOUC, .7TYIY 
.CSECT LfGHSEG 
.NLIST BEY 

1127qn oonu52 STARTI YOVB X’*,PO : PPINT.... 
.Tl’YOUT : . ..A PROMPT. 
.TTiIN : ACCEPT A CYARACTE~ FRDk THE KEYBOARU 

12270’) nnoo40 CYPR #‘ ,RO : TS IT A COHTRDL CrARACTER7 
1:,13b7 BY1 START : YES - MUST SE A NISTAKE. 
j 72700 090057 CMPB X’/,HO ; a0 I IS IT A “/“7 
,I 0 , n 1 I PNE ERHrJP : .dLl - REPORT THE ERROR. 

.TTYIL ; YFS - CE’I UEXC. 
122703 000126 C”PB 1.V.WO : Is IT A snv* CMAHACTER? 
~~ClOOJ BNE EHPOR ; NO - REPORT THE tRROH. 

,PRINT LMSC : YES - PRINT 11(E VFPSION dESSAtiE... 
FXITI .PXlT : ,..AND T1(6N EXIT TO TrlE UC-11 MONITOR. 
ERROR: .PRINT UCYDEHR : PRINT THF “7(RtiT~(LF)“,,,, 

on0747 BR START : . ..AND THEN RESTAPT. 
311 r)OU C’QERRl .ASCIZ 171 
016 012 106 HSC: .4.5CIZ <16sC12>/CILE vo3.01 

.LIST tiE4 
CJC**I,’ , E k L: START 

‘IACHU V03.0~ 5-blAY-77 16154130 PAGE l-1 

CHDEPR lrO(r062R “02 i.:P1109 nO0052P so2 EXIT 00nn50R 002 MSC OOOOb4R f-10) STAP.T nnOOOOH cl02 

, ABS. nonoon u n 0 
” 0 0 0 n 0 nn 1 

HCHSEC nonIn un2 
ERROPS DETECTED: 0 

VIPTUAL M”EI*OPY 11SF.R: 5h2 WORDS ( 3 PAGLSJ 
DYNAMIC ME’IflhY AVAILARLE FOP 5R PAGES 
DK:PROMPT,LP:DPllY~T=@K~PR~~~PT,h!AC/C 
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The next command links file PROMPT.OBJ and produces an executable module called PROMPT.SAV. 

, I...INK/MAF PRCIMPT 

The following listing is produced on the line printer as a result of the link operation. 

RT-11 LINK VO3.01 LOhD MAP THU OS-MAY-77 16#55:28 
PROMPT,SAV TITLE: PROMPT IDENTx 

SECTION ADDR SIZE GLOBAL VALUE GLOBAL VALUE GLQRAL VALUE 

ABS, 000000 
;IGHsEG 00iono 

001000 (RW,I,GBL,ABSIOVR) 
aao110 (RW,I,GBL,REL,OVR) 

TRANSFER dPDRESS = 001000, HIGH LIMIT = 001110 a 292, WORDS 

The program PROMPT has an error. On line 2 1 the characters <16> should really be <IS> . The following example 
uses PATCH to correct the error. 

?PATCH-.I.-Check~uns - i3Ohi33 
* 

The example shown above uses the /D option, which requests PATCH to print the checksum when the operation 
completes. Next, relocation register 1 is set to the transfer address, which the link map shows is 1000. The next 
command opens relative location 64, which contains the error, as the assembly listing shows at line sequence num- 
ber 2 1. The value 15 is substituted for 16 (by typing 15 followed by a carriage return) and the exit command is 
issued (with E). PATCH then prints the checksum for the operation. It is 30633. 

The next example verifies the change just made. 

FILE NAME.-...- 
*F’pfl).jf:“r 

t1000; 1R 
*(3.yc54\ 15 
lY65\ 12 
1 v t??,6\ 106 
lY67\ 111 
l.970\ 114 
lV71\ 105 
lv72\ 40 
lY73\ 40 
lv74\ 126 
lr75\ 60 
l.v76\ 63 
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lr77\ 56 
lrlOO\ 60 
i Y lOI\ 61 
lYlO2\ 40 
llrlO3\ 40 
lr104\ 15 
lrXO!5\ 12 
1E 
. 

As before, relocation register 1 is set to 1000 and location 64 is opened. Now it contains the correct value, 15. 
The rest of the command lines are terminated with a line feed. This closes the open location and opens the next 
one. This example shows the values from line 21 of the assembly listing <RET) <LF) FILE VO3.01 (RET) (LF) as they 
are stored in memory. 

The following commands assemble two MACRO programs: PTCH.MAC, the main program, and OVRLAY.MAC, 
the overlay. 

. MACRO/l... IST PTCH 
ERRQRS 1:lETECTED: 0 

+ MACRC)/LIST CI’JRLAY 
EJi’RURS DETECTED: 0 
+ 

The following listings were produced by the two assemblies. 

PTCH.MAC 

6 no0002 
7 000006 

U,ICPD v@3,0;, 5-~‘AY-77 17158135 PAGE 1 

.TITLF PlCH.UAC 

.t’CALL. .PWlFT,.EXIT 

.CSECl HGHSFG 

.LLOBL EhTPY,HSGl 
EXIT : SPAkCH IM*EUIAThLY Tn CALL CvtRLbY. 
bMSG,R(I : ALTLRLATIVELY PRIYT A MESSAGC: 

: LJO ThE pHII,T. 
PC,ENTWY : CALL 1% ThE GvLpL?Y. 

<15><12>/1Hxs Is b SWZCLSSFIIL PATCH/<15><12> 
<15><12>/ThIS IS bK OVERLAY‘PATCH/<l5><12> 

.LIST t(EX 

.END START 

PTCH.MAC VPCPO VO3.06 5-PAY-77 1715Rl3S PAGE 1-l 
SYMSDL TAPCF 

ENTPY = l *.w.* G EXIT nooolnk n,72 YSG OOnOlbP ~62 ‘“SGl owln55RC tic17 STPQT nU00OOk 062 

, 18s. OUOOOG ‘ino 
‘)00000 X,01 

HCHSEG 000112 “02 
CRROPS DETECTED8 0 

VIRTUAL HFMOPY iJ.?.tCl 5Q9 WORDS c 2 PAGES) 
DYNAMIC YEMOCY AVAILAbLE FOR 59 PDGES 
DK:PTCH,LPIPTCH=DKIPTCH 

OVRLAY.MAC MACRO VO3,u’I 5-MAY-77 17158157 PbGf. : 

1 
2 
3 onor)oo 
4 
s OnOOOO 000403 
6 ooono2 012700 0 0 0 ‘) n r) G 
7 000006 
8 000010 flu~207 
9 000001 

.TITLI OVkLAY.MAC 
;MCALL .PillNT- 
.CSECT OVLSEG 
, tiLUi3L YSGl,ENTRY 

ENTPYI Rp RETUQ?! : BPANCH IMMEDIATELY TC) RETUHN. 
YOV lMSGl,RO : ALTERNATIVELY PRI8.T A MESSAGE 
.PPINT 

RLTURd: PTS PC : THEN RETUPN. 
.END 
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OVRLAY.MPC PACRO VO3.00 S-MAY-77 17rS8157 PAGE l-l 
SYMRDL TARLE 

ENTRY 000lJOllRG GO? r’SG1 D .***** c RETURN OOOOIOR ouz 

, AaS. nonoon oni 
oonoov 001 

OVLSEG non012 002 
ERROPS DETECTED: 0 

VIRTUAL MEYOfiY USED1 354 WOPO.5 f 2 PAGES) 
DYNAMIC MEMOPY AVAILABLE FOR 59 PAGES 
DK:OVRLAY,LPIOVRL~Y=PK:OVQLAY 

The next command links the module PTCH.OBJ and the overlay module OVRLAY.OBJ, producing the executable 
module ROOT.SAV. 

The following listing is the load map that results from this link. 

RTrll LINK VO3,Ol LOAD MAP THU 05-NAY-77 17859151 
ROOT ,SAV TITLE: PTCH,M IUENT: 

SECTfON ADDR SIZE GLOBAL VALUE GLOBAL VALUE GLOBAL VALUE 

I~HSEG ABS, 001122 000000 001122 (Pd,I,GSL,ABS,OVP) 
nOOil (P*J,f,GBL,PEL,OVPI 

MSGl 001177 
SEGMENT SIZE = 001234 = 334, NOROS 
OVERLAY REGTUN 000001 SEGMEllT 0~0001 

OVLSEG 001236 0oO012 (RN,I,GRL,REL,OVR) 
Eh’TPY Q 001236 

SEGYENT SIZE = no0012 o 5, FIORDS 

TRANSFER ADDRESS = 001122, HIGH LIMIT = 001250 J 340, MORDS 

The following example shows how to patch an overlay segment. 

+ Fir F’ATCH 

FILE NAME-- 
tR(:)OT/O/C 
t Y. 2 3 6 S 1 R 
*Y.:lYo/ 403 240 
*Ei 

Ch~Ck.~l..ll-ll? 45475 

THI!? IS AN CIUERLAY PATCH 
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The options /O and /C are used in the file specification. /O indicates that the file is overlaid. /C causes PATCH to 
verify that the changes are correct by requesting a checksum value, which it compares to the actual checksum 
value the changes generate internally. The patch for this example was supplied by an experienced user, and the 
checksum for the correct patch is known to be 45475. 

The first command line sets relocation register 1 to the start of the overlay segment to be patched. The load 
maps show that overlay segment 1 begins at location 1236. The next command opens the first location in over- 
lay segment 1. It contains a branch instruction (403). A no-op instruction is substituted for it (240) followed by 
a carriage return, and E is used to exit. PATCH then requests the checksum value and 45475 is entered. This 
matches the checksum that the changes generated internally, so control returns to the monitor and the patch is 
successful. 

The program is executed by typing: 

RROOT (RET) 

Control branches immediately to the overlay segment. Since the branch instruction at ENTRY: is now inopera- 
tive, control passes to the next line and the message prints on the terminal. 

NOTE 
The linker allocates space for overlay segments in 256-word 
blocks. Each segment begins on a block boundary. If a par- 
ticular overlay segment’s size is less than a whole number 
multiple of 256, you can add patches in the free space that 
exists between the end of that overlay segment and the be- 
ginning of the next block. To do this you must first modify 
the word-count word in the overlay handler table so that the 
patches you add are included in the size of the overlay seg- 
ment. Be careful not to patch into the next block, though, 
because the next overlay segment begins there. 
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CHAPTER 18 

OBJECT MODULE PATCH UTILITY (PAT) 

PAT, the RT-11 object module patch utility, allows you to patch, or update, code in a relocatable binary object 
module. PAT does not permit you to examine the octal contents of an object module; use PATCH (described in 
Chapter 17) to do that. PAT makes the patch to the object module by means of the procedure outlined in Figure 
18-2. One advantage to using PAT is that you can add relatively large patches to an object module without perform- 
ing any octal calculations. PAT accepts a file containing corrections or additional instructions and applies these 
corrections and additions to the original object module. You prepare the correction input in MACRO source form 
and assemble it with the MACRO-l 1 assembler. 

Input to PAT is two files: 1) the original input file and 2) a correction file containing the corrections and additions 
to the input file. The input file consists of one or more concatenated object modules. You can correct only one of 
these object modules with a single execution of the PAT utility. The correction file consists of object code that, 
when linked by the linker, either replaces or appends to the original object module. Output from PAT is the updated 
input file. 

18.1 CALLING AND USING PAT 
To call PAT from the system device, respond to the dot (.) printed by the keyboard monitor by typing: 

R PAT@ 

The Command String Interpreter prints an asterisk at the left margin on the console terminal when it is ready to 
accept a command line. Chapter 6 describes the general syntax of the command line that PAT accepts. 

Type two CTRL/Cs to halt PAT at any time (or a single CTRL/C to halt PAT when it is waiting for console terminal 
input) and return control to the monitor. To restart PAT, type R PAT in response to the monitor’s dot. When PAT 
executes an operation it returns control to the RT-11 monitor. 

Figure 18-1 shows how you use PAT to update a file (FILEl) consisting of three object modules (MODl, MOD2, 
and MOD3) by appending a correction file to MOD2. After running PAT, you use the linker to relink the updated 
module with the rest of the file and to produce a corrected executable program. 

FILE1 

I FILE1 

pLE--y 
Figure 18-l Updating a Module Using PAT 

:/ 

_------- 
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There are several steps you must perform to use PAT to update a file. First, create the correction file using a text 
editor. Then, assemble the correction file to produce an object module. Next, submit the input file and the correc- 
tion file in object module form to PAT for processing. Finally, link the updated object module, along with the object 
modules that make up the rest of the file, to resolve global symbols and create an executable program. Figure 18-2 
shows the processing steps involved in generating an updated executable fide by using PAT. 

Specify the PAT command string in the following form: 

[output-filespec] =input-filespec [/C [ :n] ] ,correct-filespec[/C [ :n] ] 

where : 

output-filespec is the file specification for the output file. If you do not specify an output file, 
PAT does not generate one. 

input-filespec is the file specification for the input file. This file can contain one or more con- 
catenated object modules. 

correct-fiespec is the file specification for the correction file. This file contains the updates being 
applied to a single module in the input file. 

C specifies the checksum option for the associated file. This directs PAT to generate 
an octal value for the sum of ah the binary data composing the module in that 
file. (See Section 18.2.5 for more information on checksums.) 

n specifies an octal value. PAT compares the checksum value it computes for a 
module with the octal value you specify. 

18.2 HOW PAT APPLIES UPDATES 
PAT applies updates to a base input module by using the additions and corrections you supply in a correction file. 
This section describes the PAT input and correction files, gives information on how to create the correction file, 
and gives examples of how to use PAT. 

18.2.1 The Input File 
The input file is the file to be updated; it is the base for the output file. The input file must be in object module 
format. When PAT executes, the module in the correction file applies to this file. 

18.2.2 The Correction File 
The correction file must also be in object module format. It is usually created from a MACRO-l 1 source tile in the 
following format: 

.TITLE inputname 

.IDENT updatenum 

inputline 

inputline 
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CORECT.MAC 

1. Create a correction file using the 
text editor. 

CORECT.MAC CORECT.OBJ 

Execute the assembler (or compiler) 

> ” of the file. 
to create an object module version 

CORECT.OBJ 

rl 

MYFILE.OBJ 

3. 

MYFILE.OBJ 

Execute PAT using as input the 
correction file and the module to 

be updated. 

4. a) If the corrected object module is 
part of something that typically 
exists as a program (e.g., BASIC), 
execute the linker to resolve new 
addresses and create an executable 
program. 

b) If the corrected module is an 
element in a library (e.g., SYSLIB), 
run the librarian and create or 
update the library to contain the 

new (corrected) object module. 

c) If the corrected module is some- 
thing that typically exists as an 
object module (e.g., ODT), you 
need do nothing. Whenever you 
link this module, the corrections 
will be included. 

MYFILE.SAV 

Figure 18-2 Processing Steps Required to Update a Module Using PAT 
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where : 

inputname 

updatenum 

is the name of the module to be corrected by the PAT update. That is, inputname 
must be the same name as the name on the input file .TITLE directive for a single 
module in the input file. 

is any value acceptable to the MACRO-l 1 assembler. Generally, this value reflects 
the update version of the file being processed by PAT, as shown in the examples 
below. 

inputline are lines of input for PAT to use to correct and update the input file. 

During execution, PAT adds any new global symbols that are defined in the correction file to the module’s symbol 
table. Duplicate global symbols in the correction file supersede their counterparts in the input file, provided both 
definitions are relocatable or both are absolute. 

A duplicate PSECT or CSECT supersedes the previous PSECT or CSECT, provided: 

l both have the same relocatability attribute (ABS or REL): 

l both are defined with the same directive (.PSECT or .CSECT). 

If PAT encounters duplicate PSECT names, it sets the length attribute for the PSECT to the length of the longer 
PSECT and appends a new PSECT to the module. 

If you specify a transfer address, it supersedes that of the module you are patching. 

18.2.3 Creating the Correction File 
As shown in Figure 18-2, the first step in using PAT to update an object file is to generate the correction file. Use 
the editor to build a file that contains these additions and corrections. The correction file must be in object module 
format before PAT can process it. Assemble the correction file with the MACRO-l 1 assembler to produce an object 
module that PATCH can process. 

18.2.4 How PAT and the Linker Update Object Modules 
The following examples show the source code for an input file and a correction file to be processed by PAT and the 
linker. The examples show as output a single source file that, if assembled and linked, would produce a binary module 
equivalent to the file generated by PAT and LINK. Two techniques are described: one is for overlaying lines in a 
module and the other is for appending a subroutine to a module. 

18.2.4.1 Overlaying Lines in a Module - The first example illustrates a technique for overlaying lines in a module 
by using a patch file. First, PAT appends the correction file to the input file. The linker then executes to replace code 
within the input file. 

The source code for the input file for this example is: 

* 7’1:TLE ABC: 
+ IJIENT /Ol/ 
l ENRBL Gl3L 

ABC: : 
MOU AtC 
.JSR PClXYZ 
RTS PC 

*END 
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To add the instruction ADD A,B after the JSR instruction, the following patch source file is included: 

.TITLE ABC 

.I DENT /Ol ,Ol/ 
. ENABL GBL 

,=,tl’z .A 
ABII A?B 
RTS PC 
. END 

The patch source is assembled using MACRO-l 1 and the resulting object file is input to PAT along with the original 
object file. The following source code represents the result of PAT processing: 

*TITLE 
. IL’IENT 
. ENABL 

ABC: : 
MOU 
JSH 
RTS 

+ =AHC 
l =* 12 

ADIl 
RTS 
. END 

ABC 
/Ol.Ol/ 
GBL 

A,C 
PCPXYZ 
PC 

AIR 
PC 

After the linker processes these fdes, the load image appears as this sourcecode representation shows: 

*‘TITLE ABC 
. TDENT /Ol .Ol/ 
, ENABL GHL 

ARC: : 
MOU AYC 
JSR PCrXYZ 
ADD A?B 
RTS PC 
. END 

The linker uses the .=.t 12 in the program counter field to determine where to begin overlaying instructions in the 
program. The linker overlays the RTS instruction with the patch code: 

18.2.4.2 Adding a Subroutine to a Module - The second example illustrates a technique for adding a subroutine 
to an object module. In many cases, a patch requires that more than a few lines be added to patch the file. A con- 
venient technique for adding new code is to append it to the end of the module in the form of a subroutine. This 
way, you can insert a JSR instruction to the subroutine at an appropriate location. The JSR directs the program to 
branch to the new code, execute that code, and then return to in-line processing. 

The source code for the input file for the example is: 
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*TITLE AEC 
. I DENT /Oi/ 
+ ENABL GHL 

ABC: : 
MOW A?E 
JSR FCrXYZ 
MOU C?RO 
RTS PC. 
. ENLl 

Suppose you wish to add the instructions: 

MOV IIYRO 
ASL RO 

between 

and 

JSR FCrXYZ 

The correction file to accomplish this goal is as follows: 

.TITLE 

. I DENT 
+ ENABL 
JSR 
NOF 
e FSECT 

FATCH: 
MOU 
MOW 
ASL 
RTS 
. END 

ARC 
/Ol l Ol/ 
GEL 
FCvFATCH 

PATCH 

AVB 
IIYRO 
RO 
FC 

PAT appends the correction file to the input fde, as in the previous example. The linker then processes the file and 
generates the following output file: 

*TITLE 
+ IKIENT 
. ENAEL 

ABC: : 
JSR 
NOF 
JSR 
MOU 
RTS 
. FSECT 

ABC 
/Ol*Ol/ 
GRL 

FClrFATCH 

FCFXYZ 
CvRO 
PC 
PATCH 
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PATCH: 
MOU A?B 
MOU DIR0 
ASL 
RTS 
,END 

In this example, the JSR PC,PATCH and NOP instructions overlay’ the three-word MOV A,B instruction. (The NOP 
is included because this is a case where a 2-word instruction replaces a 3-word instruction. NOP is required to main- 
tain alignment.) The linker allocates additional storage for PSECT PATCH, writes the speciiIed code into this pro- 
gram section, and binds the JSR instruction to the first address in this section. Note that the MOV A,B instruction 
replaced by the JSR PCPATCH is the first instruction the PATCH subroutine executes. 

18.2.5 Determining and Validating the Contents of a File 
Use the checksum option (/C) to determine or validate the contents of a module. The checksum option directs PAT 
to compute the sum of all binary data composing a file. If you specify the command in the form /C:n, /C directs 
PAT to compute the checksum and compare that checksum to the value you specify with n. 

To determine the checksum of a file, enter the PAT command line with the /C option applied to the appropriate 
file (the file whose checksum you need to determine). For example: 

*=INFILE/CIINFILE.PAT 

PAT responds to this command with the message: 

?FAT-W-Input 1~10du1.e ~~~C~.SUIII is nnnnnn 

PAT generates a similar message when you request the checksum for the correction file. 

To validate the changes made to a file, enter the checksum option in the form /C:n. PAT compares the value it 
computes for the checksum with the value you specify with n. If the two values do not match, PAT displays a 
message reporting the checksum error: 

?FAT-W-InPut file C~E?C~.SIJ~I error 

or 

?FAT-W-Correction file check.sum error 

Checksum processing always results in a nonzero value. 

Do not confuse this checksum with the record checksum byte. 
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BATCH 

RT-11 BATCH is a complete job control language that allows RT-11 to operate unattended. RT-11 BATCH processing 
is ideally suited to frequently-run production jobs, large and long-running programs, and programs that require little or 
no interaction with you, the user. Using BATCH, you can prepare your job on any RT-11 input device and leave it for 
the operator to start and run. 

RT-I 1 BATCH permits you to: 

l Execute an RT-11 BATCH stream from any legal RT-11 input device 

l Output a log file to any legal RT-11 output device (except magtape or cassette) 

l Execute the BATCH stream with the single-job monitor or in the background with the foreground/back- 
ground monitor or the extended memory monitor 

l Generate and support system-independent BATCH language jobs 

0 Execute RT-11 monitor commands from the BATCH stream. 

RT-11 BATCH consists of 1) the BATCH compiler and 2) the BATCH run-time handler. The BATCH compiler reads 
the batch input stream you create, translates it into a format suitable for the RT-11 BATCH run-time handler, and 
stores it in a file. The BATCH run-time handler executes this file with the RT-11 monitor. As each command in the 
batch stream executes, BATCH lists the command, along with any terminal output generated by executing the com- 
mand, on the BATCH log device. 

A.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS TO RUN BATCH 
You can run RT-11 BATCH on any single-job system that is configured with at least 12K words of memory. You 
need a minimum system of 16K words of memory to run BATCH in the background in a foreground/background 
environment. BATCH can run in any extended memory environment. A line printer, although optional, is highly 
desirable as the log device. 

BATCH uses certain RT-11 system programs to perform its operations. For example, the $BASIC command executes 
the file BASIC.SAV. Make sure that the following RT-11 programs are on the system device, with exactly the fol- 
lowing names, before you run BATCH: 

BASIC .SAV 
BA.SYS 
BATCHSAV 
CREF.SAV 
SYSLIB.OBJ 
FORTRASAV 
LINK.SAV 
MACRO.SAV 
PIP.SAV 
DIR.SAV 

(BASIC users only) 

(MACRO users only) 
(FORTRAN and MACRO users) 
(FORTRAN users only) 

(MACRO users only) 
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A.2 BATCH CONTROL STATEMENT FORMAT 
You can use two forms of input to RT-11 BATCH. Generate a file using the RT-11 editor and input it from any 
RT-11 input device, or input punched cards from the card reader. In both cases, the input consists of BATCH con- 
trol statements. A BATCH control statement consists of three fields, separated from one another with spaces: 
1) command fields, 2) specification fields, and 3) comment fields. The control statement has the syntax: 

$command/option specification/option [!comment] 

Each control statement requires a specific combination of command and specification fields and options (see 
Section A.4). Control statements cannot be longer than 80 characters, excluding multiple spaces, tabs, and com- 
ments. You can use a hyphen (-) as a line continuation character to indicate that the control statement is continued 
on the next line (see Table Ad). Even if you use the line continuation character, the maximum control statement 
length is still 80 characters. 

The following example of a $FORTRAN command illustrates the various fields in a control statement. 

$FORTRAN/LIST/RUN PROGA/L IBRARY F’lWGE/EXE ! RUN FORTRAN 

command/options spec fields/options comment field 

A.2.1 Command Fields 
The command field in a BATCH control statement indicates the operation to be performed. It consists of a command 
name and certain command field options. Indicate the command field with a $ in the first character position and ter- 
minate it with a space, tab, blank, or carriage return. 

A.2.1 .l Command Names - The command name must appear first in a BATCH control statement. All BATCH 
command names have a dollar sign ($) in the first position of the command (for example, $JOB). No intervening 
spaces are allowed in the command name. BATCH recognizes only two forms of a command name: the full name 
and an abbreviation consisting of $ and the first three characters of the command name. For example, you can 
enter the $FORTRAN command as: 

$FORTRAN 

or 

$FOR 

You cannot enter it as: 

$FORT 

or 

A.L.1.2 Command Field Options - Options that appear in a command field are command qualifiers. Their 
functions apply to the entire control statement. All option names must begin with a slash (/) that immediately 
follows the command name. Table A-l describes the command field options that are legal in BATCH and indicates 
the commands on which you can use them. Those option characters that appear in square brackets are optional. 
These are described in greater detail in the sections pertaining to the commands with which you use them. 
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NOTE 
All /NO options are the defaults, except the /WAIT 
option in the $MOUNT and $DISMOUNT commands 
and the /OBJECT option in the $LINK command. 

Table A-l Command Field Options 

Option 

/BAN [NER] 

Explanation 

Prints the header of the job on the log file. BATCH ~UOWS this option o&’ 
on the $JOB command. 

/NOBAN [NER] 

/Cm PI 

Does not print a job header. 

Produces a cross reference listing during compilation; BATCH allows this 
option only on the $MACRO command. 

/NOCRE [F] 

/DEL [ETE] 

Does not create a cross reference listing. 

Deletes input files after the operation completes. BATCH allows this option 
on the $COPY and $PRINT commands. 

/NODEL [ETE] 

/DOL [LARS] 

Does not delete input files after operation completes. 

The data following this command can have a $ in the first character position 
of a line. BATCH allows this option on the $CREATE, $DATA, $FORTRAN, 
and $MACRO commands. BATCH terminates reading data when you use 
one of the following commands or when it encounters a physical end-of-file 
on the BATCH input stream: 

*JOE 
$SEQUENCE 
$EOD 
$EOJ 

/NODOL [LARS] Following data cannot have a $ in the first character position; a $ in the first 
character position signifies a BATCH control command. 

/LIB [RARY] Includes the default library in the link operation. BATCH allows this option 
on the $LINK and $MACRO commands. 

/NOLIB [RARY] 

/LIS PI 

Does not include the default library in the link operation. 

Produces a temporary listing file (see Section A.23 on the listing device 
(LST:) or writes data images on the log device (LOG:). BATCH allows 
this option on the $BASIC, $CREATE, $DATA, $FORTRAN, $JOB, 
and $MACRO commands. When you use /LIST on the $JOB command, 
/LIST sends data lines in the job stream to the log device (LOG:). 

/NOLIS [T] 

FrM 

Does not produce a temporary listing file. 

Produces a temporary link map on the listing device (LST:). BATCH allows 
this option on the $FORTRAN, $LINK, and $MACRO commands. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table A-l (Cont.) Command Field Options 

Option 

/NOMAP 

/OBJ [ECT] 

Explanation 

Does not create a MAP file. 

Produces a temporary object file as output from compilation or assembly 
(see Section A.2.5). BATCH allows this option on the $FORTRAN, $LINK, 
and $MACRO commands. When you use /OBJECT on $LINK, BATCH 
includes temporary files in the link operation. 

/NOOBJ [ECT] Does not produce an object file as output of compilation; with $LINK, does 
not include temporary files in the link operation. 

/RTll Sets BATCH to operate in RT-11 mode (see Section AS). BATCH allows 
this option only on the $JOB command. 

/NORTll 

IRuN 

Does not set BATCH to operate in RT-11 mode. 

Links (if necessary) and executes programs compiled since the last “link-and- 
go” operation or start of job. BATCH allows this option on the $BASIC, 
SFORTRAN, $LINK, and $MACRO commands. 

/NORUN Does not execute or link and execute the program after performing the 
specified command. 

/TIM PI Writes the time of day to the log file when BATCH executes. BATCH allows 
this option only on the $JOB command. 

/NOTIM [E] 

/WI [QUEI 

Does not write the time of day to the log file. 

Checks for unique spelling of options and keynames (see Section A.4.13). 
BATCH allows this option only on the $JOB command. 

/NOuNI [QUEI 

/WA1 [Tl 

Does not check for unique spelling. 

Pauses for operator action. BATCH allows this option on the $DISMOUNT, 

$MESSAGE, and $MOUNT commands. 

/NOWAI [T] 

/WM PI 

Does not pause for operator action. 

Indicates that the operator is to WRITE ENABLE a specified device or 
volume. BATCH allows this option only on the $MOUNT command. 

/NOWRI [TE] Indicates that no writes are allowed or that the specified volume is read-only; 
informs the operator, who must WRITE LOCK the appropriate device. 

A.2.2 Specification Fields 
Specification fields immediately follow command fields in a BATCH control statement. Use them to name the 
devices and files involved in the command. You must separate these fields from the command field, and from each 
other, by blanks or spaces. 
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If a specification field contains more than one file to be used in the same operation, separate the fields by a plus (+) 
sign. For example, to assemble files Fl and F2 to produce an object file F3 and a temporary listing file, type: 

$MACRO/LIST FltFWSOURCE FYS/OB,JECT 

If you need to repeat a command for more than one field specification, separate the files by a comma (,). For 
example, the following command assembles Fl to produce F2, a temporary listing file, and a map file F3. It then 
assembles F4 and F5 to produce F6 and a temporary listing file. 

BMACRO/LIST Fl/SOURCE FZ/OBJECT FJ/MAF’~ F4tFS/SOURCE-. 
FWOHJECT 

Note that the command field options apply to the entire line, but the specification field options apply only to the 
field they follow. 

Depending on the command you use, specification fields can contain a device specification, file specification, or an 
arbitrary ASCII string. You can use an appropriate specification field option (see Table A-3) with any of these three 
items. 

A.2.2.1 Physical Device Names - Represent each device in an RT-11 BATCH specification field with a standard 
2- or 3-character device name. Table 3-l in Chapter 3 lists each name and its related device. If you do not specify a 
unit number for devices that have more than one unit, BATCH assumes unit 0. 

In addition to the permanent names shown in Table 3-1, you can assign logical device names to devices. A logical 
device name takes precedence over a physical name, thus providing device independence. With this feature, you do 
not need to rewrite a program that is coded to use a specific device if the device is unavailable. For example, DK: is 
normally assigned to the system device, but you can assign that name to diskette unit 1 (DXl :) with an RT-11 
monitor ASSIGN command. 

You must assign certain logical names prior to running any BATCH job. BATCH uses these logical names as default 
devices. These names are: 

LOG: BATCH log device (cannot be magtape or cassette) 
LST: Default device for listing files generated by BATCH stream. 

The following are not legal device names in RT-11; if you use them, the operator must assign them as logical names 
with the ASSIGN command. You can use these names in BATCH streams written for other DIGITAL systems. 

DF: Fixed-head disk (RF). 
LL: Line printer with upper case and lower case characters. 
M7: 7-track magtape. 
M9: 9-track magtape. 
PS: Public storage (DK: as assigned by RT-11). 

Refer to Sections 4.3 and A.7.1 for instructions on assigning logical names to devices. 

A.2.2.2 File Specifications - You can reference files symbolically in a BATCH control statement with a name 
of up to six alphanumeric characters followed, optionally, by a period and a file type of three alphanumeric charac- 
ters. Tabs and embedded spaces are not allowed in either the file name or file type. The file type generally indicates 
the format of a file. It is a good practice to conform to the standard file types for RT-11 BATCH. If you do not 
specify a file type for an output file, BATCH and most other RT-11 system programs assign appropriate default file 
types. If you do not specify a file type for an input file, the system searches for that file name with a default file 
type. Table A-2 lists the standard file types used in RT-I 1 BATCH. 
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Table A-2 File Types 

File Type 

.BAS 

.BAT 

.CTL 

.CTT 

.DAT 

.DIR 

.FOR 

.LST 

.LOG 

MAC 

.MAP 

.OBJ 

.sou 

.SAV 

Explanation 

BASIC source file (BASIC input) 

BATCH command file 

BATCH control file generated by the BATCH compiler. 

BATCH temporary file generated by the BATCH compiler. 

BASIC or FORTRAN data file 

Directory listing file 

FORTRAN IV source file (FORTRAN input) 

Listing file 

BATCH log file 

MACRO source file (MACRO or SRCCOM input) 

Link map output from $LINK operation 

Object file output from compilation or assembly 

Temporary source file 

$RUNable file or program image output from $LINK 

A.2.2.3 Wildcard Construction - You can use wildcards in certain BATCH control statements (such as, $COPY, 
$CREATE, $DELETE, $DIRECTORY, $PRINT). You can use the asterisk as a wildcard to designate the entire file 
name or file type. See Chapter 4, Section 4.2, for a complete description of the wild card construction. 

NOTE 
You cannot use embedded wildcards (* or $%) in BATCH 
control statements. However, you can use them in the key- 
board monitor commands if you use the RT-11 mode of 
BATCH. 

A.2.2.4 Specification Field Options - Specification field options follow file specifications in a BATCH control 
statement and designate how the file is to be used. These options apply only to the field in which they appear. Option 
names begin with a slash. The specification field options legal in RT-11 BATCH are listed in Table A-3. Optional 
characters in the option names are in square brackets. 
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Table A-3 Specification Field Options 

Option 

/BAS [ICI 

/EXE [CUTABLE] 

/FOR [TRAN] 

/mP WI 

/LIB [RARY] 

/LIS PI 

/LOG [ICAL] 

/MAC WI 

FlM 

/OBJ [ECT] 

/OUT [PUT] 

pHY [SICAL] 

/SOU [RCE] 

/VID 

Explanation 

BASIC source file 

Indicates the executable program image file to be created as the result of a 
link operation 

FORTRAN source fde 

Input file; default if you specify no options 

Library file to be included in link operation (prior to default library) 

Listing file 

Indicates that the device is a logical device name; use in $DISMOUNT and 
$MOUNT commands 

MACRO source file 

Linker map file 

Object file (output of assembly or compilation) 

Output file 

Indicates physical device name 

Indicates source file 

Volume identification 

A.2.3 Comment Fields 
Comment fields, which document a BATCH stream, are identified by an exclamation point (!) appearing anywhere 
except the first character position in the control statement. BATCH treats any character following the ! and pre- 
ceding the carriage return/line feed combination as a comment. For example: 

1 

$l?UN PIP !DEl...ETE FILES ON DK: 

This command runs the RT-11 system program PIP. BATCH ignores the comment. 

You can also include comments as separate comment lines by typing a $ in character position 1, followed immedi- 
ately by the ! operator and the comment. For example: 

$!IZELETE FILES ON Ilk’: 

A.2.4 BATCH Character Set 
The RT-11 BATCH character set is limited to the 64 upper case characters (ASCII 40 through 137). The current 
ASCII set is assumed (character 137 is underscore and not left arrow, and character 136 is circumflex, not up-arrow). 
The BATCH job control language does not support any control characters other than tab, carriage return, and line 
feed. 
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Table A4 shows how BATCH normally interprets certain characters. Character interpretations are different if YOU 

use RT-11 mode (see Section AS). 

Character 

blank/space 

! 

,, 

$ 

. 

I 

o-9 

A-Z 

= 

\ 

+ 

Table A4 Character Explanation 

Explanation 

Specification field delimiter. It separates arguments in control statements. 
BATCH considers any string of consecutive spaces and tabs (except in quoted 
strings) as a blank (that is, equivalent to a single space). 

Comment delimiter. The input routine ignores all characters after the excla- 
mation point, up to the carriage return/line feed combination. 

Passes a text string containing delimiting characters where the normal 
precedence rules would create the wrong action. For example, use it to 
include a space in a volume identification (/VID). 

BATCH control statement recognition character. A dollar sign ($) in the 
first character position of a BATCH input stream line indicates that the line 
is a control statement. 

Delimiter for file type. 

Indicates line continuation if the character after the hyphen is one of the 
following: 

l A carriage return/line feed 
l Any number of spaces or tabs followed by a carriage return/line feed 
l A comment delimiter (!) 
l Spaces followed by a comment delimiter (!). 

If any other character follows the hyphen, the hyphen is assumed to be a 
minus sign indicating a negative value in an option. 

Precedes an option name. An alphanumeric string ,must immediately follow it. 

Numeric string components. 

Immediately follows a device name. You can also use it to separate an option 
name from its value or to separate an option value from its subvalue (you can 
use : interchangeably with = for this purpose). 

Alphabetic string components. 

Separates an option name from a value. 

Illegal character except when it precedes a directive to the BATCH run-time 
handler from the operator (see Section A.7.3). (To include \ in an RT-11 
mode command, use \\.) 

File delimiter. Separates multiple files in a single specification field. Also 
indicates a positive value in options. 

(Continued on next pag 
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Character 

, 

* 

CR/LF 

Table A4 (Cont .) Character Explanation 

Explanation 

Separates sets of arguments for which the command is to be repeated. 

A wildcard in utility command file specifications. 

Carriage return/line feed. It indicates end-of-line (or end of logical record) 
for records in the BATCH input stream. 

A.2.5 Temporary Files 
When you do not include field specifications in a BATCH command line, BATCH sometimes generates temporary 
files. For example, you can enter a $FORTRAN command that is followed in the BATCH stream by the FORTRAN 
source program as: 

$FORTRAN/RUN/OBJECT/LIST 
FORTRAN source program 

$EOD 

This command generates: 1) a temporary source file from the source statements that follow, 2) a temporary object 
fne, 3) a temporary listing file, and 4) a temporary memory image file. 

BATCH sends temporary files to the default device (DK:) or the listing device (LST:) according to their nature. 
If the device is file-structured, BATCH assigns file names and tile types as follows: 

nnnmmm.LST for temporary listing files (sent to LST:) 
MMlmm.MAP for temporary map files (sent to LST:) 
nnnppp.OBJ for temporary object files (sent to DK:) 
nm-rppp.SAV for temporary memory image files (sent to DK:) 
mmppp.SOU for temporary source files (sent to DK:) 

where : 

nnn represents the last three digits of the sequence number assigned to the job by the 
$SEQUENCE command (see Section A.4.22). Thus, a sequence number of 12345 
produces a file name beginning 345. If you do not use the $SEQUENCE command, 
BATCH sets nnn to 000. 

mmm 

PPP 

represents the number of listing (or map) files that BATCH generated since the 
BATCH run-time handler (BA.SYS) was loaded. The first such fne, listing or map, 
is 000. Each time BATCH generates a new temporary file, it increments the file 
name by 1. Thus, the second listing file produced under job sequence number 12345 
is 345001LST, and the first map file produced is 345000.MAF’. 

represents the number of object, memory image, or source files in the current 
BATCH run. The first such file (object, memory image, or source) is 000. Each 
time BATCH generates a new temporary file, it increments the file name by 1. 
BATCH resets these file names to 000 every time that you run BATCH and after 
every $LINK, $MACRO, or $FORTRAN command that uses the temporaries. 
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A.3 GENERAL RULES AND CONVENTIONS 
You must adhere to the following general rules and conventions associated with RT-11 BATCH processing. 

1. Always place a dollar sign ($) in the first character position of a command line. 
2. Each job must have a $JOB and $EOJ command (or card). 
3. You can spell out command and option names entirely or you can specify only the first three characters 

of the command and required characters of the option. 
4. Specify wildcard construction (*) only for the utility commands ($COPY, $CREATE, $DELETE, 

$DIRECTORY, and $PRINT) and for commands that normally accept wildcards in RT-11 mode. 
5. Include comments at the end of command lines or in a separate comment line. When you include comments 

in a command line, place them after the command but precede them by an exclamation mark. 
6. Include only 80 characters per control statement (card record), excluding multiple spaces, tabs, and 

comments. 
7. When you omit file specifications from BATCH commands and supply data in the BATCH stream, the 

system creates a temporary file with a default name (see Section A.2.5). 
8. You can use the RT-11 monitor type-ahead feature only with BATCH handler directives (see Section 

A.7.3) to be inserted into a BATCH program. No other terminal input (except input to a foreground pro- 
gram) can be entered while a BATCH stream is executing. 

9. You cannot use an indirect command file to call BATCH. 

A.4 BATCH COMMANDS 
Place BATCH commands in the input stream to indicate to the system which functions to perform in the job. All 
BATCH commands have a dollar sign ($) in the first character position (e.g., $JOB). Intervening spaces are not 
allowed in command names. The command name must always start in the first character position of the line (card 
column 1). 

BATCH commands are presented in alphabetical order in this chapter for ease of reference. However, if you are not 
familiar with BATCH, read the commands in a functional order as listed in Table A-5. The characters shown in 
square brackets are optional. 

Table A-5 BATCH Commands 

Command Section 

$SEQ [UENCE] A.4.22 

%JOB A.4.13 

$EOJ A.4.11 

$MOU[NT] A.4.18 

$DIS [MOUNT] A.4.9 

$FOR [TRAN] A.4.12 

$BAS [ICI A.4.1 

$MAC [RO] A.4.16 

$LIB[RARY] A.4.14 

Explanation 

Assigns an arbitrary identification number to a job. 

Indicates the start of a job. 

Indicates the end of a job. 

Signals the operator to mount a volume on a device and option- 
ally assigns a logical device name. 

Signals the operator to dismount a volume from a device and 
deassigns a logical device name. 

Compiles a FORTRAN source program. 

Compiles a BASIC source program. 

Assembles a MACRO source program. 

Specifies libraries that BATCH should use in link operations. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table A-5 (Cont.) BATCH Commands 

Command Section Explanation 

$LIN [K] A.4.15 Links modules for execution. 

SRUN A.4.2 1 Causes a program to execute. 

$CAL[L] A.4.2 Transfers control to another BATCH file, executes that BATCH 
file, and returns to the calling BATCH stream. 

$CHA[IN] A.4.3 Passes control to another BATCH file. 

$DAT[A] A.4.6 Indicates the start of data. 

SEOD A.4.10 Indicates the end of data. 

fms [SAGE] A.4.17 Issues a message to the operator. 

SCOP [Y] A.4.4 Copies files. 

SCRE [ATE] A.4.5 Creates new files from data included in the BATCH stream. 

SDEL [ETE] A.4.7 Deletes files. 

$DIR[ECTORY] A.4.8 Provides a directory of the specified device. 

$PRI [NT] A.4.19 Prints files. 

$RT[l l] A.4.20 Specifies that the following lines are RT-11 mode commands. 

For each command listed below, the term filespec represents a device name, a file name, and a file type. 

It has this form: 

dev:filnam.typ 

As a general rule, BATCH assumes device DK: if you omit a device specification. 

A.4.1 $BASIC Command 
The $BASIC command calls RT-11 single-user BASIC to execute a BASIC source program. The $BASIC command 
has the following syntax: 

$BASIC [/option . . .] [filespec/option] ] [!comments] 

where: 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $BASIC command. The options are as 
follows: 

/RUN indicates that BATCH should execute the source program. 

/NORUN indicates that BATCH should only compile the program, and send error 
messages to the log file. 
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filespec 

/option 

/LIST writes data images that are contained in the job stream to the log file 
(LOG:). 

/NOLIST writes data images to the log file only if you specify $JOB/LIST. 

indicates the name and type of the source file and the device on which it resides. If 
you omit the file type, BATCH assumes .BAS. If you omit this specification, the 
source statements must immediately follow the $BASIC command in the input 
stream. 

Terminate the source program after a $BASIC statement with either a $EOD command 
or with any other BATCH command that starts with a $ in the first position. 

indicates an option that can follow the source file name. BATCH assumes that any 
file name with no option appended is the name of a source file. This option can have 
one of the following values (or you can omit it): 

/BASIC indicates that the file name you specify is a BASIC source program. 

/SOURCE performs the same function as /BASIC. 

/INPUT performs the same function as /BASIC. 

You can follow the $BASIC command with the source program, legal BASIC commands (such as RUN), or data. 
The following two BATCH streams, for example, produce the same results. 

3EASIC $EASIC/HUN 
10 INPUT A 10 INPUT A 
20 F’RINT A 20 PRINT A 
30 ENII 30 ENII 
FUJN $IlATA 
123 :L 23 
BEOIl $EOD 

A.42 $CALL Command 
The $CALL command transfers control to another BATCH control file, temporarily suspending execution of the 
current control file. BATCH executes the called file until it reaches $EOJ or until the job aborts; control then re- 
turns to the statement following the $CALL in the originating BATCH control file. You can nest calls up to 3 1 
levels. BATCH includes the log file for the called file in the log file for the originating BATCH program. (See NOTE 
following the $EOJ command.) 

The syntax of the $CALL command is: 

$CALL Iilespec [!comments] 

BATCH does not permit options in the $CALL command. BATCH saves $JOB command options across a $CALL; 
however, they do not apply to the called BATCH file. If you specify .CTL as the file type, BATCH assumes a pre- 
compiled BATCH control file. If you do not specify a file type, BATCH assumes .BAT and compiles the called 
BATCH stream before execution. 
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NOTE 
If the called program generates temporary files, those tiles 
can supersede currently existing temporary files if the two 
jobs have the same sequence number. For example, con- 
sider the following two BATCH streams: 

$FOR/OBJ A $FOR/OEJ A 
$FOR/OB.J E !KALL c 
$LINK/RUN $FOR/OHJ 13 

$L INKAUJN 

The called BATCH file (C.BAT) contains the following: 

$JOB 
$FOR/ORJ Al 
$FOR/OBJ Bl 
$LINK/RUN 
BEOJ 

The temporary object files that C.BAT generates change the 
behavior of the previous two BATCH statement sequences. 
The first temporary file created by C.BAT (OOOOOO.OBJ) 
supersedes the temporary file produced by the first 
$FORTRAN command (OOOOOO.OBJ). Avoid this situation 
by giving the BATCH job C.BAT a unique sequence number 
(see Section A.4.22). 

A.4.3 $CHAIN Command 
The $CHAIN command transfers control to a named BATCH control tile but does not return to the input stream 
that executed the $CHAIN command. The syntax of the $CHAIN command is: 

$CHAIN filespec [ !comments] 

BATCH does not permit options in the $CHAIN command. If you specify .CTL as the file type, BATCH assumes a 
precompiled BATCH control file. If you do not specify a file type, BATCH assumes .BAT and compiles the chained 
BATCH stream before execution. 

A $EOJ command should always follow the SCHAIN command in the BATCH stream. 

NOTE 
The values of BATCH run-time variables remain constant 
across a $CALL, $CHAIN, or return from call. See Section 
A.5.2.2 for a description of these variables. 

Use the $CHAIN command to transfer control to programs that you need to run only once at the end of a BATCH 
stream. For example, you could use the following BATCH program (PRINT.BAT) to print and then delete all tem- 
porary listing fdes generated during the current BATCH job. 

$JOE !PRINT ALL LIST FILES 
$PRINT/DELETE f,LST 
$EOJ 
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You could then run PRINT.BAT with the $CHAIN command as follows: 

4JOB 
$MACR0/RUN A ALST/LIST 
$MACRO/RUN B BLST/LIS’l 
$CHAIN PRINT 
$EOJ 

A.4.4 $COPY Command 
The $COPY command copies tiles in image mode from one device to another. You can use the wildcard construc- 
tion (see Section A.2.2.3) in the input and output file specifications. You can concatenate several input files to form 
one output file (as long as the output specification does not contain a wildcard). The $COPY command has the fol- 
lowing syntax: 

$COPY [/option] output-frlespec [ . . . , output-filespec] /OUTPUT- 
input-filespec[ . . . , input-filespec] [/INPUT] [!comments] 

where: 

/option indicates options that you can append to the $COPY command. 

/DELETE deletes input files after the copy operation. 

/NODELETE does not delete input files after the copy operation. 

output-filespec represents an output file. You must specify a file type. 

/OUTPUT indicates that a file specification is for an output file. 

input-filespec represents a file to be copied. 

BATCH copies files to the output file in the order that you list them (except when 
you use wildcards). 

/INPUT indicates that a file specification is for an input file. If you do not specify an option, 
BATCH assumes INPUT. 

The following are examples of the $COPY command: 

$C:OF'Y *. EMS/OUTPUT DTl : t . BAS 

This command copies all files with the file type .BAS from the DECtape on unit 1 to the default storage device DK: . 

BCOF’Y FILEZ,FOR/01.JTF’IJT FILEO~FORtFILEX.FOR 

This command merges the input files FILEO.FOR and FILE1 .FOR to form one file called FILE2.FOR and stores 
FILE2.FOR on device DK: . 

$COF'Y t . S/OUT X:tTO : t . FOR I DTl : * + */OUT KIT0 : t . t 

This command copies all files with the file type .FOR from DTO: to DK: and all files on DTO: to DTI:. 
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A.4.5 $CREATE Command 
The $CREATE command generates a file from data records that follow the $CREATE command in the input stream. 
An error occurs if the data does not immediately follow the $CREATE command. You cannot precede the data 
records with a $DATA command. 

You can follow the $CREATE data with a $EOD command to signify the end of data, or you can use any other 
BATCH control statement to indicate end of data and initiate a new function. The $CREATE command has the 
following syntax: 

$CREATE[/option . . .] filespec [!comments] 

where : 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $CREATE command. The options are: 

/DOLLARS indicates that the data following this command can have a $ in the 
first character position of a line. 

/NODOLLARS indicates that a $ cannot be in the first character position of a line. 

/LIST writes data image lines to the log file. 

/NOLIST does not write data image lines to the log file. If you specify $JOB/ 
LIST, BATCH ignores this option. 

filespec represents the fde you want to create. 

NOTE 
If you use the /DOLLARS option, you must follow the last 
data record with a $EOD command (see Table A-l). 

The following is an example of the $CREATE command: 

$CREATE/LIST PROG~FOR 
FORTRAN source file 

3EOD 

The data records following the $CREATE command become a new file (PROG.FOR) on the default device (DM:). 
BATCH generates a listing on logical device LOG:. 

A.4.6 $DATA Command 
Use the $DATA command to include data records in the input stream. Data you include in this manner needs no file 
name. BATCH transfers the data to the appropriate program as though it were input from the console terminal. For 
example, you can follow the $RUN command for a particular program by a $DATA command and the data records 
for the program to process. The data records must be valid data for the program that is to use them. 

The $DATA command has the following syntax: 

$DATA[/option . . .] [!comments] 

Four options that you can use with the $DATA command are as follows: 

/DOLLARS indicates that the data following this command can have a $ in the first character 
position of a line. 
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/NODOLLARS indicates that a $ cannot be in the first character position of a line. 

/LIST writes data image lines to the log file. 

/NOLIST does not write data images to the log file. If you specify $JOB/LIST, BATCH ignores 
this option. 

NOTE 
Any command beginning with a $ normally follows the last 
data record. However, if you specify $DATA/DOLLARS, 
you must follow the last data record with $EOD. 

The following example shows data entered into a BASIC program (TEST1 .BAS). 

$RASIC/RUN TESTl,BAS 
BDATA 
25~75~125,146 
180~210~520~874 
$EOD 

A.4.6.1 Using $DATA with FORTRAN Programs - When you use the $DATA command to provide input to a 
FORTRAN program, you must insert a CTRL/Z into the BATCH file after the last data line and before $EOD (or 
before the next BATCH command if you do not use $EOD). This procedure permits FORTRAN to properly detect 
an end-of-file after it reads the last data line. For example: 

$FORTRAN/RUN A.FOR 
$ifiATA 
1. 

2 
3 
-zm<LF) 
$EOD 
8RUN PIP 

The above program reads three numbers from the input stream and then detects an end-of-file when it attempts to 
read a fourth number. If you include an END=n statement in your FORTRAN program, statement n gets control 
when the end-of-file is detected. If the CTRL/Z <RET) (LF) is not present, the program aborts when it reaches $EOD 
and never executes the END=n statement. 

A.4.7 $DELETE Command 
Use the $DELETE command to delete files from the device you specify. This command has the syntax: 

$DELETE fiespec [. . . , frlespec] [!comments] 

where: 

filespec represents the name of a file to be deleted. 

The following example deletes all files named TEST1 on the default device DK: . 

BDELETE TEST1.f 
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The following example deletes all files with .FOR file types on DTl :, then deletes all files with .MAC file types on 
DK:. 

%DELETE DTl:I.FORvt+MAC 

A.43 $DIRECTORY Command 
The $DIRECTORY command outputs a directory of the device you specify to a listing file. If you do not specify 
a listing file, the listing goes to the BATCH log file. This command has the syntax: 

$DIRECTORY [frlespec/LIST] [fiespec[ . . . , filespec] ] [/INPUT] [!comments] 

where : 

filespec/LIST indicates the name of the directory listing tile. 

filespec/INPUT indicates the input fdes to be included in the directory (default). 

The following are examples of the $DIRECTORY command: 

$DIRECTORY 

This command outputs a directory of the device DK: to the BATCH log file. 

ODIRECTORY FOR+DIR/LIST f,FOR 

This command creates a directory file (FOR.DIR) on the device DK:. The directory contains the names, lengths, 
and dates of creation of all FORTRAN source files on the device DK: . 

A.4.9 $DISMOUNT Command 
The $DISMOUNT command removes the logical device name assigned by a $MOUNT command. When BATCH 
encounters $DISMOUNT while executing a job, it prints the entire $DISMOUNT command line on the console 
terminal, This message tells the operator which device to unload. This command has the syntax: 

$DISMOUNT[/option] logical-device-name: [/LOGICAL] [!comments] 

where: 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $DISMOUNT command. The options are: 

/WAIT indicates that the job must pause until the operator enters a 
response. If you do not specify either /WAIT or /NOWAIT, 
BATCH assumes /WAIT. BATCH rings a bell at the terminal, 
prints the physical device name to be dismounted followed by a 
question mark (?), and waits for a response. (At this point you can 
enter input to the BATCH handler. See Section A.7.3.) 

/NOWAIT does not pause for operator response, BATCH prints the physical 
device name to be dismounted. 

logical-device-name : is the logical device name to be deassigned from the physical device. 

/LOGICAL identifies the device specification as a logical device name. 
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The following example instructs the operator to dismount the physical device with the logical device name OUT: 
and removes the logical assignment of device OUT:. In this example, OUT: is DTO: . The operator dismounts DTO: 
and then types a carriage return. 

$BISMOUNT/WAIT OUT:/LOGICAL 
DTO? 

A.4.10 $EOD Command 
The $EOD command indicates the end-of-data record or the end of a source program in the job stream. The syntax 
of this command is: 

$EOD [ ! comments] 

The $EOD command can signal the end of data associated with any of the following commands: 

$BASIC 
$CREATE 
$DATA 
$FORTRAN 
$MACRO 

In the following example, the $EOD command indicates the end of a source program that is to be compiled, linked, 
and executed. 

$FClRTRAN/RUN 
source program 

$EOD 

A.4.11 $EOJ Command 
The $EOJ command indicates the end of a job. This command must be the last statement in every BATCH job. The 
command has the following syntax: 

$EOJ [!comments] 

If BATCH encounters a $JOB command, a $SEQUENCE command, or a physical end-of-file in the input stream before 
$EOJ, an error message appears in the log file. 

NOTE 
Make sure that the $EOJ command is the last line in a .BAT 
file. 

A.4.12 $FORTRAN Command 
The $FORTRAN command calls the FORTRAN compiler to compile a source program. Optionally, this command 
can provide printed listings or list files and can produce a link map in the listing. The $FORTRAN command has the 
following syntax: 

$FORTRAN[/option . . .] [source-filespec[/option] ] [fdespec/OBJECT] [filespec/LIST] - 
[filespec/EXECUTE] [tilespec/MAP] [filespec/LIBRARY] [!comments] 

where: 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $FORTRAN command. The options are 
as follows: 
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/NORUN 

/OBJECT 

/NOOBJECT 

/LIST 

/NOLIST 

/MM 

/NOMAP 

/DOLLARS 

/NODOLLARS 

indicates that FORTRAN is to compile the source program, link it 
with the default library, and execute it. The default library is 
SYSLIB.OBJ. You can change it with the $LIBRARY command. 

compiles the program only. 

produces a temporary object tile. 

does not produce a temporary object file. 

produces a list tile on the listing device &ST:). 

does not produce a list file. 

produces a link map on the listing device (LST:). 

does not create a MAP file. 

indicates that the data following this command can have a $ in the 
first character position of a line. 

indicates that a $ cannot be in the first character position of a line. 

/option 

source-filespec indicates the device, file name, and file type of the FORTRAN source file. If you do 
not specify the tile name, the $FORTRAN source statements must immediately fol- 
low the $FORTRAN command in the input stream; BATCH generates a temporary 
source file that it deletes after FORTRAN compiles the temporary source file (see 
Section A.2.5). 

You can terminate the source program included after a $FORTRAN statement by 
either a $EOD command or by any other BATCH command. If, however, you use 
dollar signs in the first position in the source program, you must enter the source pro- 
gram with $CREATE/DOLLARS. In this case, you cannot use $FORTRAN/DOLLARS. 

represents an option that can have one of the following values: 

/FORTRAN indicates that the file name you specify is a FORTRAN source pro- 
gram. BATCH assumes that any file name with no option appended 
is the name of a source file. 

fiiespec/OBJECT 

/SOURCE performs the same function as /FORTRAN. 

/INPUT performs the same function. as /FORTRAN. 

indicates the device, tile name, and tile type of the object fde produced by compila- 
tion. The object file remains on the device you specify after the job finishes. You must 
follow the object file specification, if you include it, by the /OBJECT option. 

If you omit the object file specification but specify $FORTRAN/OBJECT, BATCH 
creates a temporary object file. BATCH includes this temporary file -in any $LINK 
operations that follow it in the job, and deletes it after the link operation. 
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filespec/LIST 

filespec/EXECUTE 

filespec/MAP 

filespec/LIBRARY 

indicates the name you assign to the list file created by the compiler. BATCH does 
not automatically print the list fne if you assign LST: to a file-structured device, but 
you can list it using the $PRINT command. Follow the list file specification by the 
/LIST option. 

indicates the name you assign to a memory image file. Follow the memory image file 
specification by the /EXECUTE option. If you do not include this field, BATCH 
generates a temporary memory image file (see Section A.2.5) and then deletes the 
temporary file. 

indicates the name you assign to the link map tile created by the linker. Follow the 
map specification by the /MAP option. 

indicates that BATCH must include the file you specify in the link procedure as a 
library before SYSLIB.OBJ. The file must be a library file (produced by the RT-11 
librarian). Follow the library specification by the /LIBRARY option. 

The following are examples of $FORTRAN commands: 

$FORTRAN/RUN PROGA.FOR 

This command calls FORTRAN to compile and execute a source program named PROGA.FOR. 

BFORTRAN/NOOEJ/LIST 
source program 

$EOIl 

This command sequence compiles the FORTRAN program but does not produce an object file. BATCH creates a 
temporary listing file on LST:. 

NOTE 
See Section A.4.6.1 for instructions on using the SDATA 
command with FORTRAN programs. 

A.4.13 $JOB Command 
The $JOB command indicates the beginning of a job. Each job must have its own $JOB command. This command 
has the following syntax: 

$JOB[/option . . . ] [!comments] 

BATCH allows the following options in the $JOB command: 

/BANNER prints a header (a repetition of the $JOB command) on the log file. 

/NOBANNER does not print a job header. 

/LIST writes data image lines that are contained in the job stream to the log file. 

/NOLIST writes data image lines to the log file only when a /LIST option exists on a $BASIC, 
$CREATE, or $DATA command that has data lines following it. 

/RTl 1 if no $ appears in column 1 when BATCH expects one, BATCH assumes that the line 
or card is an RT-11 mode command (see Section A.5). 
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/NORT 11 does not process RT-11 mode commands. 

/TIME writes the time of day to the log file when BATCH executes command lines (except 
$DATA command lines). 

/NOTIME does not write the time of day. 

/UNIQUE checks for unique spelling of options and keynames. When you use this option, you 
can abbreviate commands and options to the least number of characters that still 
make their names unique. For example, you can abbreviate the /DOLLARS option to 
/DO since no other option begins with the characters DO. 

/NOUNIQUE checks only for normal option and keyname spellings. 

End each job with a $EOJ command if you want to run it. If an input stream consists of more than one job, BATCH 
automatically terminates one job when it encounters the $JOB command for the next job. BATCH will never run a 
job terminated with another $JOB command; an error message will appear in the log. 

The following $JOB command writes the time of day to the log file before BATCH executes each command beginning 
with a $. It also accepts unique abbreviations of BATCH commands and options. 

$JOE/TIME/UNIQUE 

A.4.14 $LIBRARY Command 
The $LIBRARY command lets you specify a list of library files that will be included in FORTRAN links or with 
other link operations that have the /LIBRARY option. By default, the list of libraries contains only SYSLIB.OBJ, 
the RT-11 system library. This command has the syntax: 

$LIBRARY filespec [ !comments] 

or 

$LIBRARY ftlespec+SYSLIB [!comments] 

where: 

filespec represents a library file; the default file type is .OBJ. 

SYSLIB is the RT-11 system library that you create at system generation. 

Libraries are linked in order of their appearance in the $LIBRARY command. 

The following example shows two libraries (LIB1 .OBJ and LIBZ.OBJ) that are included in FORTRAN links before 
SYSLIB.OBJ. 

BLIRRARY LIB1 .OB..JtL..IB2.OH,JtSYSLTh.[nBJ 

A.4.15 $LINK Command 
Use the $LINK command to produce memory image files from object files. This command links the files you specify 
(if any) with all temporary object files created since the last link or link-and-go operation (if any). 

Temporary object files are those files you create as a result of a $FORTRAN or $MACRO command without naming 
an object file (with the /OBJECT option) or suppressing an object file (with the /NOOBJECT option). Create perma- 
nent object files by using the /OBJECT option on a $FORTRAN or $MACRO file descriptor. 
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BATCH links files in the following order: 

1. First, it links temporary files in the order in which they were compiled. 
2. Then, it links permanent files in the order in which they are specified in the $LINK command. 
3. If the $LINK command specifies a library, BATCH links it next, providing that unresolved references 

remain. 
4. If you specify $LINK/LIBRARY, BATCH searches and links the default library list. 

The syntax for this command is: 

$LINK[/option . . . ] [filespec/OBJECT] [filespec/LIBRARY] [filespec/MAP] [filespec/EXECUTE] - 
[!comments] 

where : 

/option indicates an option that you can append to the $LINK command. The options are 
as follows: 

/LIBRARY 

/NOLIBRARY 

IMAP 

/NOMAP 

/OBJECT 

does not include the default libraries. 

produces a temporary load map on the listing device (LST:). 

does not produce a map file. 

includes temporary object files in the link. If you specify neither 
/OBJECT nor /NOOBJECT, BATCH assumes $LINK/OBJECT. 

/NOOBJECT 

/RUN 

does not include temporary files in the link. 

executes the memory image files associated with this $LINK com- 
mand when the link is complete. 

/NORUN only links the program and does not execute it. 

includes the RT-11 system library (SYSLIB.OBJ) and any default 
libraries specified in the $LIBRARY command in this $LINK opera- 
tion. Use this option when the files being linked do not include any 
temporary FORTRAN object files. You can also use it when you 
specify $FORTRAN without the /RUN or /MAE option, but you 
want to search the default library list for unresolved references. 

fllespec/OBJECT indicates the name of the object file BATCH must link. If you do not specify 
/OBJECT, BATCH assumes it as the default. 

filespec/LIBRARY indicates that the file you specify is to be included in the link procedure as a library. 
The file you specify must be a library file (produced by the RT-11 librarian). 

filespec/MAF’ 

fllespec/EXECUTE 

indicates the load map file BATCH must create as a result of the $LINK command. 

indicates the memory image fde BATCH must create as a result of the $LINK 
command. 
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The following are examples of the $LINK command: 

$LINti/RUN 

This command links all temporary object files created since the last $LINK command or the last $FORTRAN/OBJ 
or $MACRO/OBJ command. 

$LINK/MAP PROGl,OEJtPRGGZ.OHJ/O~J FROGA.SAU/EXE 

This command links the temporary files and the object files PROGl .OBJ and PROG2.OBJ to form a memory image 
file named PROGA.SAV. It also creates and outputs a temporary map file. 

A.4.16 $MACRO Command 
The $MACRO command calls the MACRO assembler to assemble a source program and, optionally, to provide 
printed listings or list files. You must specify MACRO listing directives, if any, in the source program. You cannot 
enter them at BATCH command level. 

The $MACRO command has the following syntax: 

$MACRO[/option . . .] [source-filespec[/option] ] [filespec/OBJECT] [filespec/LIST] - 
[filespec/MAP] [filespec/LIBRARY] [filespec/EXECUTE] [!comments] 

where : 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $MACRO command. The options are as 
follows: 

/RUN 

/NORUN 

/OBJECT 

/NOOBJECT 

/LIST 

/NOLIST 

/CREF 

/NOCREF 

/MM 

/NOMAP 

/DOLLARS 

assembles, links, and runs the source program. 

only assembles the source program. 

produces a temporary object file. 

does not produce a temporary object file. 

produces a listing file on the listing device (LST:). 

does not produce a list file. 

produces a cross reference listing during assembly. 

does not produce a cross reference listing during assembly. 

produces a link map as part of the listing file on LST: . 

does not create a MAP file. 

indicates that the data following this command can have a $ in the 
first character position of a line. 

indicates that a $ cannot be in the first character position of a line. 

includes the default library (SYSLIB.OBJ) in the link operation. 

/NODOLLARS 

/LIBRARY 
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source-filespec 

/option 

filespec/OBJECT 

filespec/LIST 

filespec/MAP indicates the file to which BATCH must output the storage map. 

filespec/LIBRARY indicates that BATCH must include the file you specify in the link procedure as a 
library. The /LIBRARY option must follow the library file specification. 

filespec/EXECUTE 

/NOLIBRARY does not include the default library in the link operation. 

indicates the name of the source file. If you do not specify a file name, the $MACRO 
source statements must immediately follow the $MACRO command in the input 
stream. 

You can terminate the source program you include after a $MACRO statement by 
either a $EOD command or by any other BATCH command. If, however, you include 
dollar signs in the first position in the source program, you must use the $CREATE/ 
DOLLARS command to enter the source program. In this case, you cannot use 
$MACRO/DOLLARS. 

can have one of the following values: 

/MACRO indicates that the file name you specify is a MACRO source pro- 
gram. BATCH assumes that any file name with no option appended 
is the name of a source file. 

/SOURCE performs the same function as /MACRO. 

/INPUT performs the same function as /MACRO. 

indicates the name you assign to the object file produced by compilation. The object 
file remains on the device you specify after the job finishes. If you include an object 
file specification, follow it with the /OBJECT option. 

If you omit the object file specification but specify $MACRO/OBJECT, BATCH 
creates a temporary object tile. BATCH also includes the temporary object file in any 
$LINK operations that follow the $MACRO command in the job, and deletes it after 
the link operation (see Section A.2.5). 

indicates the name you assign to the list file created by the assembler. BATCH does 
not automatically print the list file if you assign LST: to a file-structured device, but 
you can list it using the $PRINT command. The /LIST option must follow the list 
tile specification. 

indicates the name you assign to a memory image file. The /EXECUTE option must 
follow the memory image file specification. If you do not include this field but do use 
$MACRO/RUN, BATCH generates a temporary memory image file (see Section A.2.5) 
and runs it. 

The following $MACRO command assembles a program named PROGO.MAC and creates a temporary object file 
and a temporary listing file. 

9MACRO/LIST/OEJECT PROGO,MAC 
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A.417 $MESSAGE Command 
Use the $MESSAGE command to issue a message to the operator at the console terminal. It provides a means for 
the job to communicate with the operator. The $MESSAGE command has the syntax: 

$MESSAGE[/option] message [!comments] 

where : 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $MESSAGE command. The options are: 

/WAIT indicates that the job is to pause until the operator either types a 
carriage return to continue or enters commands to the BATCH 
handler followed by a carriage return (see Section A.7.3). 

/NOWAIT does not pause for operator response. 

message is a string of characters that must fit on one console line. BATCH prints the message 
on the console. 

For example, if you include the following message in the input stream: 

$MESSAGE/WAIT MOUNT SCRATCH TAPE ON MTO: 

The message: 

MOUNT SCRATCH TAPE ON MTO: 
7 

appears on the console terminal and a bell sounds. The operator mounts the tape and types carriage return to allow 
further processing of the job. (See Section A.7.3 for operator interaction with BATCH.) 

NOTE 
BATCH compresses multiple spaces and tabs in BATCH 
command lines; therefore, attempts to format $MESSAGE 
output with tabs or spaces do not provide you with the 
desired results. 

A.4.18 $MOUNT Command 
The $MOUNT command assigns a logical device name and other characteristics to a physical device. When BATCH 
encounters $MOUNT during the execution of a job, it prints the entire $MOUNT command line on the console 
terminal to notify the operator which volume to use. 

The $MOUNT command has the syntax: 

$MOUNT[/option . . . ] physical-device-name: [/PHYSICAL] [/VID=x] 
[logical-device-name:/LOGICAL] [!comments] 

where : 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $MOUNT command. The options are: 

/WAIT indicates that the job is to pause until the operator enters a response. 
If you do not specify either /WAIT or /NOWAIT, BATCH assumes 
/WAIT. BATCH rings a bell, prints the physical device name and a 
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question mark (?), and waits for a response. (The response can 
consist of input for the BATCH handler; see Section A.7.3.) 

/NOWAIT does not pause for operator response. BATCH prints the name of 
the physical device to be mounted. 

/WRITE tells the operator to WRITE ENABLE the volume. 

/NOWRITE tehs the operator to WRITE PROTECT the volume. 

physical-device-name is required and specifies the physical device name and an optional unit number fol- 
lowed by a colon (for example, DXl :). If you specify a device name without a unit 
number, the operator can enter one in response to the question mark printed by the 
$MOUNT command. If you want the operator to supply a unit number, do not use 
the /NOWAIT option because it assumes unit 0. 

/PHYSICAL 

/VID=X 

/VID=“x” 

identifies the device specification as a physical unit specification. If you do not spec- 
ify either /PHYSICAL or /LOGICAL, BATCH assumes /PHYSICAL. 

provides volume identification. The volume identification is the name physically 
attached to the volume. Include it to help the operator locate the volume. Use this 
option only on the physical device file specification. If x contains spaces, specify it 
as “x”. 

NOTE 
This volume identification is only a visual check for the 
operator. Make this volume identification match the 
visual label on the volume, not the volume identification 
that you wrote onto the volume at initialization time with 
the INITIALIZE/VOLUMEID command. 

logical-device-name/LOGICAL 
is required to identify the logical device name, if any, you assign to the device. The 
/LOGICAL option must follow the logical device name specification. 

The following command instructs the operator to select a DECtape unit and mount DECtape volume BAT01 on 
that unit, WRITE ENABLED. It informs the operator by printing: 

'&MOUNT/WAIT/WRITE DT:/'JID=BATOl 2:/LOGTCAL 
KIT? 

The operator selects a unit, mounts DECtape volume BATOl, WRITE ENABLED, and responds to the question 
mark by typing the unit number (such as 1) followed by a carriage return. BATCH assigns logical device name 2 to 
the physical device (in this case DTl :) and proceeds. 

If no unit number response is necessary, as this command shows, 

$MOUNT/WAXT/WRITE fiT1: 2:/LClGICAl.. 
DTl? 

the operator responds with a carriage return after mounting the DECtape and WRITE ENABLING the device. 
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A.4.19 $PRINT Command 
Use the $PRINT command to print the contents of the files you specify on the listing device (LST:). This command 
has the syntax: 

$PRINT[/option] filespec [. . . ,filespec] [/INPUT] [!comments] 

where: 

/option indicates an option you can append to the $PRINT command. The options are: 

/DELETE deletes input files after printing. 

/NODELETE does not delete input files after printing. 

filespec represents a file to be printed. 

/INPUT indicates that the file is an input file; BATCH assumes /INPUT if you omit it. 

The following command prints a listing of files with file type .MAC that are stored on default device DK: . 

WRINT t.MAC 

The following example creates listing files for the programs A and B, prints the listing files, and then deletes them. 

3MACRO A.MAC A/LIST 
WICICRO E(.MAC E/LIST 
$PRINT/BELETE A.LSTvB.LST 

A.4.20 $RTll Command 
The $RTl 1 command allows the BATCH job to communicate directly with the RT-11 system. DIGITAL recommends 
that you use RT-11 mode if you use BATCH. This command puts BATCH in RT-11 mode until BATCH encounters 
a line beginning with $. In RT-11 mode, BATCH interprets all data images as commands to the RT-11 monitor, to 
RT-11 system programs, or to the BATCH run-time system. The $RTl 1 command has the syntax: 

$RTll [!comments] 

See Section A.5 for a complete description of the RT-11 mode. 

A.4.21 $RUN Command 
The $RUN command executes a program for which a memory image file (.SAV) was previously created. It can also 
run RT-11 system programs. 

The $RUN command has the syntax: 

$RUN filespec [ !comments] 

where: 

filespec represents the file to be executed. If you omit the file type, BATCH assumes .SAV. 
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For example, you can run DIR to print a directory listing: 

$RUN DIR 
$DATA 
LF’ : =DK : /L 
$EOD 

A.4.22 $SEQUENCE Command 
The $SEQUENCE command is an optional command. If you use it, it must immediately precede a $JOB command. 
The $SEQUENCE command assigns a job an arbitrary identification number. BATCH assigns the last three charac- 
ters of a sequence number as the first three characters of a temporary listing or object file (see Section A.2.5). If a 
sequence number is less than three characters long, BATCH fills it with zeroes on the left. 

The syntax of this command is: 

$SEQUENCE id [!comments] 

where : 

id represents an unsigned decimal number that indicates the identification number of 
a job. 

The following are examples of the $SEQUENCE command: 

$SEQUENCE 3 !SEQUENCE NUMBER IS 003 
*JOE 

BSERUENCE 100 !SEQUETNCE NUMBER IS 100 
*JOE 

A.4.23 Sample BATCH Stream 
The following sample BATCH stream creates a MACRO program, assembles and links that program, and runs the 
memory image file. It then deletes the object, memory image, and source tiles it created and prints a directory of 
DK: showing the files the BATCH stream created. 

$JOE 
*MESSAGE THIS IS AN EXAMPLE BATCH STREAM 
SMESSAGE NOW CREATE A MACRO FROGRAM 
‘&CREATE/LIST EXAMPL.MAC 
*TITLE EXAMPL FOR BATCH 

. MCALL ,FRINTI,EXIT 
START : .FRINT QMESSAG 

.EXIT 
MESSAG : .ASCIZ /EXAMPLE MACRO PROGRAM FOR BATCH/ 

. END START 
$EOLS 
$MACRG EXAMFL EXAMPL/OEJECT EXAMPL/LIST ! ASSEMBLE 
SLINK EXAMF’L EXAMFL/EXECUTE ! ANII LINK 
$FRINT/DELETE EXAMFL . LST 
!&MESSAGE RIJN THE MACRO FROGRAM 
$RUN EXAMFL ! AND EXECUTE 
‘&DELETE EXAMFL~OEJtEXAMFL~SAUtEXAMFL~MAC 
BMESSAGE PRINT A DIRECTORY 
B1tIRECTORY DK : EXAMFL . t 
BMESSAGE END OF THE EXAMPLE BATCH STREAM 
$EOJ 
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To run this batch stream, type the following commands at the console. BATCH prints the messages. 

*ASSIGN 1-F’: LOG 
.ASSIGN LF:. LST 
. R BATCH 
fEXAMFL 

THIS IS AN EXAMPLE BATCH STREAM 
NOW CREATE A MACRO FROGRAH 
RUN THE MACRO FROGRAM 
PRINT A DIRECTORY 
END OF THE EXAMPLE BATCH STREAM 

END BATCH 
. 

The above sample BATCH stream produces the following log file on the line printer: 

NOTE 
The amount of free core and the directory format are variable. 

StIESSAGE THIS IS AN EXAHPLE RCITCH STREAM 

*MESSAGE NOW CREATE A HACRO PROG. 

*CREATE/LIST EXAMPL,HAC 

.TITLE EXAHPLE FOR RATCH 
. MCALL .PRINT,.EXIT 

START : .PRINT #MESSAG 
.EXIT 

HESSAG: .ASCIZ /EXAHPLE HACRO FROGRAH FOR BATCH/ 
. EVEN 
. END START 

0 

*MACRO EXAMFL EXAMPL/ORJECT EXAHPL/LIST ! ASSEMBLE 

ERRORS DETECTED: 0 

EXAMPLE FOR BATCH 

1 

M&CRC) ‘JO3.00 2i-JUN-77 00:05:29 PAGE 1 

.TITLE E:XAMPLE FOR HATCH 
t MCALL .FRINT,.EXIT 

START : .FRINT #MESSAG 
.EXIT 

130 101 MESSAG: .ASCIZ /EXAHFLE HACRO FROGRAM FOR HATC‘ 
120 114 
040 115 
103 133 Lb 
040 120 
117 107 
101 115 
106 117 
040 102 
124 103 
000 

. EVEN 

.END START 

i 000000 
4 000006 
5 000010 105 

000013 115 
000016 105 
000021 
000024 
000027 
000032 
000035 
000040 
000043 
000046 

6 
7 

101 
117 
122 
122 
040 
122 
101 
110 

000000’ 
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EXAMPLE FOR BATCH 
SYMBOL TABLE 

MACRO VO3.00 21-JUN-77 00:05:29 PAGE l-l 

MESSAG OOOOlOR STAKT OOOOOOR 

. ABSI 000000 000 
000050 001 

ERRORS DETECTED: 0 

VIRTUAL MEMORY USED: 508 WORDS ( 2 PAGES) 
DYNAMIC MEMORY AVAILCIBLE FOR 4G PAGES 
EXAMPLrEXAMPL=EXAMPL 

SLINK El:XAHF:‘L EXAMPL./EXEClJTE !AND LINK 

SPRINT/DELETE EXAMPL.LST 

SMESSAGE RUN THE MACRO PROGRAM 

SRUN EXAMPL 

EXAMPLE MACRO PROGRAM FOR BATCH 

! AND EXECUTE 

*DELETE EXAMPL.OBJtEXAtlPL.SAVtEX~MPL.MAC 

SMESSAGE PRINT A DIRECTORY 

*DIRECTORY DK:EXAMPL.$ 

21-JUN-77 
EXAHPL.EAK 2 14-JUN-77 EXAMPL.BAT 2 21-JUN-77 
EXAMPL.CTL 3 21-JUN-77 

3 FILES, 7 BLOCKS 
1903 FREE BLOCKS 

SMESSAGE END OF THE. EXAMPLE BATCH STREAM 

SEOJ 

A.5 RT-11 MODE 
RT-11 mode lets you enter commands to the RT-11 monitor or to system programs, and lets you create BATCI 
programs. You can enter RT-11 mode with either the $JOB/RTl 1 command or the $RTl 1 command. If you er 
RT-11 mode with the $JOB/RTl 1 command, RT-11 mode remains in effect until BATCH encounters the next 
command. If you enter RT-11 mode with the $RTl 1 command, RT-11 mode is in effect until BATCH encount 
a $ in the first position of the command line. 

The characters . , $, *, and tab or space appearing in the first position of a line (or card column 1) are control cl 
acters and indicate the following: 

command to the RT-11 monitor, such as 

,R PIP 

* data line; any line not intended to go to the RT-11 monitor or to the BATCH run 
handler, such as a command to the RT-11 PIP program: 

*FILEi *BAT/D 

NOTE 
BATCH does not pass the * as data to the program. 
Comment lines (!) cannot appear on data lines as 
BATCH would consider them as data. 
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$ BATCH command. It causes an exit from RT-11 mode if you entered RT-I 1 mode 
with the $RTll command. For example: 

$RTll ! ENTER fiT--li MODE 
,R PIP 
*FILE1 .DAT/D 
BFORTRAN ! LEAVE RT-i l. MODE 

space/tab separator to indicate a line directed to the BATCH run-time handler. This separator 
is indicated by a <TAB) in the following descriptions. 

AS.1 Communicating with RT-11 
The most common use of RT-11 mode is to send commands to the RT-11 monitor and to run system programs. 
For example, you can insert the following commands in the BATCH stream to run PIP and save backup copies of 
files on DECtape : 

$RTll 
+I3 PIP 
tDTi : t . t=t . FOR 

You must anticipate and include in the BATCH input stream responses that the called program requires, such as the 
Y response to DUP’s ARE YOU SURE? query. Place a line in your BATCH file consisting of Y and RETURN or use 
the DUP /Y option to suppress the query. For example: 

$RTll 
,INITIALIZE RKl: 
tY 

You can communicate directly with the RT-11 monitor by using the keyboard monitor commands that are described 
in Section 4.3. For example: 

8RTll 
+ DELETE/NOCWERY 11x1: t . MAC 

This command deletes all files with a file type of .MAC from device DXl : . 

You cannot mix BATCH standard commands with RT-11 mode data lines (lines beginning with an asterisk). For 
example, the proper way to do a $MOUNT within a sequence of RT-11 mode data commands is: 

$..JOB/RTlX 
.R MACRO 
tAl=Al 
*A~z,C+~ 
$MOlJNT DTO:/FHYSICAL 
,R MACRO 
W31=DT:B:L 
fB2-DT : E2 

AS.2 Creating RT-11 Mode BATCH Programs 
Advanced system programmers can use RT-11 mode to create BATCH programs. These BATCH programs consist of 
standard RT-11 mode commands (monitor commands, data lines for input to system programs, etc.) plus special 
RT-11 mode commands. The BATCH run-time handler interprets these special commands to allow dynamic calcula- 
tions and conditional execution of the RT-11 mode standard commands. The following can help you create BATCH 
programs and dynamically control their execution at run-time: 
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l Labels 

l Variable modification: 

1) equating a variable to a constant or character (LET statement) 
2) incrementing the value of a variable by 1 
3) reading a value into a variable 
4) conditional transfers on comparison of variable values with numeric or character values (IF and GOT0 

statements) 

l Commands to control terminal I/O 

l Other Control Characters 

0 Comments 

A.5.2.1 Labels - You define labels in RT-11 mode to provide a symbolic means of referring to a specific location 
within a BATCH program. If present, a label must begin in the first character position, must be unique within the 
first six characters, and must terminate with a colon (:) and a carriage return/line feed combination. 

A.5.2.2 Variables - A variable in RT-11 mode is a symbol representing a value that can change during program 
execution. The 26 variables BATCH permits in a BATCH program have the names A-Z; each variable requires one 
byte of physical storage. You can assign values to variables in a LET statement. You can then test these values by an 
IF statement to control the direction of program execution. 

Assign values to variables with a LET statement of the following form: 

(TAB) LET x=“c 

where: 

X represents a variable name in the range A-Z. 

“C indicates the ASCII value of a character. 

For example: 

@@LET A=‘0 

This example indicates that the value of variable A is the 7-bit ASCII value of the character 0 (60). 

The LET statement can also specify an octal value in the form: 

(TAB) LET A=n 

where: 

n represents an 8-bit signed octal value in the range O-377. Positive numbers range from 
O-177; negative numbers range from 200-377 (-200 to - 1). 

You can use variables to introduce control characters, such as ESCAPE, into a BATCH stream. For example, wher- 
ever ‘A’ appears in the following BATCH stream, BATCH substitutes the contents of variable A (the code for an 
ESCAPE): 
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$JOB/RTll 
LET A=33 
!A IS AN ESCAF’E 

+R EDIT 
~EEFILEIMAC'A'A' 
SR’A’A’ 

!EDIT FILE TO CHANGE THE VERSION NllMEER TO 2 
*GUERSION='A'DI2'A' 
tEX’A’A’ 

Increment the value of a variable by 1 by placing a percent sign (%) before the variable. For example: 

This command indicates that BATCH must increase the unsigned contents of variable A by 1. 

Indicate with an IF statement conditional transfers of control according to the value of a variable. The IF statement 
has the syntax: 

(TAB) IF(x-“c) labell, label2,label3 

or 

@J IF(x-n) labell, label2,label3 

where : 

X represents the variable to be tested. 

“C is the ASCII value to be compared with the contents of the variable. 

n is an octal integer in the range 0- 377. 

label1 
label2 
label3 

represent the names of labels included in the BATCH stream. 

When BATCH evaluates the expression (x-“c) or (x-n), the BATCH run-time handler transfers control to: 

0 label1 if the value of the expression is less than zero. 

0 label2 if the value of the expression is equal to zero. 

l label3 if the value of the expression is greater than zero. 

If you omit one of the labels, and the condition is met for the omitted label, control transfers to the line following 
the IF statement. 

NOTE 
Since this comparison is a signed byte comparison, 377 is 
considered to be - 1. 
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The characters + and - allow you to control where BATCH begins searching for label1 , labe12, and labe13. If you 
precede the label by a minus sign (-), BATCH starts the label search just after the $JOB command. If a plus sign 
(+) or no sign precedes the label, the label search starts after the IF statement. For example: 

@IF(B-'9) -LOOPI LOOPI, 

This statement transfers program control to the label LOOP following the $JOB command if the contents of variable 
B are less than the ASCII value of 9. It transfers control to the label LOOP1 following the IF statement if B is equal 
to ASCII 9. If the contents of variable B are greater than the ASCII value of 9, program control goes to the next 
BATCH statement in sequence. 

The GOT0 statement unconditionally transfers program control to a label you specify as the argument of the state- 
ment. You can use one of the following three forms of this statement: 

(TAB) GOT0 label transfers control to the first occurrence of label that appears after this GOT0 state- 
ment in the BATCH stream. 

(TAB) GOT0 +label same as GOT0 label. 

<TAB) GOT0 -label transfers control to the first occurrence of label that appears after the $JOB command. 

The following GOT0 statement transfers control unconditionally to the next label LOOP if such a label appears in 
the BATCH stream following the GOT0 statement. 

(TAB) GOT0 LOOF 

NOTE 
If BATCH cannot find a label (for example, if you unintentionally 
omit a minus sign) the BATCH handler searches until it reaches 
the end of the .CTL file and ends the job. 

A.5.2.3 Terminal I/O Control - You can issue commands directly to the BATCH run-time handler to control 
logging console terminal input and output. If you do not enter any of the following commands, BATCH assumes 
TTYOUT. 

(TAB) NOTTY does not write terminal input and output to the log file. Comments to the log are 
still logged. 

(TAB) TTYIN writes only terminal input to the log file. 

(TAB) TTY10 writes terminal input and output to the log file. (You should enter this command if 
you are using RT-11 mode so that RT-11 mode commands go to the log file.) 

(TAB) TTYOUT writes only terminal output to the log file (default). 

A.5.2.4 Other Control Characters - The system permits other control characters in an RT-11 mode command that 
begins with a period (.) or an asterisk (*). Following are these control characters and their meanings: 

‘text’ command to BATCH run-time handler, where text can be one of the following: 

CTY accepts input from the console terminal; notifies the operator that 
action is required by ringing a bell and printing a question mark (?). 

FF outputs the current log buffer. 
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NL 

X 

inserts a new line (line feed) in the BATCH stream. 

inserts the contents of a variable where x is an alphanumeric variable 
in the range A through Z. It indicates that BATCH should insert the 
contents of the variable as an ASCII character at this place in the 
command string. 

“message” directs the message to the console terminal. 

The following commands allow the operator to enter the name of a MACRO program to be assembled. The BATCH 
stream contains: 

$JOE/RTli 
.R MACRO 
*“ENTER MACRO COMMAND STRING”‘CTY’ 

The operator receives the following message at the terminal and types a response, followed by carriage return; 
BATCH processing continues. 

ENTER MACRO COMMANIl STRING 
?FILEPFILE=FILE 

To run the same BATCH file on several systems with different configurations you need to assign a device dynamically. 
The following RT-11 mode command lets you request that the listing device name be entered by the operator. 

.ASSIGN “PLEASE TYF’E LST DEVICE NAME” ‘CTY’ L..ST 

The operator receives the message and responds with the device to be used as the listing device (DT2:). 

PLEASE TYPE LST DEVICE NAME 
‘PDT2 : 

A.5.2.5 Comments - You can include comments in RT-11 mode as separate comment statements. Include com- 
ments by typing a separator followed by a ! and the comment. For example: 

@B!OPERATUR ACTION Is REQUESTED n-4 THIS JOB. EE PREPARED. 

AS.3 RT-11 Mode Examples 
The following are examples of BATCH programs using the RT-11 mode. 

This BATCH program assembles, lists, and maps 10 programs with only 12 BATCH commands. 

$JOE/RTlI. !ASSEMBLEy LISTr MAF’ F’ROGO to PROGCj 
TTY10 
!WRITE TERMINAL I/O TO THE LOG FILE 
LET N=‘O 
!STAHT AT FILE F’ROGO 

LOOP: 
,I7 MACRO 
tF’ROG’N’ ~I...InG:/C~F’ROG’N’/N:‘TTM 
l R LINK 
trLOG :=F’ROG’N’ 

%N 
! INCREMENT VARIABLE N 
IF ( N- ’ 9 ) -LOOF’ Y -LOOF’ II END 
!TEST FOR ENL’l 

END : 
$EOJ 
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The following program lets you set up a master control stream to run several BATCH jobs with one call to BATCH. 
First set up a BATCH job (INIT.BAT) that performs a $CHAlN to the master control stream: 

BJOWRTl.1 
LET I=‘0 
! INITIALIZE INDEX 

$CHAIN MASTEli’ !GCl TO MASTER 
3EOJ 

The following is the master control stream (MASTER.BAT) to which INIT chains. 

$JOB/HTli !MASTER CONTROL STREAM 
%I 
!EUMF’ INDEX EY 1 
IF(I--‘7) I tENIt 

.R BATCH 
!THIS IS A $CHAIN 

fJOE'1' 
!RUNS JOBl-JOB7 

ENlCl : 
$MESSAGE ENI? OF BATCH RIJN 
$EOJ 

Each job that MASTER.BAT runs must contain the following: 

$JOE 
! BATCH COMMAN~IS 

$CHAIN MASTER 
$EOJ 

Activate the master control stream by calling BATCH as follows: 

,I? EfATCH 
tINIT 

A.6 CREATINGBATCHPROGRAMSONPUNCHEDCARDS 
To create a BATCH program on punched cards, punch into the cards the commands described in Section A.4. Each 
command line occupies a single punched card. Only one card, the EOF card, is different from the standard BATCH 
commands. The EOF (end-of-file) card terminates the list of jobs from the card reader. 

To create the EOF card, hold the MULT PCH key on the keypunch keyboard while typing the following characters: 

-&016789 

This procedure produces an EOF card with holes punched in the first column (see Figure A-l). 

To run multiple jobs from the card reader, simply combine the jobs into a single card deck. Ensure that each job has 
its own $JOB and $EOJ card. Then follow the last $EOJ card with two EOF cards. 

Although in general, you terminate BATCH jobs on cards by placing two EOF cards after the last $EOJ card, some 
card readers require that you type \F followed by a carriage return. Put two EOF cards and a blank card in the reader 
and ensure that the card reader is ready. Note that a small card deck (less than 512 characters) can require more than 
two EOF cards to terminate the deck. 
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Figure A-l EOF Card 

A.7 OPERATING PROCEDURES 

A.7.1 Loading BATCH 
After you bootstrap the RT-11 system and enter the date and time, you must make the BATCH run-time handler 
resident by typing the RT-11 LOAD command as follows: 

*LOAD ER: 

You detach and unload the BATCH run-time handler with the /U option in the BATCH compiler command line 
(see Section A.7.2). 

NOTE 
If BATCH crashes, you must unload BATCH with the 
UNLOAD command and then reload BATCH with the 
LOAD command. This ensures that the BATCH handler 
is properly initialized when you rerun BATCH. 

You must make the BATCH log device resident unless the log device is SY:, or unless it is a device for which the 
handler is already resident. Load the log device by typing: 

.LOAD log 

where : 

1% 

For example : 

.LOAD LF : 

represents the device to which BATCH must write the log tile. 

You can, of course, load device handlers with a single LOAD command. For example: 

.LOAD BA: rLF: 
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You must then assign the logical device name LOG to the log device. Use the RT-11 monitor ASSIGN command in 
the form: 

.ASSIGN log LOG 

For example, if LP: is the log device, type: 

*ASSIGN LF’: LOG 

Then assign the logical device name LST: using the RT-11 ASSIGN command in the form: 

.ASSIGN list-device LST 

where: 

list-device represents the physical device BATCH must use for listings. 

If, for example, you want to produce listings on the line printer, type: 

,ASSIGN LF’: L.ST 

NOTE 
Do not use the DEASSIGN command with no arguments in 
a BATCH program since it deassigns the log and list devices, 
possibly causing the BATCH job to terminate. 

You must also make resident the BATCH run-time handler input device (compiler output device). If this device is 
already resident or is SY:, you do not need to load it. For example, to load the DECtape handler as the Input device, 
type : 

, LOAII IIT : 

If the input file to the BATCH compiler is on cards, load the card reader handler by typing: 

.L OAIl CR: 

NOTE 
If input is on cards, you must use the RT-11 monitor SET 
command (before loading the handler) to specify CRLF and 
NOIMAGE modes. That is, the following command appends 
a carriage return/line feed combination to each card image. 

,SET CR: CRLF 

The following command translates the card by packing card 
code into ASCII data, one column per byte. 

. SET CR : NOIMAGE: 

If card images do not properly translate to ASCII, you may 
have to change the card translation codes by using one of the 
following commands: 

, SET CR: CODE=29 

or 

. SET CA: CClIlE:.=26 

See Section 4.4. 
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A.7.2 Running BATCH 
When you have loaded all necessary handlers, run the BATCH compiler as follows: 

BATCH responds by printing an asterisk (*) to Indicate its readiness to accept commands. In response to the * , type 
the output file specifications for the control tile followed by an equal sign. Then type the input file specifications 
for the BATCH file as follows: 

[ [output-filespec] [,log-filespec] [/option . . . ] = ] input-fiespec [ . . . , input-fnespec] [/option . . .] 

where: 

output-filespec is the BATCH compiler output device and tile the BATCH run-time handler must use. 
The device you specify must be random-access. Your BATCH job should not delete 
or move this tile. Your BATCH job should avoid compressing the system volume with 
the SQUEEZE command or the DUE /S option. If you omit the output-filespec, 
BATCH generates a file on the default device DK: with the same name as the first in- 
put file but with a .CTL file type. If you do not specify a file type in the output-file- 
spec, BATCH assumes .CTL. 

log-filespec is the log file created by the BATCH run-time handler. If you do not specify a log 
device, BATCH assumes LOG:. The device name you specify for log-filespec must be 
the same as you assign to LOG:. 

You can change the size of a log tile on a file-structured device from the default size of 
64 (decimal) blocks. To make this change, enclose the required size in square brackets. 
For example: 

* , FILE.LOG [ lo] =FILE 

The default file type for the log-filespec is .LOG. 

input-filespec represents an input file. If you do not specify a file type, BATCH assumes .BAT. If 
you specify a .CTL tile, BATCH assumes a precompiled file that must be the only file 
in the input list. 

/option is an option from the following list: 

/N compiles but does not execute. This option creates a BATCH control 
file (.CTL), generates an ABORT JOB message at the beginning of 
the log file, and returns to the RT-11 monitor. 

/T:n if n=O, sets the /NOTIME option as the default on the $JOB com- 
mand. If n=l, the default option on the $JOB command is /TIME. 

/U indicates that the BATCH compiler must detach the BATCH run-time 
handler from the RT-11 monitor and unload the handler. 

NOTE 
You need not specify the RT-11 monitor UNLOAD BA 
command to actually remove the handler. Specifying /U 
to BATCH causes the handler to detach and unload. 
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indicates that the input is a precompiled BATCH program. Use this 
option when you do not specify the .CTL file type. 

<RET) prints the version number of the BATCH compiler. 

The following example calls BATCH to compile and execute the three input fdes (PROGLBAT, PROG2.BAT, 
PROG3.BAT) to generate on DK: the compiler output files, and to generate on LOG: a log file. 

The following commands print the version number of BATCH, then compile and run SYBILD.BAT. 

.R BATCH 
*(RET) 
BATCH UO3.02 
*SYFILD 

The following commands compile PROTO.BAT to create PROTO.CTL but do not run the compiled program. 

. R BATCH 
IF’HOTO/N 

Type the following commands to unlink BASYS from the monitor and to unload it. 

.R BATCH 
*c/u 

The following commands compile FILE.BAT from magtape to create FILECTL on RKl : . They execute the com- 
piled file and create a log file named FILE.LOG (of size 20) on LOG:. 

+Fi’ EATCH 
*RKl:FILE~FILEC201=MT:FIL.E 

The following commands execute a precompiled job called FILE.TST. 

. Ii’ EATCH 
WILE.TST/X 

The following commands execute a precompiled job called FILE.CTL. 

. R BATCH 
#FILE/X 

The following commands accept input from the card reader to create a file called TEMP.CTL. BATCH stores this 
tile on DK: and executes it. 

. Fir BATCH 
*cl?: 

The following commands accept input from the card reader to create a file called JOB.CTL. BATCH stores the file 
on DK: and executes it. 

+ I? EATCH 
t JOI+CR: 
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A.7.3 Communicating with BATCH Jobs 
During the execution of a BATCH stream, BATCH can request the operator to service a peripheral device, to provide 
information, or to insert a command line into the BATCH stream. The operator does this by typing directives to the 
BATCH handler on the console terminal. 

NOTE 
These directives are equivalent to the compiler output that 
BATCH generates in the .CTL file. The .CTL file is an ASCII 
file that you can list by using the PRINT or TYPE commands 
or by running PIP. 

These directives have the form: 

\dir 

where: 

dir represents one of the directives listed in Table A-6. 

To use these directives, the operator must get control of the BATCH run-time handler by typing a carriage return 
on the console terminal. When BATCH executes a command, it acknowledges the carriage return and prints a 
carriage return/line feed combination at the terminal. The operator can then enter a directive from Table A-6. The 
most useful directives are marked with an asterisk (*). 

Directive 

*\A 

*\B 

*\c 

*\D 

*\E 

*\F 

Table A-6 Operator Directives to BATCH Run-Time Handler 

Explanation 

Changes the input source to be the console terminal. 

Changes the input source to be the BATCH stream. 

Sends the following characters to the log device. 

Considers the following characters as user data. 

Sends the following characters to the RT-11 monitor. 

Forces the output of the current log block. If this directive is followed by any 
characters other than another BATCH backslash (\) directive, the BATCH job 
prints an error message and terminates. BATCH then returns control to the 
RT-11 monitor. 

\Hn Is the help function to change the logging mode; n specifies the following: 

0 logs only .TTYOUT and .PRINT. 
1 logs .TTYOUT, .PRINT, and .TTYIN 
2 does not log .TTYOUT, .PRINT, and .TTYIN 
3 logs only .TTYIN 

In this example, the operator must interrupt the BATCH handler to enter information from the console. As a result 
of a /WAIT or ‘CTY’ in the BATCH stream, the following message appears at the terminal: 

$MESSAGE/WAIT WRITE NECESSARY F:lIL.ES ‘TO XSISK 
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To divert BATCH stream input from the current file to the console terminal, the operator types a \E, enters com- 
mands to the RT-11 monitor, then types a \B. Control then returns to the BATCH stream. The following example 
illustrates this procedure. 

.R BATCH 
*(NEXT 

WRITE NECESSARY FILES TO DISK 
?\A\E 

\ECOPY DTl:FILE,MAC RK: 

FILES COPIED: 
DTl:FILE.MAC TO RK:FILE.MAC 

\E\F\B 

END BATCH 

The following BATCH program lets you make frequent edits to a file and list only the edits. First, create a BATCH 
program that assembles with a listing and then link the file. This BATCH program, called COMPIL.BAT, contains: 

BJOEVRT 11 
TTY10 
!WRITE TERMINAL I/Cl TO LOG FILE 

.R MACRO 
! CALL. THE MACRO ASSEMEL.E:R 

*FILEvFILE/C=FILE 
$MESSAGE/WAIT OK TO TYPE EIlIT COMMANDS 
.R LINK 

! CAL.L. THE: RT-11 LINKER 
*FILErLOG:-FILE 
$EOJ 

At run-time, you can insert commands into the BATCH stream from the console terminal. These commands search 
for the section of the listing file that has been edited then lists this section to the log. You must insert the command 
after the R MACRO command but before the R LINK command. The following example illustrates this procedure. 

. I? BATCI4 
* c: Cl M F’ :I I... 

OK TO ‘TYPE E:LI:I:T C:(.IMMANI:I!~; 
? \ A \ 1:: 
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56 000042 042704 Ol7777 BIG :)“C:~:::3,60000:::~r R4 
57 00004h 000404 El? 2 $ f 1.N ‘I’ER c 

* E:: x :f. $ 

A.7.4 Terminating BATCH 
When BATCH terminates normally, it prints the following message and returns control to the RT-11 monitor: 

END BATCH 

To abort BATCH while it is executing a BATCH stream, interrupt the BATCH handler by typing a carriage return. 
When BATCH executes the next command after the carriage return, it prints a carriage return/line feed combination 
at the console terminal. You then gain control of the system. Type \F followed by a carriage return. The BATCH 
handler responds with the FE (forced exit) error message and writes the remainder of the log buffer. Control returns 
to the RT-11 monitor. 

Typing two CTRL/Cs interrupts and terminates BATCH immediately. Use two CTRL/Cs when BATCH is in a loop 
or when a long assembly is running. In these cases, BATCH does not respond promptly (or at all) to your carriage 
return interrupt. 

A.8 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RT-11 BATCH AND RSX-1 1D BATCH 
Some programmers run their RT-11 BATCH programs under RSX-11 D. Note the differences between the two 
BATCH implementations listed in Table A-7. BATCH programs that run under both systems must be compatible 
with both RT-11 and RSX-11 D BATCH. 

Table A-7 Differences Between RT-11 and RSX-11 D BATCH 

Characteristic 

File descriptors 

Default listing file type 

Executable file type 

Incompatible commands 

RT-11 

filespec/option 

.LST(or .LIS) 

.SAV 

$BASIC 
$CALL 
$CHAIN 
$LIBRARY 
$RTll 
$SEQUENCE 

RSX-11D 

SY:filnam.typ/option 

.LIS 

.EXE 

$MCR 

Incompatible options $COPY/DELETE 
$CREATE/DOLLARS 
$CREATE/LIST 
$DATA/DOLLARS 
$DATA/LIST 
$DIR file/LIST 
$DISMOUNT/WAIT 
$DISMOUNT lun:/LOGICAL 
$FORTRAN/DOLLARS 
$FORTRAN/MAP 

$DIR file/DIRECTORY 
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Table A-7 (Cont.) Differences Between RT-11 and RSX-1 1D BATCH 

Characteristic 

Incompatible options 
(Cont .) 

sIxra input 

Logical device names 

$RUN 

RT-11 

$JOB/BANNER 
$JOB/LIST 
$JOB/RTll 
$JOB/TIME 
$JOB/UNIQUE 
$LINK/LIBRARY 
$LINK/OBJECT 
$MACRO/CREF 
$MACRO/DOLLARS 
$MACRO/LlBRARY 
$MACRO/MAP 
$MESSAGE/WAIT 
$MESSAGE/WRITE 
$PRINT/DELETE 

appears as if from input 

in $MOUNT and $DISMOUNT 

you must specify file name 

RSX-11D 

$JOB/NAME 
$JOB/LIMIT 
$JOB/MCR 

$LINK/MCR 

appears as if from a file named 
FOR00 1 .DAT 

logical unit numbers only 

RSXl 1 DBAT.EXE is default 
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MONITOR COMMAND ABBREVIATIONS AND 

SYSTEM PROGRAM EQUIVALENTS 

This appendix provides a table of correspondence (Table B-l) between the keyboard monitor commands with their 
options and the system utility programs with their options. Remember that the syntax you use to issue a keyboard 
monitor command is different from the syntax that the Command String Interpreter requires for input and output 
specifications for the system utility programs. Bear in mind that there are many differences between issuing a moni- 
tor command and running a utility program. Table B-l lists all the keyboard monitor commands and options. A 
dash under the corresponding system program or option column indicates that the command has no real system pro- 
gram equivalent, that the function is inherent in the keyboard monitor, or that the function is the default mode of 
operation. The minimum abbreviation for each command and option is underlined. 

Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents 

Monitor 
Command 

APL 
ASSIGN 
B 
BASIC 
BOOT 
CLOSE 
COMPILE 

Option 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/ALPHABETIZE 
/CBE:type 
/CROSSREFERENCE [: type [. . . : type] ] 
/DIAGNOSE 
/DIBOL 
/EABLE:value [. . . :value] 
/mABLE:value [. . . :value] 
/EXTEND 
/FORTRAN 
/@ADER 
114 
/LIBRARY 
/LINENUMBERS 
~NOLINENUMBERS 

/LIST [: filespec] 
/MACRO 
/OBJECT [ :filespec] 
/NOOBJECT 
/ONDEBUG 
/@TIMIZE [: type] 
/%OPTIMIZE [: type] 
/PASS: 1 - 

System Utility 
Program 

RAPL 

R BASIC 
DUP 

- 
- 

DIBOL 
FORTRAN 
MACRO, DIBOL 
FORTRAN 

MACRO 
MACRO 
FORTRAN 

FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
MACRO 

- 
DIBOL, 
FORTRAN 

- 
- 

DIBOL, FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
MACRO 

Option 

- 
- 
- 

Ii 
- 

- 
- 
- 

;p” 
/M 
P 
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Monitor 
Command 

COPY 

E 
DATE 
DEASSIGN 
DELETE 

Option 

@CORD:length 
/SHOW:value 
/&HOW:value 
/STATISTICS 
lsw~ 
/NOSWAP 
&NITS:n 
/V_ECTORS 
/NOVECTORS 
/WARNINGS 
/N~WARNINGS 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/ASCII 
/BINARY 
/GOT 
/ENCATENATE 
/DEVICE 
/DoS - 
/EXCLUDE 
/IGNORE 
/IMAGE 
/INTERCHANGE [:size] 
/aG 
/mOG 
/NEWFILES 
/@NER: [nnn, Mn] 

/PACKED 
/%SITION:n 
/&DELETE 
/QUERY 
/NOQUERY 
/REPLACE 
/KREPLACE 
/SETDATE 
/SLOWLY 
/SYSTEM 
/Tops - 

/DOS 
/EXCLUDE 
/INTERCHANGE 
@G 

Monitor Command Abbreviations and System Program Equivalents 

Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

System Utility 
Program 

FORTRAN 
FORTRAN, MACRO 
MACRO 
FORTRAN 

- 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 

- 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
DIBOL 

- 
- 

PIP 
PIP 
DUP 
PIP 
DUP 
FILEX 
PIP 
PIP 

FILEX 
PIP 

- 
PIP 
FILEX 
FILEX 
PIP 
PIP 
PIP 

PIP 
PIP 
PIP 
PIP 
FILEX 

- 

- 
FILEX 
PIP 
FILEX 
PIP 
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Monitor Command Abbreviations and System Program Equivalents 

Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

Monitor System Utility 
Command Option Program Option 

/NEWFILES PIP IC 
/EITION:n PIP /M 
/QUERY PIP IQ 
/NOQUERY - 

/=EM PIP 1; - 
DIBOL R DIBOL 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/ALPHABETIZE DIBOL ;:I 
/CROSSREFERENCE DIBOL /C 
/LINENUMBERS - 

/NOLINENUMBERS DIBOL Ii 
/LIST[:filespec] - 

/cJECT [: filespec] - - 

/NoOBJECT - -- 
/ONDEBUG DIBOL 1; 
/WARNINGS - 

/NoWARNINGS DIBOL i 
DIFFERENCES R SRCCOM 

/ALLOCATE:size - 

/BLANKLINES SRCCOM I’? 
/COMMENTS - - 

/NoCOMMENTS SRCCOM 
/gORMFEED SRCCOM ;: 
@ATCH:n SRCCOM IL 
/OUTPUT:filespec - - 
/PRINTER - 
/%CES - 
&PACES SRCCOM ii 
/TERMINAL - - - 

DIRECTORY R DIR 
/ALLOCATE:size - il 
/ALPHABETIZE DIR 
/BADBLOCKS DUP ;;: 
/BEFORE [date] DIR /K 
/BEGIN DIR 
/BLOCKS DIR ;: 
/GRIEF DIR, FILEX 
/zLUMNS:n DIR ;: 
/DATE [date] ‘DIR 
/DELETED DIR ;: 
/DoS FILEX 
@CLUDE DIR ;; 
/FAST DIR, FILEX 
@ES DUP ;; 
/FREE DIR 
/FULL DIR ;; 
/INTERCHANGE FILEX P-J - 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

Monitor System Utility 
Command Option Program Option 

/NEWFILES DIR /D 
/OCTAL DIR 
/EDER [ :category] DIR ;: 
/OUTPUT: filespec - 

/OWNER: [nnn, nnn] FILEX 
/PoSITION DIR ;” 
/i%INTER 
/@VERSE DIR 
/SINCE [date] DIR ;J” 
/%RT [: category] DIR 
/tiMARY DIR ;; 
/%h4INAL - - 

/TOPS FILEX 
/~LU~~EID DUP ;c 

DUMP R DUMP 
/ALLOCATE:size - iI 
/ASCII - 

/%ASCII DUMP i 
@YTES DUMP 
/END: block DUMP ,‘: 
/IGNORE DUMP /c 
/%LY :block DUMP /O 
/ePUT:filespec - 
/PRINTER - - 
/GD50 DUMP 
/??l-ART:block DUMP ;c 
/TERMIN AL - 
/WORDS DUMP /w 

ii - - 

EDIT - EDIT EB 
/ALLOCATE:size - [nl 
/CREATE EDIT EW 
/INSPECT EDIT ER 
/OUTPUT:filespec EDIT EW - 

EXECUTE - - 

/ALLOCATE:size - il 
/ALPHABETIZE DIBOL 
/mTOM:n LINK ;t 
/CODE:type FORTRAN /I 
/CROSSREFERENCE[:type[. . . :type] J DIBOL, MACRO IC 
/DEBUG [: filespec] 
/DIAGNOSE FORTRAN i 
/DIBOL - - 

/DISABLE:value[. . . :value] MACRO 
/zABLE:value [. . . :value] MACRO ;i 
/EXECUTE [: fdespec] - 
/EXTEND FORTRAN i 

(Continued on next page) 
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FOCAL 
FORTRAN 

Monitor Command Abbreviations and System Program Equivalents 

Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

Option 

/FORTRAN 
/HEADER 
/I4 
/LIBRARY 
/LINENUMBERS 
/NOLINENUMBERS 

/LINKLIBRARY: filespec 
/LIST[: fiespec] 
/mRO 
/MAP[:filespec] 
/~JJECT[: filespec] 
/ONDEBUG 
/OPTIMIZE: type 
/NOOPTIMIZE: type 
/PASS: 1 
/kORD:length 
/RUN - 
/NORUN 
/SHOW [:value] 
/&6SHOW:value 
/STATISTICS 
/SWAP 
/NoswAP 
/nITS:n 
/VECTORS 
/NOVECTORS 
/WARNINGS 
~N~WARNINGS 
/WIDE - 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/CODE:type 
/DIAGNOSE 
/EXTEND 
/HEADER 
Ii4 
/LINENUMBERS 
/NOLINENUMBERS 
/LIST [: filespec] 
/SECT [: filespec] 
/NOOBJECT 
/ONDEBUG 
/OPTIMIZE: type 
/%OPTIMIZE: type 
/RECORD:length 
/sHOW [ :value] - 

System Utility 
Program 

- 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
MACRO 

- 
DIBOL, 
FORTRAN 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

DIBOL, FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
MACRO 
FORTRAN 

- 
- 

FORTRAN, MACRO 
MACRO 
FORTRAN 

- 

FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 

- 

FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
DIBOL 
LINK 
R FOCAL 
RFORTRAN 

- 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 

- 

FORTRAN 
- 
- 
- 

FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 
FORTRAN 

Option 

on next pag e) 
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Monitor 
Command 

FRUN - 

GET 
CTOFF 
GT ON 

HELP 

INITIALIZE - 

INSTALL 
LIBRARY - 

LINK 

Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

System Utility 
Option Program 

/STATISTICS FORTRAN 
/SWAP - 

/NoswAP FORTRAN 
&NITS:n FORTRAN 
/VECTORS - 

/NOVECTORS FORTRAN 
/WARNINGS FORTRAN - 

- 

/ERINTER 
IIERMINAL 

/BADBLOCKS 
/DoS 
/mE:filespec 
/gTERCHANGE 
/QUERY 
/gOQUERY 
/REPLACE [: RETAIN] 
/-GMENTS:n 
/yOLUMEID[:ONLY] 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/CREATE 
/DELETE 
/EXTRACT 
/@SERT 
/LIST[: fdespec] 
/MACR0 
/OBJECT [: filespec] 
/‘NoOBJECT 
/PROMPT 
/REMOVE 
/REPLACE 
/@ATE 

/ALLOCATE:size 
/BOTTOM:n 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

DUP 
FILEX 

- 
FILEX 

- 
DUP, FILEX 
DUP 
DUP 
DUP 

- 
R LIBR 

- 
- 

LIBR 
LIBR 

- 
- 

LIBR 
- 
- 

LIBR 
LIBR 
LIBR 
LIBR 
R LINK 

- 
LINK 

(Continued on next page 
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Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

Monitor 
Command Option 

System Utility 
Program Option 

LOAD 
MACRO 

ERINT 

+&ENTER 
i?%lOVE 
RENAME 

/BOUNDARY: value LINK /Y 
/DEBUG [: fiespec] - - 

/EXECUTE [: fdespec] - - 
/NOEXECUTE - 

/EXTEND:n LINK 
/FILL:n LINK ;z 
/@REGROUND [: stacksize] LINK 
/INCLUDE LINK \P 
/LDA LINK IL 
/ERARY:filespec - - 

/fiKLIBRARY:filespec - 

/MAP [: filespec] - 

/PROMPT LINK 
/i%UND: n LINK $J 
/K.JN - 

/SLOWLY LINK 
/EACK[:n] LINK ; 
/TRANSFER[:n] LINK IT 
/&DE LINK /W - 

- 
R MACRO 

/ALLOCATE:size - ii 
/CROSSREFERENCE [: type [. . . : type] ] MACRO 
/%ABLE:value [. . . :value] MACRO ;: 
/EABLE:value [. . . :value] MACRO 
/LIBRARY MACRO ;i 
/ET[:filespec] - 
/?%JECT[:filespec] - 
/NoOBJECT 
/PASS: 1 MACRO 
/SHOW:value MACRO FL 
/ESHOW:value MACRO /N 

- - 
/cOPIES:n PIP 
/DELETE PIP ;: 
/LoG PIP /W 
/NOLOG - 
/NEWFILES PIP /c 
/QUERY PIP IQ 

- - 

/LOG 
/DOG 
/NEWFILES 
/QUERY - 

- 

PIP 

PIP 
PIP 

(Continued on next page) 
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Table B-l Monitor Command/System Program Equivalents (Cont.) 

Monitor 
Command 

RESET 
RESUME 
RUN 
iikE 
SET 
SHOW 
SQUEEZE - 

START 
SUSPEND 
TIME 
-WE 

UNLOAD 

Option 

/REPLACE 
/NoREPLACE 
/SETDATE 
lESTEM - 

@JTPUT:filespec 
/QUERY 
/NOQUERY 

/cOPIES:n 
/DELETE 
/l,oc 
/NOLOG 
/NEWFILES 
/QUERY 

System Utility 
Program 

- 
PIP 
PIP 
PIP 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

DUP 

- 
- 
- 

PIP 
PIP 
PIP 

- 
PIP 
PIP 

- 

Option 

Ii 

;c 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

i 

- 
- 

g 
Iw 
- 

;: 
- 
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I/ option, 
LIBR, 12-3 
LINK, 11-17 

@character, 4-10 

/A option, 
DIR, 9-3 
FILEX, 14-7 
PIP, 7-9 

Abbreviations, 
keyboard monitor commands, 4-4, B-l 

Absolute address, 1 l-1 
Absolute base address, 16-4 
Absolute section, 

see ASECT 
Adding a subroutine, 18-5 
Address, 

absolute, 1 l-l 
absolute base, 16-4 
bottom, 17-6 
relative, 16-4 
start, 

see Transfer address 
transfer, 1 l-22 

Address search, 16-l 3 
Addressed location, 

opening the, 16-7 
Advance command (A), 

EDIT, 5-18 
/ALLOCATE option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
COPY, 4-25 
DIBOL, 4-36 
DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
DIRECTORY, 443 
DUMP, 4-51 
EDIT, 4-57 
EXECUTE, 4-60 
FORTRAN, 4-66 
LIBRARY, 4-79 
LINK, 4-85 
MACRO, 4-90 

Allocation, 
memory, 114 

/ALPHABETIZE option, 
COMPILE, 4-20 
DIBOL, 4-36 
DIRECTORY, 4-43 
EXECUTE, 4-60 

ALT, 
see ESCAPE 

ALTMODE, 
see ESCAPE 

APL command, 4-13 
Area, 

system communication (SYSCOM), 1 l-4 
ASCII, 16-17. 174 
ASCII characters, 

dumping, l-3 
ASCII format, 3-1,3-2, 14-1 
/ASCII option, 

COPY, 4-25 
DUMP, 4-51 

ASCII text files, 
comparing, l-3 

ASECT, 11-9, 11-22 
Assembler, l-l 

see also MACRO-l 1 assembly language, 
Assembly language 

Assembler, 
MACRO-11, 1-2,1-3,10-l 
see also Assembler, Assembly language 

Assembly language, l-2 
see also MACRO-l 1, Assembler 

ASSIGN command, 4-14 
Assignment, 

direct, 
see ASECT 

Asterisk (*), 4-5 
At sign (@), 4-10 
Attributes, 

program section, 1 l-5 

B command, 
see Base command 

/B option, 
DIR, 9-3 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, g-4,8-12 
LINK, 11-17 
PIP, 7-9 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

Backarrow (+-) character, 16-7 
Backslash character 0, 16-5 
/BADBLOCKS option, 

DIRECTORY, 443 
INITIALIZE, 4-76 
see also Replacing bad blocks 
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Bad blocks, 
covering, 8-l 2 
replacing, 8-11 

BAD files, 7-2 
Base address, 

absolute, 16-4 
Base (B) command, 4-15 
$BASIC command, 

BATCH, A-l 1 
BASIC command, 4-16 
BATCH, A-l 
BATCH, 

differences between RSX-11 D and RT-11, 
A43 

loading, A-3'i 
RT-11 mode, A-30 
RT-11 mode control characters, A-34 
RT-11 mode example, A-35 
running, A-39 
terminating, A43 

BATCH characters, A-7 
table, A-8 

BATCH command options, A-2 
table, A-3 

BATCH command syntax, A-2 
BATCH commands, A-10 
BATCH commands, 

$BASIC , A-l 1 
$CALL, A-l 2 
$CHAIN, A-l 3 
$COPY, A-l 4 
$CREATE, A-l 5 
$DATA, A-l 5 
$DELETE, A-l 6 
$DISMOUNT, A-l 7 
$EOD, A-18 
$EOJ, A-18 
$FORTRAN, A-l 8 
$JOB, A-20 
$LIBRARY, A-21 
$LINK, A-21 
$MACRO, A-23 
$MESSAGE, A-25 
$MOUNT, A-25 
$PRINT, A-27 
$RTl 1, A-27 
$RUN, A-27 
$SEQUENCE, A-28 

BATCH compiler, A-l 
BATCH device names, A-5 
BATCH example, A-28 

BATCH file specifications, A-5 
BATCH file types, ~-6 
BATCH hardware requirements, A-l 
BATCH jobs, 

communicating with, A41 
BATCH operating procedures, A-37 
BATCH programs on punched cards, A-36 
BATCH rules and conventions, A-10 
BATCH run-time handler, A-l 

operator directives to, A-41 
BATCH software requirements, A-l 
BATCH specification options, A-6 

table, A-7 
BATCH temporary files, A-9 
BATCH wildcards, A-b 
/BEFORE option, 

DIRECTORY, 444 
/BEGIN option, 

DIRECTORY, 444 
Beginning command (B), 

EDIT, 5-17 
Bias, 

relocation, 164 
Binary format, 3-l ,3-2 
Binary object file, 

see Object module 
Binary object format, 

see Binary format 
/BINARY option, 

COPY, 4-25 
Bitmap, 1 l-23 
/BLANKLINES option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
Block-replaceable device, 

see Random-access device 
/BLOCKS option, 

DIRECTORY, 444 
BOOT command, 4-17 
/BOOT option, 

COPY, 4-26 
Bottom address, 11-17, 17-6 
/BOTTOM option, 

EXECUTE, 4-60 
LINK, 4-85 

/BOUNDARY option, 
LINK, 4-85 

Branch offset, 
relative, 16-7 

Breakpoints, 16-10, 16-18 
/BRIEF option, 

DIRECTORY, 444 
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Buffer, 
macro, 5-10 
save, 5-10 
text, 5-10 

/BYTES option, 
DUMP, 4-51 

/C option, 
DIR, 9-3 
DUP, 8-3 
LIBR, 12-3 
LINK, 11-17 
MACRO-l 1, 10-7 
PIP, 7-9 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

Calculating offsets, 16-14 
Calculators, 

relocation, 16-l 5 
$CALL command, 

BATCH, A-l 2 
Calling and using, 

DIR, 9-1 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-1 
EDIT, 5-l 
FILEX, 14-2 
LIBR, 12-1 
LINK, 1 l-l 
MACRO-l 1, 10-l 
ODT, 16-1 
PAT, 18-1 
PATCH, 17-l 
PIP, 7-1 
SRCCOM, 15-l 

Cassette, 7-3 
$CH AIN command, 

BATCH, A-l 3 
Change command (C), 

EDIT, 5-25 
Changing locations, 

ODT, 16-5 
PATCH, 17-2 

Changing monitors, 4-17 
Character-oriented commands, 

EDIT, 5-6 
Characters, 

BATCH, A-7 
table, A-8 

BATCH RT-11 mode control, A-34 
dumping ASCII, l-3 

Characters (Cont.), 
dumpmg Radix-50, l-3 
PATCH control, 17-4 
prompting, 6-2 

CHCOPY programmed request, 2-2 
Checksum, 

PAT, 18-7 
PATCH, 17-2, 17-6 

Circumflex (“), 16-7 
CLOSE command, 4-18,5-2 
Closing locations, 16-5 
Code, 

error, 1-2 
object, 

see Object module 
/CODE option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-60 
FORTRAN, 4-66 

/COLUMNS option, 
DIRECTORY, 445 

Combining library options, 12-9 
Commands, 

BATCH, A-10 
character-oriented, 5-6 
EDIT key, 5-2 
keyboard monitor, 

see Monitor commands 
interactive, 

see Monitor commands 
line-oriented, 5-6 
monitor, 

see Monitor commands 
ODT, 16-5 
PATCH, 17-2 
relocation register, 16-l 5 

Command abbreviations, 
monitor, B-l 

Command continuation, Preface, 
11-17, 12-3, 12-10 

Command mode, 
EDIT, 5-l 

Command options, 
BATCH, A-2 

table, A-3 
Command repetition, 

EDIT, 5-8 
Command strings, 

EDIT, 5-5 
Command String Interpreter (CSI), 6-1 
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Command syntax, 
BATCH, A-2 
EDIT, 5-l 
MACRO-l 1, 10-l 
monitor, 4-l 

/COMMENTS option, 
DIFFERENCES, 4-39 

Communicating with BATCH jobs, A41 
Communications, 

system, II-l 
Communication area, 

system (SYSCOM), 114 
Comparing files, 4-39 
COMPILE command, 4-19 
Compiler, 

BATCH, A-l 
Components, 

system hardware, l-3 
table, 14 

system software, l-2 
Compressing a device, 

see SQUEEZE 
/CONCATENATE option, 

COPY, 4-26 
Constant register, 16-l 3 
Continuation, 

command,Preface, 11-17,12-3,12-10 
Control characters, 

see also CTRL, Up-arrow 
BATCH RT-11 mode, A-34 
PATCH, 174 

/COPIES option, 
PRINT, 4-94 
TYPE, 4-118 

$COPY command, 
BATCH, A-14 

COPY command, 4-24 
Copy operations, 

PIP, 7-8 
Copying files, 4-24 
Correction file, 

PAT, 18-2,184 
Count, 

proceed, 16-l 1 
repeat, 16-l 1 

CRAW programmed request, 2-2 
$CREATE command, 

BATCH, A-l 5 
/CREATE option, 

EDIT, 4-57 
LIBRARY, 4-80 

Creating a file, 4-57 

Creating indirect files, 4-7 
Creating a library file, 124 
Creating a macro library, 4-81 
Creating an object library, 4-80 
CREF 

see /CROSSREFERENCE option, Cross-reference 
listing 

/CROSSREFERENCE option, 
COMPILE, 4-20 
DIBOL, 4-36 
EXECUTE, 4-60 
MACRO, 4-90 

Cross-reference listing, 1 O-7 
sample, 1 O-l 0 

CRRG programmed request, 2-2 
CSECT, 1 l-5,184 
CSI, 

see Command String Interpreter 
CSTAT programmed request, 2-2 
CTRL, 3-5 

see also Control characters, Up-arrow 
CTRL/A, 3-6 
CTRL/B, 3-6 
CTRL/C, 3-6,5-2 
CTRL/D, 5-34 
CTRL/E, 3-6 
CTRL/F, 3-6 
CTRL/C, 5-33 
CTRL/N, 5-33 
CTRL/O, 3-6,5-3 
CTRL/Q , 3-7 
CTRL/S, 3-7 
CTRL/U, 3-7,5-3 
CTRL/V, 5-34 
CTRL/X, 5-2 
CTRL/Z, 3-7 

Current location pointer, 5-6 

D command, 
see Deposit command 

/D option, 
DIR, 9-3 
FIL, 14-8 
LIBR, 124 
MACRO-l 1, 10-6 
PIP, 7-11 

$DATA command, 
BATCH, A-l 5 

Data formats, 3-l 
Date, 

entering the, 4-32 
DATE command, 4-32 
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/DATE option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-45 

DEASSIGN command, 4-33 
/DEBUG option, 

EXECUTE, 4-60 
LINK, 4-8.5 

Debugging Technique, 
On-line, l-3, 16-1 
see also /ONDEBUG 

DECsystem-10, 
transferring files from, 14-6 

DECsystem-10 file format, 14-1 
DECsystem-10 file transfers, l-3, 14-6 
Default system subroutine library, 

see SYSLIB.OBJ 
$DELETE command, 

BATCH, A-l 6 
DELETE command, 4-34 
Delete command (D), 

EDIT, 5-23 
DELETE key, 3-7,5-3, 5-34 
/DELETE option, 

LIBRARY, 4-80 
PRINT, 4-94 
TYPE, 4-118 

/DELETED option, 
DIRECTORY, 445 

Deleting files, 4-34 
Deleting DOS-1 1 files, 14-8 
Deleting interchange files, 14-8 
Deposit (D) command, 4-31 
Dev:, 6-1 
Development, 

program, l-l 
Device, 

block-replaceable, 
see Random-access device 

compressing, 
see SQUEEZE 

directory-structured, 3-5 
file-structured, 3-5 
FILEX-supported, 14-1 
random-access, l-3,3-2 
sequential-access, 3-5 

Device directory, 3-5 
Device handlers, 

loading, 4-89 
unloading, 4-120 

Device names, 
BATCH, A-5 
logical, 3-2,4-14,4-33 

Device names (Cont.), 
permanent, 3-2 

table, 3-3 
physical, 3-2,4-14,4-33 

/DEVICE option, 
COPY, 4-26 

DEVICE programmed request, 2-2 
Device structures, 3-2 
Device utility program (DUP), 

see DUP 
/DIAGNOSE option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-60 
FORTRAN, 4-66 

DIBOL command, 4-36 
/DIBOL option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-60 

Differences between BATCH and RSX-1 1D BATCH, 
A43 

DIFFERENCES command, 4-39 
DIR, l-2,9-1 
DIR, 

calling and using, 9-1 
DIR options, 9-1 

table, 9-2 
Direct-access file, 12-1 
Direct assignment, 

see ASECT 
Directory-structured device, 3-5 
Directory, 

device, 3-5 
library, 12-l 
listing, 442,14-7 
listing a library, 12-8 
initializing a DOS-1 1, 14-9 
initializing an interchange, 14-9 

DIRECTORY command, 4-42 
Directory program (DIR), 

see DIR 
/DISABLE option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-60 
MACRO, 4-90 

$DISMOUNT command, 
BATCH, A-l 7 

Display editor, 5-31,5-32 
Display hardware, 5-2,5-31 
/DOS option, 

COPY, 4-26 
DELETE, 4-34 
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/DOS option (Cont.), 
DIRECTORY, 446 
INITIALIZE, 4-76 

DOS-l 1, 
initializing a directory, 14-9 
transferring files between RT-11 and, 14-2 

DOS-l 1 file format, 14-l 
DOS-l 1 file transfers, 1-3, 14-2 
DOS-1 1 files, 

deleting, 14-8 
.DSABL directive, 4-20,4-60 

table, 4-9 1 
DUMP, 1-3, 13-1 
DUMP, 

calling and using, 13-1 
DUMP command, 4-5 1 
DUMP options, 13-l 
DUMP utility program (DUMP), 

see DUMP 
DUP, 1-2,8-l 
DW, 

calling and using, 8-1 
DUP options, 8-2 

E command, 
see Examine command 

/E option, 
DIR, 94 
DUMP, 13-1 
LIBR, 12-5 
LINK, 11-18 
MACRO-l 1, 1026 

EBCDIC, 
see Packed image format 

EDIT, 1-2,5-l 
EDIT, 

calling and using, 5-l 
Edit Backup command (EB), 

EDIT, 5-12 
EDIT command, 4-57 
EDIT command strings, 5-5 
EDIT command syntax, 5-1,5-4 
Edit Console command (EC), 

EDIT, 5-32 
Edit Display command (ED), 

EDIT, 5-32 
EDIT error conditions, 5-35 
EDIT key commands, 5-2 
Edit Lower command (EL), 

EDIT, 5-30 

EDIT program (EDIT), 
see EDIT 

Edit Read command (ER), 
EDIT, 5-l 1 

Edit Upper command (EU), 
EDIT, 5-30 

Edit Version command (EV), 
EDIT, 5-30 

Edit Write command (EW), 
EDIT, 5-11 

Editing files, 4-57 
Editor, 

display, 5-31 
text, l-l, 5-I 

ELAW programmed request, 2-2 
ELRG programmed request, 2-2 
.ENABL directive, 4-20,4-61 

table, 4-9 1 
/ENABLE option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-61 
MACRO, 4-91 

End File command (EF), 
EDIT, 5-13 

/END option, 
DUMP, 4-51 

Entering the date, 4-32 
Entering the time, 4-117 
Entry points, 16-2 
$EOD command, 

BATCH, A-18 
$EOJ command, 

BATCH, A-l 8 
Error codes, 1-2 
Error codes, 

MACRO-l 1, 10-9 
table, 10-l 1 

Error conditions, 
EDIT, 5-35 

Error detection, 
ODT, 16-21 

ESC, 
see ESCAPE 

ESCAPE, 5-2, 5-33,5-34 
Examine (E) command, 4-56 
Examining locations, 

PATCH, 17-2 
Exchange command (X), 

EDIT, 5-27 
Exchange program, 

file, 
see FILEX 
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/EXCLUDE option, 
COPY, 4-27 
DELETE, 4-34 
DIRECTORY, 4-46 

Executable module, l-1, 11-8 
Executable program, 18-l 
EXECUTE command, 4-59 
/EXECUTE option, 

EXECUTE, 4-61 
LINK, 4-85 

Execute Macro command (EM), 
EDIT, 5-29 

Executing indirect files, 4-10 
Executing programs, 4-103 
Execution, 

program (ODT), 16-l 0 
Exit command (EX), 

EDIT, 5-16 
Exiting from PATCH, 17-2 
Expression, 

relocatable, 16-4 
/EXTEND option, 

COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-61 
FORTRAN, 4-66 
LINK, 4-85 

Extended memory monitor o(M), I-l, 2-1 
Extended memory monitor, 

memory requirements, l-3 
/EXTRACT option, 

LIBRARY, 4-80 

/F option, 
DIR, 9-4 
DUP, 8-5 
FILEX, 14-8 
LINK, 11-18 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

Factoring, 4-3 
/FAST option, 

DIRECTORY, 446 
FB, 

see Foreground/background monitor 
File, 

ASCII text, 
comparing, 1-3,4-39,15-l 

binary object, 
see Object module 

creating a, 4-57 
creating a library, 124 

File (Cont.), 
direct-access, 12-l 
library, 1-3, 12-1 
load image (LDA), 3-2 
memory image (SAV), l-2,3-2 
PAT correction, 18-2, 184 
PAT input, 18-2 
patching a new, 17-2 
prefix macro, 4-23,4-63 
relocatable image @EL), 3-2 
startup, 3-1 
symbol definition, 11-l 

Files, 
BAD, 7-2 
BATCH temporary, A-9 
comparing, 4-39,15-l 
copying, 4-24, 7-1, 14-1 
deleting, 4-34, 14-8 
editing, 4-57, 5-l 
indirect command, 4-7 
library, 11-l 0, 12-9 
renaming, 4-99 
startup indirect, 4-11 
SYS, 7-11 
transferring, 14-2, 14-5, 14-6 

/FILES option, 
DIRECTORY, 446 

File directory, 
listing a, 442 

File exchange program, 
see FILEX 

File format, 
DECsystem-10, 14-1 
DOS-l 1, 14-1 
IBM, 14-l 
RT-11, 14-1 
universal interchange, 14-l 

File names, 3-2 
/FILE option, 

INITIALIZE, 4-76 
File specifications, 

BATCH, A-5 
File-structured device, 3-5 
File types, 3-2 

BATCH, A-6 
LIBR, 12-2 
PATCH, 17-l 
standard, 34 

FILEX, 1-3, 14-1 
calling and using, 14-2 
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FILEX devices, 14-1 
FlLEX options, 14-2 

table, 14-3 
/FILL option, 

LINK, 4-86 
Filnam, 6-2 
FOCAL command, 4-65 
/FOREGROUND option, 

LINK, 4-86 
see also Relocatable image file 

Foreground/background monitor (XM), I-l, 2-1, 2-2 
Foreground/background monitor, 

memory requirements, l-3 
Foreground/background terminal I/O, 3-5 
Foreground jobs, 

using ODT with, 16-I 7 
Foreground program, 

running a, 4-71 
FORLIB.OBJ, 11-18 
Format, 

ASCII, 3-1, 3-2, 14-1 
binary, 3-1, 3-2 
data, 3-1 
DECsystem-10 file, 14-l 
DOS-11 file, 14-1 
IBM file, 14-1, 14-5 
image, 14-I 
object, l-3 
packed image, 14-l , 14-5 
RT-11 file, 14-l 
universal interchange file, 14-1 

/FORMFEED option, 
DIFFERENCES, 4-39 

$FORTRAN command, 
BATCH, A-l 8 

FORTRAN callable routines, l-3 
FORTRAN command, 4-66 
FORTRAN library option, 1 l-1 8 
FORTRAN optimizations, 

table, 4-68 
see also /OPTIMIZE option 

/FORTRAN option, 
COMPILE, 4-20 
EXECUTE, 4-61 

FORTRAN overlays, 11-14 
/FREE option, 

DIRECTORY, 446 
FRUN command, 3-2,4-71,11-9 
/FULL option, 

DIRECTORY, 446 

Function control, 
MACRO-1 1, 10-6 

Function keys, 
special, 3-5 

table, 3-6 

/G option, 
DIR, 94 
DUMP, 13-1 
LIBR, 12-5 
PIP, 7-9 

General registers, 16-8 
Get command (G), 

EDIT, 5-19 
GET command, 4-72 
Global symbols, 1 l-1,1 l-7 
Global symbol table, 12-l 
GMCX programmed request, 2-2 
Graphic illustrations, 

monitor commands, 4-1 
sample, 4-2 

GT OFF command, 4-73 
GT ON command, 4-73 

/H option, 
DUP, 8-5 
LINK, 11-18 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

Handler, 
see Device handler 

Handler, 
BATCH run-time, A-l 
overlay table, 17-l , 17-6 

Hardware, 
display, 5-2, 5-31 
system, l-3 

Hardware components, 14 
Hardware requirements, 

BATCH, A-l 
Hardware vector, 114 
Header, 

library, 12-l 
/HEADER option, 

COMPILE, 4-21 
EXECUTE, 4-6 1 
FORTRAN, 4-67 

HELP command, 4-74 
High-level language, l-2 
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/I option, 
DUP, 84 
FILEX, 14-S 
LINK, 11-19 

/I4 option, 
COMPILE, 4-21 
EXECUTE, 4-61 
FORTRAN, 4-67 

IBM file format, 14-l 
IBM file transfers, l-3 
/IGNORE option, 

COPY, 4-27 
DUMP, 4-52 

Image format, 14-1 
packed, 141,145 

/IMAGE option, 
COPY, 4-27 

Immediate mode, 1-2,5-l, 5-33 
Immediate mode commands, 5-33 
/INCLUDE option, 

LINK, 4-86 
Indirect command files, 

creating, 4-7 
executing, 4-10 
startup, 4-11 

INITIALIZE command, 4-76 
Initialization, 

memory block, 16-14 
Initializing a DOS-l 1 directory, 14-9 
Initializing an interchange directory, 14-9 
Input file, 

PAT, 18-2 
Input specification, 6-1 
Insert command (I), 

EDIT, 5-23 
/INSERT option, 

LIBRARY, 4-80 
Inserting modules into a library, 124 
/INSPECT option, 

EDIT, 4-58 
INSTALL command, 4-78 
Instruction mode, 

single, 16-12 
Interchange diskette, 

initializing a directory, 14-9 
transferring files on, 14-5 

Interchange file, 
deleting, 14-8 

Interchange file format, 
universal, 14-l 

/INTERCHANGE option, 
COPY, 4-27 
DELETE, 4-34 
DIRECTORY, 4-47 
INITIALIZE, 4-76 

Interchange program, 
peripheral, 
see PIP 

Internal registers, 16-8 
Interpreter, 

Command String, 6-1 
Interrupts, 16-l 6,16-21 
Interactive commands, 

see Keyboard monitor commands 
ID, 

foreground/background terminal, 3-5 

/J option, 
DIR, 9-5 

$JOB command, 
BATCH, A-20 

Job control language, 
see BATCH 

Jump command (J), 
EDIT, 5-18 

/I< option, 
DIK, Y-5 
DUP, 84 
LINK, 11-19 
PIP, 7-10 

Key commands, 
EDIT, S-2 

Keyboard monitor commands, 
see Monitor commands 

Keys, 
special function, 3-5 

table, 3-6 
Kill command (K), 

EDIT, 5-24 

/L option, 
DIR, 9-5 
FILEX, 14-7 
GT ON command, 4-73 
LINK, 11-19 
MACRO-l 1, 10-5 
SRCCOM, 15-2 
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Language, 
assembly, l-2 

see also MACRO-l 1, Assembler 
high-level, l-2 
job control, 

see BATCH 
Language translator, l-1 
LDA file, 

see Load image file 
/LDA option, 

LINK, 4-86 
Length, 

program section, 1 l-5 
LIBR, l-2, 1-3, 12-1 

calling and using, 12-l 
LIBR command syntax, 12-l 
LIBR file types, 12-2 
LIBR macro options, 12-10 
LIBR object options, I 2-2 
Librarian utility program (LIBR), 

see LIBR 
Libraries, 

using with LINK, 1 l-14 
Library, 

creating a macro, 4-81 
creating an object, 4-80 
default, 

see SYSLIB.OBJ 
inserting modules into, 12-4 
macro, 4-2 1 
system subroutine, 

see SYSLIB.OBJ 
$LIBRARY command, 

BATCH, A-21 
LIBRARY command, 4-79 
Library directory, 12-1 
Library file directory listing, 12-8 
Library files, l-3,4-79, 1 l-10, 12-l 

copying, 4-25 
creating, 124 
macro, 1 O-7 
merging, 12-9 

Library header, 12-1 
/LIBRARY option, 

COMPILE, 4-21 
EXECUTE, 4-61 
LINK, 4-86 
MACRO, 4-91 

Library options, 
combining, 12-9 

Line-oriented commands, 5-6 

/LINENUMBERS option, 
COMPILE, 4-21 
DIBOL, 4-36 
EXECUTE, 4-61 
FORTRAN, 4-67 

LINE FEED, 16-5 
LINK, l-2,4-84,1 l-1 

calling and using, 1 l-l 
$LINK command, 

BATCH, A-2 1 
LINK command, 4-84 
LINK command syntax, 1 l-2 
Link map, 

see Load map 
LINK options, 1 l-2, 11-l 7 

table, 1 l-3 
LINK prompts, 1 l-24 
Linker, 

see LINK 
Linking object modules, 4-84 
Linking ODT, 16-2 
/LINKLIBRARY option, 

EXECUTE, 4-61 
LINK, 4-86 

List command (L), 
EDIT, 5-21 

.LIST directive, 4-23,4-63 
table, 4-69,4-93 

/LIST option, 
COMPILE, 4-21 
DIBOL, 4-36 
EXECUTE, 4-62 
FORTRAN, 4-67 
LIBRARY, 4-80 
MACRO, 4-9 1 

Listing control, 
MACRO-l 1, 10-S 

Listing directories, 442, 12-8, 14-7 
LOAD command, 4-89 
Load image file (LDA), 3-2 
Load map, 1-1, 11-1, 11-9 
Load module, 

see Executable module 
Loading BATCH, A-37 
Loading device handlers, 4-89 
Location pointer, 

EDIT, 5-6 
Locations, 

changing, 16-5, 17-2 
closing, 16-5 
examining, 17-2 
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Locations (Cont.), 
modifying, 17-4 
opening, 16-S 
opening the addressed, 16-7 
translating, 17-4 

/LOG option, 
COPY, 4-27 
DELETE, 4-34 
PRINT, 4-94 
RENAME, 4-99 
TYPE, 4-118 

Logical device names, 3-2,4-14,4-33 

/M option, 
DIR, 9-5 
LIBR, 12-10 
LINK, 11-19 
MACRO-l 1, 10-7 
PIP, 7-3,7-7 

MACRO-l 1 assembly language, 1-2, l-3,4-90, 
10-l 

MACRO- 11, 
calling and using, 10-l 
see also Assembler, Assembly language 

MACRO-l 1 8K version, 10-9 
MACRO-l 1 command syntax, 10-l 
MACRO-l 1 error codes, 10-9 

table, 10-l 1 
MACRO-l 1 function control, 10-6 
MACRO-l 1 listing control, 10-5 
MACRO-l 1 options, 1 O-3 
MACRO-l 1 program assembly, 10-l 
MACRO-l 1 work file, 10-3 
$MACRO command, 

BATCH, A-23 
Macro command (M), 

EDIT, 5-28 
MACRO command, 4-90 
Macro buffer, 5-10 
Macro definitions, 12-1 
Macro file, 

prefx, 4-23,4-63 
Macro library, l-3.4-21 

creating a, 4-8 1 
Macro library file, 10-7 
Macro name table, 12-1 
/MACRO option, 

COMPILE, 4-22 
EXECUTE, 4-62 
LIBRARY, 4-8 1 

Macro options, 
LIBR, 12-10 

Magtape, 7-7 
Map, link, 

see Load map 
Map, 

load, 1-1, 11-1, 11-9 
/MAP op?ion, 

EXECUTE, 4-62 
LINK, 4-86 

MAP programmed request, 2-2 
/MATCH option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
MDUP program, 8-10 
Memory allocation, 1 l-4 
Memory block initialization, 16-l 4 
Memory image file (SAV), l-2,3-2 
Memory requirements, 

extended memory monitor, 1-3 
foreground/background monitor, 1-3 
single-job monitor, l-3 

Merging library files, 12-9 
$MESSAGE command, 

BATCH, A-25 
Mode, 

command, 5-l 
immediate, 5-2 
single instruction, 16-12 
text, 5-l 

Modifying locations with PATCH, 17-4 
Module, 

executable, l-1, 11-8 
load, 

see Executable module 
object, 1-1, 11-7, 12-1, 16-4, 18-1 
object patching program, 

see PATCH 
Modules, 

inserting into a librarv, 12-4 
linking object, 4-84 

Monitor, 
extended memory (XM), I-l, 2-l 
foreground/background (FB), I-l, 2-1,2-2 
keyboard, 

commands, 
see Monitor commands 

single-job (SJ), I-l, 2- 1 
Monitor commands, 1-2,4-l, 4-12 

APL, 4-13 
ASSIGN, 4-14 
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Monitor commands (Cont.), 
Base, 4-15 
BASIC, 4-16 
BOOT, 4-17 
CLOSE, 4-l 8 
COMPILE, 4-19 
COPY, 4-24 
Deposit, 4-3 1 
DATE, 4-32 
DEASSIGN, 4-33 
DELETE, 4-34 
DIBOL, 4-36 
DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
DIRECTORY, 442 
DUMP, 4-51 
Examine, 4-56 
EDIT, 4-57 
EXECUTE, 4-59 
FOCAL, 4-65 
FORTRAN, 4-66 
FRUN, 4-71 
GET, 4-72 
GT, 4-73 
HELP, 4-74 
INITIALIZE, 4-76 
INSTALL, 4-78 
LIBRARY, 4-79 
LINK, 4-84 
LOAD, 4-89 
MACRO, 4-90 
PRINT, 4-94 
R, 4-96 
REENTER, 4-97 
REMOVE, 4-98 
RENAME, 4-99 
RESET, 4-101 
RESUME, 4-102 
RUN, 4-103 
SAVE, 4-104 
SET, 4-105 
SHOW, 4-112 
SQUEEZE, 4-1 
START, 4-115 
SUSPEND, 4- 1 
TIME, 4-117 
TYPE, 4-118 

14 

16 

UNLOAD, 4-120 
Monitor command abbreviations, 44, B-l 
Monitor command, 

graphic illustrations, 4-1 
sample, 4-2 

Monitor command syntax, 4-1 
Monitors, 

changing, 4- 17 
$MOUNT command, 

BATCH, A-25 
MRKT programmed request, 2-2 
Mutually exclusive options, 4-3 

/N option, 
DIR, 9-6 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-11 
FRUN command, 4-7 1 
LIBR, 12-6 
MACRO-l 1, IO-5 
PIP, 7-10 

Name, 
file, 3-2 
permanent device, 3-3 
program section, 114 

/NEWFILES option, 
COPY, 4-27 
DELETE, 4-3 5 
DIRECTORY, 447 
PRINT, 4-94 
RENAME, 4-99 
TYPE, 4-118 

New file, 
patching a, 17-2 

Next command (N), 
EDIT, 5-16 

.NLIST directive, 4-23,4-64 
table, 4-93 

/NOASCII option, 
DUMP, 4-51 

/NOCOMMENTS option, 
DIFFERENCES, 4-39 

/NOEXECUTE option, 
LINK, 4-85 

/NOLINENUMBERS option, 
COMPILE, 4-2 1 
DIBOL, 4-36 
EXECUTE, 4-6 1 
FORTRAN, 4-67 

/NOLOG option, 
COPY, 4-27 
PRINT, 4-94 
RENAME, 4-99 
TYPE, 4-118 
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/NOOBJECT option, 
COMPILE, 4-22 
DIBOL, 4-38 
FORTRAN, 4-68 
LIBRARY, 4-81 
MACRO, 4-93 

/NOOPTIMIZE option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

/NOQUERY option, 
COPY, 4-29 
DELETE, 4-3 5 
INITIALIZE, 4-77 
SQUEEZE, 4-114 

/NOREPLACE option, 
COPY, 4-29 
RENAME, 4-100 

/NORUN option, 
EXECUTE, 4-63 

/NOSHOW option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
MACRO, 4-93 

/NOSPACES option, 
DIFFERENCES, 4-40 

/NOSWAP option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

/NOVECTORS option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

/NOWARNINGS option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
DIBOL, 4-38 
EXECUTE, 4-64 

/O option, 
DIR, 9-6 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-5 
LINK, 1 l-20 
PIP, 7-10 

Object code, 
see Object module 

Object file, 
binary, 

see Object module 

Object format, 1-3 
Object library, 

creating a, 4-80 
Object module, l-l, 11-7, 12-1, 18-1 
Object modules, 

linking, 4-84 
relocatable, 16-4 

Object module patching utility ,program 
PATCH), 

see PATCH 
/OBJECT option, 

COMPILE, 4-22 
DIBOL, 4-37 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-68 
LIBRARY, 4-8 1 
MACRO, 4-92 

Object options, 
LIBR, 12-2 

Object program, 
see Object module 

Object Tie System (OTS), 
see OTS 

/OCTAL option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-47 

ODT, l-3,V-1,161 
ASCII in, 16-17 
calling and using, 16-l 
linking, 16-2 
organization of, 16-18 
program execution with, 16-10 
Radix-50 in, 16-9 
restarting, 16-2 
using with FB jobs, 16-17 

ODT address search, 16-l 3 
ODT breakpoints, 16-10, 16-18 
ODT commands, 16-S 
ODT constant register, 16-13 
ODT entry points, 16-2 
ODT error detection, 16-21 
ODT general registers, 16-8 
ODT internal registers, 16-8 
ODT interrupts, 16-16 
ODT memory block initialization, 16-14 
ODT offset calculation, 16-14 
ODT printout formats, 16-5 
ODT priority level, 16-l 6 
ODT proceed count, 16-11 
ODT programming considerations, 16-17 
ODT relative branch offset, 16-7 
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ODT relocation calculators, 16-15 
ODT relocation register commands, 16-15 
ODT repeat count, 16-11 
ODT returns to previous sequence, 16-7 
ODT searches, 16-20 
ODT single-instruction mode, 16-12 
ODT terminal interrupt, 16-21 
ODT word search, 16-12 
Offset, 

calculating, 16- 14 
relative branch, 16-7 

On-line Debugging Technique (ODT), 
see ODT 

/ONDEBUG option, 
COMPILE, 4-22 
DIBOL, 4-38 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-68 

/ONLY option, 
DUMP, 4-52 

Opening locations, 16-5, 16-7 
Operating environments, 

see Single-job monitor, Foreground/ 
background monitor, Extended 
memory monitor 

Operating procedures, 
BATCH, A-37 

Operating system, 
RT-11, I-l 

Operator directives to BATCH run-time 
handler, A41 

/OPTIMIZE option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-68 

Option, 6-1 
Options, 

BATCH command, A-2 
table, A-3 

combining library, 12-9 
DIR, 9-l 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-2 
FILEX, 14-3 
LIBR, 12-2, 12-10 
LINK, 11-3, 11-17 
monitor command, 

see Monitor commands 
mutually exclusive, 4-3 
PIP, 7-2 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

/ORDER option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-47 

Organization of ODT, 16- 18 
OTS, 11-15 
/OUTPUT option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
DIRECTORY, 4-49 
DUMP, 4-52 
EDIT, 4-58 
SQUEEZE, 4-114 

Output specification, 6-1 
Oval, 6-2 
Overlays, 1 1 - 1, 1 l-6 

see also Root segment 
Overlays, 

FORTRAN, 11-14 
using with LINK, 4-87, 1 l-10 

Overlay handler table, 17-6,17-l 1 
Overlay segment, 11-8, 17-11 
Overlaying lines with PAT, 18-4 
/OWNER option, 

COPY, 4128 
DIRECTORY, 4-49 

/P option, 
DIR, 9-6 
FILEX, 14-3 
FRUN command, 4-7 1 
LIBR, 12-6 
LINK, 11-2 1 
MACRO-l 1, IO-9 
PIP, 7-10 

P-section, 
see Program section 

Packed image format, 14-1, 14-5 
/PACKED option, 

COPY, 4-28 
Page, 4-57,5-l 
/PASS : 1 option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
MACRO, 4-93 

PAT, 1-3, V-l, 18-1 
adding a subroutine with, 18-5 
calling and using, 18- 1 
overlaying lines with, 18-4 

PAT checksum, 18-7 
PAT command syntax, 18-2 
PAT correction file, 18-2, 184 
PAT input file, 18-2 
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PAT processing steps, 18-3 
PATCH, l-3, V-l, 17-I 

ASCII in, 17-4 
calling and using, 17- 1 
changing locations with, 17-2, 174 
examining locations with, 17-2 
exiting from, 17-2 
translating locations with, 17-4 

PATCH bottom address, 17-6 
PATCH checksum, 17-2,17-6 
PATCH commands, 17-2 

table, 17-3 
PATCH command syntax, 17-1 
PATCH control characters, 17-4 
PATCH file type, 17-1 
PATCH options, 17-1 
PATCH relocation registers, 17-7 
Patching a new file, 17-2 
Patching utility program, 

see PATCH 
PDP-11 RSTS file transfers, 1-3 
Percent symbol (%), 4-5 
Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP), 

see PIP 
Permanent device names, 3-2 

table, 3-3 
Physical device name, 4-14,4-33 
PIP. 1-2.7-1 

calling and using, 7-1 
PIP options, 7-2 
Pointer, 

see Current location pointer 
Position command (P), 

EDIT, 5-21 
/POSITION option, 

COPY, 4-28 
DELETE, 4-35 
DIRECTORY, 4-49 

/PREDELETE option, 
COPY, 4-29 

Prefuc macro file, 4-23,4-63 
Previous sequence, 

returning to, 16-7 
$PRINT command, 

BATCH, A-27 
PRINT command, 4-94 
/PRINTER option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
DIRECTORY, 449 
DUMP, 4-52 
HELP, 4-74 

Printout format, 
ODT, 16-5 

Priority level, 16-l 6 
Proceed count, 16-I 1 
Processing steps, 

PAT, 18-3 
Program, 

debugging, 1-2 
see also ODT, /ONDEBUG option 
device utility, 

see DUP 
directory, 

see DIR 
dump utility, 

see DUMP 
executable, 18-1 
executing a, 4- 103 
file exchange, 

see FILEX 
librarian utility, 

see LIBR 
object, 

see Object module 
object module patching utility, 

see PATCH 
peripheral interchange, 

see PIP 
running a foreground, 4-7 1 
source compare utility, 

see SRCCOM 
Program development, l-l, 1-2 
Program development aids, 

see Programming tools 
Program execution with ODT, 16-10 
Program section, 11-4 

see also PSECT 
Program section attributes, 1 l-5 

table, 11-5, 11-6 
Program section length, 1 l-5 
Program section name, 1 l-5 
Programmed requests, l-3,2-2 
Programming considerations, 

ODT, 16-17 
Programming tools, l-l to 1-3 
/PROMPT option, 

LIBRARY, 4-8 1 
LINK, 4-87 

Prompting characters, 6-2 
Prompting command format, 4-3 
Prompts, 

LINK, 11-24 
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PROTECT programmed request, 2-2 
PSECT, 1 l-5, 18-4 

see also Program section 
Punched cards, 

BATCH, A-36 

IQ option, 
DIR, 9-6 
PIP, 7-12 

/QUERY option, 
COPY, 4-29 
DELETE, 4-3 5 
INITIALIZE, 4-76 
PRINT, 4-95 
RENAME, 4-99 
SQUEEZE, 4-114 
TYPE, 4-119 

R command, 4-96 
/R option, 

DIR, 9-7 
DUP, 8-11 
LIB, 12-7 
LINK, 1 l-21 
PIP, 7-11 

RAD50, 
see Radix-SO characters 

/RADS 0 option, 
DUMP, 4-52 
see also Radix-50 characters 

Radix-50 characters, 1-3, 16-9, 17-4 
see also /RADSO option 

Random-access device, 1-3, 3-2 
RCVD programmed request, 2-2 
Read command (R), 

EDIT, 5-14 
/RECORD option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

REENTER command, 4-97,5-2 
Reference pointer, 

see Current location pointer 
Registers, 

constant, 16-13 
general, 16-8 
internal, 16-8 
relocation, 16-4, 17-7 

REL file, 
see Relocatable image file 

Relative address, 164 

Relative branch offset, 16-7 
Relocatable image fde, 3-2 

see also /FOREGROUND option 
Relocatable expression, 16-4 
Relocatable object module, 164 
Relocation, 16-4 
Relocation bias, 164 
Relocation calculators, 16-I 5 
Relocation registers, 164, 16-15, 17-7 
REMOVE command, 4-98 
/REMOVE option, 

LIBRARY, 4-8 1 
RENAME command, 4-99 
Renaming files, 4-99 
Repeat count, 16-11 
Repetition, 

EDIT command, 5-8 
/REPLACE option, 

COPY, 4-29 
INITIALIZE, 4-77 
LIBRARY, 4-82 
RENAME, 4-100 

Replacing bad blocks, 8-11 
see also /BADBLOCKS option 

Requests, 
see Programmed requests 

RESET command, 4-101 
Restarting ODT, 16-2 
Returning to previous sequence, 16-7 
RESUME command, 4-102 
/REVERSE option, 

DIRECTORY, 4-49 
Root segment, 11-8 

see also Overlays 
/ROUND option, 

LINK, 4-87 
Routines, 

FORTRAN callable, l-3 
RSTS, 

see DOS-l 1 
RSX-11D BATCH, A43 
RT-11 file transfers, 

DECsystem-10, 14-6 
DOS-l 1, 14-2 
interchange diskette, 14-S 

$RTll command, 
BATCH, A-27 

RT-11 file format, 14-1 
RT-I 1 mode, 

BATCH, A-30 
RT-11 mode control characters, 

BATCH, A-34 
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RT-11 operating system, I-l 
RUBOUT, 3-7,5-2,5-34 
Run-time handler, 

BATCH, A-l, 
operator directives, A41 

$RUN command, 
BATCH, A-27 

RUN command, 4-103 
/RUN option, 

EXECUTE, 4-63 
LINK, 487 

Running BATCH, A-39 
Running a foreground program, 4-7 1 
Running programs, 

see Executing programs 

/S option, 
DIR, 9-7 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-6 
FILEX, 14-8 
LINK, 1 l-22 
PIP, 7-10 
SRCCOM, 15-2 

SAV fide, 
see Memory image file 

Save buffer, 5-10 
Save command (S), 

EDIT, 5-27 
SAVE command, 4-104 
SDAT programmed request, 2-2 
Searches, 

address, 16-13 
ODT, 16-20 
word, 16-12 

Section, 
program, 11-4 
see also PSECT 

Segment, 
overlay, 11-8, 17-11 
root, 1 l-8 

/SEGMENTS option, 
INITIALIZE, 4-77 

SEL, 
see ESCAPE 

Sequence, 
returning to previous, 16-7 

$SEQUENCE command, 
BATCH, A-28 

Sequential-access device, 3-5 
SET command, 4-l 05 

/SETDATE option, 
COPY, 4-30 
RENAME, 4-100 

SHOW command, 4-l 12 
/SHOW option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-63 
FORTRAN, 4-69 
MACRO, 4-93 

/SINCE option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-49 

Single-job monitor (SJ), I-l, 2-l 
Single-job monitor, 

memory requirements, l-3 
Single instruction mode, 16- 12 
SJ, 

see Single-job monitor 
Slash character (I), 16-6 
/SLOWLY option, 

COPY, 4-30 
LINK, 4-87 

Software, 
system, 

components, l-2 
Software requirements, 

BATCH, A-l 
/SORT option, 

DIRECTORY, 4-50 
Source compare utility program, 

see SRCCOM 
/SPACES option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-39 
Special function keys, 3-5 

table, 3-6 
Specification, 

input, 6-l 
output, 6- 1 

Specification options, 
BATCH, A-6 

table, A-7 
SQUEEZE command, 4-114 
SRCCOM, 1-3, 15-l 
SRCCOM, 

calling and using, 15-l 
SRCCOM command syntax, 15-l 
SRCCOM options, 15-l 

table, 15-2 
Stack, 114 
/STACK option, 

LINK, 487 
Standard file types, 34 
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Start address, 11-22 
START command, 4- 115 
/START option, 

DUMP, 4-52 
Startup, 

system, 3-1 
Startup indirect files, 3-1,4-l 1 
STARTF.COM, 3-1,4-l 1 
STARTS.COM, 3-114-l 1 
STARTX.COM, 3-1,4-l 1 
/STATISTICS optron, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

Strings, 
EDIT command, 5-5 

Steps, 
PAT processing, 18-3 

Structures, 
device, 3-2 

Subroutine, 
adding with PAT, 18-5 

Subroutine library, 
see SYSLIB.OBJ 

/SUMMARY option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-50 

SUSPEND command, 4- 116 
/SWAP option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

Swapping, 
see /SWAP, /NOSWAP 

Symbols, 
global, 11-7 

Symbol definition file, 1 l-l 
Syntax, 

BATCH command, A-2 
Command String Interpreter, 6-1 
EDIT command, 5-1,5-4 
LIBR command, 12-1 
LINK command, 1 l-2 
monitor command, 4- 1 
PAT command, 18-2 
PATCH command, 17-1 
SRCCOM command, 15-l 

SYS files, 7-11 
SYSCOM area, 

see System communication area 
SYSLIB.OBJ, l-3,11-15,11-18,12-l 
SYSMAC.SML, 12-l 

System communication area, 1 l-4 
System communications, II-1 
System hardware components, l-3 
/SYSTEM option, 

COPY, 430 
DELETE, 4-35 
RENAME. 4-100 

System software components, 1-2 
System startup, 3-l 
System Subroutine Library, 

see SYSLJB.OBJ 

/T option, 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-7 
FILEX, 14-7 
FRUN command, 4-7 1 
GT ON command, 4-73 
LINK, 11-22 
PIP, 7-10 

TAB, 5-2 
Table, 

global symbol, 12- 1 
macro name, 12-1 
overlay handler, 17-6, 17-l 1 

Technique, 
On-line Debugging, 
see ODT 

Temporary tiles, 
BATCH, A-9 

Terminal interrupt, 16-21 
/TERMINAL option, 

DIFFERENCES, 4-40 
DIRECTORY, 4-50 
DUMP, 4-52 
HELP, 4-74 

Terminating BATCH, A-43 
Text buffer, 5-I 0 
Text editor, l-l, 5-I 
Text mode, 5-I 
TIME command, 4-117 
Time, 

entering the, 4 117 
/TOPS option, 

COPY, 4-30 
DIRECTORY, 4-50 

Transfer address, 11-22 
/TRANSFER option, 

LINK, 4-88 
Transferring files to RT-I 1 from DECsystem-10, 

14-6 
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Transferring files between RT-11 and DOS-l 1, 
14-2 

Transferring files between RT-11 and inter- 
change diskette, 14-5 

TransIating locations with PATCH, 17-4 
Translator, 

language, l-1 
TWAIT programmed request, 2-2 
TYP, 6-2 
Type-ahead, 3-7 
TYPE command, 4-118 
Types, 

file, 3-2 
table, 3-4 

/U option, 
DUP, 8-7 
FILEX, 14-5 
LIBR, 12-7 
LINK, 1 l-23 
PIP, 7-11 

Underline (-), 16-7 
/UNITS option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

Universal interchange file format, 14-1 
UNLOAD command, 4-120 
Unloading device handlers, 4-120 
UNMAP programmed request, 2-2 
Unsave command (II), 

EDIT, 5-28 
Up-arrow (t), 16-7 

see also CTRL, control characters 
/UPDATE option, 

LIBRARY, 4-82 
Using libraries with LINK, 11-14 
Using ODT with FB jobs, 16-17 
Using overlays with LINK, 1 1 - 10 
Utility program, 

device, 
see DUP 

dump, 
see DUMP 

file exchange, 
see FILEX 

librarian, 
see LIBR 

object module patching, 
see PATCH 

Utility program (Cont.), 
source compare 

see SRCCOM 

IV option, 
DUP, 8-8, 8-l 1 

Vector, 11-4 
/VECTORS option, 

COMPILE, 4-23 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-69 

Verify command (V), 
EDIT, 5-22 

/VOLUMEID option, 
DIRECTORY, 4-50 
INITIALIZE, 4-77 

/W option, 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-9 
LIBR, 12-7 
LINK, 11-23 
PIP, 7-12 

/WARNINGS option, 
COMPILE, 4-23 
DIBOL, 4-38 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
FORTRAN, 4-70 

/WIDE option, 
EXECUTE, 4-64 
LINK, 4-88 

Wildcards, 4-5, 7-1, 14-1 
Wildcards, 

BATCH, A-6 
setting the default, 1 l-l 

Word search, 16-12 
/WORDS option, 

DUMP, 4-52 
Write command (W), 

EDIT, 5-14 
Work file, 

MACRO-l 1, 10-3 

/X option, 
DUMP, 13-1 
DUP, 8-7 
LINK, 11-23 

XM, 
see Extended memory monitor 
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/Y option, 
DUP, 8-10 
FILEX, 14-9 
LINK, 1 l-23 
PIP, 7-11 
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/Z option, 
DUP, 8-10 
FILEX, 14-9 
LINK, 11-23 
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NOTE: This form is for document comments only. DIGITAL will use comments submitted on this form at the 
company’s discretion. Problems with software should be reported on a Software Performance Report 
(SPR) form. If you require a written reply and are eligible to receive one under SPR service, submit 
your comments on an SPR form. 

Did you find errors in this manual? If so, specify by page. 

Did you find this manual understandable, usable, and well-organized? Please make suggestions for improvement. 

Is there sufficient documentation on associated system programs required for use of the software described in this 
manual? If not, what material is missing and where should it be placed? 

Please indicate the type of user/reader that you most nearly represent. 

0 Assembly language programmer 
Cl Higher-level language programmer 
q Occasional programmer (experienced) 
Cl User with little programming experience 
Cl Student programmer 
0 Non-programmer interested in computer concepts and capabilities 
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